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Abstract 
 
Supplier relationship management is often brought up in today’s business environment 
and organizational re-structuring is occurring all around us. Supplier relations and 
organizational change can during certain circumstances conflict with each other. 
Therefore the purpose of this study is to find out how opportunities and threats in 
supplier portfolio management as an outcome of supplier responsibility transfer during 
an organizational re-structuring, in an assembly industry, can be characterized. In order 
to find opportunities and threats we have looked into supplier relationship management 
and experiences and expectations on current and future relationships. To gain 
knowledge about supplier relationships and relationship management a literature 
overview has been performed. To answer the research problem the theory pointed us 
towards certain concepts like types of relationships, management of relationships, 
relationship commitment, trust and power balance which constitute the base for the 
frame of reference.  
 
A qualitative case study has been performed at Siemens Industrial Turbomachinery in 
Finspång, Sweden (SIT Finspång) and at Siemens Industrial Turbomachinery in Lincoln, 
England (SIT Lincoln). There is currently an ongoing supplier transfer between SIT 
Lincoln and SIT Finspång. This means that SIT Finspång is going to start doing business 
with some of SIT Lincolns current suppliers. Semi-structured interviews have been 
conducted with purchasers at SIT Finspång and SIT Lincoln, as well as with suppliers to 
both sites, to get the full view of the relationships. Those interviews lead to nine cases. 
Three of the cases are constituted by the suppliers Camfil, Certex and Finspångs 
Allmekano and their three purchasers at SIT Finspång. The suppliers Cullum, Rossedale, 
and Keweld and their three purchasers at SIT Lincoln constitute another three cases. 
The final three cases are composed of the new relationships between the purchasers at 
SIT Finspång and the suppliers Cullum, Rossendale and Keweld.    
 
Further on the data collected has been analyzed in within case analysis and later on a 
cross-case analysis has been performed to reveal differences among the supplier 
relationships. Those differences have been further enlightened in the findings and lead 
to conclusions about the research problem. It has been concluded that there are 
differences in how suppliers are managed at SIT Finspång and SIT Lincoln. Furthermore 
differences in the utilization of strategic and operational purchasers at SIT Finspång and 
SIT Lincoln were found. It was also concluded that the degree of relationship 
commitment in the current relationships was not so good, but the expectations regarding 
trust looked promising for the new relationships. More conclusions were made and even 
though many of them can be seen as threats in a supplier transfer, the awareness of 
them means that they can be turned into opportunities.    
 
This study has been performed as a master thesis for Luleå University of Technology, 
conducted during five month in the spring of 2012. 
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Introduction 
In this section the area of research will be brought into light. The introduction will be a 
base for the following problem discussion. 

Supplier Management 
The business environment has becomes more and more global, so has the competition, 
which have made managers realize the importance to develop relationship in the value 
chain (Monczka, Callahan and Nichols 1995). This realization has made the subject of 
relationships between buying and selling firms to gain much attention. Also the fact that 
the competitive environment is rapidly changing has forced firms to seek more creative 
and flexible means for competing (Cannon and Doney 1997). Many firms therefore have 
chosen to build collaborative relationships with suppliers, see figure 1 (Ibid.). Those 
kinds of relationships often involve high level of trust and are therefore able to create 
long-term relationship benefits (Ibid.). Cannon and Doney (1997) put forward that a 
company’s trust in a supplier reduces conflicts and enhance satisfaction.  

 
Figure 1 : Buyer-Supplier relationships 

 
According to Andersson and Servais (2010) a supplier in an industrial market can be 
described as a company that conducts activities specified by another firm. However, this 
traditional way of defining a supplier doesn’t quite make it in today’s complex business 
environment. They mean that the “simple supplier” still exists but more and more 
suppliers become integrated with the customer to a larger extent. It is not uncommon 
that suppliers develop complete systems to serve the customer with product 
development, coordination of parts and logistic solutions (Ibid.).  
 
There are many different concepts regarding suppliers and how to handle them. Studies 
related to SRM (supplier relationship management) have for example covered 
purchasing strategies, supplier selection and development and collaboration with 
suppliers. Andersson and Servais (2010) describe the use of portfolios, where products, 
suppliers and relations can be managed and visualized. The portfolio approach was 
initiated by Kraljic in a classical article from 1983 but more recent authors like Olson and 
Ellram (1997), Nellore and Söderqvist (2000) and Bensaou (1999) stress the advantages 
with SPM (supplier portfolio management) to manage suppliers (Andersson and Servais 
2010). 
 
In business-to-business markets, long-term and interactive relationships are often the 
norm (Zolkiewski and Turnbull 2002). Relationships, handled in an effective way, have 
the power to contribute to the strategic development of a firm. Relationship management 
is important, not only in the context of industrial export but also in the role of maintaining 
the whole portfolio of relationships that a company has. The use of SPM can help 
identify key relationships, those relationships which may be vital to a firm’s competitive 
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advantage. Zolkiewski and Turnbull (2002) means that relationship portfolio analysis 
gives answers to the questions; Do new relationships need to be created? Which 
relationships should be developed? Which maintained? Are there any that should be 
broken/ discarded?  
 
Goffin, Szwejczewski and New (1997) brought up the management of suppliers as an 
essential issue for manufacturers. One company said “We are beginning to witness the 
positive and strategic contribution the purchasing and sourcing process can make to a 
firm’s total performance”. The increased importance of supplier management can partly 
be explained by manufacturing companies focusing on core competences, and taking a 
step away from vertical integration (Ibid.). Therefore, there is a great need for 
competitive products from suppliers to secure the result of the end product. Good 
suppliers can help with long-term quality improvement, cost reduction and provide 
enhanced delivery performance (Ibid.).  
 
This leads to that industrial organizations have become more dependent on supplier 
resources and the need for trustworthy and performing suppliers is greater than before 
(Ellegaard 2006). Hence the relation with suppliers becomes increasingly important for 
the success of a manufacturing company. 
 
Different metaphors and assumptions have been used by different researchers, aiming 
to describe the buyer-supplier relation (Ellegaard 2006). These seem to be connected to 
a mixture of academic orientations e.g. economics, operations management, marketing, 
organization theory, corporate strategy etc. Investigating the complexity of buyer-
supplier relations and supply management issues has been recognized as a highly 
relevant area for research (Ibid.). Beaumont, Hunter and Sinclair (1996) point out that 
greater trust between customer and supplier will encourage a more effective relationship 
where communication is likely to be significantly improved. Suppliers will be able to 
express their own views and in doing so better utilize their capabilities. It is further 
explained by Beaumont et al. (1996) that trust exists where the customer and supplier 
are engaged in the partnership, and act in the benefit of both parties.  
 
In an article, Bullington and Bullington (2005), compare customer-supplier relationships 
to a marriage. Research on successful families was used as a model for successful 
business relationships. It was found that characteristics such as commitment, 
communication, ability to deal with change, principles, spending time together, and 
appreciation could be identified in both cases. Moreover, they said that the term 
“relationship” is important. It works as a reminder that there are people involved and not 
just corporate entities.  
 
Ellegaard, Johnsen and Drejer (2003) bring up the human interfaces, the people, as the 
carrier of the industrial relations. Thereby the importance of the individuals within the 
relationships must not be forgotten. The human factor plays a central role in relationship 
management and managing supply is according to Ellegaard et al. (2003) about 
influence between people on the relation.  
 
Bullington and Bullington (2005) point out that the people who depend on the success of 
these relationships (e.g. buyers, customers, service personnel and engineers at the 
supplier and customer companies), might not have the prior training in creation and 
maintaining of successful relationships. It could even be that team members may not be 
trained to recognize that they have important relationships to maintain (Ibid.). 
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The changing organization 
The importance of suppliers has now been brought in to light. Another contemporary 
concept in the business environment is organizational change, which will be discussed 
further below.  
 
In the book, Strategy and Structure: Chapters in History of American Industrial 
Enterprise, Chandler (1962) looks in to large industrial enterprises in the United States. 
In this book he puts forward the famous thesis “structure follows strategy”. By that he 
means that a company structure is a result of the company strategy, a change in the 
company strategy will thereby lead to a change in the company structure; which could be 
a re-organization. Connected to this Michael Dell once should have said “I believe that 
you have to understand the economics of a business before you have a strategy, and 
you have to understand your strategy before you have a structure. If you get these in the 
wrong order, you will probably fail.” (Famous Motivational and Inspirational Quotes 2007). 
 
According to Sun (2000) organizations today, act in an environment that is rapidly 
changing, complex and in some aspects unpredictable. Further on he argues that the 
business environment of today calls for continuous organizational adjustments including 
structure, technology, work process, systems and culture. This is important in order to 
not become ineffective and inefficient (Ibid.). He also puts forward that organizational 
theory and managerial wisdom suggest that organizations must be compatible with their 
environment, including external social, economic and political conditions that influence 
their operations, in order to survive and flourish.  
 
Even back in 1969 managers began to learn that they had to manage change (Beer and 
Walton 1987).The increasing international competition, decline in manufacturing, 
changing values of workers, deregulations and development and growth of IT 
(information technology) changed the concepts and the approaches that mangers had to 
use during the sixties (Ibid.). They also enlighten that changes like those required 
adaptive, flexible organizations and skilled managers. With regard to the development of 
the above mentioned aspect, since the nineteen-sixties, like IT and international 
competition, the importance of managing change and creating an adaptive organization 
remains highly important.  
 
According to Jones (2002) globalization is undoubtedly a major catchword of the past 
decade. When companies act in global environments culture starts to affect the business. 
Even though companies put extensive effort in to planning a redesign or change in a 
company, the presence of culture at different levels (e.g. societal, organizational and 
sub-cultural) can lead to different interpretation of the change and thereby unexpected 
outcomes (DiBella 1996). He also brings up the expression “change is our only constant” 
which he concludes has become a cliché in the study and management of organizations. 
This makes the importance of organizational change in today’s business environment 
intelligible.  
 
According to Beer and Walton (1987) organizational development has recognized the 
importance of culture and cultural management. Wang (2010) describes organizational 
development (also called OD) as a “system-wide application and transfer of behavioral 
science knowledge to the planned development, improvement, and reinforcement of the 
strategies, structures and processes that lead to organization effectiveness and health”. 
Wang (2010) also enlightens the planned change as core concept in organizational 
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development. When it comes to culture it also affect the knowledge transfer between 
organization, and makes it more complex (Easterby-Smith, Lyles and Tsang 2008). 
Easterby-Smith et al. (2008) define knowledge transfer as the “event through which one 
organization learns from the experience of another”. They also enlighten that 
organizational knowledge is a basis of a firm’s competitive advantage. According to 
Easterby-Smith et al. (2008) there is a broad assumption that increased sharing of 
knowledge contribute to the performance of an organization. They continue with; firms 
that understand the knowledge transfer process, and factors that affect it, can increase 
their capabilities. To this belongs the management of relationships both within and 
across national borders (Ibid.).   
 
Many articles (DiBella 1996; Wang 2010; Pardo del Val and Fuentes Martinez 2003) put 
forward that the risk of not succeeding when doing an organizational change, is high. 
Therefore it’s important for companies to do as much as possible to make it easier to 
perform a successful organizational change, such as a supplier transfer. To understand 
relationships among involved parts during an organizational change and factors affecting 
those relationships are therefore of interest to managers and people involved in the 
organizational change, to higher the odds for success.  
 
The individuals involved in an organizational change are highly important to the outcome 
of the change (Forslund 2009). One of the goals with human resource management is to 
make it possible for the management to reach their goals through the workforce of the 
organization (Ibid.). So then if an organization does not have the workforce with them 
they will not perform well. The employees need to be motivated to the change and 
understand the reason for it in order for the change to be successfully implemented 
(Ibid.). Also the interaction between individuals can often be characterized by “start up 
problems”, e.g. if a new person enters a group, the group will need to start over in order 
to become effective (Ibid.). Forslund (2009) points out that an uncertainty arises 
concerning belonging, control, roles and solidarity. Moreover there is always a risk for 
valuable assets and information to be “lost on the way” during an organizational change, 
therefore the importance to look after the individuals involved (Ibid.). 
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Problem Discussion 
In this section the area of research will be discussed in order to conclude the research 
problem and the research questions of this study. 
 
In the introduction it has been shown that supplier relations is of high importance to 
companies in today’s business environment. It has also been shown that company 
changes like re-organization, re-structuring, organizational development and so forth are 
commonly occurring, companies today have to adjust to changing business-
environments in order to stay in business. It has also been shown that the individuals in 
an organizational change are important for the outcome of the change. 
 
Those two subjects; supplier relations and organizational change, can during certain 
circumstances conflict with each other. One of those circumstances is when a company, 
due to a strategic decision, decides to change the organizational structure. A change in 
organizational structure could for example be changing different responsibility areas, but 
then not only the internal organization will get affected by this. Outside the organizations 
the suppliers are found. Those suppliers have built up different kinds of relationships to 
the organization and specific individuals within it. If the re-organization involves changing 
the individuals and divisions that are responsible for the contact to the suppliers, the 
suppliers also get affected by the re-organization. 
 
According to Cannon and Perreault (1999) innovative managers worldwide are 
experimenting with myriads of approaches to make their relationships with suppliers 
more productive and enduring. On the other side strategists are improving the company 
strategies which as Chandler (1962) points out will affect the company structure. As 
already stated this might not work well together.  
 
Because of this possible collision between two issue of high importance to companies 
and managers, namely supplier relations and organizational re-structuring, there is a 
need to look further in to how those topics affect each other. When making an 
organizational re-structuring, what risks will this convey to the firms supplier relations? 
What opportunities can this bring to the company’s management of their supplier 
portfolio? In other words, how will an organizational re-structuring affect a company’s 
management of their suppliers? And if a restructuring leads to a transfer of supplier 
responsibility, if for example one part of a firm “takes over” another parts suppliers, how 
will this affect the management? This becomes especially interesting in the context of 
assembly industries since the management of suppliers in such industries constitute a 
more crucial activity than in other industries. Many authors (Kraljic 1983; Turnbull, Oliver 
and Wilkinson 1992; Bensaou 1999; Nellore and Söderquist 2000; Perez and Sanchez 
2001; Svensson 2004) have used the automotive industry, a typical assembly industry, 
as a base for their field of research within the subject of supplier relations. Therefore it 
could on logical bases be assumed that this industry is more suitable than others for this 
type of researches. To continue the logical argument, it is of course more important for 
an assembly industry to receive highly precise parts, because their ability to rework 
products is limited and this will require a close relation with the suppliers. Altogether this 
leads up to the research problem that will be studied in this report, formulated below.  
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Research Problem (RP) 
How can opportunities and threats in supplier portf olio management, as an 
outcome of supplier-responsibility transfer during an organizational re-structuring, 
in an assembly industry, be characterized? 
 
In order to be able to answer the research problem it has to be broken down into smaller 
fractions. 
 
If opportunities and threats are to arise, it has to be differences in how the supplier 
relationship management is handled. In the supplier-responsibility transfer, two different 
sites occur, the supplier-responsibility receiving site A, and the supplier-responsibility 
delivering site B. This leads us to research question one presented below. 
 
Research Question 1 (RQ 1)   
How can differences in supplier relationships and r elationship management at 
receiving site A and at delivering site B be charac terized? 
 
Neither the research problem alone, nor research question 1 can be answered right 
away. Research question 1 consists of two underlying questions, namely: 
 
Research Question 1A (RQ 1A) 
How can supplier relationships and relationship man agement at the receiving site 
A be characterized? 
 
Research Question 1B (RQ 1B) 
How can supplier relationships and relationship man agement at delivering site B 
be characterized? 
 
Opportunities and threats do not only arise due to current differences during an 
organizational re-structuring. Previous experience and future expectations on each site 
will have effect on the emerged opportunities and threats. Research Question 2, and 
Research Question 3 is therefore formulated as below.  
 
Research Question 2 (RQ 2) 
How can differences in experiences of supplier rela tions to receiving site A and to 
delivering site B be characterized? 
 
Alike Research Question 1, it has to be broken down in to smaller parts to be able to be 
answered.  
 
Research Question 2A (RQ 2A) 
How can experiences of supplier relations at receiv ing site A be characterized? 
 
Research Question 2B (RQ 2B) 
How can experiences of the suppliers’ relations to site A be characterized? 
 
Research Question 2C (RQ 2C) 
How can experiences of supplier relations at delive ring site B be characterized? 
 
Research Question 2D (RQ 2D)  
How can experiences of the suppliers’ relations to site B be characterized?  
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To get a comprehensive vision of opportunities and threats as an outcome of supplier 
responsibility transfer, it is important to look at it from the supplier’s point of view as well. 
This view is found in RQ 2B and RQ 2D, but is also present in RQ 3B. Research 
question three focuses on the expectations of the new relations that are going to be 
created. This relationship is the one between the suppliers to site B, in transfer and site 
A, to which they will be transferred. So the expectations on the new relationship 
therefore only involves the transferring suppliers and site A, not site B and the current 
suppliers to site A. Research question three and its essential sub-questions are 
therefore formulated as below.  
 
RQ 3 
How can differences in expectation of new supplier relations to receiving site A be 
characterized? 
 
RQ 3A 
How can expectations of new supplier relations at r eceiving site A be 
characterized? 
 
RQ 3B 
How can expectation of the new suppliers relations to site A be characterized? 
 
The idea behind “new suppliers” mentioned throughout RQ3 is that site A will take over 
responsibility of suppliers from site B. The suppliers themselves will remain the same, 
but those suppliers will be new to site A.  
  
By answering RQ 1A, RQ 1B, RQ 2A, RQ 2B, RQ 2C, RQ 2D the answers to RQ 1 and 
RQ 2 can be found. Those, together with RQ 3A and RQ 3B, can in turn yield the answer 
to the research problem. By answering the research problem satisfyingly this report has 
accomplished its purpose.  
 
A summary of the research problem and research questions can be found in table 1. 
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Table 1:  Research Problem and Research Questions 

Research Problem 

How can opportunities and threats in supplier 
portfolio management as an outcome of supplier-
responsibility transfer during an organizational re-

structuring, in an assembly industry, be 
characterized? 

Research Question 1 
How can differences in supplier relationships and 

relationship management at receiving site A and at 
delivering site B be characterized? 

RQ 1A  

How can supplier 
relationships and 

relationship management at 
the receiving site A be 

characterized? 

RQ 1B  

How can supplier 
relationships and 

relationship management at 
delivering site B be 

characterized? 

Research Question 2 
How can differences in experiences of supplier 

relations to receiving site A and to delivering site B 
be characterized? 

RQ 2A  

How can experiences of 
supplier relations at 
receiving site A be 

characterized? 

RQ 2B  
How can experiences of the 
suppliers’ relations to site A 

be characterized? 

RQ 2C  

How can experiences of 
supplier relations at 
delivering site B be 

characterized? 

RQ 2D  
How can experiences of the 
suppliers’ relations to site B 

be characterized? 

Research Question 3 
How can differences in expectation of new supplier 

relations to receiving site A be characterized? 

RQ 3A  

How can expectations of 
new supplier relations at 

receiving site A be 
characterized? 

RQ 3B  

How can expectation of 
the new suppliers 

relations to site A be 
characterized? 
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The research questions described in the problem discussion and in table 1 can be 
visualized as in figure 2. 
 

 
Figure 2:  Visualization of the research questions. 
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Literature overview 
In this section the literature overview will be presented with theories and models 
connected to the area of research. The literature overview will be a base for further 
development of the frame of reference. 

Relationships 
As already enlightened, relations and interactions between companies and people within 
them is an important factor in today’s business environment. Many academic 
researchers have circled around the concept on inter-firm relationships the last decades 
(Narayandas and Rangan 2004; Goffin and Szwejczewski 1997; Dwyer, Schurr and Oh 
1987). 
 
To be able to take a look at the supplier portfolio management there is a need to better 
understand the relationships that can occur between a buyer and a supplier. Therefore, 
this section will create an outline of the relationships present in buyer-seller interactions.  
 
During the 1980s the economic landscape started to change and this brought about a 
change in the forms of the business organization (Webster 1992). The organization took 
more flexible forms and started to emphasize relations between firms (Ibid.). Webster 
continues with that the companies and their partners started to move from market 
transactions towards relationship management. He further continues that those new 
organizations were meant to respond quickly and flexibly to change in technology, 
competition and customer preferences.  
 
According to Webster (1992) there is no consensus about how to describe those new 
organizational forms (which involves relations to other organizations). Therefore he 
presents a continuum of relationships stretching from pure transaction at one extreme to 
vertical integration at the other extreme, see figure 3.  
 

 
Figure 3:  Inter-firm relationships adapted from Webster (1992). 
 
Webster divides the company interactions in to seven different relationships presented in 
figure 3. Each of them will be further discussed below. When we move along the 
continuum the firms start to use more administrative and bureaucratic control and less 
market control in the pursuit of economic efficiency ( Webster 1992).  

Pure Transaction 
In pure transaction all activities are performed as a set of separate market-based 
transactions and as good as all necessary information is contained in the price of the 
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product that is exchanged (Webster 1992). The price is guided by the price mechanism 
of the free, competitive market as the firm seeks to buy at the lowest possible price, and 
each transaction is essentially independent of all other transactions. The price contains 
all the necessary information for both parties to conclude the exchange (Ibid.). In a pure 
transaction there is no brand name, no credit extension, no preferences, no recognition 
of the buyer by the seller, no loyalty, and no differentiation off one producer’s output from 
another (Ibid.).  
 
Webster (1992) points out that pure transactions are rare, but they constitute a good 
starting point for the theoretical analysis of relationships in business to business markets, 
as they mark the begin of the continuum of different types of relationships. A pure 
transaction is a one-time exchange of value, with no prior or following interaction 
between the two parties (Ibid.). But, he continues, most transactions actually take place 
in the context of an ongoing relationship. Even so, Webster points out, there has been a 
clear tendency to focus on the sale, the single event of transaction, as a variable for 
analysis.  
 
Webster (1992) also presents some additional costs associated with the pure transaction, 
called the “cost of using the price mechanism”.  He enlightens that even transactions 
involve additional costs, like discovering what the relevant prices are, negotiating and 
contracting and monitoring supplier performances including quality and quantity of 
delivered goods.  

Repeated Transaction 
One step along the continuum from pure transaction, according to Webster (1992), 
repeated transaction is found, shown in figure 3. In the repeated transaction the 
purchasing is done repeatedly and frequently (Ibid.). The goods purchased are industrial 
components, maintenance and operation supplies (Ibid.).  According to Webster no 
meaningful, ongoing relationship between the companies exists in a repeated 
transaction. However the presence of repeated purchases means that we have moved 
along the continuum and beyond pure transaction (Ibid.). The rudiments of trust and 
credibility are present in a repeated transaction, and those can constitute the foundation 
of a relationship (Ibid.). According to Webster, buyers can negotiate more favorable 
terms of sale if a vendor is attracted to the possibility of future transactions with the 
buyer. He continues with that relationships make transactions more cost efficient.  

Long-term Relationship 
According to Webster (1992) buyers and sellers in industrial markets have typically been 
involved in relatively long-term contractual commitments. He continues that even those 
relationships were arm’s-length, adversarial and depended heavily on market control. 
There was a battle focused on low prices. It was also common that the buyer maintained 
a list of qualified sellers who then were invited to submit bids for a particular 
procurement (Ibid.). The specifications for this product were drawn to achieve maximum 
competition (Ibid.). The largest share of the business usually went to the bidder with the 
lowest price, but smaller chunks were given to several others to keep them involved to 
put continued pressure on the low price supplier (Ibid). This arrangement also provided 
alternative sources in case of quality or delivery problems (Ibid.). 
 
During the 1980s the importance of managing buyer-seller relationships as a strategic 
asset started to be recognized according to Webster (1992). During this time it was 
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suggested that firms should be characterized as either transaction customers or 
relationship customers, and the commitment of resources should be based according to 
that (Ibid.). According to Webster, processes were an outcome of negotiation based on 
mutual dependence within the long-term buyer-seller relationships. He also enlightens 
that quality, delivery and technical support started to become important. During the same 
decade, the competitive forces in the marketplace also started to change, and forced 
many companies to move along the continuum (see figure 3), away from arm’s-length 
relationships and towards stronger partnerships involving greater interdependence (Ibid.).   

Buyer-Seller Partnership 
Which is also called mutual, total-dependence buyer-seller partnership, or “real”-
partnership, according to Webster (1992). In this relationship each partner approaches 
total dependence with the other party, in a certain area (Ibid.). Within those relationships 
adversarial assumptions are replaced by mutual trust (Ibid.). In buyer-seller partnership 
prices are determined by negotiation and only subject to small amounts of market 
pressure (Ibid.).    
 
According to Webster (1992) companies had now learned a lesson, that quality does not 
just sell better it also cost less. He explains that designing products for manufacturability 
and performance and thereby doing it right the first time costs less than detecting and 
removing defects later. Webster continues; quality and cost depend on the system of 
strategic partnership because a few suppliers need to be incorporated early in the 
product development phase. In the adversarial sourcing system used before, this has 
been practically unknown (Ibid.). The Japanese were among the first to recognize this, 
they also introduced JIT (Just-in-time) and Kanban, where reliance upon suppliers was 
highly important, and suppliers often promised to deliver only usable products (Ibid.). 
Higher quality and lower inventor cost were a result of total interdependence among the 
buyer and the suppliers (Ibid.). The necessity of moving away from the focus of 
individual sale where transactions were seen as a conquest, and towards an 
understanding of developing long-term, mutually supportive relationships began to arise 
(Ibid.). Companies started to create long-term relationships, based on reciprocity, 
sometimes involving many firms at the same time (Ibid.).  

Strategic Alliances 
Sometimes the partnership between a buyer and a seller takes the form of an entirely 
new venture, which is a true strategic alliance according to Webster (1992). The new 
entity could be a product development team, a research project or a manufacturing 
facility, and is managed by bureaucratic and administrative control (Ibid.). One of the 
essential features of a true strategic alliance is that it has the intention to move each 
involved partner towards the achievement of a long-term, strategic goal (Ibid.). What 
distinguish the strategic alliances from previous relationships in the continuum (see 
figure 3) are those strategic objectives (Ibid.). Strategic alliances seek to improve or 
radically change a firm’s competitive position and take place in the context of a 
company’s long-term strategic plan, according to Webster. The strategic alliance also 
shares resources and objectives among the involved parties, which includes 
commitment of capital and management resources to enchaining both partners’ 
competitive positions (Ibid.). Webster explains that strategic alliances are used to 
develop new technology, new products and new markets, together with for example a 
supplier, but can also be used to ensure smooth flow of raw material, components or 
services to the involved parties.     
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The term joint venture is often used interchangeably with strategic alliance, but is in fact 
only one type of strategic alliance (Webster 1992). In a joint venture the new entity is a 
new firm, with its own capital structure (Ibid.). Joint ventures are typically created to last 
forever, opposed to other strategic alliances such as product development, which has a 
finite lifetime (Ibid.). Firms should have in mind that a joint venture soon faces all the 
problems of its parent firms, like creating partnerships, determining core competence 
and finding a unique positioning in the value chain (Ibid.).    

Networks 
The network organization results from multiple relationships, partnerships and strategic 
alliances according to Webster (1992). Networks are the complex and multifaceted 
structures that are a result of multiple strategic alliances (Ibid.). A network can include 
multiple joint-venture partners including global competitors to a company (Ibid.). Webster 
defines the basic characteristic of a network as confederation, a loose and flexible 
coalition that is guided from a hub. According to Webster one key core competence of a 
network could be the ability to design, control and manage strategic partnerships with 
suppliers and others. He also puts forward the interesting fact that even large companies 
become more focused on their core competences when moving along the continuum in 
figure 3 (Ibid.). The network paradigm is built around that smaller is better (Ibid.). Each 
part, process or function should be the responsible of an independent entity in the 
network which is specialized as well as efficiently organized and managed and has world 
class competence (Ibid.). A change has occurred according to Webster (1992), from 
make to buy, from ownership to partnership and from fixed costs to variable costs, in the 
context of long-term relationships.  

Vertical Integration 
At the far right end of the continuum, in figure 3, vertical integration is found. According 
to Peyrefitte, Golden and Brice (2002) vertical integration takes place when a firm owns 
its own distribution channel or produces its own input. Webster (1992) describes vertical 
integration as a fully integrated hierarchical firm.   
 
The description of the continuum in figure 3, and thereby all the relations presented 
above, enlighten what Webster (1992) defines as a “shift from products and firms as unit 
of analysis to people, organizations and social processes that bind actors together in 
ongoing relationships.” He brings into light the fact that companies today can consider 
more flexible organization forms with different kinds of relationships and alliances, than 
before. He continues with that in the traditional view a firm was a distinct entity with 
defined borders to the external environment, today this distinction has disappeared. He 
also puts forward that in a boundary-less company suppliers are drawn closer and 
becoming trusted partners and not outsiders. Further he continues that in a boundary-
less company the internal functions begin to blur.  
 
According to Webster (1992) customer knowledge and a company culture of customer 
orientation are two examples of resources important to the competitive advantage of the 
company. Supplier knowledge and a company culture that values the supplier should 
therefore also possibly be a source of competitive advantage. Webster (1992) also 
enlightens that scholars should turn their attention to variables that must be managed to 
achieve success in transnational partnerships, such as differences in values, beliefs, 
decision-making, information processing and teamwork among others. There has been a 
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shift from transaction focus to focus on relationships, and the firm must make long-term 
commitments to maintain relationships with quality, service and innovation (Ibid.). Given 
the long-term, strategic relationships with suppliers, organizations must understand the 
increasing need of relationship management skills (Ibid.).  
 
Another author, Day (2000), has also taken a look at different types of relationships. He 
means that the nurturing of market relationships has emerged as a top priority for most 
firms. Day (2000) continues with that committed relationships are among the most 
durable of competitive advantages, because they are hard for competitors to understand, 
to copy and to displace. He also means that this is a compelling argument in an 
environment where product-based advantages are short-lived and competition hard. But 
Day also enlighten that close relationships are neither appropriate nor necessary for 
every market, customer or company. Because close relationships are resource intensive 
not every one is worth the effort (Ibid.).  
 
Day (2000) explains that the exchange process is central to every market relationship. 
He continues that in this exchange, value is given and received, and even in the most 
tenuous and short-lived “relationships” both parts gives something in return for a benefit 
or payoff of greater value. Day proposes that these exchanges can be lined-up against 
another continuum, compared to the continuum suggested by Webster (1992). In this 
continuum one end is represented by the single transaction and the other by a long-run, 
two-way collaboration, see figure 4. 
 

 
Figure 4:  The Day Continuum adapted from Day, S. (2000). 

Transactional Exchanges 
The transactional exchanges, according to Day (2000) are a “series of ongoing 
transactions in a business-to-business market where the customer and supplier focus 
only on the timely exchange of standard products at competitive prices”. Both parties 
view the exchange as a zero-sum game, and one part will win on the other’s expense, 
so everything ride on the negotiation of terms and conditions (Ibid.).   

Value-adding Exchanges 
In the middle of the continuum the value-adding exchanges are found (Day 2000). In the 
selling firm the focus shifts from getting customers to keeping customers at this stage in 
the continuum (Ibid.). From a supplier perspective this would mean a shift from getting 
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new suppliers to keeping current suppliers. According to Day (2000) the firm attains this 
by developing a deep understanding for their needs and requirements, which could be 
changing. The firm then tailors their offerings to best meet those needs and thereby 
giving the customer incentives to concentrate their purchases with just their firm. 

Collaborative Exchanges 
At the other end of the continuum in figure 4, the collaborative exchanges are found 
(Day 2000). Those exchanges features very close exchange of information, social- and 
process linkages, and mutual commitments made because the partners expect long-run 
benefits. 
 
According to Day (2000) standardized items, like packaging material and cleaning 
services tend to gravitate to the left side in figure 4, towards transactional exchanges. He 
continues with that the feasible relations for standardized items are limited to long-term 
supply agreements. Long-term supply agreements are often negotiation efforts to lock 
up buyers into a take-or-pay basis (Ibid.). Those arrangements are often purely 
contractual with no emotional commitment to make the relation last (Ibid). Customized 
and high-technological products are more suitable for collaborative partnerships 
according to Day (2000). Feasible relations range from co-design of manufacturing 
systems via supplier participation in new product development teams to full responsibility 
for installation, training and ongoing service (Ibid.). 
 
Day (2000) puts forward that relationships never should be taken for granted, because 
relationships don’t naturally and inevitably sustain themselves. He continues with that by 
building and nurturing relationships firms can overcome the gravitational pull toward the 
transaction end of the continuum in figure 4.   
 
Wilkinson and Young are other authors that have studied interfirm relations (Ford 1997). 
They present an alternative to the often used marriage metaphor; this alternative avoids 
the perception that relations must move towards a uniform type of mature state, namely 
the successful marriage which is usually described as a long-term committed 
relationship (Ibid.). They call this alternative the dancing analogy (or dancing metaphor) 
(Ibid.). Wilkinson and Young describe four types of interfirm relationships in terms of 
their cooperative and competitive characteristics (Ibid.). The four types presented are 
low cooperation and low competition, low cooperation and high competition, high 
cooperation and high competition and low competition and high cooperation. They 
consider the marriage metaphor to be limited in its ability to describe the full range and 
diversity of interfirm relations, and they put forward that the dancing metaphor is more 
capable of capturing the essential facets of interfirm relations (Ibid.). The concept of 
business dancing captures the central notion of the role of cooperation; in other word 
working together with existing partners to jointly achieve more (Ibid.). This metaphor 
leads to a process view of relationships rather than to a structural view (Ibid.). Dancing 
involves active cooperation and not a formal type of connection as well as interaction 
between the parties rather than a link between them (Ibid.). They also put forward that 
you cannot marry everybody, but there are an infinite number of types of dances 
requiring various degrees of coordination (Ibid.). Dancing also reflects the variety of 
coordination and cooperative tasks required in industry due to environmental and 
technical conditions (Ibid.). Wilkinson and Young means that this metaphor captures 
some of the essence of relations in a novel way and eight types of relationships are 
presented in table 2. Each type of relationship in table 2 portrays both the link involved 
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when using the marriage metaphor as well as the type of “dance” or coordinated action 
required. 
 
Table 2:  The dancing metaphor vs. the marriage metaphor adapted from Ford 1997. 

Relation type 
Connection 

type 
Type of 
dance 

Character of 
dance 

Quality of 
relationships 

1A 
Extreme Low 
Cooperation -  

Low Competition 

Just met or 
getting divorced 

Walking in or 
off the dance 

floor 

Warm up or cool 
down exercise - not 
really dancing with 

your partner 

Commencing or 
finishing 

1B 
Moderate Low 
Cooperation -  

Low Competition 

Placid and 
occasional affair 

Line dancing 
Coordinate and in 

unison but not 
partnering 

Arms length - fairly 
indifferent, neither 

good nor bad 

2A 
Extreme Low 
Cooperation -  

High Competition 

Stormy affair - 
Quarrels and 

throwing things 
or marriage by 
proxy (great 

distance 
between parties) 

Salsa - lots of 
screaming and 

fire 

Repeatedly (and 
perhaps 

deliberately) steps 
on foot, partners 
may deliberately 

send false signals 
when they lead 

Likely to be poor and 
declining 

2B 
Moderate Low 
Cooperation -  

High Competition 

Affair or unhappy 
marriage may be 
no possibility of 
divorce, may be 
in "counselling" 
to try to improve 

Inept "New 
Vouge" 

Going through the 
set motions (not 

very well) 

Poor relation in 
process of change, 

could be for the better 
or the worse 

3A 
Extreme High 
Competition -  

High Cooperation 

Tempestuous but 
devoted 

Latin medley 
(including the 

tango) 

Lots of unexpected 
tempo changes, 

maybe a crowded 
dance floor, 

requires an expert 
couple 

Good relationship 
despite dynamic 
environment and 

probable self-interest 

3B 
Moderate High 
Competition -  

High Cooperation 

Dual career 
marriage - joint 
and conflicting 

interest 

Ballet as well 
as ballroom 

At least as 
concerned about 

one's solo parts as 
the duo's 

Good relationship 
which normalizes some 

opportunism 

4A 
Extreme Low 
Competition -  

High Cooperation 

Marriage made 
in heaven 

Waltz or 
rumba 

Smooth and semi-
spontaneous glide, 
cheek-t-cheek with 
someone you love 

Highly committed and 
good quality 
relationship 

4B 
Moderate High 
Cooperation -  

Low Competition 

Newly weds or 
semi-committed 

relationship 

Cha-cha-cha 
or New Vouge 

Beginners with 
talent or parties 
(re)establishing 

partnership, they 
undertake simple 

steps or those 
predetermined by 

rules 

Relationship in process 
of developing higher 
levels of commitment 

   
Wilkinson and Young point out that in dancing, as well as in relationships, history 
matters and partnership-specific skills develop during the course of the relationship 
(Ford 1997). If new partnerships are formed only some of the abilities will be retained 
(Ibid.). Partners can over time change the type of dancing they do together and add 
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different types of dances to their repertoire – partners move from one dance to another 
(Ibid.). The partners become more expert and able to do more complicated dances 
together, but skills are based on experiences and it largely will influence the additional 
dances they may successfully attempt (Ibid.). 
 
In their article Wilkinson and Young conclude that relationship management is an 
ongoing process of action that takes place on multiple levels within the organization 
(Ford 1997). They also put forward that “interpersonal relations and social interaction 
play an important role in facilitating or inhibiting relations and should be seen as part of 
the overall management process” (Ford 1997). The appropriate type of relationship 
depends on the objectives of the parties involved, the tasks that should be performed 
and the environment in which the relationship exists (Ibid.). They enlighten that this 
doesn’t always mean development of strong committed, long term cooperative relations 
(Ibid.). There is no best way of managing relationships as they do not all head in the 
same direction or operate from the same starting point (Ibid.). Wilkinson and Young put 
forward four strategies in dealing with situations where one firm’s behavior affects the 
outcome of the own firms behavior, as follows (Ibid). One alternative is for the firm to 
spend resource to be able to better predict the behavior of the other firm and adjust its 
behavior according to that, another alternative is to attempt to control the other firm 
through exercise of power, a third is to attempt to reduce the dependence on the other 
firm, and the last one is to seek cooperation with the other firm to jointly plan and 
implement strategies to reach mutual advantages (Ibid.).   
 
Relationship management is a two-way process in which the initiative can be taken by 
either party, and each of the parties can respond to problems and opportunities of the 
other (Ford 1997). Relationship management is about managing others and being the 
initiator, but just as important is being responsive to the initiatives of others and 
facilitating their relating to you (Ibid.). Relationship management is about creating value 
through relationships, but it’s also about protecting and safeguarding the value of 
existing assets and resources (Ibid.). Value is created though planning and adapting 
products, processes, people and resources jointly (Ibid). This adaptations result in 
relationship specific investments, which bond the parties together and make them 
mutually dependent (Ibid.) Much literature focus on the problems created by such 
investment, but  even though those risk cannot be ignored relationship specific 
investment are an important outcome of a relationship rather then being something that 
exists “outside” the relationship (Ibid.). Relationship specific assets such as mutual trust, 
respect, understanding, personal relationships as well as tangible adaptations of 
products and processes are created by working together over time. These assets are not 
easily developed nor replaced (Ibid.). Relationship specific investments will be further 
discussed under the heading power later on in the literature overview.   
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The Interaction Model 
It has been announced that the business environment has become more and more 
global (Monczka et al. 1995) and also that the environment is complex and rapidly 
changing (Sun 2000). In order to understand business markets it is important to get “the 
whole picture” and examine not only the buyer-supplier relations, how organizations act 
with each other, but also factors affecting the organizations and their interaction. The 
Industrial Marketing and Purchasing Group have developed “The Interaction Model” to 
get a grip on this (Ford 1997), see figure 5. 
 
According to Ford (1997) business markets do not consist of active sellers and passive 
buyers. Many individuals may be involved in a purchase, not only marketing, sales and 
purchasing staff but also people from engineering, production and finance etc. (Ibid.). As 
Ford (1997) puts it “this means that the process is not one of action and reaction; it is 
one of interaction”. The Interaction Model has developed from research in five European 
countries and describes four basic elements of interaction: the interaction process, the 
participants in the process, the environment in which the interaction takes place and the 
atmosphere affecting and affected by the interaction (Rice 1990). Together, these 
elements resume the concept business-to-business and the interaction model has 
gained a lot of attention and acknowledgement (Kern and Willcocks 2002). The model 
will now be described in more detail with the four elements included. 
 

 
Figure 5:  The Interaction Model adapted from Ford (1997)  

 

The Interaction Process 
According to Ford (1997) relationships between buying and selling companies in 
industrial markets are often long term. He means that it is important to separate between 
“episodes” in a relationship, for example the placing or delivering of a particular order, 
and the longer-term aspects of that relationship, which might affect and be affected by 
each of these episodes. The episodes involve exchange between organizations and 
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there are four elements that are exchanged: product and service exchange, information 
exchange, financial exchange and social exchange (Ford 1997). 
 
The product or service exchange is regularly the center of the exchanges, and therefore 
the characteristics of the product or service involved, often have a significant effect on 
the total aspect of the relationship (Ibid.). 
  
Ford (1997) states that the information exchange involves not only the content of 
information, but also the width and depth of the information. The type of information can 
for example be characterized by the degree to which technical, economic, or 
organizational questions dominate the exchange (Ibid.). Furthermore, the information 
transferred between those involved can be either personal or impersonal (Ibid.). 
Impersonal information often contains technical or and/or commercial data, while 
personal information holds more soft data, such as the conditions of an agreement, or 
supportive or general information about either party (Ibid.). Ford (1997) also brings up 
the formality of the information exchange, and means that the degree of formality may 
depend on wider organizational characteristics, which can affect the nature of the 
interaction process and the relationship between the companies as a whole. 
 
The financial exchange consists of the quantity of money exchanged and is an indicator 
of the economic importance of the relationship (Ford 1997). An aspect of this is the need 
to exchange money from one currency to another and the uncertainties in these changes 
over time (Ibid.). 
 
The final episode, the social exchange, is important in order to reduce uncertainties 
between parties (Ibid.). According to Ford (1997), this becomes even more vital when 
there is a cultural distance, or where the previous experience of conducting business 
with each other is limited. The episodes of social exchange can be important in 
themselves, in order to avoid short-term difficulties, and maintain the relationship in the 
periods between transactions (Ibid.). However, Ford (1997) means that the most 
essential part of the social exchange is in the long-term process, where successive 
social exchange episodes, step by step, intertwine organizations with each other. He 
further states, that many aspects of the agreement between the buying and selling 
organization, are not based on legal criteria but on mutual trust. The requirement for 
social exchange and mutual trust depends on the other elements exchanged (Ibid.). 
 
The episodes with the four elements described are highly connected to the second part 
of the interaction process, relationships. Social exchange is central in building long-term 
relationships, but exchanges of product/service, money and information, can also 
contribute to the build up (Ibid.). When these exchanges become routines over time, this 
leads to clear expectations from both parties, in form of roles and responsibilities (Ibid.). 
Ford (1997) enlighten that eventually, the expectations become institutionalized to the 
extent that they are no longer questioned, by neither of the parties.  
 
Besides expectations, contact patterns are important aspects of organizational 
relationships (Ibid.). According to Ford (1997), these are a result of communication in the 
episodes and can involve individuals or groups of people. The contact patterns can 
interlock two organizations, both to a greater or lesser extent, and are therefore 
important to consider in analyzing buyer-seller relationships (Ibid.). Another important 
aspect of relationships is the adaptations, which one party or the other, or both, may 
make to elements exchanged or the process (Ibid.). This could be adaptations in product, 
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financial terms, information routines or social relations (Ibid.). These adaptations can be 
both beneficial to a company or not, depending on who is adapting and why. 

The Interacting Parties 
According to Ford (1997) “the process of interaction and the relationship between the 
organizations will depend not only on the elements of the interaction but also on the 
characteristics of the parties involved”. Some of the major characteristics are technology, 
organizational size, structure, and strategy, organizational experience and individuals 
(Ibid.). 
 
Ford (1997) stresses the fact that technical issues are regularly of high importance in 
buyer-seller interaction in industrial markets. The technological systems of the buyer and 
the seller, and the similarities and the differences between them, influence all the 
dimensions of the interaction processes: for example, the requirements for adaptations, 
mutual trust and contact patterns (Ibid.). To further exemplify, if there is a large 
difference in the technical expertise of two companies, then the relationship between 
them will probably look a lot different than if they are close in their level of expertise 
(Ibid.). 
 
Regarding organizational size, structure and strategy, the size and power of companies 
give them basic positions from which to interact (Ibid.). The structure, as in the level of 
centralization, specialization and formalization affect the interaction process in forms of 
how many people that are involved, the procedure of exchange, communications media 
used etc. (Ibid.). Also, the strategy has a big influence on relationships between the two 
parties (Ibid.). The third characteristic, organizational experience, is according to Ford 
(1997), formed by a company’s experience of a certain relationship, of earlier 
relationships as well as factors like knowledge in a particular market. 
 
When an organization is conducting business with another organization, individuals are 
always involved (Ibid.). It could be a buyer and a salesman, but more generally, several 
individuals from different functional areas, at different levels in the hierarchy and fulfilling 
different roles are involved (Ibid.). Ford (1997) puts forward that the natural variations in 
personalities, experiences and motivations among individuals will effect how they handle 
social exchange. How an individual act in specific episodes, could condition the way, in 
which the overall relationship builds up (Ibid.). Individual experiences may also result in 
preconceptions regarding certain suppliers or customers, for example those in certain 
countries (Ibid.). These will have an affect on attitudes and behavior towards those 
buyers or suppliers, and the experience gained in individual episodes sums up to a total 
experience (Ibid.). As Ford (1997) explains it; “Indeed, the experience of a single 
episode can radically change attitudes which may then be held over a long period of 
time.”. 

The Interaction Environment 
The interaction between a buying and a selling firm can not be analyzed without a 
consideration of the wider environment the organizations act in (Ford 1997). The context 
of the environment has several aspects i.e. market structure, dynamism, 
internationalization, position in the manufacturing channel and the social system (Ibid.). 
 
The structure of the market depends on the concentration of buyers and sellers, the 
stability or rate of change of the market and also of the extent of globalization in the 
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market (Ibid.). Ford (1997) argues that the extent of buyer or seller concentration, 
determines the number of alternatives available to any firm. The degree of dynamism 
within a relationship or in the wider market, can affect organizations in two ways, either 
positive by the ability to make forecasts based on inside information, or negative by the 
missed opportunities, when depending on a single or a few relationships, in case the 
development of other market members is high (Ibid.).   
 
The internationalization of the market in which the buying and selling firm operate, have 
an impact on the firms motivation in developing international relationships (Ibid.). This in 
turn has an impact on company’s organization, as in the need of overseas business 
facilities or special understanding in languages, international trade and general attitudes 
(Ibid.).  
 
When addressing the position in the manufacturing channel, Ford (1997) means that the 
position of an individual relationship must be considered, since this might have an 
impact on other relationships in the channel. He brings up the social system, and defines 
it as “the characteristics of the wider environment surrounding a particular relationship”. 
The social system is especially relevant in the international perspective, where attitudes 
and perceptions can make up obstacles in the establishment of an exchange process 
with a certain counterpart (Ibid.). An example of this is nationalistic buying practices 
which can be explained as generalized attitudes to the reliability of buyers from a certain 
country (Ibid.). Other obstacles can be regulations and constraints such as exchange 
rates and trade regulations (Ibid.). Also there are other, more narrow industry-specific 
variables, which surround the social system, for an example, any new actor has to learn 
the industry “language” and rules to be accepted within that industry (Ibid.). 

The Atmosphere 
The overall atmosphere is affecting and affected by the interaction (Ford 1997). This 
atmosphere can be described in terms of the power-dependence relationship which 
exists between the companies, the state of conflict or co-operation and overall closeness 
or distance of the relationship as well as by the companies’ mutual expectations (Ibid.).  
 
Ford (1997) explains that the atmosphere can be analyzed with regard to an economic 
dimension and a control dimension. Regarding the economic dimension, there are a 
number of costs that can be reduced by a closer interaction with the counterpart (Ibid.). 
For an example a closer connection could mean that it is possible to handle distribution, 
negotiation, and administration more efficiently (Ibid.). But it is important to notice that 
“there are reasons for the firms to both develop a high degree of closeness with their 
counterparts as well as to avoid such closeness” (Ibid.).  
 
According to Ford (1997), the ability to control a relationship depends on the perceived 
power of the two companies. This is likely to be unclear in the beginning of a relationship 
and may also change over the life of a relationship (Ibid.). The perceived power can be 
described by the resources perceived to be possessed by each party and their relative 
dependence on this specific relationship (Ibid.). 
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Portfolio models and the relationships 
Purchasing has become a popular area of research during the last few decades 
(Gelderman and van Weele 2005) and an important issue is to decide on the type of 
supply strategy needed. In order to manage this, portfolio models have made an 
entrance in the field of purchasing. The first comprehensive portfolio approach was 
introduced by Kraljic in the article Purchasing must become Supply management, from 
1983. This is commonly viewed as a major step forward in the development of theory in 
the purchasing area (Gelderman and van Weele 2005). Many authors have been 
inspired by Kraljic and introduced similar models, but still there are more similarities than 
differences in comparison with the original Kraljic model (Gelderman and van Weele 
2005), which has grown to be a standard among portfolio models. 
 
In his article, Kraljic explains that companies have learnt that supply and demand 
patterns can be changed almost overnight. Due to threats e.g. resource depletion and 
raw materials scarcity, political turbulence and government intervention in supply 
markets, intensified competition and accelerating technological change, the days of no 
surprise have ended (Kraljic 1983). Kraljic means that companies must learn to 
understand the complexities of global sourcing and to deal with uncertainties and supply 
or price disruptions. He further states “this calls for nothing less than a total change of 
perspective: from purchasing (an operating function) to supply management (a strategic 
one)”. The idea is backed up by later authors (Ellram and Carr 1994; Carter and 
Narasimhan 1996; Gelderman and van Weele 2005).  
 
According to Kraljic (1983) it is important to “diagnose the case” and by that he means to 
decide on the type of supply strategy needed in a company. The need depends on two 
factors: 
 

• The strategic importance of purchasing in terms of the value added by product 
line, the percentage of raw materials in total costs and their impact on profitability 
etc. 

• The complexity of the supply market gauged by supply scarcity, pace of 
technology and/or materials substitution, entry barriers, logistics cost or 
complexity, and monopoly or oligopoly conditions. 

 
By taking these two factors and analyzing the company’s position in terms of them, 
management can conclude the kind of supply strategy needed, both to maneuver its 
purchasing power towards key suppliers and to condense its risk as much as possible 
(Ibid.). As a result, interesting new opportunities or severe vulnerabilities, or both, may 
come to light (Ibid.). 
 
Kraljic (1983) states that in order to shape the supply strategy, companies can follow a 
simple but effective framework which contains of four steps. Firstly, the company 
classifies all its purchased materials or components in terms of profit impact and supply 
risk, then the supply markets for these materials are analyzed (Ibid.). Thirdly, the 
company determines its overall strategic supply position and finally it develops materials 
strategies and action plans (Ibid.). Now, the four steps in Kraljic’s framework, also called 
phases, will be discussed more in detail. 
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Phase 1 
In the classification phase, the company arranges all its purchased objects into four 
different categories based on the two factors; profit impact of a supply item and supply 
risk (Kraljic 1983). These are comparable with the factors described above, when 
“diagnosing the case”, but now every item are analyzed separately. The four categories 
are strategic (high profit impact, high supply risk), bottleneck (low profit impact, high 
supply risk), leverage (high profit impact, low supply risk) and noncritical (low profit 
impact, low supply risk) (Ibid.), see figure 6. 

 
According to Kraljic (1983) each of the categories needs different approaches to 
purchasing, where the complexity is in proportion to the strategic implications. Supply 
decisions regarding strategic items may require a back-up with several analytical 
techniques, including market analysis, risk analysis, computer simulation and 
optimization models, price forecasting and different kinds of microeconomic analysis 
(Ibid.). Bottleneck items may need specific market analyses and decision models for 
resolution, while leverage materials may require vendor and value analysis, price 
forecasting as well as decision models (Ibid.). Kraljic (1983) further explains that for 
noncritical items it might be sufficient with simple market analyses, decision policies and 
inventory optimization models.  

 
As mentioned earlier, shifts in demand and supply patterns can happen quite fast and 
this could change an items categorical belonging. For an example, coal has gone from 
being a noncritical to a strategic item for many companies (Ibid.). For that reason any 
purchasing portfolio classification needs to be updated on a regular basis (Ibid.). 

 

 
 

Figure 6 :  Stages of purchasing sophistication adapted from Kraljic (1983). 
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Phase 2 
In phase 2, the market analysis, the company weights the bargaining power of its 
suppliers against its own strength as a customer (Kraljic 1983). The supply market is 
reviewed methodically, investigating the accessibility of materials, both in terms of 
quality and quantity and the relative strengths of vendors (Ibid.).Then the company 
analyzes its own requirements and capacity in order to find out the possibilities of getting 
the supply terms the company wants (Ibid.). 

 
There are many different criteria which can be used to evaluate supplier and company 
strength. Some contrasting criteria are listed in table 3 below: 
 

Table 3 : Purchasing Portfolio Evaluation Criteria adapted from Kraljic (1983). 
 

Purchasing Portfolio Evaluation 
 

 Supplier Strength Company Strength 

1 Market size versus supplier capacity 
Purchasing volume versus 
capacity of main units 

2 Market growth versus capacity growth Demand growth versus capacity 
growth 

3 Capacity utilization or bottleneck risk Capacity utilization of main units 

4 Competitive structure Market share vis-à-vis main 
competition 

5 ROI and/or ROC Profitability of main end products 

6 Cost and price structure Cost and price structure 

7 Break-even stability Cost of non-delivery 

8 Uniqueness of product and 
technological stability 

Own production capabilities or 
integration depth 

9 Entry barrier (capital and know-how 
requirements) 

Entry cost for new sources versus 
cost for own production 

10 Logistics situation Logistics 
 

According to Kraljic (1983) it is important to remember that “no list of evaluation criteria 
is equally applicable to every industry. A stringent definition of the criteria of both 
supplier and company strength is essential to accurate market analysis”. 
 
Phase 3 
In the third phase, the strategic positioning, the company positions those materials from 
phase 1, which was identified as strategic, into the purchasing portfolio matrix (Kraljic 
1983), see figure 7. Kraljic (1983) explains that by doing so the company can discover 
areas of opportunity and vulnerability, supply risks and acquire basic strategic thrusts for 
those items. The purchasing portfolio matrix plots companies buying strength against the 
strengths of the supply market and the cells that can be seen in the matrix match three 
basic risk levels; exploit, balance and diversify (Ibid.). Each one of these connected to 
different strategic thrusts (Ibid.). 
 
Exploit is used for items when the company has a dominant role in the market and the 
strength of suppliers is rated medium or low (Ibid.). This is a somewhat aggressive 
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strategy (Ibid.). Since the supply risk is low, the company is in a better position to 
negotiate for favorable pricing and contract agreements (Ibid.). Although, Kraljic (1983) 
points out that the company must be careful not to exploit the advantages so 
aggressively, that it endanger long-term supplier relationships, or backlash in form of 
suppliers insisting on rock-bottom prices in times of market turndowns.  

 
Diversify is appropriate for items where the company’s role in the supply market is 
secondary and suppliers are strong (Ibid.). Then the company needs to be self-
protective and begin to look for product substitutes or new suppliers (Ibid.). As a result of 
this, an increased spending on market research or supplier relations or perhaps even a 
consideration of backward integration might be necessary (Ibid.). 

 
According to Kraljic (1983) balance is the way to go for supply items that do not imply a 
major risks nor benefit to the company. Sometimes, when the company can negotiate 
from a position of strength, it should push for special treatment (Ibid.). Other times, when 
negotiating from a weaker position, the company might need to offer something for the 
supplier instead, as for an example longer-term contracts or higher prices, to make sure 
of a sufficient supply (Ibid.). 

 

 
 

Figure 7:  The Purchasing Portfolio Matrix adopted from Kraljic (1983) 
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Phase 4 
In the final phase of the framework, action plans for strategic materials are developed. 
Each of the three strategic thrusts (exploit, diversify, balance) will need different 
purchasing approaches and action plans (Kraljic 1983). 
 
To state an example, Kraljic means that when the strategic positioning chosen is to 
diversify, the company should, in the short term, consolidate its supply situation by 
accepting high prices and cover volume requirements through contracts. But in order to 
reduce the long-term dependence on one supplier, the company should, as stated above, 
search for alternatives and consider backward integration (Ibid.). 

 
In the opposite situation, when the company is stronger than the suppliers, and the 
strategy is to exploit, the company can spread the purchased volume over a number of 
the suppliers to gain from the advantages of competition (Ibid.). As Kraljic (1983) puts it: 
“In this phase, then, the company should explore a range of supply scenarios in which it 
lays out its options for securing long-term supply and for exploiting short-term 
opportunities; clearly define respective risks, costs, returns, and strategic implications; 
and develop a preferred option with objectives, steps, responsibilities, and contingency 
measures laid out in detail for top management approval and implementation”. 

 
The action plans for supply items can differ, as mentioned in phase 3, but for all items, 
the overall goal is to balance the supply and avoid disruptions (Ibid.). This could be 
issues similar to keep or shift the volume carefully, balance contracts or use stocks as 
“buffer” (Ibid.). 
 
To sum this up, if companies use this framework for developing a supply strategy and 
following the four phases; classification, market analysis, strategic positioning and action 
plans, “the end product will be a set of systematically documented strategies for critical 
purchasing materials that specify the timing of and criteria for future actions”, according 
to Kraljic (1983). 

 
It might be wise to have in mind that Kraljic presented his framework almost 30 years 
ago. Kraljic states that “purchasing as usual” makes the company vulnerable. The fact is 
that the purchasing function actually has gone through a lot of changes over the years 
and developed from being an operating function to a strategic one (Gelderman and van 
Weele 2005). However, Kraljic’s portfolio approach to develop supply strategies for a 
company’s needed materials is still useful. One thing missing although, according to us, 
is a way to in more depth examine the relations effected by the supply strategies. 
 
Another portfolio model is developed by Olsen and Ellram (1997). They propose an 
approach divided into three steps, to support the management of different types of 
supplier relationships. Their inspiration came from two earlier studies; one by Fioccia 
who suggested a portfolio approach to manage customer accounts, and also one by 
Kraljic, the later which is described earlier in the literature overview.  
 
Olsen and Ellram (1997) argue that the process of categorization, in this case 
categorization of relationships, could be even more important than the classification itself. 
The reason for this is that throughout the process of categorization, decision-makers 
have to discuss inconsistencies among themselves and agree on the importance of the 
different products, suppliers, or relationships that are being classified in the portfolio 
model (Olsen and Ellram, 1997). 
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The first step in the Portfolio approach by Olsen and Ellram (1997) is to analyze the 
company’s purchases in terms of strategic importance of the purchase and the difficulty 
in managing the purchase situation. The strategic importance of the purchase describes 
factors internal to the firm and can include competence factors, economic factors and 
image factors (Ibid.). The difficulty of managing the purchase situation describes factors 
external to the company and can include product characteristics, supply market 
characteristics and environmental characteristics (Ibid.). When analyzing the company’s 
purchases the company needs to assign weights to the internal and external factors and 
then agree on a total score for the two contradicting factors on the range between 1 and 
10 (Ibid.). Olsen and Ellram then explain that based on this, the purchases can be 
plotted in a portfolio model, see figure 8. 
                                           

 
 
Figure 8 : Portfolio model adopted from Olsen and Ellram (1997) 

 
The purchases, seen in figure 8, are divided into four categories namely bottleneck, 
strategic, non-critical and leverage. These categories are the same as Kraljic’s but the 
dimensions or axis are different here and the assigning of weights is new. Olsen and 
Ellram (1997) describe each category of purchase and give suggestions on how to 
manage the relationships associated with the purchase. But the strategies on how to 
manage the relationships are only idealizations (Ibid.), which means that it is only a way 
of describing how the relationships should be handled and not an analyze of the actual 
relationship. This is done in the second step where a second portfolio model is 
developed. The dimensions here are relative supplier attractiveness and strength of 
relationship (Ibid.). Also here, the ratings of the dimensions or the axis are defined in the 
range of 1 to 10 (Ibid.). Relative supplier attractiveness can be broken down to the 
following factors; financial and economic, performance, technological, organizational, 
cultural, strategic, and others such as ability to cope with changes in the environment 
and safety record of the supplier (Ibid.). Strength of relationship can be broken down to 
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the factors; economic, character of the exchange relationship, cooperation between 
buyer and supplier, and distance between the buyer and supplier (Ibid.)  
 
Olsen and Ellram (1997) mean that by evaluating these factors, summing them up in the 
dimensions described, the company can manage to analyze the actual relationship, 
categorize and plot it. Then, in the final step of the model, the company can develop 
action plans based on ideal strategy suggested (step 1), and the analysis of the actual 
supplier relationships (step 2) (Ibid.). This is, not to go into details, done by comparing 
the previous analyses (Ibid.).  

 
One interesting thing regarding this model is that the authors themselves are critical to 
parts of the model. The list of factors influencing relative supplier attractiveness and 
strength of relationships are not comprehensive and the complexity of the dimensions 
could be a problem in the implementation phase (Ibid.). 
 
According to Bensaou (1999) organizations can no longer manage with only one type of 
supplier relationships, because of the increasing inter-firm relationships. To design the 
right relationship Bensaou (1999) presents three analytic steps that will be presented 
later on. 
 
According to Bensaou (1999), other academic literature is encouraging managers to 
move away from arm’s-length relationships and move towards long-term collaborative 
strategic partnerships. He points out that while strategic partnerships do create value 
they also create costs, because such relationships are expensive to develop, nurture 
and maintain. Strategic partnerships are also risky due to those investments (Ibid.). 
Therefore he has created a framework for managing a portfolio of relationships. This 
framework is meant to answer the questions; which relational design should a firm 
choose under different external contingencies and what is the appropriate way to 
manage each different type of relationship (Ibid.)  
 
Bensaou (1999) found a set of management variables that together created effective 
supplier relationships. He discovered that the amount of specific investments done by 
either part (buyer or supplier) to the relationship, significantly correlated with practices 
commonly associated with strategic partnership. Such practices are for example long-
term relationships, mutual trust and cooperation (Ibid.). He enlighten that these 
investments are difficult or expensive to transfer to another relationship and that they 
may loose their value when transferred to another supplier or customer. Mutual 
exchange of specific investments therefore appears as interesting and valid criterion to 
compare relationships with (Ibid.). 
 
Based on the specific investments Bensaou created a model, which can be seen in 
figure 9.  
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Figure 9:  Specific investment model and relationships adapted from Bensaou (1999) 
 
The vertical axis represents the specific investments done by the buyer; the horizontal 
axis shows the suppliers specific investments (Ibid.). The buyer’s specific investments 
can be in buildings, tooling and equipment dedicated to the supplier (Ibid.). It can also be 
that the buyer’s own products and process are customized to fit the supplier products, 
those are tangible investments (Ibid.). Bensaou (1999) continues with that the specific 
investments also can be intangible, like people or time and effort, spent on the supplier. 
The reason for this could be to learn the supplier’s business practices, routines, best 
practices or exchanging information and knowledge to further develop and nurture the 
relationships (Ibid.). Bensaou (1999) also points out that the time dedicated to this 
supplier is of course time not spent developing other supplier relationships. So besides 
intangible and tangible investments, there is also an added opportunity cost.   
 
The supplier’s tangible specific investments can be location and layout of plants and 
warehouses, or specialized facilities and dies (Ibid.). Supplier’s intangible investments 
can be sending guest engineers to visit the buyer plant or develop information systems 
compatible with the buyer’s IT systems (Ibid.).    
 
In the upper right corner of figure 9 strategic partnership can be found. In this 
relationship both parties contribute with idiosyncratic assets or as practitioners would 
phrase it “tying their hands to each other” (Ibid.). The market exchange, in the lower left 
corner of figure 9, represents the cluster of relationships in which neither of the parts has 
developed special assets to be able to work with the other part (Ibid.). Each of the parts 
can also turn to the marketplace and look for another business partner, as they both use 
general-assets which don’t obstruct switching (Ibid.). Both captive buyer (higher left 
corner of figure 9) and captive supplier (lower right corner of figure 9) are asymmetric 
relationships were one party is “held hostage” by the other according to Bensaou (1999). 
He continues with that in the captive buyer-relationship, the buyer is stuck with the 
supplier while the supplier is free to switch to another buyer. In the captive supplier-
relationship the circumstances are the reversed; where the supplier has made 
idiosyncratic investments to keep the business with the customer (Ibid.).  
 
Bensaou’s research shows that there are differences in which types of supplier 
relationships that are preferred, depending on the country of origin of the buyer (Ibid.). 
But he also points out that companies in different countries rather than rely up on one 
type of supplier relationship, manages a balanced portfolio of different kinds of 
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relationships. According to Bensaou (1999), none of the relationship types are inherently 
superior to another. In figure 9 all quadrants contain low- and high-performing 
relationships which means that each type of relationship can be managed both poorly 
and well (Ibid.). Effective and efficient management of portfolio of relationships are 
therefore required to achieve successful supply-chain management (Ibid.). This can be 
done in two steps according to Bensaou (1999), namely; match the optimal type of 
relationship to various product, market and supplier conditions and then adopt the 
appropriate management approach for each type of relationship. Failure in SCM is 
according to Bensaou (1999) a result of mismatched relational design or poorly 
managed appropriate design.  
 
Bensaou (1999) then asks himself; how can a manager find out, for example, when a 
captive-buyer relationship design is more appropriate than a strategic partnership? He 
concludes that there are three sets of factors in the environment that distinguish the 
different kinds of relationships from one another i.e. the characteristics of the product 
exchanged and it’s underlying technology, the level of competition in the upstream 
market and the capabilities of the suppliers available in the marketplace. 
 
Bensaou (1999) continue by wondering how differently a firm should manage one type of 
relationship from another. To answer this question he divides the different relationships 
in figure 9 into high-performing and low-performing to be able to make the differences 
between the internal workings of each relationship clear. He found three general 
dimensions that the management variables can be divided into i.e. information-sharing 
practices, characteristics of boundary spanners’ jobs, and social climate within the 
relationship.   
 
Bensaou (1999) found that components that had the same characteristics, presented in 
table 4 below, tended to be managed in the same way.  
  
Table 4:  Characteristics of components 

Underlying technology  (e.g. based on mature technology) 

Architectural design  (e.g. complex design)  

Market structure  (e.g. concentration in the upstream market) 
 
Below, each profile in figure 9 will be presented and the product and market condition 
under which each type of relationship is likely to appear, in line with Bensaou’s (1999) 
description of them. 
 
Market-Exchange profile 
• Highly standardized products (little/no customization). 
• Based on simple and mature technology (little engineering and expertise effort). 
• Products not subject to major technological innovation. 
• Many suppliers available (suppliers have low capital investments and low 

engineering capabilities to start a business). 
• Upstream market highly competitive. 
• Low switching costs. 
• Positive and collaborative relationship (within the straight forward transaction 

spectrum). 
• No long-term commitments. 
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Captive-Buyer profile  
• Characteristics of product similar to market-exchange. 
• Complex components that require some customization (still based on a well-

understood and stable technology). 
• No product, process or price/performance improvement (in the following five years). 
• Stable demand and limited market growth. 
• Supplier market highly concentrated (with a few large, well established players). 
• Suppliers posses a proprietary technology – Strong bargain power. 
• High switching costs. 
 
Strategic Partnership profile 
• Highly customized components (or integrated subsystems that require strong 

technology and engineering capabilities). 
• Important investments in the relationship (tying critical internal assets to supplier). 
• High growth in upstream market, extremely competitive and innovative (uncertainty 

about technology and standards). 
• Relationships are close and long-term (tie each other’s hands). 
• Suppliers are mostly large firms (broad product range of product offerings, developed 

design, production skills and buyer tailored capabilities). 
• Economic fates are perceived to be linked.  
• Supplier invests heavily in fundamental research.  
 
Captive-Supplier profile 
• Highly complex products (new technology typically developed and owned by supplier) 
• Product requires high investments from supplier. 
• High product demand. 
• Risk for switching when technology evolves (and other players improve functionality).  
• Supplier have limited/low bargain power. 
• Upstream market fiercely competitive. 
 
Bensaou (1999) have created a model for the contextual profiles presented above, this 
can be found in appendix 1. 
 
Below the management used by the best performers in each quadrant in figure 9 are 
presented, as Bensaou (1999) describes them.  
 
Market-Exchange Management 
• Information exchange takes place mainly during bidding and contract negotiation. 
• Low level of communication, “narrow-band“. 
• Suppliers not involved in component design, manufacture according to buyer’s 

specifications. 
• Operational coordination of delivery/inventory/quality executed using proven 

organizational routines.  
• Boundary spanners (purchasing agents and engineers) spend limited amount of time 

with supplier staff. 
• Rarely visit supplier. 
• Tasks are highly routine and structured. 
• Social climate are generally positive. 
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Bensaou (1999) points out, that even short-term contracts had been proven to last for 
thirty years with some intermittent periods of no business together. He also enlightens 
that there is a strong sense of sharing risks, benefits and burdens. 
 
Captive-Buyer Management 
• Operational coordination is divided into well-understood steps and procedures.  
• Complex products require detailed exchange of information, continuously.  
• Multiple functional areas work together across the two firms (purchasing, design, 

manufacturing, quality, sales etc). 
• High level of communication – “broadband”. 
• Boundary spanners (purchasing agents and engineers) spend large amount of time 

with supplier staff. 
• Tasks are structured and highly predictable. 
• The social climate is tense. 
• Mutual distrust. 
 
Strategic Partnership Management 
• Regular information exchange (reports, standardized rules, operating procedures, 

electronic transfer of schedules and face-to-face). 
• Supplier often visit buyer, buyer exchange data with supplier through IT-systems. 
• Firms use electronic data interchange, EDI, through multiple functions.  
• Tasks are non-routine, poorly defined and poorly structured. 
• Boundary spanners (purchasing agents and engineers) spend large amount of time 

with supplier staff, engaging in coordinating tasks (plans for the future etc). 
• The social climate is trusting and collaborative. 
• Supplier is often involved in component design. 
 
Bensaou (1999) enlightens that tensions between the two parts can arise regarding 
pricing, cost structure, product design, quality levels, inventory and delivery policies and 
that they often are resolved through collaboration. Alike the market exchange 
relationships, the strategic partnership has a strong sense of sharing risks, burdens and 
benefits (Ibid.). 
 
Captive-Supplier Management 
• Low level of information exchange. 
• Communication focuses on complex coordination tasks. 
• Boundary spanners (purchasing agents and engineers) spend little time with supplier 

staff.  
• The supplier has the responsibility to visit the buyer. 
• The social climate is of high mutual trust. 
 
Each of the external contexts requires specific managerial practice to handle the 
coordination, information and knowledge-exchange (Ibid.). Bensaou (1999) have created 
a model for the management profiles presented above, this can be found in appendix 1. 
 
Bensaou (1999) introduces a framework that can be used by firms to compare the 
coordination, information, and knowledge-exchange capabilities of their supplier 
relationships (current or planned future), against relationship requirements determined 
by the product involved and its market. This framework is presented in figure 10. 
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Figure 10:  Managing a portfolio of relationships adapted from Bensaou (1999) 
 
According to Bensaou (1999) there are two successful types of relationships; high 
requirements – high capabilities and low requirements – low capabilities. If none of these 
are achieved then either an under designed or an overdesigned relationship has been 
created. An overdesigned relationship could be, for example, if a firm invests in building 
trust with the supplier and the market context actually calls for simple impersonal control 
(Ibid.). The three steps to design a relationship are, according to Bensaou (1999); 
 

1. Make a strategic selection based on the external context (product, technology, 
market) of which relational type to use (market exchange, captive-buyer, 
strategic partnership or captive-supplier). 

2. Then identify an appropriate management profile for each relational design. (To 
know how to handle all choices that can be made in 1.) 

3. Match the design of the relationship (1.) with the desired management profile (2.).   
 
Good practices are, first balancing a portfolio of relationships adapted to the product and 
the market conditions, and then manage each type of relationship effectively (Ibid.). To 
help manager avoid the trap of designing under- and overdesigned relationships 
Bensaou (1999) offers the contextual profiles presented above to help managers see 
when one relationship is more likely than another. He also presents management 
profiles for each type of relationships (market exchange, captive-buyer, strategic 
partnership or captive-supplier). 
 
As already mentioned; the increasing inter-firm relationships means that organizations 
can no longer manage with only one design for all their relationships, they need to 
manage a portfolio of relationships (Ibid.) 
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Commitment and Trust  
Many authors stress the importance of trust in business relationships (Morgan and Hunt 
1994; Nielson 1998; Mouzas, Henneberg and Naudé 2007; Fierro-Cambra and 
Redondo-Polo 2008). There are many definitions on trust and as Mouzas et al. (2007) 
put it, “trust is a psychological state associated with beliefs, attitudes or sentiments 
concerning the likelihood that the actions or outcomes of another party will be 
acceptable or that they will serve the actor’s interests”. Further they state that “it is 
individuals, as members of organizations, rather than organizations themselves who 
trust”. Also trust is seen as a good ingredient for co-operation, with empirical research 
focused on understanding its creation and development (Ibid.).  
 
Trust can also be defined as “the firm’s belief that another company will perform actions 
that result in positive outcomes for the firm, as well as not take unexpected actions that 
would result in negative outcomes for the firm” (Nielson 1998). Also mutual trust has 
been stated “by far the most important factor that, according to both buyers and sellers, 
characterized a good relationship” (Ibid.). Nielson (1998) brings up commitment along 
with trust and means that the supplier’s commitment to the relationship is theorized to be 
associated with the level of trust in the customer-partner. A firm is judged to be 
trustworthy when it is reliable and capable and seen to be one that the participants 
would prefer to make an extended commitment with (Ibid.). Moreover, trust has been 
found as an important component of commitment (Ibid.). 
 
Morgan and Hunt (1994) propose that “one of the most salient factors of our complex 
social organization is the willingness of one or more individuals in a social unit to trust 
others. The efficiency, adjustment, and even survival of any social group depend upon 
the presence or absence of such trust”. Furthermore, to be an effective competitor 
requires one to be a trusted cooperator (Ibid.). They present The Commitment-Trust 
Theory and unfold that when both commitment and trust are at hand, they produce 
outcomes that encourage efficiency, productivity and effectiveness (Ibid.) 
 
Included in The Commitment-Trust Theory is a model described as the key mediating 
variable (KMV) model, which focuses on one party in the relational exchange and that 
party’s relationship commitment and trust. Relationship commitment and trust are 
hypothesized as key constructs and positioned as mediating variables between five 
antecedents and five outcomes, see figure 11. Morgan and Hunt (1994) define 
commitment as “an exchange partner believing that an ongoing relationship with another 
is so important as to warrant maximum efforts at maintaining it; that is, the committed 
party believes the relationship is worth working on to ensure that it endures indefinitely”. 
That definition works well with another formulated by Moorman, Zaltman and Deshpandé 
(1992), namely “commitment to the relationship is defined as an enduring desire to 
maintain a valued relationship” (Morgan and Hunt 1994). Trust is conceptualized by 
Morgan and Hunt as to exist when one party has confidence in an exchange partner’s 
reliability and integrity. 
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Figure 11:  The KMV Model of Relationship Marketing adapted from Morgan and Hunt 
(1994) 
 
In the KMV model, trust is seen as a major determinant of relationship commitment and 
the effect is positive, see figure 11. Furthermore, relationship termination costs and 
relationship benefits have a direct influence on commitment, shared values influence 
both commitment and trust and communication and opportunistic behavior directly 
influence trust (Morgan and Hunt 1994).  
 
Termination costs are all expected losses from termination and these expected costs 
lead to a view of the relationship as important and brings commitment to the relationship, 
therefore the positive link (Morgan and Hunt 1994). Regarding relationship benefits, 
Morgan and Hunt posit that firms that receive superior benefits from their partnerships 
will be committed to the relationship. Moreover, shared values contribute to the 
development of commitment and trust (Ibid.). Concerning communication, they imply that 
a partner’s perception that past communication from another party have been frequently 
and of high quality (relevant, timely and reliable), will result in greater trust. Opportunistic 
behavior is the only of the antecedents to have a negative effect on the mediating 
variables. The explanation is that when a party believes that a partner engages in 
opportunistic behavior, such perceptions leads to decreased trust (Ibid.). 
 
The outcomes from commitment and trust can also be seen in figure 11. Acquiescence 
and propensity to leave flow directly from relationship commitment and functional conflict 
and uncertainty are direct results of trust. Most importantly, according to Morgan and 
Hunt (1994), cooperation is developed directly from both relationship commitment and 
trust. 
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Acquiescence can be defined as the degree to which a partner accepts another’s 
requests or policies and commitment are posited to have a positive impact on 
acquiescence (Ibid.). The propensity to leave is defined as the perceived likelihood that 
a partner will terminate the relationship in a fairly near future and there is a strong 
negative connection between commitment and propensity to leave (Ibid.). Cooperation is 
the only outcome described by Morgan and Hunt (1994) to be affected by both 
relationship commitment and trust. A partner committed to the relationship will easier 
cooperate because of a desire to make the relationship work as well as the initiation of 
cooperation requires trust (Ibid.). A functional conflict can be described as one which 
leads to solutions and Morgan and Hunt posit trust as a helpful in believing that future 
conflicts will be of the functional sort, therefore the positive link. Finally, uncertainty in 
decision making is decreased when one party trust another (Ibid.). 
 
The KMV model has been tested, using the statistical software package LISREL (for 
structural equation modeling) (Ibid.). Based on in-depth interviews with automobile tire 
retailers, a questionnaire was developed which then was used to collect data from 204 
independent NTDRA members (National Tire Dealers and Retreaders Association, now 
called Tire Association of North America) (Ibid.). The result from the test shows a 
support for 12 of 13 hypothesized paths of the model (with the exception of relationship 
benefits – relationship commitment) on 1 percents significance level (p < .01) and all the 
outcomes were significant at the p < .001 level (Ibid.). Overall the KMV model performs 
well (Ibid.).  
 
An emerged model has also been developed, but not tested, that brings power in to the 
equation. As Morgan and Hunt (1994) put it, The Commitment-Trust Theory does not 
deny the importance of understanding power. Just as medical science should 
understand both sickness and health, the researchers within this field should understand 
both functional and dysfunctional relationships (Ibid.). It is proposed that power results 
from relationship termination costs and relationship benefits, positively affects 
acquiescence and conflict (not the functional kind) and negatively affects commitment 
and trust (Ibid.). But Morgan and Hunt (1994) also believe that in order to explain 
relationship success, power cannot be the central construct. They describe the test of 
the KMV model of relationship commitment and trust in the context of a channel of 
distribution as encouraging; however acknowledge that further evaluation by others in 
the discipline would be desirable. 

Power 
According to Bensaou (1999) exchange of specific investments is an interesting criterion 
for comparing relationships. Caniëls and Gelderman (2007) have looked further in to 
other author’s works regarding purchasing portfolios, among those Bensaou, and they 
have found that the fundamental assumption of all portfolio models seems to be the 
occurrence of differences in power and dependence between buyers and suppliers. 
Caniëls and Gelderman (2007) also enlighten that even though power and dependence 
generally are considered to be important for the understanding of buyer and supplier 
relationships they are often overlooked in studies.  
 
Trying to explain the concept of the closely related concepts mutual dependence and 
power Caniëls and Gelderman (2007) explains that relative power of an organization 
over another organization is the result of net dependence of one on the other. They also 
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explain it by the following sentence “If A depends on B more than B depends on A, then 
B has power over A”.  
 
Caniëls and Gelderman (2007) also put forward that power imbalance within a 
relationship between a buyer and a supplier can lead to unproductive partnerships. They 
continue with that the position of the weaker party in the long run will be eroded too 
much and thereby lead to destruction of the relationship. They also enlighten that high 
level of total interdependence, which refers to the intensity of the relationship, is an 
indicator for a strong, cooperative long-term relationship in which both parties have 
invested. Mutual trust and mutual commitment will characterize those relationships 
(Ibid.). Caniëlse and Gelderman (2007) present the following explanation of relative 
power and total power; relative power is the result of interdependence asymmetry, and 
total power is the result of full interdependence of both parties to each other (also 
referred to as total interdependence).  
 
Another author, Dowlatshahi (1999) discusses reciprocal involvement between firms, 
and concludes that it also tends to raise the switching costs of the relationship, which 
makes the relationship more balance and stable, yet more binding for the involved 
parties. To overcome potential risks in the relationship, buyers and suppliers should try 
to create a mutual dependency. Buyers should reduce the motivation, rather than reduce 
the ability of supplier to exercise their power (Ibid.).  Dowlatshahi (1999) also presents a 
matrix for power-structure within the buyer-supplier relationship. This matrix, see table 5, 
describes different possible scenarios with respect to the power structure between 
buyers and suppliers (Ibid.). The matrix concentrates primarily on the amount of 
business given to a buyer or a supplier in volumes of sales or production (Ibid.). 
 
Table 5:  Matrix of power structure for buyer-supplier relationships adopted from 
Dowlatshahi (1999). 
 

Buyer/ 
Supplier

One Few Multiple

One
Cooperative 

system
Dominant 

buyer
Competition

Few
Dominant 
supplier

Balance power 
or protection

Quasi-
adversarial 

system

Multiple
Monopoly 

system

Quasi-
monopoly 

system

Adversarial 
system

 
 
According to Cox (2001) the basic power matrix is essential to understand the exchange 
relationship between buyers and suppliers. He points out that all buyer and supplier 
relationships operate in an environment of relative buyer and supplier power. He means 
that it is necessary for all organizations to augment their own power as suppliers both to 
their competitors and to their customers (Ibid.). Cox (2001) further continues that power 
is at the heart of all business-to-business relationships. 
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According to Cox (2001) there must be an understanding of, the fact that exchange 
relationships exists between buyer and supplier once a buy decision has been made, 
linked to any robust make-buy process. He continues that the process must involve an 
understanding of pre-contractual and post-contractual power in a buyer-supplier- 
exchange relationships. He presents the power matrix, see figure 12, which basically 
explains that all buyer and supplier relationships are predicated on the relative utility and 
scarcity of the resources that they exchange.   
   

 
 
Figure 12 : Power attributes adopted from Cox (2001). 
 
Buyer Dominance means that the buyer has power attributes relative to the supplier 
(Cox 2001). Interdependence means that both the buyer and the supplier possess 
resources that require the two exchanging parties to work closely together, because 
neither of the parties can force the other party to do something it does not wish to do 
(Ibid.). Independence means that neither the buyer nor the supplier has significant 
influence over the other, and they must accept the current prevailing price and quality 
levels (Ibid.). Supplier Dominance means that the supplier has all of the levers of power 
(Ibid.).  Cox (2001) then presents the-attributes-of-buyer-and-supplier-power-matrix (see 
figure 13) which describes key attributes that can be expected to be found if trying to 
position a buyer-supplier-relationship using the power-matrix in figure 12. He enlightens 
that success is the ability to find ways to move from the current position in the power-
matrix to a more favorable position.   
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Figure 13:  The attributes of buyer supplier power adopted from Cox (2001). 
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Frame of Reference 
 
In this part, the theories and models from the literature overview, that are most suitable 
for generating knowledge regarding the research problem and the research questions, 
will be selected. 
 
The research problem is as already stated: 
 
How can opportunities and threats in supplier portf olio management, as an 
outcome of supplier-responsibility transfer during an organizational re-structuring, 
in an assembly industry, be characterized? 
 
As was concluded in the problem discussion research question 1 is: 
 
How can differences in supplier relationships and r elationship management at 
receiving site A and at delivering site B be charac terized? 
 
RQ1 has to be broken down into two sub-questions: 
 
RQ1A 
How can supplier relationships and relationship man agement at receiving site A 
be characterized?  
 
RQ1B 
How can supplier relationships and relationship man agement at delivering site B 
be characterized?  
 
Within the frame of reference those sub-questions will lead to the same 
operationalization, and will therefore be handled together.  
 
Apart from the fact that RQ 1A deals with the receiving site A and not the delivering site 
B, as RQ 1B does, there are no differences between the questions. The typology and 
measurements used in RQ 1A will be suitable for RQ 1B as well. Therefore they will be 
handled together through the rest of this chapter.  
 
To be able to answer RQ1A and RQ1B we have to ask ourselves what matters within 
those questions that need to be managed.  
 
As an overall description of the questions we can put the topic “supplier relationships” 
because that’s what supplier relationship management actually is all about. But in order 
to create knowledge and gain understanding of supplier relationships we first and 
foremost have to understand relationships. This leads us to the first area to look into, as 
follows. 
 
What factors influence relationships? 
 
As presented in the literature overview there are some authors dealing with factors 
influencing relationships. When Krajlic introduced his article Purchasing must become 
Supply Management in the 1980s his focus was as the title indicates upon purchasing 
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and supply management. But as Gelderman and van Weele (2005) puts forward many 
authors have been inspired by Kraljic. One duo that has been inspired by Kraljic is Olsen 
and Ellram (1997), they further developed his model and more explicitly emphasizes the 
relationships. Kraljic divides products/purchase objectives into four different categories 
based on their level of importance and the complexity of the supply market for those 
products (Kraljic 1983). What is later indicated by Olsen and Ellram (1997) is that those 
categories more or less can be seen as types of relationships. Olsen and Ellram (1997) 
switches the axis of the portfolio model presented by Kraljic, added a scale to it, and 
somewhat changes the definition of the axis. The axis presented by Olsen and Ellram 
(1997) are, difficulty of managing the purchase situation and strategic importance of the 
purchase. Those authors together indicate that the importance and the management of 
purchasing, and the complexity of the supply market are factors that influence 
relationships. Even though neither of the authors presents any clear definition of the 
building blocks within those factors, which makes them hard to measure.    
 
Other authors that look into factors influencing relationships are Wilkinson and Young 
(Ford 1997). In their article Business Dancing - The Nature and Role of Interfirm 
Relations in Business Strategy they present the dancing metaphor, which is an 
alternative to the often used marriage metaphor (Ford 1997). In this article they conclude 
that two important factors influencing relationships are cooperation and competition 
(Ford 1997). They enlighten that cooperativeness and competitiveness should be 
regarded as separate dimensions of the relations rather than opposites to each other 
(Ford 1997).  
 
Yet other authors that somewhat enlighten factors influencing relationships are Webster 
(1992) and Day (2000), but neither of them specifically look at factors influencing 
relationships. Due to their lack of specification regarding what factors that together lead 
to a certain type of relation; they do not constitute a good base for our study. 
 
Another author that looks into factors influencing relationships is Ford (1997). Together 
with the IMP group (Industrial Marketing and Purchasing Group) he presents the 
interaction model. The interaction approach focus on four basic elements of interaction, 
namely the interaction process, the participants in the process, the environment in which 
it takes place and the atmosphere affecting and affected by the interaction (Ibid.). 
According to Ford (1999) the model can help structure the “world” and thereby the 
problems. A drawback with the interaction model is that it is very theoretical and it 
defines few measurable variables.  
 
Another author that has looked into factors influencing relationships is Bensaou (1999). 
From his article Portfolios of Buyer-Supplier Relationships it can be found that the type 
of product managed, the market characteristics and the characteristics of the supplier 
are factors influencing the relationship (Bensaou 1999).   
 
By choosing some of the factors presented above it should be possible to describe 
different types of relationships, which leads us to the following area to study. 
 
What types of relationships can be described? 
 
Webster (1992) introduces seven different types of relationships, namely pure 
transaction, repeated transaction, long-term relationship, buyer-seller partnership, 
strategic alliance, network organization and vertical integration. He introduces those 
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inter-firm relationships as a continuum reaching from pure transaction at one end to 
vertical integration in the other end. A pure transaction is a one-time exchange of value 
with no prior or following interactions between the parties (Ibid.). The further we move 
along the continuum the closer the relationships get.  
 
Wilkinson and Young also present different types of relationships in their dancing 
metaphor (Ford 1997). Their definition of types of relationships origins from the factors 
influencing the relationship, namely cooperation and competition. They present eight 
different types of relationships reaching from low cooperation to high cooperation and 
from low competition to high competition, in eight different combinations of those factors 
(Ibid.). Related to those relationship types is also a type of dance that is trying to 
describe the facets of relationships in a new way (Ibid.). 
 
Kraljic (1983) and Olsen and Ellram (1997) present four different types of relationships, 
namely Bottleneck, Strategic, Non-critical and Leverage. The bottleneck category 
includes purchases that have a low strategic importance but are difficult to manage, the 
strategic category includes purchases that are difficult to manage and strategically 
important to the company, the non-critical category includes purchases that are easy to 
manage and have a low strategic importance, and the last category, leverage, includes 
purchases that are easy to manage but strategically important to the company (Olsen 
and Ellram 1997). 
 
Day (2000) presents three different types of exchange processes where one end 
represents the single transaction and the other end a long-run, two-way collaboration 
(Day 2000). Day points out that the exchange process is central to every market 
relationship and he also describes one end of the continuum as a two-way collaboration, 
therefore it seems most reasonable to label the types of exchanges he presents as types 
of relationships. The types of relationships Day (2000) presents are Transactional 
Exchanges, Value-adding Exchanges and Collaborative Exchanges.  
 
Another author dealing with types of relationships is Bensaou (1999). Like Kraljic (1983) 
Bensaou (1999) presents four different types of relationships types namely; Captive 
Buyer, Strategic Partnership, Market Exchange and Captive Supplier. Those depend 
upon the level of specific investments done by the buyer and by the supplier. Each type 
of relationship also contains certain specifications for what type of relationship factors 
that is likely to be found within it.    
 
So we have now found factors that influence the relationship, and how, by using those 
factors, relations can be separated from each other into different types of relationships. 
One concept to define remains; and that is how to manage those relationships? 
 
How can different types of relationships be managed ? 
 
Both Kraljic (1983) and Olsen and Ellram (1997) went further beyond just defining the 
different types of relationships possible. In the next steps in their portfolio analyses they 
present models for management of those relationships (Kraljic 1983; Olsen and Ellram 
1997). Kraljic (1983) calls the following steps market analysis, strategic positioning and 
action plans. OIsen and Ellram (1997) called them analyze the supplier relationships and 
develop action plans. Kraljic (1983) only develops action plans for the strategic important 
category and do not analyze further regarding the other categories in his categorizing 
matrix. Unlike Kraljic (1983) Olsen and Ellram (1997) do not only continue with the 
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strategic category. Olsen and Ellram (1997) make use of a methodology presented by 
Narasimhan to analyze factors influencing relative supplier attractiveness and describing 
strength of the relationship. The authors put forward that the list with factors, for those 
evaluations, which they present are not comprehensive and should be further discussed 
within each company and weights should be established. In the analysis of supplier 
relationships Olsen and Ellram (1997) position the relationships into nine different cells 
in their matrix, when they later continue with the action plans they group those cells 
three and three. For those new groups they suggest the same action plan, even though 
the characteristics within the group differ. The management of supplier relationships 
suggested by Olsen and Ellram (1997) are quite complex.  
 
Bensaou (1999) introduces management profiles for each of the relationship types 
presented earlier. He introduces management factors that differ depending on what type 
of relationship you are dealing with. Those factors are information-sharing mechanisms, 
boundary spanner’s task characteristics and climate and process characteristics (Ibid.). 
Bensaou (1999) also specify what characteristics that will affect those management 
factors.  
 
Selection for operationalization 
Now it has been concluded what areas within RQ 1A and RQ 1B that need to be 
handled in order to find the answer to the questions, namely “What factors influence 
relationships?”, “What type of relationships can be described?” and “How can different 
types of relationships be managed?”.  
 
The typology that seems most appropriate for this research is the one created by 
Bensaou (1999). He first introduces factors that will influence the relationship, and move 
further on to what type of relationships those factors can contribute to and ends his work 
with management of different types of relationships. Bensaou (1999) is also very specific 
in the factors he uses and the relationships he presents, compared to others. Even 
Kraljic (1983) has a typology that somewhat moves through the concepts that needs to 
be addressed in our research, but his focus is very much upon products. Kraljic (1983) is 
also entirely focused upon strategic items when it comes to management of relationships. 
The literature overview enlightens the importance of different kinds of relationships and 
Krajlic’s product and strategic focus is missing the desired relationship focus. A newer 
typology based partially upon the one by Kraljic (1983) is Olsen and Ellram’s (1997). 
They manage to move the very product oriented models by Kraljic (1983) towards one 
with more relationship focus. They also put focus upon other categories than the 
strategic one. Even so, the typology does not constitute a good base to build this 
research upon. The lists of factors to manage relationships that Olsen and Ellram (1997) 
presents are not comprehensive, and the authors point out that the lists need additional 
work. The relationship factors presented by Bensaou (1999) are more exhaustive and 
therefore more applicable in this research. Other authors presented above are not 
selected due to the fact that they only deal with parts of the concepts that need to be 
handled in RQ 1A and RQ1B. Bensaou (1999) includes all the parts necessary to 
answer RQ1A and RQ1B and therefore his typology is superior to the others in this case.  
 
The Interaction model presented by Ford (1997) deals with mainly the same features as 
presented by Bensaou (1999), but adds another perspective to it, namely the 
environmental perspective. According to Ford (1997) the environment consists of several 
different aspects, some of them already handled by Bensaou (1999). The aspects 
“internationalization” and “the social system” will be possible to measure, and are not 
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managed by Bensaou; therefore the use of those in our study would contribute to a more 
holistic view of relationships. For this reason parts of the Interaction model will be used 
in our research. 
 
It has now been decided what models that are appropriate to use to answer RQ1A and 
RQ1B. In next section the operationalization will follow. 

Operationalization 
As in the last section the first area to be looked into is the factors that influence the 
relationships. Bensaou’s (1999) three different factors that influence relationships were 
presented. In order to be able to measure those, each factor is broken down to 
characteristics that are possible to find answers to. Additional to Bensaou (1999) the 
internationalization aspect and the social system aspect of the environment, in 
Interaction model by Ford (1997), have been broken down into characteristics. This is 
presented below.  
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Factors that influence relationships and characteri stics to measure them 
 
Table 6:  Factors that influence relationships and characteristics to measure them, 
adapted from Bensaou (1999). 
Product  
Degree of technical complexity?  
Degree of standardization?  
Degree of developed technology?  
Degree of innovation/improvements? 
Degree of customization/standardization?  
Is the product close to buyer’s core competence?  
Need for key process adjustment?  
Frequency of design change?  
Degree of engineering-expertise?  
 
Market characteristics  
Degree of demand for product on the market?  
Degree of market growth?  
Is it a concentrated market?  
Degree of competition?  
Degree of capable suppliers?  
Frequency of competitor change due to lack of dominant 
design?  
Degree of change in supplier market?  
Stability of market?  
 
Supplier characteristics  
“Size” of supplier?  
Multiproduct supply house?  
Do the supplier have proprietary technology  
Degree of supplier’s bargain power?  
Degree of established suppliers?  
Degree of dependence of supplier?  
Degree of R&D?  
Degree of switching costs?  
Degree of recognized skills?  
Degree of economic reliance on specific industry?  
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Table 7:  Environmental factors that influence relationships and characteristics to 
measure them, adapted from Ford (1997). 
Internationalization  
Motivation to develop international relationships  
What language do you use in business? 
Does language constitute an obstacle? 
Experiences in international trade?  
 
The social system  
Obstacles by working with the other country/firm?  
Nationalistic attitude towards the other country? 
How is business affected by exchange rates? 
What currency do you do business with? 
Any obstacles by trade regulations? 
Previous experiences with this industry? 
Experiences in “industry language”?  

 
By using the factors and characteristics presented above the type of relationships can be 
characterized in the next step. Besaou (1999) presents four different types of 
relationships each and every one of them including specific characteristics from this step. 
What type of characteristics that are found in this step of the frame of reference will 
constitute the foundation of choice of type of relationship in the next step.  
 
The relationship types presented below will maintain in the same environment as the 
factors in table 7 has indicated. The factors in table 7 are not a part of Bensaou’s (1999) 
definition of types of relationships, and the characteristics are therefore not found in 
table 8. But the factors still maintain important in the sense that they do influence the 
relationships and the findings will be of interest in the analyzing part later on.  
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Types of relationships 
 
Table 8:  Types of relationships adapted from Bensaou (1999) 

Product characteristics Market characteristics Suppli er characteristics
High technical complexity Stable demand Large supply house 
Mature technology Low (limited) market growth Proprietary technology 
Low degree of innovation Concentrated market Few established suppliers

Supplier has strong bargain 
power 
Buyer has strong dependence 
on supplier 

High technical complexity High demand Large supply house 

New technology High market growth Multiproduct supply house 

High innovation Concentrated market Strong proprietary technology 
High degree of customization High competition Active in R&D 

Mutual adjustment to key process 
needed 

Frequent  change of 
competitors due to unstable or 
lack of dominant design

Strong recognized skills 

Frequent design changes 
High engineering expertise 
High degree of capital investments 

Highly standardized Stable or declining demand Small supplier 
Mature technology High competition No proprietary technology 

Low degree of innovation 
High degree of capable 
suppliers 

Low switching cost 

Low or no customization 
Low degree of change in 
supplier market 

Supplier has low bargain power 

Low engineering-expertise 
Strong economic reliance on 
specific industry

Low degree of capital investment 

High technical complexity High market growth Strong proprietary technology 
New technology Fierce (High) competition Good R&D skills 

High degree of innovation Few capable suppliers Supplier has low bargain power 

High engineering-expertise High change in supplier market 
Economic reliance on specific 
industry

High degree of capital investments Unstable market C
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So, by using the above presented table it can be concluded what type of relationship we 
are dealing with. It is known that there are many different ways to manage relationships. 
Bensaou (1999) presents one way to handle management of relationships. In RQ1A and 
RQ1B the questions are dealing with the characterization of supplier relationship 
management from the perspective of the receiving site A and the delivering site B. There 
is for that reason a need to look into how relationships can be managed. Below the 
management of supplier relationships are presented, as well as characteristics to 
measure.   
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Management of relationships and characteristics to measure 
 
Table 9:  Management of relationships and characteristics to measure adapted from  
Bensaou (1999) 
Information-sharing mechanism  
Amount of people/departments involved in information 
exchange?  
Importance of shared information?  
Degree of information details (richness)?  
Frequency of information exchange?  
Amount of information exchanged?  
Continuousness of information exchange?  
Amount of information exchange during contract negotiation?  
 
Frequency of visit to supplier?  
Frequency of visits by supplier?  
Regularity of visits to supplier?  
Regularity of visits by supplier?  
Does the company make use of guest engineers?  
Does the supplier make use of guest engineers?  
 
Boundary Spanner’s task characteristics  
Degree of task structure?  
Degree of task complexity?  
Degree of task predictability?  
Degree of task routine?  
Degree of interdependence with the other boundary spanner?  
Amount of time spent with the other party?  
 
Climate and process characteristics  
Type of social climate?  
Degree of trust in supplier?  
Degree of commitment to relationship?  
Degree of cooperation?  
Amount of effort put into creating cooperation?  
Early supplier involvement in design?  
Supplier reputation?  
Supplier’s sense of buyer fairness?  
Degree of burden put on supplier?  
 

 
If the reader wants to look further into the management of relationships please continue 
reading in appendix 1. There, matrixes adopted from Bensaou (1999), suggests 
management of relationships for each relationship type presented earlier in the frame of 
reference.  
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We are going to continue the frame of reference with research question two, which is 
presented once again below. 
 
How can differences in experiences of supplier rela tions to receiving site A and to 
delivering site B be characterized? 
 
As was concluded in the problem discussion research question two also has to be 
broken down into sub-questions in order to be answered, those are presented once 
again below.  
 
RQ2A 
How can experiences of supplier relations at receiv ing site A be characterized? 
 
RQ2B 
How can experiences of the suppliers’ relations to site A be characterized? 
 
RQ2C 
How can experiences of supplier relations at delive ring site B be characterized? 
 
RQ2D 
How can experiences of the suppliers’ relations to site B be characterized? 
 
Just like in RQ1 those sub-questions will be handled together in the frame of reference, 
because they seek to find answers to the same thing, namely the experiences of the 
relationship between the buyer and the supplier. We will now continue by looking into 
RQ2A-RQ2D and try to find out what areas that need to be managed. 
 
First and foremost the meaning of supplier relationships needs to be made clear. With 
that we mean establishing concepts to explain what a relationship consists of, like 
finding each brick in a brick wall. Because what experiences and expectations we have 
on a relationship is connected to what the relationship consists off. So the questions will 
not deal with how was the relationship itself. Instead the questions to be answered will 
deal with experiences regarding the “bricks”, out of which the relationship is founded. 
The answers to those questions altogether, will answer research question 2A, 2B, 2C 
and 2D. An attempt to illustrate this is found in figure 14.  

 
Figure 14:  Visualization of RQ2 
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The sub-questions in turn, lead to the following question: 
 
How can supplier relationship be described? 
 
According to Morgan and Hunt (1994) establishing, developing and maintaining 
successful relational exchanges requires relationship commitment and trust. Morgan and 
Hunt (1994) describes commitment as “an exchange partner believing that an ongoing 
relationship with another is so important as to warrant maximum effort at maintaining it; 
that is, the committed party believes the relationship is worth working on to ensure that it 
endures indefinitely”. Trust according to Morgan and Hunt (1994) exist when a party has 
confidence in an exchange partner’s reliability and integrity. Trust also by itself positively 
influences relationship commitment (Ibid.) 
 
Morgan and Hunt (1994) also bring power into the light. This factor is not analyzed in 
their article, but they discuss the importance of power. Other authors like Bensaou 
(1999), Caniëls and Gelderman (2007), Dowlatshahi (1999) and Cox (2001) further 
enlighten the importance of power within relationships. Caniëls and Gelderman (2007) 
elucidate that power imbalance between buyer and supplier in a relationship can lead to 
unproductive partnerships. To make clear what the power balance look like in a 
relationship Cox (2001) presents a matrix containing the attributes of buyer and supplier 
power. According to Cox (2001) the power matrix is essential to understand the 
exchange relationship between buyer and supplier.  
 
From the above it can be concluded that relationship commitment, trust and power are 
important factors to describe a relationship.  
  
Operationalization 
Relationship commitment, trust and power are important factors within a relationship, but 
how to measure them? 
 
Even those factors have to be broken down into smaller parts in order to be measured. 
  
According to Morgan and Hunt (1994) relationship commitment  consists of; 
 

• Relationship termination cost (positive influence o n commitment) 
o Does the company have substantial switching-costs? 
o Does the company have comparable potential alternative partners? 

 
• Relationship benefits (positive influence on commit ment) 

o Do the partner company’s products add value to your offerings? 
o Do the partner company’s processes add value to your offerings? 
o Do the partner company’s technologies add value to your offerings? 
o Is partner selection a critical element in your competitive strategy? 
o Does the partner company perform surveys to see if they provide benefits 

to you? 
o Does the partner company provide superior benefits? (for example 

regarding products profitability, customer satisfaction and product 
performance.) 
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• Shared Values (positive influence on commitment) 
o Do you and your partner often have beliefs in common about: 

� Behavior? 
� Goals? 
� Policies are important/unimportant? 
� Policies are appropriate/Inappropriate? 

o Do you believe you and your partner have the same “norms” or 
“appropriate actions”? 

 
Morgan and Hunt (1994) also divide trust  into the following characteristics; 
 

• Opportunistic Behavior (negative influence on trust ) 
o Does your company act in self-interest? (Mostly?) 
o Do you believe your partner engage in opportunistic behavior? 
o  

• Communication (positive influence on trust) 
o Do you spend a lot of time sharing information? 
o Is the information shared meaningful? 
o Do you often have disputes? 
o Do you often resolve the disputes? 
o Have you communicated with the other partner for a long time? 
 

• Shared Values (positive influence on trust) 
o (See characteristics for shared values under relationship commitment) 

 
According to Cox (2001) the question below will give the answer to what power balance  
there is within the relationship. But as some of the questions provided by Cox (2001) 
only is relevant to ask the supplier (RQ2B and RQ3B) two versions of the questions 
regarding power balance are presented. 
 
Questions to answer regarding power balance (RQ2A a nd RQ2C – buyer)   

• Degree of investment in supplier?  
• Amount of suppliers in the market?  
• Size of switching costs?  
• Is the product a commodity?  
• Is the product standardized?  
• Finding a good supplier for this product is expensive?  
• Do you believe that the supplier has more useful information than they share? 

 
Questions to answer regarding power balance (RQ2B a nd RQ2D – supplier)  

• Degree of investment in buyer?  
• Amount of buyers in the market?  
• How large share of the market is the buyer?  
• Dependence on buyer for revenue?  
• Amount of buyer alternative for revenue?  
• Size of switching costs?  
• Attractiveness of buyer account?  
• Is the product a commodity?  
• Is the product standardized?  
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• Do you believe that the buyer has more useful information than they share?  
 
When the above questions are answered the “appropriate” power balance can be found 
in figure 15. 

 
Figure 15:  The attributes of buyer supplier power adapted from Cox 2001. 
 
We will now continue with research question three, once again presented below.  
 
RQ 3 
How can differences in expectation of new supplier relations to receiving site A be 
characterized? 
 
Research question three also has to be broken down into sub-questions: 
 
RQ 3A 
How can expectations of new supplier relations at r eceiving site A be 
characterized? 
 
RQ 3B 
How can expectation of the new suppliers relations to site A be characterized? 
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Because RQ3 deals with the same areas to study as RQ2, namely the “bricks” out of 
which the relationship is formed, there is no need to do a brand new operationalization. 
The difference between RQ2 and RQ3 is that RQ3 looks at expectations on the new 
relationships that are going to be created between the suppliers and site A, while RQ2 
looks at experiences from supplier relations. To deal with expectations in RQ3 the 
factors presented in the operationalization of RQ2, namely, relationship commitment, 
trust and power, will be treated from another viewpoint. This means that answers will be 
sought to the question in RQ2 from an expectation perspective – “Do you believe that 
you will have”, instead of an experience perspective “Do you have”. RQ3 is visualized in 
figure 16. 
 

 
 
Figure 16:  Visualization of RQ3 
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Methodology 
This section demonstrates the available methods and justifies those to be selected. The 
method selection is a guide how to proceed with the study in order to obtain conclusion 
about the research problem. 

Research Purpose 
The purpose of the research is determined by the way in which the research questions 
are asked and what the research objectives are (Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill 2009). 
This would result in one of the three classifications; exploratory, descriptive or 
explanatory (Ibid.). Although, research projects may sometimes hold more than one 
purpose and that purpose might change over the time of the research (Ibid.). 
 
The aim with an exploratory research is to find out what is happening and to seek new 
insights (Ibid.). Saunders et al. (2009) mean that an exploratory study is especially 
helpful when there is a wish or need to make clear the understanding of a problem, for 
example if the nature of the problem is somewhat in the dark and needs to be clarified. It 
is about exploring different subject and areas and understanding what variables that are 
relevant (Ibid.). 
 
The descriptive purpose is, as the name indicates, to describe or portray certain persons, 
events or situations (Ibid.). When carrying out a descriptive study it is important to have 
a good view of the area in which data will be collected (Ibid.). In a descriptive study, the 
aim is to understand relevant variables, rather that understanding what variables that are 
relevant, as in the exploratory study. 
 
Explanatory research seeks to set up causal relationships between variables (Saunders 
et al. 2009). When the purpose is explanatory, emphasize is on studying a problem or a 
situation in order to explain the relationships between these different variables (Ibid.). It 
could also be defined as to understand the “connection” between variables and 
determine the cause and effect of these connections (Ibid.). 
 
Since the research questions in this study are of the type “how” and we seek to get a 
clear understanding of the problem and what variables that are relevant, the research 
purpose of this study appears to be exploratory. However, as we have a quite good view 
of the area we are studying and have formulated questions regarding variables that 
ought to be relevant, the research purpose must also be part descriptive. We can not be 
sure what variables that turn out to be relevant but based on our literature overview we 
have a pretty good idea of which that might be. Therefore the research purpose of this 
study is both exploratory and descriptive. 

Research Approach 
The research approach is decided by the use of theory in the design of the research 
(Saunders et al. 2009). When using literature to identify theories and ideas that can be 
tested using data, this is called a deductive approach (Ibid). When using a deductive 
approach a theoretical or conceptual framework is developed and then subsequently 
tested using data (Ibid). If you go the other way around starting off with planning and 
exploring data and then later on develop theories that can be related to literature, it is 
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called an inductive approach (Ibid). Saunders et al. (2009) enlighten that such an 
approach cannot be undertaken without a competent knowledge if the subject area.     
 
In this study we have taken a close look at the literature within the area of research and 
carefully chosen the theories that are most suitable and applicable for the research. A 
research problem has been stated and broken down into research questions which have 
further been operationalized. This study will collect, analyze and compare data to the 
chosen theory, presented in the frame of reference. Because the research starts with an 
extensive literature overview to find relevant theories and then later aims at testing those 
theories, a deductive approach is suitable and therefore chosen for this research.   
 
Besides selecting between an inductive and deductive approach it is important to decide 
on a qualitative or quantitative approach to help with the further design of the research, 
e.g. deciding on research strategy, sample selection, data collection analysis methods. 
When using a quantitative approach the focus is on collecting and analyzing numerical 
data and in contrast a qualitative approach uses non-numerical data. The frame of 
reference in this study contains non-numerical data and the research aims at developing 
a deeper understanding of the research problems and to understand what 
characteristics that are relevant, therefore a qualitative approach will be used. 

Research Strategy 
According to Saunders et al. (2009) there are several different strategies to chose from 
when conducting a research namely; experiment, survey, case study, action research, 
grounded theory, ethnography, archival research and practitioner research. 
 
The purpose with experiments is to study casual links; whether a change in one 
independent variable produces a change in another dependent variable (Ibid.). Surveys 
are popular in business and management research and is often used to answer 
questions like who, what, where, how much and how many. A case study can be defined 
as “a strategy for doing research which involves an empirical investigation of a particular 
contemporary phenomenon within its real life context” (Ibid.). Both single and multiple 
case studies may be used (Ibid.). Saunders et al. (2009) put forward that a case study 
strategy can be very useful when exploring existing theory as well as enable researchers 
to challenge an existing theory and provide a source of new research questions. In 
action research there is an explicit focus on action and especially promoting change 
within the organization (Ibid.). Grounded theory can, according to Saunders et al. (2009) 
be viewed as theory building through a combination of induction and deduction with an 
emphasis on developing and building theory, furthermore it can be used to predict and 
explain behavior. The purpose with ethnography is to describe and explain the social 
world, it is a very time consuming strategy as the researcher needs to absorb the social 
world being researched as completely as possible (Ibid.). In an archival research, 
administrative documents and records are being used and the term has historical 
connotations (Ibid.). Practitioner research is when an individual who is already working in 
an organization decides to perform a research project within that organization (Ibid.). 
 
Another author who brings up research strategies is Robert K. Yin (1994). He means 
that the major strategies to choose between, at least in social sciences are experiments, 
surveys, archival analysis, histories and case studies (Yin, 1994). Furthermore he 
argues that each strategy can be used for all three research purposes, which are as 
mentioned earlier; exploratory, descriptive or explanatory. The decision on when to use 
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each strategy is made up by the three conditions; type of research question asked, the 
extent of control an investigator has over actual behavioral events and the degree of 
focus on contemporary events, see table 10 (Ibid.).  
 
Table 10:  Relevant Situations for Different Research Strategies adapted from Yin (1994) 

Strategy

Form of research 
question

Requires control 
over behavioral 

events?

Focuses on 
contemporary 

events?

Experiment how, why yes yes

Survey
who, what, where, how 

many, how much
no yes

Archival 
analysis

who, what, where, how 
many, how much

no yes/no

History how, why no no

Case study how, why no yes
 

 
Concerning our study, we are exploring existing theory in an attempt to understand a 
“real life phenomenon” and therefore in line with Saunders et al. (2009) we select a case 
study for our research. This also fits with Yin (1994) since our research questions are 
formulated with “how” and we focus on contemporary events. Furthermore, given that 
our research problem is to uncover opportunities and threats in a supplier transfer we 
need to look at both the delivering site A and the receiving site B which leads to that a 
multiple case study is selected.  

Sample Selection 
According to Saunders et al. (2009) sampling techniques provides methods that make it 
possible to reduce the amount of data that needs to be collected, by considering only a 
sub-group rather than all cases available. Sampling techniques can be divided into two 
groups, namely probability samples and non-probability samples (Ibid.). In probability 
sampling the chances of each case being chosen from the entire population is equal 
(Ibid.). In non-probability sampling the probability of each individual case being chosen 
from the entire population is not known (Ibid.). Non-probability sample may generalize 
about the total population, but not on statistical grounds (Ibid.). When using a probability 
sampling method a complete list of all cases in the population from which to choose from 
should be generated (Ibid.). To establish a complete list of all assembly industries 
available is an overwhelming task and excludes the use of probability sampling in this 
research. Due to this a non-probability sampling method is chosen. 
 
Quota sampling is a non-probability sampling method (Saunder et al. 2009). It is based 
on the premise that the chosen sample will represent the entire population, as the 
variability in the sample for various quota variables, is the same as that in the entire 
population (Ibid). Another non-probability sampling method that can be used is 
judgmental sampling (Ibid.). This method enables the researcher to use his/her judgment 
to select cases that best enable to answer the research questions and meet objectives 
(Ibid.). Judgmental sampling is often used when working with case study research and 
when the researcher wishes to select cases that are particularly informative (Ibid.) 
Snowball sampling is also a non-probability sampling method that can be used, here 
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contact is made with one case and this case will identify the next case and so on, until 
no new cases are recommended (Ibid.). Yet another method is self-selection sampling 
here you allow each case, usually individuals, to chose whether to participate in the 
research or not (Ibid). When selecting cases haphazardly by which are easiest to obtain 
for the researcher, such as interviewing random people in a shopping center, this is 
called convenience sampling (Ibid.).  
 
The fact that we are going to use a case study, and wish to research a case that is likely 
to provide a good base for answering our research problem makes us select the non-
probability sampling method called judgmental sampling. As the research problem 
enlightens this case study are going to be within the assembly industry and has to have 
an ongoing supplier-responsibility transfer in order to suit our research. Siemens 
Industrial Turbomachinery has an ongoing supplier-transfer from Lincoln, England to 
Finspång, Sweden. The transfer involves divisions in the company considered to be in 
the assembly industry1. Siemens Industrial Turbomachinery (SIT) therefore suits our 
research well and SIT Finspång and SIT Lincoln are going to correspond to Site A and 
Site B in our research questions, as Siemens Industrial Turbomachinery is selected for 
our case study.    
 
Furthermore, as this study seeks to reveal opportunities and threats regarding supplier 
portfolio management in a supplier transfer project, it is important to look at different 
types of relationships and how they are handled at site A as well as at site B. Therefore, 
we will use the portfolio management currently in use at Siemens Industrial 
Turbomachinery for the selection of suppliers to the cases. SIT Finspång sorts their 
suppliers into three categories namely A, B and C-suppliers depending on their strategic 
importance. The A-suppliers are the most strategic ones. For our research, three 
supplier from each site will be chosen and among those one A, one B and one C-
supplier, in order to cover different types of relationships. The suppliers chosen from site 
B (SIT Lincoln) will be those in transfer to site A (SIT Finspång). Furthermore, to avoid 
comparing apples with pears, similar products for each type of supplier (A,B,C) at both 
sites will be chosen. For example if we select an A-supplier producing gear boxes to site 
A (SIT Finspång), the A-supplier selected from site B (SIT Lincoln) will also be a 
producer of gear boxes. 

                                                
1 The part of Siemens Industrial Turbomachinery involved in the transfer, and studied in this 
research is the part involved in the package procurement. Siemens Industrial Turbomachinery 
does not manufacturer parts for the package and the parts are purchased and assembled to 
constitute the package. It has been found, that this part of Siemens Industrial Turbomachinery 
can be considered to be an assembly industry in discussion with the purchasing department in 
Finspång.    
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The multiple case study is divided into nine cases, see figure 17. Case 1-3 will deal with 
SIT Finspång and their current suppliers. Case 4-6 will deal with SIT Lincoln and their 
current suppliers and case 7-9 will deal with the new relationships to be created between 
SIT Finspång and the current suppliers to SIT Lincoln.  

 

 
Figure 17:  Visualization of case 1-9 

 

Data Collection Methods 
There are two types of data which can be collected in a research, namely primary and 
secondary data (Saunders et al. 2009). Primary data is new data, collected for a special 
purpose while secondary data is data that have already been collected for another 
purpose (Ibid.). In this study primary data will be collected. The two cases together with 
the research problem and the research questions are unique for this research and 
therefore there are no secondary data that are suitable for us to use. 
 
When collecting data for a specific purpose there are a number of different techniques 
that can be used e.g. interviews, questionnaires, observation and documents. An 
interview can be described as a purposeful discussion between two or more people 
(Ibid.). Saunders et al. (2009) separates between structured, semi-structured, 
unstructured or in-depth interviews. A structured interview is when the interviewer has a 
defined schedule of questions from which he or she should not deviate (Ibid.). In semi-
structured interviews the researcher has a set of questions but deviations are allowed 
and other topics might come up as well (Ibid.). In an unstructured or in-depth interview 
there are no clear set of questions to go through, the one interviewed are encouraged to 
talk freely about events, behavior and beliefs in relation to the topic area (Ibid.). 
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A questionnaire can be defined as a general term to include all techniques of data 
collection in which each person is asked to respond to the same set of questions in a 
predetermined order (Ibid.). Observation involves the systematic inspection, recording, 
description, analysis and interpretation of people’s behavior (Ibid.). Documents are 
secondary data including written materials such as notices, correspondence, reports, 
diaries, transcripts of speeches and administrative and public records (Ibid.). 
 
In this study, primary data will be collected through interviews; a deeper knowledge 
within the research area is desirable. To make sure that we get the information we need 
but also allow other topics that we might discover to be relevant along the way, semi-
structured interviews will be performed, and those will be recorded. Interview will be held 
with purchasers at each site, and their suppliers. A total 12 interviews will be held, three 
with suppliers to site A (SIT Finspång), three with corresponding purchasers to the 
suppliers of site A, three with suppliers to site B (in transfer to site A) and three with the 
corresponding purchasers to the suppliers of site B (SIT Lincoln). 

Validity and Reliability 
“Reducing the possibility of getting the answer wrong means that attention has to be 
paid to two particular emphases on research design: reliability and validity. “(Saunders et 
al. 2009) 
 
According to Saunders et al. (2009) reliability refers to the extent to which the data 
collection techniques and analysis procedures used yields consistent findings. A good 
question to use when thinking about reliability is “Do I measure thing right?”.  
 
Interviews are going to be carried out with several persons, involving both the company 
side and the supplier side. Also multiple interviews are going to be held within each case, 
this in order to obtain reliable data. By including both sides of the relation errors in the 
information obtained will be reduced. By performing several interviews chances to 
discover subject bias and subject errors will be increased.  
 
Validity, according to Saunders et al. (2009) is dealing with whether the findings are 
really about what they appear to be about. A good question to use when thinking about 
validity is “Do I measure the right things?”.  
 
By doing an extensive literature overview we have taken into consideration many 
different views of supplier relationships. We have also thoroughly selected the typology, 
factors, and characteristics most suitable for our research. By an extensive literature 
study, a careful selection and a well worked-out frame of reference this research has a 
valid base to be built upon.      
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Data Presentation 
In this section, Siemens Industrial Turbomachinery (SIT), the purchasers, and the 
suppliers interviewed will be presented. The data collected during the interviews will also 
be presented. The data presentation constitutes a base for the further analyses. 

Siemens Industrial Turbomachinery 
The Siemens Group is a producer of a diversity of different technical products from white 
goods and computers to nuclear reactors. The Siemens Group has approximately 
360 000 employees world wide. Siemens AG is divided into different sectors namely; 
Energy, Health care, Industry and Infrastructure & Cities Sectors. Siemens Industrial 
Turbomachinery (SIT) in Finspång is a part of the energy sector and has approximately 
2700 employees and a turnover of 10 Billion SEK. SIT Finspång produces different kinds 
of turbines among those gas turbines of the models SGT-500 to SGT-900. Siemens 
Industrial Turbomachinery (SIT) in Lincoln is also a part of the energy sector and 
produces different kinds of turbines among those gas turbines of the models SGT-100 to 
SGT-400. In other words this means that SIT Finspång produces large gas turbines and 
SIT Lincoln produces smaller gas turbines.  

Purchaser and supplier presentation 
Below each purchaser and supplier interviewed is presented.  

Purchasers 
As explained in the methodology three purchasers at each site were interviewed. At SIT 
Finspång each of them is a strategic purchaser for Camfil, Certex or Finspångs 
Allmekano. SIT Lincoln does not work in the same way and a strategic purchaser was 
not available for each company. Therefore the purchasers interviewed for Rossendale 
and Keweld were operational purchaser. It should be noticed that the operational 
purchasers at SIT Lincoln do a lot of strategic work and a strategic purchaser is only 
present if there is a specific need. Rossendale and Keweld had no strategic purchaser 
involved and the work was done by the operational purchaser, therefore the interviews 
were performed with them. For Cullum both the strategic and the operational purchaser 
were interviewed. In this case, the focus was upon the strategic purchaser in order to get 
an as comparable image as possible to the SIT Finspång purchasers.   

Camfil 
This supplier is a producer of acoustics for SIT Finspång. Camfil Svenska AB is a part of 
the Camfil Farr group which offers air filters and clean air solutions. Camfill Farr group 
has 3484 employees and its headquarter is in Stockholm, Sweden. They have 23 
production units in the Americas, Europe, South East Asia and the Asia Pacific Region. 
Camfil Svenska AB has a production facility in Borås, Sweden which SIT Finspång buys 
from, with approximately 120 employees. Camfil is classified as an A-supplier by SIT 
Finspång.  
 
The interview has been carried out with the strategic purchaser at SIT Finspång’s 
contact person. During the interview the contact person was accompanied by the former 
contact person for SIT who is currently passing over his responsibilities to the new 
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contact person. Camfil and SIT Finspång have been communicating for approximately 
30 years. 

Certex 
This supplier is a producer of lifting beams for SIT Finspång. Certex Svenska AB is a 
part of Certex International which provides a complete range of steel wire ropes and 
lifting products for the industry, and is present in 11 countries. Certex has a production 
facility in Varberg Sweden, where a lot of the SIT Finspång equipment is produced, 
tested and stored. In Sweden, Certex has approximately 90 employees and globally 
approximately 680. Certex is classified as a B-supplier by SIT Finspång. 
  
The interview has been carried out with the strategic purchaser at SIT Finspång’s 
contact person. During the interview the contact person was accompanied by a 
colleague with good knowledge about the market. The contact person and the strategic 
purchaser have been communicating for 2 years. With the previous strategic purchaser 
the communication started 8 years ago and prolonged until the current one took over. 

Finspångs Allmekano 
Finspångs Allmekano is a supplier of small machining parts for SIT Finspång. Finspångs 
Allmekano is located in Finspång, Sweden. Finspångs Allmekano supplies many of the 
leading Swedish manufacturing companies. The company has approximately 18 
employees and is specialists in cutting machinery. Finspångs Allmekano is classified as 
a C-supplier by SIT Finspång.   
 
The interview has been carried out with the strategic purchaser at SIT Finspång’s 
contact person, who is also the director of Finspångs Allmekano. The strategic 
purchaser used to be an operational purchaser and has been communicating with the 
contact person at Finspångs Allmekano for a total of five years. In his new role as a 
strategic purchaser he has been in contact with the contact person at Finspångs 
Allmekano for 2 months. Finspångs Allemekano and SIT Finspång have communicated 
for approximately 30 years. 

Cullum 
This supplier is a producer of acoustics for SIT Lincoln. Cullum is supplying advanced 
engineering solutions to the aerospace, energy, marine and nuclear industries. Cullum 
Energy is providing acoustics, filtration and exhaust systems for industrial gas turbines. 
Cullum is working internationally and has approximately 185 employees in Heanor, UK. 
Cullum is classified as an A-supplier by SIT Finspång2.    
 
The interview has been carried out with the strategic purchaser at SIT Lincoln’s contact 
person. During the interview the contact person was accompanied by a colleague. The 
contact person and the strategic purchaser have been communicating for 6 months. 
Cullum and SIT Lincoln have been in contact for about 40 years. 

                                                
2 SIT Lincoln does not use this classification, so the studied SIT Lincoln suppliers have been 
classified by SIT Finspång. 
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Rossendale 
This supplier is a producer of lifting equipment for SIT Lincoln. Rossendale is located in 
Lincoln, UK and they are lifting equipment engineers. Rossendale has approximately 65 
employees in the United Kingdom. Rossendale supply their products globally. 
Rossendale is classified as a B-supplier by SIT Finspång3. 
 
The interview has been carried out with the purchaser at SIT Lincoln’s contact person, 
which is the director of Rossendale. The contact person and the purchaser have been 
communicating for 9 months. Rossendale and SIT Lincoln have been in contact for 23 
years. 

Keweld 
Keweld is a supplier of small machining parts for SIT Lincoln. Keweld is a specialist 
welding company which is located in Lincoln, UK. Keweld has approximately 6 
employees. Keweld is classified as a C-supplier by SIT Finspång3. 
 
The interview has been carried out with the purchaser at SIT Lincoln’s contact person, 
who is also the director of Keweld. During the interview the contact person was 
accompanied by the former director. The contact person and the purchaser have been 
communicating for 9 months. Keweld and SIT Lincoln have been in contact for 20 years. 

Data from interviews  
In this section the relevant information generated from the interviews will be presented. 
The arrangement is made through cases with each relationship as a case, including both 
the purchaser’s and the supplier’s point of view. Each case will contain the information 
needed in order to later on answer the research questions. Therefore each case will 
have the following topics; type of relationship, management of relationships, and 
experiences and for each case where it is relevant expectation on the new relationship is 
presented as well.   
 
The data presentation includes matrixes for the type of relationship and management of 
relationship, generated from the interviews. Those matrixes are adopted from Bensaou 
(1999), and are described in the frame of reference. The matrixes contain the relevant 
information that according to Bensaou (1999) influences the type of relationship and 
management of relationship. This information is thoroughly selected from the extensive 
interview compilations that can be found in appendix 3. Those interviews are based on 
the interview guide that can be found in appendix 2.  
 
In the type of relationship and management matrixes, the boxes that are yellow marked 
mean that the theory from Bensaou (1999) is in consistence with what has been said 
during the interviews. This study is qualitative and the use of strict scales would not be of 
any use. Therefore the choices have been made based upon what the interviewees 
have said, how they have said it and overall impression from the interviews. The 
statements within the type of relationship and management matrixes generated by 
theory are hard to define, diffuse and very qualitative. So in order to be able to convert 
the material from the interviews into statements comparable to theory a subjective 

                                                
3 SIT Lincoln does not use this classification, so the studied SIT Lincoln suppliers have been 
classified by SIT Finspång. 
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interpretation is to some extent unavoidable, but the judgments that have been made are 
done in an as objective way as possible.    
 
In the type of relationship and management matrixes the following symbols can be found 
and are interpreted as below. 
 
● = Both supplier and purchaser have the same opinion about this characteristic. 
○ = Only one party has this opinion (which is the one marked with the yellow box). 
x = This characteristic is not comparable between the supplier/buyer.  

Case explanation for case 1-6 

Types of Relationship  
Some of the characteristics in the matrixes are quite clear, others need some further 
explanation. Most of the characteristics can be found, with additional descriptions in the 
interview guide, and the answers to those in the interview compilations (Appendix 2 and 
3). But, for example “Frequent change of competitors due to unstable or lack of 
dominant design” is a characteristic that is not clearly visible in the interviews. 
Considering this characteristic it has been chosen to ask if there are any substitutes for 
the product. This is because the characteristic as it is presented in theory is difficult for 
the interviewees to understand. If you interpret the theory characteristic it can be 
concluded that if the customers are going to be able to change to another product, there 
has to be another one, in other words a substitute. So if the interviewee answers that 
there are no substitutes this has been translated to that there are no frequent change of 
competitors due to unstable or lack of dominant design either. The characteristic 
“frequent design change” has been interpreted as only changes to the looks and the 
appearance of the product and not changes to the performance of the product. The 
characteristic “degree of capital investments” has been asked to each party regarding 
their own company’s capital investments, and therefore those are not comparable 
between buyer and supplier matrixes. The characteristic “degree of change in supplier 
market” has been chosen to ask if there are many new comers in the market. Some 
answers to this has been that there are not many new comers at the suppliers quality 
level, but that there are many new comers at a lower quality level that might be a threat 
in a few years. It has then been chosen to interpret this as a high change in the supplier 
market, because some changes are obviously happening in their market. The 
characteristic “Large/small supply house” is not always in accordance with what the 
supplier has actually answered in the interviews, this because a general comparison has 
been made between the companies to get a fair result. But if the purchaser has only 
mentioned the size and not the number of employees, what he/she has answered has 
been strictly transferred to the matrix, this to get a fair view of their perception of their 
supplier.  
 
The data for the aspects of internationalization and the social system also affecting the 
type of relationship is presented under this topic as well. These are, as mentioned in the 
frame of reference, not a part of Bensaou’s theory and are therefore not included in the 
matrixes. Both the purchaser’s and the supplier’s view of these aspects are presented in 
the same text. 
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Management of Relationships 
Most of the characteristics can be found, with additional descriptions in the interview 
guide, and the answers to those in the interview compilations (Appendix 2 and 3). The 
characteristic “strong effort by buyer towards cooperation” is specifically aimed towards 
the buyer and thereby the parenthesis in the matrix. This characteristic will only be 
yellow marked in the buyers-matrixes if applicable, never in the suppliers-matrixes.   

Experiences 
According to the frame of reference experiences of supplier relationships are divided into 
relationship commitment, trust and power balance. Those will be presented for each 
case in tables. In the commitment and trust tables both the purchaser’s and the 
supplier’s perceptions are displayed in the same table. The relationship commitment 
table contains an additional column, which shows the answers that will lead to a positive 
effect on commitment. The trust table also contains an additional column, showing the 
answers that will lead to positive effect on trust, except opportunistic behavior which has 
a negative influence on trust. The purchaser and supplier columns contain either a green, 
red or yellow marked box. A green box means that the answer is in accordance with the 
reference column. A red box means that it is not in accordance with the reference 
column, and a yellow box means that the answer is neither in accordance nor not in 
accordance. A yellow box can for example occur when the interviewee’s answers are 
very vague.  
 
In the tables for power balance the characteristics that correspond to the information 
gained during the interview are yellow marked. The information is taken from both the 
purchaser and supplier interviews, in accordance with the frame of reference.   
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Case 1 – Camfil – SIT Finspång 

Type of Relationship  
 
Camfil Purchaser 
Table 11:  Matrix for type of relationship for Camfil Purchaser 
 

Product characteristics
Market 
characteristics

Supplier 
characteristics

High technical complexity ○ Stable demand ○ Large supply house ●

Mature technology ● Low (limited) market growth ○ Proprietary technology ●

Low degree of innovation Concentrated market ○ Few established suppliers ●

Supplier has strong bargain 
power 
Buyer has strong 
dependence on supplier 

○

High technical complexity ○ High demand ○ Large supply house ●

New technology High market growth ○ Multiproduct supply house 

High innovation ● Concentrated market ○ Strong proprietary technology ●

High degree of customization ○ High competition ● Active in R&D ●

Mutual adjustment to key 
process needed 

○

Frequent  change of 
competitors due to unstable 
or lack of dominant design

Strong recognized skills ○

Frequent design changes 

High engineering expertise ●

High degree of capital 
investments 

x

Highly standardized Stable or declining demand ○ Small supplier 

Mature technology ● High competition ● No proprietary technology 

Low degree of innovation 
High degree of capable 
suppliers 

○ Low switching cost 

Low or no customization ○
Low degree of change in 
supplier market 

○
Supplier has low bargain 
power 

●

Low engineering-expertise 
Strong economic reliance on 
specific industry

●

Low degree of capital 
investment 

x

High technical complexity ○ High market growth ○ Strong proprietary technology ●

New technology Fierce (High) competition ● Good R&D skills ●

High degree of innovation ● Few capable suppliers ○
Supplier has low bargain 
power 

●

High engineering-expertise ●
High change in supplier 
market 

○
Economic reliance on specific 
industry

●

High degree of capital 
investments 

x Unstable market 
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Camfil Supplier 
Table 12:  Matrix for type of relationship for Camfil Supplier 
 

Product characteristics
Market 
characteristics

Supplier 
characteristics

High technical complexity ○ Stable demand ○ Large supply house ●

Mature technology ● Low (limited) market growth ○ Proprietary technology ●

Low degree of innovation Concentrated market ○ Few established suppliers ●

Supplier has strong bargain 
power 
Buyer has strong 
dependence on supplier 

○

High technical complexity ○ High demand ○ Large supply house ●

New technology High market growth ○ Multiproduct supply house 

High innovation ● Concentrated market ○ Strong proprietary technology ●

High degree of customization ○ High competition ● Active in R&D ●

Mutual adjustment to key 
process needed 

○

Frequent  change of 
competitors due to unstable 
or lack of dominant design

Strong recognized skills ○

Frequent design changes ○

High engineering expertise ●

High degree of capital 
investments 

x

Highly standardized Stable or declining demand ○ Small supplier 

Mature technology ● High competition ● No proprietary technology 

Low degree of innovation 
High degree of capable 
suppliers 

○ Low switching cost 

Low or no customization ○
Low degree of change in 
supplier market 

○
Supplier has low bargain 
power 

●

Low engineering-expertise 
Strong economic reliance on 
specific industry

●

Low degree of capital 
investment 

x

High technical complexity ○ High market growth ○ Strong proprietary technology ●

New technology Fierce (High) competition ● Good R&D skills ●

High degree of innovation ● Few capable suppliers ○
Supplier has low bargain 
power 

●

High engineering-expertise ●
High change in supplier 
market 

○
Economic reliance on specific 
industry

●

High degree of capital 
investments 

x Unstable market 
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Internationalization 
Both Camfil and SIT Finspång are international companies. Their group language is 
English, but because they are doing business in Sweden with each other their business 
language is Swedish. The purchaser at SIT Finspång says that SIT Finspång is positive 
towards GVS4 which means that they will purchase from low-cost countries. They agree 
on that language can be an obstacle. The purchaser says that it is easier to work in 
Swedish but that English is not a major issue, but it can lead to misunderstandings. 
Camfil says that it is a problem if two people communicate in a language that is not their 
native language, this can also lead to misunderstandings. Both companies have global 
contacts and experiences and SIT Finspång also has contact with Camfil’s global 
suppliers.  
 
The Social System 
SIT Finspång thinks doing business with Sweden works well. In Sweden you work with 
trust, long-term relationships and getting to know each other. SIT Finspång thinks that in 
Sweden you do not have to write everything down. Camfil thinks it is very easy and 
prestige less. Both of them think that the obstacle working with Sweden is that it is 
expensive. They also agree on that the quality of Swedish products is high. When 
working abroad SIT Finspång thinks that you need to write more things down, it is more 
examining and arrangements. Camfil mentions language and manners, and that it is 
more complex. Both think that when it comes to products from abroad it differs 
depending on where they come from. SIT Finspång says that products from Western 
Europe are kind of the same compared to Swedish, but products from low-cost countries 
do not have the same quality. When working abroad SIT Finspång says that the distance 
is a problem, but that also includes northern Sweden. Camfil says that new rules, taxes 
and legislations are obstacles when working abroad.  
 
SIT Finspång says they mostly use the currency in which the supplier does most of its 
business in, Camfil says that they do most of their business in Euro, including with SIT 
Finspång, but that there can be exceptions if the customer wishes something else. SIT 
Finspång thinks that exchange rates are a big issue. Trade regulations constitute a 
problem when it comes to producing in certain countries according to SIT Finspång. 
Camfil says that trade regulations leads to uncertainties, sanctions which make it hard to 
finish and deliver on time. They both think that they have sufficient knowledge of the 
others industry language, but SIT Finspång adds that it could be good to know more 
about the products and what drives the costs.  

                                                
4 GVS = Global Value Sourcing, sourcing from low-cost countries 
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Management of Relationship 
 
Camfil Purchaser 
Table 13:  Matrix for management of Relationship Camfil Purchaser 
 

Information-sharing 
mechanism

Boundary spanners' task 
characteristics

Climate and process 
characteristics

Many people/departments involved 
in information exchange

● Structured task ○ Tense social climate ○

High importance of shared 
information

● Highly predictible task Lack of trust in supplier

High richness of information ●
Large amount of time spent with 
the other party

●
(Strong effort by buyer 
towards cooperation)

x

Good continuousness of 
information exchange 

●
No early supplier involvement 
in design

Frequent visits to supplier ●
Supplier does not necessarily 
have a good reputation

○

Frequent visits by suppliers ●

Good reguarity of visits to supplier ●

Good reguarity of visits by supplier ●

Many people/departments involved 
in information exchange

● Ill structured task (ill defined) ○ High trust in supplier ●

High richness of information ●
Low predictability, frequent 
unexpected events

●
High commitment to the 
relationship

○

Frequent information exchange ● Non-routine task ● Exstensive cooperation ●

Good regularity of visits to supplier ●
Large amount of time spent with 
the other party

●
Early supplier involvement in 
design

●

Good regularity of visits by supplier ●
Supplier has excellent 
reputation

○

SIT uses guest engineers ○
Strong sence of buyer 
fairness

Supplier uses guest engineers ○

Few people/departments involved 
in information exchange

Highly structured task Positive social climate ○

Small amount of information 
exchange

Highly routine task No cooperation

Heavy information exchange 
during time of negotiation

● Low degree of interdependence
No early supplier involvement 
in design

Limited amount of time spent with 
the other party

Supplier has good reputation 
and track record

●

Supplier is fairly treated by 
buyer

○

Little exchange of information Mostly complex tasks ● High trust in supplier ●

Rare visits to supplier
Limited amount of time spent with 
the other party

Limited cooperation

Some visits by supplier
High degree of burden put on 
supplier
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Camfil Supplier 
Table 14:  Matrix for management of Relationship Camfil Supplier 
 

Information-sharing 
mechanism

Boundary spanners' task 
characteristics

Climate and process 
characteristics

Many people/departments involved 
in information exchange

● Structured task ○ Tense social climate ○

High importance of shared 
information

● Highly predictible task Lack of trust in supplier

High richness of information ●
Large amount of time spent with 
the other party

●
(Strong effort by buyer 
towards cooperation)

x

Good continuousness of 
information exchange 

●
No early supplier involvement 
in design

Frequent visits to supplier ●
Supplier does not necessarily 
have a good reputation

○

Frequent visits by suppliers ●

Good reguarity of visits to supplier ●

Good reguarity of visits by supplier ●

Many people/departments involved 
in information exchange

● Ill structured task (ill defined) ○ High trust in supplier ●

High richness of information ●
Low predictability, frequent 
unexpected events

●
High commitment to the 
relationship

○

Frequent information exchange ● Non-routine task ● Exstensive cooperation ●

Good regularity of visits to supplier ●
Large amount of time spent with 
the other party

●
Early supplier involvement in 
design

●

Good regularity of visits by supplier ●
Supplier has excellent 
reputation

○

SIT uses guest engineers ○
Strong sence of buyer 
fairness

Supplier uses guest engineers ○

Few people/departments involved 
in information exchange

Highly structured task Positive social climate ○

Small amount of information 
exchange

Highly routine task No cooperation

Heavy information exchange 
during time of negotiation

● Low degree of interdependence
No early supplier involvement 
in design

Limited amount of time spent with 
the other party

Supplier has good reputation 
and track record

●

Supplier is fairly treated by 
buyer

○

Little exchange of information Mostly complex tasks ● High trust in supplier ●

Rare visits to supplier
Limited amount of time spent with 
the other party

Limited cooperation

Some visits by supplier
High degree of burden put on 
supplier
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Experiences 
 
Table 15: Experienced Relationship Commitment 
Relationship Termination Costs (Positiv influence) Purchaser Supplier
Does the company have substantial switching-costs? Yes
Does the company have comparable potential alternative 
partners? No

Relationship Benefits (Positive influence)
Do the partner company's products add value to your 
offerings? Yes
Do the partner company's processes add value to your 
offerings? Yes
Do the partner company's technologies add value to your 
offerings? Yes
Is partner selection a critical element in your competitive 
strategy? Yes
Does the partner company perform surveys to see if they 
provide benefits to you? Yes
Does the partner company provide superior benefits? Yes

Shared Values (Positive influence)
Do you and your partner often have beliefs in common 
about:
Behaviour and Goals? Yes
Policies are important/unimportant? Yes
Policies are appropriate/inappropriate? Yes
Do you and your partner often have the same norms or 
appropriate actions? Yes  
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Table 16: Experienced Trust 
Opportunistic Behavior (Negative influence) Purchaser Supplier
Does your company act in self-interest? (Mostly) Yes
Do you believe your partner egnage in 
opportunistic behavior? Yes

Communication (Positive influence)

Do you spend a lot of time sharing information? Yes
Is the information shared meaningful? Yes
Do you often have disputes? No
Do you often resolve the disputes? Yes
Have you communicated with the other partner for 
a long time? Yes

Shared Values (Positive influence)

Do you and your partner often have beliefs in 
common about:
Behaviour and Goals? Yes
Policies are important/unimportant? Yes
Policies are appropriate/inappropriate? Yes
Do you and your partner often have the same 
norms or appropriate actions? Yes  
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Table 17: Experienced Power Balance 
Buyer Dominance
Few buyers/many suppliers 
Buyer has high percentage share of total market for supplier 
Supplier is highly dependent on buyer revenue with limited 
alternatives 
Supplier switching costs are high 
Buyer switching costs are low 
Buyers account is attractive to supplier 
Supplier offerings are commoditized and standardized 
Buyer search costs are low 
Supplier has no information asymmetry advantages over buyer 
Interdependence

Few buyers/few suppliers 
Buyer has relatively high percentage share of total market for 
supplier 
Supplier is highly dependent on buyer  for revenue with few 
alternatives 
Suppliers switching costs are high 
Buyers switching costs are high 
Buyers account is attractive to supplier 
Supplier offerings are not commoditized and customized 
Buyer search costs are high 
Supplier has significant information asymmetry advantages over 
buyer 
Independence
Many buyers/many suppliers 
Buyer has relatively low percentage share of total market for 
supplier 
Supplier is not dependent on buyer for revenue and has many 
alternatives 
Supplier switching costs are low 
Buyers switching costs are low 
Buyers account is not particularly attractive to supplier 
Supplier offerings are commoditized and standardized 
Buyer search costs are relatively low 
Supplier has only limited information asymmetry advantage over 
buyer
Supplier Dominance
Many buyers/ few suppliers 
Buyer has low percentage share of total market for supplier 
Supplier is not at all dependent on the buyer for revenue and has 
many alternatives  
Supplier switching costs are low 
Buyer switching costs are high 
Buyers account is not attractive to the supplier 
Supplier offerings are not commoditized and customized  
Buyer search costs are very high 
Supplier has high information asymmetry advantages over buyer  
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Case 2 – Certex – SIT Finspång 

Type of Relationship  
 
Certex Purchaser 
Table 18: Matrix for type of relationship for Certex Purchaser 
 

Product characteristics
Market 
characteristics

Supplier 
characteristics

High technical complexity ○ Stable demand ● Large supply house ○

Mature technology ● Low (limited) market growth Proprietary technology 

Low degree of innovation Concentrated market ○ Few established suppliers ●

Supplier has strong bargain 
power 
Buyer has strong 
dependence on supplier 

○

High technical complexity ○ High demand ● Large supply house ○

New technology High market growth ● Multiproduct supply house 

High innovation ● Concentrated market ○ Strong proprietary technology 

High degree of customization ● High competition Active in R&D ○

Mutual adjustment to key 
process needed 

○

Frequent  change of 
competitors due to unstable 
or lack of dominant design

Strong recognized skills ●

Frequent design changes 

High engineering expertise ●

High degree of capital 
investments 

x

Highly standardized Stable or declining demand Small supplier ○

Mature technology ● High competition No proprietary technology ○

Low degree of innovation 
High degree of capable 
suppliers 

Low switching cost ○

Low or no customization 
Low degree of change in 
supplier market 

Supplier has low bargain 
power 

○

Low engineering-expertise 
Strong economic reliance on 
specific industry

○

Low degree of capital 
investment 

x

High technical complexity ○ High market growth ● Strong proprietary technology 

New technology Fierce (High) competition Good R&D skills ○

High degree of innovation ● Few capable suppliers ●
Supplier has low bargain 
power 

○

High engineering-expertise ●
High change in supplier 
market 

●
Economic reliance on specific 
industry

○

High degree of capital 
investments 

x Unstable market 
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Certex Supplier 
Table 19: Matrix for type of relationship for Certex supplier  
 

Product characteristics
Market 
characteristics

Supplier 
characteristics

High technical complexity ○ Stable demand ● Large supply house ○

Mature technology ● Low (limited) market growth Proprietary technology 

Low degree of innovation Concentrated market ○ Few established suppliers ●

Supplier has strong bargain 
power 
Buyer has strong 
dependence on supplier 

○

High technical complexity ○ High demand ● Large supply house ○

New technology High market growth ● Multiproduct supply house 

High innovation ● Concentrated market ○ Strong proprietary technology 

High degree of customization ● High competition Active in R&D ○

Mutual adjustment to key 
process needed 

○

Frequent  change of 
competitors due to unstable 
or lack of dominant design

Strong recognized skills ●

Frequent design changes 

High engineering expertise ●

High degree of capital 
investments 

x

Highly standardized Stable or declining demand Small supplier ○

Mature technology ● High competition No proprietary technology ○

Low degree of innovation 
High degree of capable 
suppliers 

Low switching cost ○

Low or no customization 
Low degree of change in 
supplier market 

Supplier has low bargain 
power 

○

Low engineering-expertise 
Strong economic reliance on 
specific industry

○

Low degree of capital 
investment 

x

High technical complexity ○ High market growth ● Strong proprietary technology 

New technology Fierce (High) competition Good R&D skills ○

High degree of innovation ● Few capable suppliers ●
Supplier has low bargain 
power 

○

High engineering-expertise ●
High change in supplier 
market 

●
Economic reliance on specific 
industry

○

High degree of capital 
investments 

x Unstable market 
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Internationalization 
The purchaser at SIT Finspång says that regarding motivation to create international 
relationships, it does not matter if the supplier is local or global; this is not the first thing 
that is considered. He says that it depends on the industry and they compete on the 
same premises. Certex say that they are motivated to create international relationships 
and they already do this as well. The language used by the purchaser is Swedish and 
English, 70 percent of the contracts are in English. Certex say that they use mostly 
Swedish but also English. The purchaser thinks it is the same to work in Swedish and 
English. Certex say that they sometimes receive e-mails from Siemens that have to be 
read 2-3 times because of technical terms. But this can be managed. The purchaser 
buys 80 percent of the products from abroad. The contact person at Certex does not 
have much experience of international trade but Certex has suppliers in most European 
countries and customers established in many countries. 
 
The Social System 
Regarding doing business in Sweden the purchaser says that it is easier to cooperate 
with Sweden in a legal manner. He adds that there is more paperwork in Sweden due to 
more control and security. Certex says that it works well doing business in Sweden. 
They both agree on that the prices/costs are higher in Sweden. Certex mentions that this 
is often outweighed by higher efficiency and right from the beginning.  The purchaser 
says that Swedish products have high security, stability and guarantee. Certex believes 
that Swedish products are of high quality. The purchaser says that when doing business 
abroad you get better commercial conditions, rebates and volumes. He also says that 
with foreign countries the suppliers do not want to sign everything and adjust to 
“Siemens world”, this can be tricky. Certex says that nowadays there is no big difference 
doing business abroad. Obstacles working abroad can be distances and relationships. 
 
The purchaser says that SIT Finspång always buys in the supplier’s currency, unless the 
supplier wishes to sell in another currency than their own. He also says that exchange 
rates affect businesses. Certex uses SEK and Euro, which currency is decided by the 
customer. They also mention that it is complicated to do business in other currencies. 
Both SIT Finspång and Certex agree on that trade regulations can constitute obstacles, 
Certex exemplifies with that more paperwork is required when managing Norway and 
the Åsland Islands. The purchaser says that he is no expert of Certex’s industry and 
language and that it is not his role to be. The contact person at Certex thinks that they 
have enough knowledge about SIT Finspång’s industry and language. 
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Management of Relationship  

 
Certex Purchaser 
Table 20: Matrix for management of relationship for Certex purchaser 
 

Information-sharing 
mechanism

Boundary spanners' task 
characteristics

Climate and process 
characteristics

Many people/departments involved 
in information exchange

● Structured task ● Tense social climate

High importance of shared 
information

○ Highly predictible task Lack of trust in supplier

High richness of information ○
Large amount of time spent with 
the other party

(Strong effort by buyer 
towards cooperation)

x

Good continuousness of 
information exchange 

○
No early supplier involvement 
in design

Frequent visits to supplier
Supplier does not necessarily 
have a good reputation

Frequent visits by suppliers ○

Good reguarity of visits to supplier ○

Good reguarity of visits by supplier ●

Many people/departments involved 
in information exchange

● Ill structured task (ill defined) High trust in supplier ●

High richness of information ○
Low predictability, frequent 
unexpected events

●
High commitment to the 
relationship

○

Frequent information exchange Non-routine task ● Exstensive cooperation ○

Good regularity of visits to supplier ○
Large amount of time spent with 
the other party

Early supplier involvement in 
design

●

Good regularity of visits by supplier ●
Supplier has excellent 
reputation

●

SIT uses guest engineers
Strong sence of buyer 
fairness

●

Supplier uses guest engineers ●

Few people/departments involved 
in information exchange

Highly structured task Positive social climate ●

Small amount of information 
exchange

○ Highly routine task No cooperation

Heavy information exchange 
during time of negotiation

Low degree of interdependence ○
No early supplier involvement 
in design

Limited amount of time spent with 
the other party

●
Supplier has good reputation 
and track record

●

Supplier is fairly treated by 
buyer

●

Little exchange of information ● Mostly complex tasks ○ High trust in supplier ●

Rare visits to supplier ●
Limited amount of time spent with 
the other party

● Limited cooperation ○

Some visits by supplier ○
High degree of burden put on 
supplier
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Certex Supplier 
Table 21: Matrix for management of relationship for Certex supplier 
 

Information-sharing 
mechanism

Boundary spanners' task 
characteristics

Climate and process 
characteristics

Many people/departments involved 
in information exchange

● Structured task ● Tense social climate

High importance of shared 
information

○ Highly predictible task Lack of trust in supplier

High richness of information ○
Large amount of time spent with 
the other party

(Strong effort by buyer 
towards cooperation)

x

Good continuousness of 
information exchange 

○
No early supplier involvement 
in design

Frequent visits to supplier
Supplier does not necessarily 
have a good reputation

Frequent visits by suppliers ○

Good reguarity of visits to supplier ○

Good reguarity of visits by supplier ●

Many people/departments involved 
in information exchange

● Ill structured task (ill defined) High trust in supplier ●

High richness of information ○
Low predictability, frequent 
unexpected events

●
High commitment to the 
relationship

○

Frequent information exchange Non-routine task ● Exstensive cooperation ○

Good regularity of visits to supplier ○
Large amount of time spent with 
the other party

Early supplier involvement in 
design

●

Good regularity of visits by supplier ●
Supplier has excellent 
reputation

●

SIT uses guest engineers
Strong sence of buyer 
fairness

●

Supplier uses guest engineers ●

Few people/departments involved 
in information exchange

Highly structured task Positive social climate ●

Small amount of information 
exchange

○ Highly routine task No cooperation

Heavy information exchange 
during time of negotiation

Low degree of interdependence ○
No early supplier involvement 
in design

Limited amount of time spent with 
the other party

●
Supplier has good reputation 
and track record

●

Supplier is fairly treated by 
buyer

●

Little exchange of information ● Mostly complex tasks ○ High trust in supplier ●

Rare visits to supplier ●
Limited amount of time spent with 
the other party

● Limited cooperation ○

Some visits by supplier ○
High degree of burden put on 
supplier
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Experiences 
 
Table 22: Experienced Relationship Commitment 
Relationship Termination Costs (Positiv influence) Purchaser Supplier
Does the company have substantial switching-costs? Yes
Does the company have comparable potential alternative 
partners? No

Relationship Benefits (Positive influence)
Do the partner company's products add value to your 
offerings? Yes
Do the partner company's processes add value to your 
offerings? Yes
Do the partner company's technologies add value to your 
offerings? Yes
Is partner selection a critical element in your competitive 
strategy? Yes
Does the partner company perform surveys to see if they 
provide benefits to you? Yes
Does the partner company provide superior benefits? Yes

Shared Values (Positive influence)

Do you and your partner often have beliefs in common 
about:
Behaviour and Goals? Yes
Policies are important/unimportant? Yes
Policies are appropriate/inappropriate? Yes
Do you and your partner often have the same norms or 
appropriate actions? Yes
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Table 23: Experienced Trust 
Opportunistic Behavior (Negative influence) Purchaser Supplier
Does your company act in self-interest? (Mostly) Yes
Do you believe your partner egnage in 
opportunistic behavior? Yes

Communication (Positive influence)

Do you spend a lot of time sharing information? Yes
Is the information shared meaningful? Yes
Do you often have disputes? No
Do you often resolve the disputes? Yes
Have you communicated with the other partner for 
a long time? Yes

Shared Values (Positive influence)

Do you and your partner often have beliefs in 
common about:
Behaviour and Goals? Yes
Policies are important/unimportant? Yes
Policies are appropriate/inappropriate? Yes
Do you and your partner often have the same 
norms or appropriate actions? Yes  
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Table 24: Experienced Power Balance 
Buyer Dominance
Few buyers/many suppliers 
Buyer has high percentage share of total market for supplier 
Supplier is highly dependent on buyer revenue with limited 
alternatives 
Supplier switching costs are high 
Buyer switching costs are low 
Buyers account is attractive to supplier 
Supplier offerings are commoditized and standardized 
Buyer search costs are low 
Supplier has no information asymmetry advantages over buyer 
Interdependence

Few buyers/few suppliers 
Buyer has relatively high percentage share of total market for 
supplier 
Supplier is highly dependent on buyer  for revenue with few 
alternatives 
Suppliers switching costs are high 
Buyers switching costs are high 
Buyers account is attractive to supplier 
Supplier offerings are not commoditized and customized 
Buyer search costs are high 
Supplier has significant information asymmetry advantages over 
buyer 
Independence
Many buyers/many suppliers 
Buyer has relatively low percentage share of total market for 
supplier 
Supplier is not dependent on buyer for revenue and has many 
alternatives 
Supplier switching costs are low 
Buyers switching costs are low 
Buyers account is not particularly attractive to supplier 
Supplier offerings are commoditized and standardized 
Buyer search costs are relatively low 
Supplier has only limited information asymmetry advantage over 
buyer
Supplier Dominance
Many buyers/ few suppliers 
Buyer has low percentage share of total market for supplier 
Supplier is not at all dependent on the buyer for revenue and has 
many alternatives  
Supplier switching costs are low 
Buyer switching costs are high 
Buyers account is not attractive to the supplier 
Supplier offerings are not commoditized and customized  
Buyer search costs are very high 
Supplier has high information asymmetry advantages over buyer  
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Case 3 – Finspångs Allmekano – SIT Finspång 

Type of Relationship  
 
Finspångs Allmekano Purchaser 
Table 25: Matrix for type of relationship for Finspångs Allmekano purchaser 
 

 

Product characteristics
Market 
characteristics

Supplier 
characteristics

High technical complexity Stable demand ● Large supply house 

Mature technology ● Low (limited) market growth Proprietary technology 

Low degree of innovation Concentrated market Few established suppliers 

Supplier has strong bargain 
power 
Buyer has strong 
dependence on supplier 

High technical complexity High demand ● Large supply house 

New technology High market growth ● Multiproduct supply house ○

High innovation ● Concentrated market ○ Strong proprietary technology 

High degree of customization ● High competition ● Active in R&D 

Mutual adjustment to key 
process needed 

Frequent  change of 
competitors due to unstable 
or lack of dominant design

Strong recognized skills 
●

Frequent design changes 

High engineering expertise ●

High degree of capital 
investments 

x

Highly standardized Stable or declining demand Small supplier ●

Mature technology ● High competition ● No proprietary technology ●

Low degree of innovation 
High degree of capable 
suppliers 

● Low switching cost 

Low or no customization 
Low degree of change in 
supplier market 

○
Supplier has low bargain 
power ●

Low engineering-expertise 
Strong economic reliance on 
specific industry ●

Low degree of capital 
investment 

x

High technical complexity High market growth ● Strong proprietary technology 

New technology Fierce (High) competition ● Good R&D skills 

High degree of innovation ● Few capable suppliers 
Supplier has low bargain 
power ●

High engineering-expertise ●
High change in supplier 
market 

○
Economic reliance on specific 
industry ●

High degree of capital 
investments 

x Unstable market 
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Finspångs Allmekano Supplier 
Table 26: Matrix for type of relationship for Finspångs Allmekano supplier  
 

Product characteristics
Market 
characteristics

Supplier 
characteristics

High technical complexity Stable demand ● Large supply house 

Mature technology ● Low (limited) market growth Proprietary technology 

Low degree of innovation Concentrated market Few established suppliers 

Supplier has strong bargain 
power 
Buyer has strong 
dependence on supplier 

High technical complexity High demand ● Large supply house 

New technology High market growth ● Multiproduct supply house ○

High innovation ● Concentrated market ○ Strong proprietary technology 

High degree of customization ● High competition ● Active in R&D 

Mutual adjustment to key 
process needed 

Frequent  change of 
competitors due to unstable 
or lack of dominant design

Strong recognized skills ●

Frequent design changes 

High engineering expertise ●

High degree of capital 
investments 

x

Highly standardized Stable or declining demand Small supplier ●

Mature technology ● High competition ● No proprietary technology ●

Low degree of innovation 
High degree of capable 
suppliers 

● Low switching cost 

Low or no customization 
Low degree of change in 
supplier market 

○
Supplier has low bargain 
power 

●

Low engineering-expertise 
Strong economic reliance on 
specific industry

●

Low degree of capital 
investment 

x

High technical complexity High market growth ● Strong proprietary technology 

New technology Fierce (High) competition ● Good R&D skills 

High degree of innovation ● Few capable suppliers 
Supplier has low bargain 
power 

High engineering-expertise ●
High change in supplier 
market 

○
Economic reliance on specific 
industry

High degree of capital 
investments 

x Unstable market 
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Internationalization 
SIT Finspång wants to create international relationships. Finspångs Allmekano say that 
they have a customer in Norway and have done business with Germany and Italy, but 
that it took six month to get payment from the Italian customer and they have not come 
back since. He says that they can deliver elsewhere but it has turned out to be deliveries 
within Sweden. Finspångs Allmekano believes that it is not at all worse to deliver to an 
international company. The purchaser at SIT Finspång says that Swedish and English is 
used in the daily work and that it is really no difference working in Swedish or English. 
Finspångs Allmekano says that their daily work is done in Swedish and that they would 
have to hire a new employee with both written and spoken language knowledge to be 
able to do business abroad. Finspångs Allmekano does not have a lot of knowledge or 
experiences of international trade. The purchaser at SIT Finspång says that he has 
worked with international suppliers in Germany and England for some years, and, he 
thinks that it is working fine.  
 
The social system 
The purchaser at SIT Finspång says that doing business with Sweden works well, 
speaking the same language as the supplier makes it easier and you do not have to deal 
with export issues or things like that. Finspångs Allmekano thinks that doing business in 
Sweden works well and that the human being is made up of security which he thinks 
Sweden means. The purchaser at SIT Finspångs attitude towards Swedish products is 
that they are the same as foreign products, they all have to fulfill specifications and 
demands from SIT and origin does not matter. Finspångs Allmekanos attitude towards 
Swedish product is that most of them are good, but also that bad ones exist. But he adds 
that foreign products are not worse and pretty much the same as Swedish, and that 
many of their machines are from Taiwan and South Korea and he can therefore not be 
negative to foreign products. They both agree that they have experienced no obstacles 
when working with Sweden. The purchaser at SIT Finspång says that when doing 
business abroad it is more questions to manage, freight, boarders etc. Finspångs 
Allmekano thinks that it is only positive to do business with companies abroad; it would 
also make it possible for them to grow as a company. The purchaser at SIT Finspång 
points out that working with countries abroad does not constitute an obstacle but that it 
demands better communication to avoid misunderstandings. Finspångs Allmekano has 
not experienced any obstacles working abroad but they have not competed international 
nor marketed themselves abroad.  
 
The purchaser at SIT Finspång says that in Sweden they use SEK as the currency 
between them and the suppliers, and with suppliers abroad they use Euro and 
sometimes other currencies. Finspångs Allmekano say that the currency they mainly use 
is SEK, but that it sometimes can be translated into Euro for an offer. Finspångs 
Allmekano has experienced no obstacles with trade regulations or exchange rates, but 
the contact person mentions that it is more paperwork when doing business with Norway 
because they are a non EU country. Neither of them feels that the industry language of 
the other party is a problem.
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Management of Relationship 
 
Finspångs Allmekano Purchaser  
Table 27: Matrix for management of relationship for Finspångs Allmekano purchaser 
 

 

Information-sharing 
mechanism

Boundary spanners' task 
characteristics

Climate and process 
characteristics

Many people/departments involved 
in information exchange

● Structured task Tense social climate

High importance of shared 
information

● Highly predictible task ○ Lack of trust in supplier

High richness of information ●
Large amount of time spent with 
the other party

●
(Strong effort by buyer 
towards cooperation)

x

Good continuousness of 
information exchange 

●
No early supplier involvement 
in design

●

Frequent visits to supplier ●
Supplier does not necessarily 
have a good reputation

Frequent visits by suppliers ●

Good reguarity of visits to supplier ●

Good reguarity of visits by supplier ●

Many people/departments involved 
in information exchange

● Ill structured task (ill defined) High trust in supplier ●

High richness of information ●
Low predictability, frequent 
unexpected events

High commitment to the 
relationship

●

Frequent information exchange ● Non-routine task ● Exstensive cooperation ●

Good regularity of visits to supplier ●
Large amount of time spent with 
the other party

●
Early supplier involvement in 
design

Good regularity of visits by supplier ●
Supplier has excellent 
reputation

○

SIT uses guest engineers ○
Strong sence of buyer 
fairness

Supplier uses guest engineers ○

Few people/departments involved 
in information exchange

Highly structured task ● Positive social climate ●

Small amount of information 
exchange

Highly routine task No cooperation

Heavy information exchange 
during time of negotiation

○ Low degree of interdependence
No early supplier involvement 
in design

●

Limited amount of time spent with 
the other party

Supplier has good reputation 
and track record

●

Supplier is fairly treated by 
buyer

○

Little exchange of information Mostly complex tasks ○ High trust in supplier ●

Rare visits to supplier
Limited amount of time spent with 
the other party

Limited cooperation

Some visits by supplier
High degree of burden put on 
supplierC
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Finspångs Allmekano Supplier 
Table 28: Matrix for management of relationship for Finspångs Allmekano supplier 
 

 

Information-sharing 
mechanism

Boundary spanners' task 
characteristics

Climate and process 
characteristics

Many people/departments involved 
in information exchange

● Structured task Tense social climate

High importance of shared 
information

● Highly predictible task ○ Lack of trust in supplier

High richness of information ●
Large amount of time spent with 
the other party

●
(Strong effort by buyer 
towards cooperation)

x

Good continuousness of 
information exchange 

●
No early supplier involvement 
in design

●

Frequent visits to supplier ●
Supplier does not necessarily 
have a good reputation

Frequent visits by suppliers ●

Good reguarity of visits to supplier ●

Good reguarity of visits by supplier ●

Many people/departments involved 
in information exchange

● Ill structured task (ill defined) High trust in supplier ●

High richness of information ●
Low predictability, frequent 
unexpected events

High commitment to the 
relationship

●

Frequent information exchange ● Non-routine task ● Exstensive cooperation ●

Good regularity of visits to supplier ●
Large amount of time spent with 
the other party

●
Early supplier involvement in 
design

○

Good regularity of visits by supplier ●
Supplier has excellent 
reputation

○

SIT uses guest engineers ○
Strong sence of buyer 
fairness

Supplier uses guest engineers ○

Few people/departments involved 
in information exchange

Highly structured task ● Positive social climate ●

Small amount of information 
exchange

Highly routine task No cooperation

Heavy information exchange 
during time of negotiation

○ Low degree of interdependence
No early supplier involvement 
in design

●

Limited amount of time spent with 
the other party

Supplier has good reputation 
and track record

●

Supplier is fairly treated by 
buyer

○

Little exchange of information Mostly complex tasks ○ High trust in supplier ●

Rare visits to supplier
Limited amount of time spent with 
the other party

Limited cooperation

Some visits by supplier
High degree of burden put on 
supplierC
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Experiences 
 
Table 29: Experienced Relationship Commitment 

Relationship Termination Costs (Positiv influence) Purchaser Supplier
Does the company have substantial switching-costs? Yes
Does the company have comparable potential alternative 
partners? No

Relationship Benefits (Positive influence)
Do the partner company's products add value to your 
offerings? Yes
Do the partner company's processes add value to your 
offerings? Yes
Do the partner company's technologies add value to your 
offerings? Yes
Is partner selection a critical element in your competitive 
strategy? Yes
Does the partner company perform surveys to see if they 
provide benefits to you? Yes
Does the partner company provide superior benefits? Yes

Shared Values (Positive influence)
Do you and your partner often have beliefs in common 
about:
Behaviour and Goals? Yes
Policies are important/unimportant? Yes
Policies are appropriate/inappropriate? Yes
Do you and your partner often have the same norms or 
appropriate actions? Yes
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Table 30: Experienced Trust 
Opportunistic Behavior (Negative influence) Purchaser Supplier
Does your company act in self-interest? (Mostly) Yes
Do you believe your partner egnage in 
opportunistic behavior? Yes

Communication (Positive influence)

Do you spend a lot of time sharing information? Yes
Is the information shared meaningful? Yes
Do you often have disputes? No
Do you often resolve the disputes? Yes
Have you communicated with the other partner for 
a long time? Yes

Shared Values (Positive influence)

Do you and your partner often have beliefs in 
common about:
Behaviour and Goals? Yes
Policies are important/unimportant? Yes
Policies are appropriate/inappropriate? Yes
Do you and your partner often have the same 
norms or appropriate actions? Yes  
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Table 31: Experienced Power Balance 
Buyer Dominance
Few buyers/many suppliers 
Buyer has high percentage share of total market for supplier 
Supplier is highly dependent on buyer revenue with limited 
alternatives 
Supplier switching costs are high 
Buyer switching costs are low 
Buyers account is attractive to supplier 
Supplier offerings are commoditized and standardized 
Buyer search costs are low 
Supplier has no information asymmetry advantages over buyer 
Interdependence

Few buyers/few suppliers 
Buyer has relatively high percentage share of total market for 
supplier 
Supplier is highly dependent on buyer  for revenue with few 
alternatives 
Suppliers switching costs are high 
Buyers switching costs are high 
Buyers account is attractive to supplier 
Supplier offerings are not commoditized and customized 
Buyer search costs are high 
Supplier has significant information asymmetry advantages over 
buyer 
Independence
Many buyers/many suppliers 
Buyer has relatively low percentage share of total market for 
supplier 
Supplier is not dependent on buyer for revenue and has many 
alternatives 
Supplier switching costs are low 
Buyers switching costs are low 
Buyers account is not particularly attractive to supplier 
Supplier offerings are commoditized and standardized 
Buyer search costs are relatively low 
Supplier has only limited information asymmetry advantage over 
buyer
Supplier Dominance
Many buyers/ few suppliers 
Buyer has low percentage share of total market for supplier 
Supplier is not at all dependent on the buyer for revenue and has 
many alternatives  
Supplier switching costs are low 
Buyer switching costs are high 
Buyers account is not attractive to the supplier 
Supplier offerings are not commoditized and customized  
Buyer search costs are very high 
Supplier has high information asymmetry advantages over buyer  
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Case 4 – Cullum – SIT Lincoln 

Type of Relationship  
 
Cullum Purchaser 
Table 32: Matrix for type of relationship for Cullum purchaser 
 

Product characteristics
Market 
characteristics

Supplier 
characteristics

High technical complexity ○ Stable demand ○ Large supply house ●

Mature technology ● Low (limited) market growth ○ Proprietary technology 

Low degree of innovation Concentrated market ● Few established suppliers ○

Supplier has strong bargain 
power 
Buyer has strong 
dependence on supplier 

○

High technical complexity ○ High demand ● Large supply house ●

New technology High market growth ○ Multiproduct supply house ○

High innovation ● Concentrated market ● Strong proprietary technology 

High degree of customization ● High competition ● Active in R&D ●

Mutual adjustment to key 
process needed 

Frequent  change of 
competitors due to unstable 
or lack of dominant design

Strong recognized skills ●

Frequent design changes 

High engineering expertise ●

High degree of capital 
investments 

x

Highly standardized Stable or declining demand Small supplier 

Mature technology ● High competition ● No proprietary technology ●

Low degree of innovation 
High degree of capable 
suppliers 

○ Low switching cost 

Low or no customization 
Low degree of change in 
supplier market 

○
Supplier has low bargain 
power 

○

Low engineering-expertise 
Strong economic reliance on 
specific industry

●

Low degree of capital 
investment 

x

High technical complexity ○ High market growth ○ Strong proprietary technology 

New technology Fierce (High) competition ● Good R&D skills ●

High degree of innovation ● Few capable suppliers ○
Supplier has low bargain 
power 

○

High engineering-expertise ●
High change in supplier 
market 

○
Economic reliance on specific 
industry

●

High degree of capital 
investments 

x Unstable market ○
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Cullum Supplier 
Table 33: Matrix for type of relationship for Cullum supplier 
 

Product characteristics
Market 
characteristics

Supplier 
characteristics

High technical complexity ○ Stable demand ○ Large supply house ●

Mature technology ● Low (limited) market growth ○ Proprietary technology 

Low degree of innovation Concentrated market ● Few established suppliers ○

Supplier has strong bargain 
power 
Buyer has strong 
dependence on supplier 

○

High technical complexity ○ High demand ● Large supply house ●

New technology High market growth ○ Multiproduct supply house ○

High innovation ● Concentrated market ● Strong proprietary technology 

High degree of customization ● High competition ● Active in R&D ●

Mutual adjustment to key 
process needed 

Frequent  change of 
competitors due to unstable 
or lack of dominant design

Strong recognized skills ●

Frequent design changes 

High engineering expertise ●

High degree of capital 
investments 

x

Highly standardized Stable or declining demand Small supplier 
Mature technology ● High competition ● No proprietary technology ●

Low degree of innovation 
High degree of capable 
suppliers 

○ Low switching cost 

Low or no customization 
Low degree of change in 
supplier market 

○
Supplier has low bargain 
power 

○

Low engineering-expertise 
Strong economic reliance on 
specific industry

●

Low degree of capital 
investment 

x

High technical complexity ○ High market growth ○ Strong proprietary technology 

New technology Fierce (High) competition ● Good R&D skills ●

High degree of innovation ● Few capable suppliers ○
Supplier has low bargain 
power 

○

High engineering-expertise ●
High change in supplier 
market 

○
Economic reliance on specific 
industry

●

High degree of capital 
investments 

x Unstable market ○
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Internationalization 
Both SIT Lincoln and Cullum absolutely want to create international relationships. SIT 
Lincoln says that if they do not, they are not a business. SIT Lincoln do not only want to 
create international relationships with GVS-countries but also with other Siemens sites. 
Both SIT Lincoln and Cullum say that the language they use in their daily work is English. 
Cullum adds that language is not their strong point as a business and when they employ 
they try to get multilingual people. SIT Lincoln say that they have experienced some 
language obstacles but nothing impossible. They mention that this is particularly with the 
Chinese companies, but that that also has to do with time differences, and that it 
sometimes is hard to understand each other when you are not face-to-face. Overall they 
are impressed by the level of English other people speak. Cullum says that they have 
not really experienced any obstacles because their agents speak several languages, but 
that it is sometimes difficult because you always have to use the local office as 
interpreters. They do not see other peoples level of English as a problem, but they are 
embarrassed themselves that they can not speak another language and think it would be 
courteous to learn one. The purchasers’ general experiences of international trade are 
good; they have travelled a lot and done business with a lot of other countries. Cullum 
say that they have a lot of experiences, and that they have expanded to the global 
market the last 15-20 years and that they work with for example Holland, Mexico, Brazil, 
Sweden, India, Czech Republic, Russia, Kazakhstan and China.  
 
The social system 
SIT Lincoln says that doing business in England is good, but that dealing with suppliers 
from a relationship point of view makes no difference depending on which country they 
are from. They say that it is a cultural thing, and could differ even within the same city. 
They say that in all countries there are both good and bad suppliers, some that are easy 
to deal with and some that are difficult. Cullum says that when it comes to doing 
business with English companies there is no common way of working. They say it is 
easy to do business with England (as well as with other countries) because the structure 
of doing business within large companies is very similar even in different countries. They 
say that there is an openness in the UK that might not be there in other countries. They 
say that the E-bids5 are not an English way of working and points out that it is a very 
faceless way of working. They think that UK-companies tend to want to build 
relationships with the people they work with, and e-bids is destroying relationships, not 
building them.  
 
The purchaser’s perception of English products is that there is room for improvements, 
from a technical and commercial point of view England is lagging behind other countries 
in the world they say. When asked about their perception of products from abroad they 
say that the expression is too vague, but specifies it to that if you look at main land 
Europe there are high quality expectations. In China 10 years ago the quality was low, 
but SIT Lincoln has worked hard to raise it and get the product quality that Europe 
expects and not quality accepted in China. Cullum say that English products are of good 
standard and quality, but they also get this in the rest of Europe. Product of less quality 
would probably come from South America and in any developing area quality is less. 
Cullum says that China is improving due to high requirements from European buyers. 
SIT Lincoln says that obstacles have nothing to do with the location of the supplier. 
Cullum says that English products are of exceptional quality but the prices are not 

                                                
5 E-bids = Electronic bidding system, that makes it possible for supplier to make and see 
competitors offers. 
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acceptable to the globe so that is an obstacle. Different standards can also create 
obstacles when working with countries from abroad Cullum says.   
 
The purchasers at SIT say that the currency they use is GBP and Euro, but also some 
Dollars. SIT Lincoln’s standard recommendation is to buy in Pounds, Euros or the 
currency of the supplier. Cullum say that they also generally work in Pounds, but with 
Siemens they also sell in Euro and Dollars. Cullum says that the currency is ultimately 
set by their customer.  The purchasers at SIT Lincoln say that they have not experienced 
any obstacles by trade regulations or exchange rates that they had not expected. Cullum 
says that fluctuations in exchange rates is very difficult and a constant risk, as well as 
foreign taxations. The strategic purchaser at SIT Lincoln says that she has fairly basic 
knowledge in the industry language of Cullum, but that they are very helpful and that she 
also got a team at SIT Lincoln that are more than willing to back her up. Cullum says 
there is different terminology when for example an engineer speaks to a purchaser that 
the other one is not familiar with, but it is generally no problem understanding each other. 
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Management of Relationship  
 
Cullum Purchaser 
Table 34: Matrix for management of relationship for Cullum purchaser 
 

Information-sharing 
mechanism

Boundary spanners' task 
characteristics

Climate and process 
characteristics

Many people/departments involved 
in information exchange

● Structured task Tense social climate

High importance of shared 
information

● Highly predictible task ○ Lack of trust in supplier

High richness of information ○
Large amount of time spent with 
the other party

○
(Strong effort by buyer 
towards cooperation)

x

Good continuousness of 
information exchange 

●
No early supplier involvement 
in design

Frequent visits to supplier
Supplier does not necessarily 
have a good reputation

Frequent visits by suppliers ●

Good reguarity of visits to supplier

Good reguarity of visits by supplier ●

Many people/departments involved 
in information exchange

● Ill structured task (ill defined) ○ High trust in supplier ●

High richness of information ○
Low predictability, frequent 
unexpected events

○
High commitment to the 
relationship

●

Frequent information exchange ○ Non-routine task Exstensive cooperation ●

Good regularity of visits to supplier
Large amount of time spent with 
the other party

○
Early supplier involvement in 
design

●

Good regularity of visits by supplier ●
Supplier has excellent 
reputation

●

SIT uses guest engineers ●
Strong sence of buyer 
fairness

○

Supplier uses guest engineers ●

Few people/departments involved 
in information exchange

Highly structured task ○ Positive social climate ●

Small amount of information 
exchange

Highly routine task ● No cooperation

Heavy information exchange 
during time of negotiation

○ Low degree of interdependence
No early supplier involvement 
in design

Limited amount of time spent with 
the other party

○
Supplier has good reputation 
and track record

●

Supplier is fairly treated by 
buyer

●

Little exchange of information ○ Mostly complex tasks ● High trust in supplier ●

Rare visits to supplier ●
Limited amount of time spent with 
the other party

○ Limited cooperation

Some visits by supplier
High degree of burden put on 
supplier
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Cullum Supplier 
Table 35: Matrix for management of relationship for Cullum supplier 
 

Information-sharing 
mechanism

Boundary spanners' task 
characteristics

Climate and process 
characteristics

Many people/departments involved 
in information exchange

● Structured task Tense social climate

High importance of shared 
information

● Highly predictible task ○ Lack of trust in supplier

High richness of information ○
Large amount of time spent with 
the other party

○
(Strong effort by buyer 
towards cooperation)

x

Good continuousness of 
information exchange 

●
No early supplier involvement 
in design

Frequent visits to supplier
Supplier does not necessarily 
have a good reputation

Frequent visits by suppliers ●

Good reguarity of visits to supplier

Good reguarity of visits by supplier ●

Many people/departments involved 
in information exchange

● Ill structured task (ill defined) ○ High trust in supplier ●

High richness of information ○
Low predictability, frequent 
unexpected events

○
High commitment to the 
relationship

●

Frequent information exchange ○ Non-routine task Exstensive cooperation ●

Good regularity of visits to supplier
Large amount of time spent with 
the other party

○
Early supplier involvement in 
design

●

Good regularity of visits by supplier ●
Supplier has excellent 
reputation

●

SIT uses guest engineers ●
Strong sence of buyer 
fairness

○

Supplier uses guest engineers ●

Few people/departments involved 
in information exchange

Highly structured task ○ Positive social climate ●

Small amount of information 
exchange

Highly routine task ● No cooperation

Heavy information exchange 
during time of negotiation

○ Low degree of interdependence
No early supplier involvement 
in design

Limited amount of time spent with 
the other party

○
Supplier has good reputation 
and track record

●

Supplier is fairly treated by 
buyer

●

Little exchange of information ○ Mostly complex tasks ● High trust in supplier ●

Rare visits to supplier ●
Limited amount of time spent with 
the other party

○ Limited cooperation

Some visits by supplier
High degree of burden put on 
supplier
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Experience 
 
Table 36: Experienced Relationship Commitment 

Relationship Termination Costs (Positiv influence) Purchaser Supplier
Does the company have substantial switching-costs? Yes
Does the company have comparable potential alternative 
partners? No

Relationship Benefits (Positive influence)
Do the partner company's products add value to your 
offerings? Yes
Do the partner company's processes add value to your 
offerings? Yes
Do the partner company's technologies add value to your 
offerings? Yes
Is partner selection a critical element in your competitive 
strategy? Yes
Does the partner company perform surveys to see if they 
provide benefits to you? Yes
Does the partner company provide superior benefits? Yes

Shared Values (Positive influence)
Do you and your partner often have beliefs in common 
about:
Behaviour and Goals? Yes
Policies are important/unimportant? Yes
Policies are appropriate/inappropriate? Yes
Do you and your partner often have the same norms or 
appropriate actions? Yes
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Table 37: Experienced Trust 
Opportunistic Behavior (Negative influence) Purchaser Supplier
Does your company act in self-interest? (Mostly) Yes
Do you believe your partner egnage in 
opportunistic behavior? Yes

Communication (Positive influence)

Do you spend a lot of time sharing information? Yes
Is the information shared meaningful? Yes
Do you often have disputes? No
Do you often resolve the disputes? Yes
Have you communicated with the other partner for 
a long time? Yes

Shared Values (Positive influence)

Do you and your partner often have beliefs in 
common about:
Behaviour and Goals? Yes
Policies are important/unimportant? Yes
Policies are appropriate/inappropriate? Yes
Do you and your partner often have the same 
norms or appropriate actions? Yes  
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Table 38:  Experienced Power Balance 
Buyer Dominance
Few buyers/many suppliers 
Buyer has high percentage share of total market for supplier 
Supplier is highly dependent on buyer revenue with limited 
alternatives 
Supplier switching costs are high 
Buyer switching costs are low 
Buyers account is attractive to supplier 
Supplier offerings are commoditized and standardized 
Buyer search costs are low 
Supplier has no information asymmetry advantages over buyer 
Interdependence

Few buyers/few suppliers 
Buyer has relatively high percentage share of total market for 
supplier 
Supplier is highly dependent on buyer  for revenue with few 
alternatives 
Suppliers switching costs are high 
Buyers switching costs are high 
Buyers account is attractive to supplier 
Supplier offerings are not commoditized and customized 
Buyer search costs are high 
Supplier has significant information asymmetry advantages over 
buyer 
Independence
Many buyers/many suppliers 
Buyer has relatively low percentage share of total market for 
supplier 
Supplier is not dependent on buyer for revenue and has many 
alternatives 
Supplier switching costs are low 
Buyers switching costs are low 
Buyers account is not particularly attractive to supplier 
Supplier offerings are commoditized and standardized 
Buyer search costs are relatively low 
Supplier has only limited information asymmetry advantage over 
buyer
Supplier Dominance
Many buyers/ few suppliers 
Buyer has low percentage share of total market for supplier 
Supplier is not at all dependent on the buyer for revenue and has 
many alternatives  
Supplier switching costs are low 
Buyer switching costs are high 
Buyers account is not attractive to the supplier 
Supplier offerings are not commoditized and customized  
Buyer search costs are very high 
Supplier has high information asymmetry advantages over buyer  
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 Case 5 – Rossendale – SIT Lincoln 

Type of Relationship  
 
Rossendale Purchaser 
Table 39: Matrix for type of relationship for Rossendale purchaser 
 

Product characteristics
Market 
characteristics

Supplier 
characteristics

High technical complexity Stable demand ● Large supply house 

Mature technology ○ Low (limited) market growth Proprietary technology ○

Low degree of innovation ● Concentrated market Few established suppliers 

Supplier has strong bargain 
power 
Buyer has strong 
dependence on supplier 

High technical complexity High demand ● Large supply house 

New technology ○ High market growth ● Multiproduct supply house ○

High innovation Concentrated market Strong proprietary technology ○

High degree of customization ● High competition ○ Active in R&D ○

Mutual adjustment to key 
process needed 

●

Frequent  change of 
competitors due to unstable 
or lack of dominant design

Strong recognized skills ○

Frequent design changes 

High engineering expertise ●

High degree of capital 
investments 

x

Highly standardized Stable or declining demand Small supplier ○

Mature technology ○ High competition ○ No proprietary technology ○

Low degree of innovation ●
High degree of capable 
suppliers 

● Low switching cost ●

Low or no customization 
Low degree of change in 
supplier market 

●
Supplier has low bargain 
power 

○

Low engineering-expertise 
Strong economic reliance on 
specific industry

Low degree of capital 
investment 

x

High technical complexity High market growth ● Strong proprietary technology ○

New technology ○ Fierce (High) competition ○ Good R&D skills ○

High degree of innovation Few capable suppliers 
Supplier has low bargain 
power 

○

High engineering-expertise ●
High change in supplier 
market 

Economic reliance on specific 
industry

High degree of capital 
investments 

x Unstable market 
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Rossendale Supplier 
Table 40: Matrix for type of relationship for Rossendale supplier 
 

Product characteristics
Market 
characteristics

Supplier 
characteristics

High technical complexity Stable demand ● Large supply house 

Mature technology ○ Low (limited) market growth Proprietary technology ○

Low degree of innovation ● Concentrated market Few established suppliers 

Supplier has strong bargain 
power 
Buyer has strong 
dependence on supplier 

High technical complexity High demand ● Large supply house 

New technology ○ High market growth ● Multiproduct supply house ○

High innovation Concentrated market Strong proprietary technology ○

High degree of customization ● High competition ○ Active in R&D ○

Mutual adjustment to key 
process needed 

●

Frequent  change of 
competitors due to unstable 
or lack of dominant design

Strong recognized skills ○

Frequent design changes 

High engineering expertise ●

High degree of capital 
investments 

x

Highly standardized Stable or declining demand Small supplier ○

Mature technology ○ High competition ○ No proprietary technology ○

Low degree of innovation ●
High degree of capable 
suppliers 

● Low switching cost ●

Low or no customization 
Low degree of change in 
supplier market 

●
Supplier has low bargain 
power 

○

Low engineering-expertise 
Strong economic reliance on 
specific industry

Low degree of capital 
investment 

x

High technical complexity High market growth ● Strong proprietary technology ○

New technology ○ Fierce (High) competition ○ Good R&D skills ○

High degree of innovation Few capable suppliers 
Supplier has low bargain 
power 

○

High engineering-expertise ●
High change in supplier 
market 

Economic reliance on specific 
industry

High degree of capital 
investments 

x Unstable market 
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Internationalization 
Both SIT Lincoln and Rossendale are motivated to create international relations. SIT 
Lincoln separates between sales and purchasing, from a sales point of view you need to 
be as global as you possibly can and from a purchasing point of view it is a “mixed bag”. 
Rossendale says that at the end of the day England is only an island. Both SIT Lincoln 
and Rossendale use English in their daily work. The purchaser says that he has not 
experienced any language obstacles and when asked about if other peoples skills in 
English creates misunderstandings he says that he thinks it is more about intelligence 
and understanding of the subject. Rossendale have experienced language obstacles 
occasionally but they have overcome them. Normally this is regarding verbal 
communication but then they normally send an e-mail to get around it. Both the 
purchaser and the contact person at Rossendale have a lot of experiences of 
international trade, working with a variety of countries. 
 
The social system  
The purchaser says that England has a remarkable range of abilities, technologies, and 
businesses. Rossendale says that it is very easy to do business in England, but what 
you find is that it is very hard to get the business. But once you got the business it is very 
hard to lose it, the English customers are very loyal. He says that in England they deal 
with people rather than companies. Regarding doing business abroad the purchaser 
says that it is absolutely no problem and that he is very fortunate being an Englishman 
since the overall business language is English. The contact person at Rossendale says 
that he is quite happy doing business abroad, he likes to travel, meet new people and 
getting new experiences. He also says that it is a quite small world these days. The 
purchaser’s attitude towards English products is that some are the best in the world 
while other are rubbish. Rossendale thinks that they are of very good quality but 
sometimes overpriced. The purchaser’s attitude towards foreign products is that for most 
of the European Union, North America and Canada the quality is quite high. For a lot of 
Asia it is the same, but it is much greater range of quality within the Asia pacific region. 
He adds that if you want to look for global sources you have to be very careful. 
Rossendale also says that you need to be very careful what you buy and where you buy 
from. Some products are good, others not. The purchaser says that regarding obstacles 
working within England he says that some English companies will not extend credit and 
some only want to provide you with what they have made for centuries and see no need 
to change. But he adds that overall English companies are very easy to buy from. 
Working with countries abroad the purchaser says that he personally has come across 
more stubbornness abroad, particularly with respect to lead times. Rossendale says that 
the only obstacle working with other countries is the time difference, any obstacle they 
deal with and get around it so there is no major obstacle. He adds that one of the 
obstacles they have buying from Europe, is that during the month of August, it all shuts 
down. But it is not a major problem because everybody knows that already.  
 
SIT Lincoln mostly uses GBP, Euro and Dollars when doing business. The currency 
used is usually the currency of the seller. Rossendale try to use GBP but also use 
dollars and Euro. The contact person says that it does not matter to Rossendale what 
currency they use. They try to decide which got the best exchange rate for Rossendale 
but quite often it is dictated by the country/company they are buying from. So it all 
depends on where they buy from or where they sell to. When they sell to Siemens they 
use GBP apart from when they are selling to Houston, then they use dollars. Regarding 
exchange rates Rossendale says that the Euro fluctuates but everybody has to pay it. 
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When it comes to trade regulations the purchaser says that tariffs-codes are kind of a 
nightmare. Rossendale says that they got some trade regulation issues and mentions 
embargos, so that they can not supply certain countries.  
 
The purchaser says that regarding his experience of Rossendale’s industry he says that 
buyers are in the interpretation business. It is his job to translate Siemens language into 
the language of the supplier, and it is also his job to translate the supplier’s language 
into Siemens language so they can understand each other. He also says that when both 
SIT Lincoln and the supplier is making that effort they usually end up with a common 
understanding. He finds this as the same no matter what company he is dealing with and 
where in the world it is located. The contact person at Rossendale says that he comes 
from a technical background and has no problem understanding Siemens industry 
language. He says that Rossendale has to educate SIT Lincoln at times, when SIT 
Lincoln think they know what they are doing but unfortunately they have little knowledge 
and little knowledge can be dangerous at times. 
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Management of Relationship  
 
Rossendale Purchaser 
Table 41: Matrix for management of relationship for Rossendale purchaser 
 

Information-sharing 
mechanism

Boundary spanners' task 
characteristics

Climate and process 
characteristics

Many people/departments involved 
in information exchange

● Structured task ○ Tense social climate

High importance of shared 
information

● Highly predictible task ○ Lack of trust in supplier

High richness of information ○
Large amount of time spent with 
the other party

(Strong effort by buyer 
towards cooperation)

x

Good continuousness of 
information exchange 

○
No early supplier involvement 
in design

Frequent visits to supplier ○
Supplier does not necessarily 
have a good reputation

Frequent visits by suppliers ○

Good reguarity of visits to supplier ●

Good reguarity of visits by supplier

Many people/departments involved 
in information exchange

● Ill structured task (ill defined) High trust in supplier ○

High richness of information ○
Low predictability, frequent 
unexpected events

○
High commitment to the 
relationship

●

Frequent information exchange ○ Non-routine task Exstensive cooperation ●

Good regularity of visits to supplier ●
Large amount of time spent with 
the other party

Early supplier involvement in 
design

●

Good regularity of visits by supplier ○
Supplier has excellent 
reputation

○

SIT uses guest engineers
Strong sence of buyer 
fairness

○

Supplier uses guest engineers ●

Few people/departments involved 
in information exchange

Highly structured task ○ Positive social climate ○

Small amount of information 
exchange

Highly routine task ● No cooperation

Heavy information exchange 
during time of negotiation

Low degree of interdependence
No early supplier involvement 
in design

Limited amount of time spent with 
the other party

●
Supplier has good reputation 
and track record

●

Supplier is fairly treated by 
buyer

●

Little exchange of information ○ Mostly complex tasks ○ High trust in supplier ○

Rare visits to supplier ○
Limited amount of time spent with 
the other party

● Limited cooperation

Some visits by supplier ○
High degree of burden put on 
supplier
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Rossendale Supplier 
Table 42: Matrix for management of relationship for Rossendale supplier 
 

Information-sharing 
mechanism

Boundary spanners' task 
characteristics

Climate and process 
characteristics

Many people/departments involved 
in information exchange

● Structured task ○ Tense social climate

High importance of shared 
information

● Highly predictible task ○ Lack of trust in supplier

High richness of information ○
Large amount of time spent with 
the other party

(Strong effort by buyer 
towards cooperation)

x

Good continuousness of 
information exchange 

○
No early supplier involvement 
in design

Frequent visits to supplier ○
Supplier does not necessarily 
have a good reputation

Frequent visits by suppliers ○

Good reguarity of visits to supplier ●

Good reguarity of visits by supplier ○

Many people/departments involved 
in information exchange

● Ill structured task (ill defined) High trust in supplier ○

High richness of information ○
Low predictability, frequent 
unexpected events

○
High commitment to the 
relationship

●

Frequent information exchange ○ Non-routine task Exstensive cooperation ●

Good regularity of visits to supplier ●
Large amount of time spent with 
the other party

Early supplier involvement in 
design

●

Good regularity of visits by supplier ○
Supplier has excellent 
reputation

○

SIT uses guest engineers
Strong sence of buyer 
fairness

○

Supplier uses guest engineers ●

Few people/departments involved 
in information exchange

Highly structured task ○ Positive social climate ○

Small amount of information 
exchange

Highly routine task ● No cooperation

Heavy information exchange 
during time of negotiation

Low degree of interdependence
No early supplier involvement 
in design

Limited amount of time spent with 
the other party

●
Supplier has good reputation 
and track record

●

Supplier is fairly treated by 
buyer

●

Little exchange of information ○ Mostly complex tasks ○ High trust in supplier ○

Rare visits to supplier ○
Limited amount of time spent with 
the other party

● Limited cooperation

Some visits by supplier ○
High degree of burden put on 
supplier
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Experiences 
 
Table 43: Experienced Relationship Commitment 

Relationship Termination Costs (Positiv influence) Purchaser Supplier
Does the company have substantial switching-costs? Yes
Does the company have comparable potential alternative 
partners? No

Relationship Benefits (Positive influence)
Do the partner company's products add value to your 
offerings? Yes
Do the partner company's processes add value to your 
offerings? Yes
Do the partner company's technologies add value to your 
offerings? Yes
Is partner selection a critical element in your competitive 
strategy? Yes
Does the partner company perform surveys to see if they 
provide benefits to you? Yes
Does the partner company provide superior benefits? Yes

Shared Values (Positive influence)
Do you and your partner often have beliefs in common 
about:
Behaviour and Goals? Yes
Policies are important/unimportant? Yes
Policies are appropriate/inappropriate? Yes
Do you and your partner often have the same norms or 
appropriate actions? Yes
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Table 44: Experienced Trust 
Opportunistic Behavior (Negative influence) Purchaser Supplier
Does your company act in self-interest? (Mostly) Yes
Do you believe your partner egnage in 
opportunistic behavior? Yes

Communication (Positive influence)

Do you spend a lot of time sharing information? Yes
Is the information shared meaningful? Yes
Do you often have disputes? No
Do you often resolve the disputes? Yes
Have you communicated with the other partner for 
a long time? Yes

Shared Values (Positive influence)

Do you and your partner often have beliefs in 
common about:
Behaviour and Goals? Yes
Policies are important/unimportant? Yes
Policies are appropriate/inappropriate? Yes
Do you and your partner often have the same 
norms or appropriate actions? Yes  
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Table 45: Experienced Power Balance 
Buyer Dominance
Few buyers/many suppliers 
Buyer has high percentage share of total market for supplier 
Supplier is highly dependent on buyer revenue with limited 
alternatives 

Supplier switching costs are high 
Buyer switching costs are low 
Buyers account is attractive to supplier 
Supplier offerings are commoditized and standardized 
Buyer search costs are low 
Supplier has no information asymmetry advantages over buyer 
Interdependence

Few buyers/few suppliers 
Buyer has relatively high percentage share of total market for 
supplier 
Supplier is highly dependent on buyer  for revenue with few 
alternatives 
Suppliers switching costs are high 
Buyers switching costs are high 
Buyers account is attractive to supplier 
Supplier offerings are not commoditized and customized 
Buyer search costs are high 
Supplier has significant information asymmetry advantages over 
buyer 
Independence
Many buyers/many suppliers 
Buyer has relatively low percentage share of total market for 
supplier 
Supplier is not dependent on buyer for revenue and has many 
alternatives 
Supplier switching costs are low 
Buyers switching costs are low 
Buyers account is not particularly attractive to supplier 
Supplier offerings are commoditized and standardized 
Buyer search costs are relatively low 
Supplier has only limited information asymmetry advantage over 
buyer
Supplier Dominance
Many buyers/ few suppliers 
Buyer has low percentage share of total market for supplier 
Supplier is not at all dependent on the buyer for revenue and has 
many alternatives  
Supplier switching costs are low 
Buyer switching costs are high 
Buyers account is not attractive to the supplier 
Supplier offerings are not commoditized and customized  
Buyer search costs are very high 
Supplier has high information asymmetry advantages over buyer  
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Case 6 – Keweld – SIT Lincoln 

Type of Relationship  
 
Keweld Purchaser 
Table 46: Matrix for type of relationship for Keweld purchaser 
 

Product characteristics
Market 
characteristics

Supplier 
characteristics

High technical complexity Stable demand Large supply house 

Mature technology ● Low (limited) market growth ● Proprietary technology 

Low degree of innovation Concentrated market Few established suppliers 

Supplier has strong bargain 
power 
Buyer has strong 
dependence on supplier 

High technical complexity High demand ○ Large supply house 

New technology High market growth Multiproduct supply house 

High innovation ● Concentrated market Strong proprietary technology 

High degree of customization ● High competition ● Active in R&D 

Mutual adjustment to key 
process needed 

Frequent  change of 
competitors due to unstable 
or lack of dominant design

Strong recognized skills ●

Frequent design changes 

High engineering expertise ●

High degree of capital 
investments 

x

Highly standardized Stable or declining demand Small supplier ●

Mature technology ● High competition ● No proprietary technology ●

Low degree of innovation 
High degree of capable 
suppliers 

○ Low switching cost ○

Low or no customization 
Low degree of change in 
supplier market 

●
Supplier has low bargain 
power ●

Low engineering-expertise 
Strong economic reliance on 
specific industry ●

Low degree of capital 
investment 

x

High technical complexity High market growth Strong proprietary technology 

New technology Fierce (High) competition ● Good R&D skills 

High degree of innovation ● Few capable suppliers 
Supplier has low bargain 
power ●

High engineering-expertise ●
High change in supplier 
market 

Economic reliance on specific 
industry ●

High degree of capital 
investments 

x Unstable market ●
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Keweld Supplier 
Table 47: Matrix for type of relationship for Keweld supplier 
 

Product characteristics
Market 
characteristics

Supplier 
characteristics

High technical complexity Stable demand Large supply house 

Mature technology ● Low (limited) market growth ● Proprietary technology 

Low degree of innovation Concentrated market Few established suppliers 

Supplier has strong bargain 
power 
Buyer has strong 
dependence on supplier 

High technical complexity High demand ○ Large supply house 

New technology High market growth Multiproduct supply house 

High innovation ● Concentrated market Strong proprietary technology 

High degree of customization ● High competition ● Active in R&D 

Mutual adjustment to key 
process needed 

Frequent  change of 
competitors due to unstable 
or lack of dominant design

Strong recognized skills ●

Frequent design changes 

High engineering expertise ●

High degree of capital 
investments 

x

Highly standardized Stable or declining demand Small supplier ●

Mature technology ● High competition ● No proprietary technology ●

Low degree of innovation 
High degree of capable 
suppliers 

○ Low switching cost ○

Low or no customization 
Low degree of change in 
supplier market 

●
Supplier has low bargain 
power 

●

Low engineering-expertise 
Strong economic reliance on 
specific industry

●

Low degree of capital 
investment 

x

High technical complexity High market growth Strong proprietary technology 

New technology Fierce (High) competition ● Good R&D skills 

High degree of innovation ● Few capable suppliers 
Supplier has low bargain 
power 

●

High engineering-expertise ●
High change in supplier 
market 

Economic reliance on specific 
industry

●

High degree of capital 
investments 

x Unstable market ●
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Internationalization 
Regarding creating international relationships SIT Lincoln’s and Keweld’s opinions differ. 
SIT Lincoln separates between sales and purchasing, from a sales point of view you 
need to be as global as you possibly can and from a purchasing point of view it is a 
“mixed bag”. Keweld says it is too complicated for them to create international relations. 
They could not see the benefits, they have to get bigger to supply abroad and supplying 
export wise is a lot more difficult than supplying to the local area. You have to really 
guarantee that you are able to afford it and are able to do it and they do not think Keweld 
are. Both SIT Lincoln and Kewled use English in their daily work. The purchaser says 
that he has not experienced any language obstacles and when asked about if other 
peoples skills in English creates misunderstandings he says that he think it is more 
about intelligence and understanding of the subject. Keweld has not experienced any 
language obstacles either. Regarding experiences of international trade the purchaser 
has a lot of experience and has worked with a variety of countries. One of the 
interviewed at Keweld says that he has worked with Japan. 
 
The social system 
The purchaser says that England has a remarkable range of abilities, technologies, and 
businesses. Keweld perception of doing business within England is very good, they have 
no problem really. Regarding doing business abroad the purchaser says that it is 
absolutely no problem and that he is very fortunate being an Englishman since the 
overall business language is English. Keweld’s perception of doing business abroad, 
even though Keweld has not, is that they do not see any problem with that. The 
purchaser’s attitude towards English products is that some are the best in the world 
while other are rubbish. Keweld says that English products are “the best in the world”. 
The purchaser’s attitude towards foreign products is that for most of the European Union, 
North America and Canada the quality is quite high. For a lot of Asia it is the same, but it 
is much greater range of quality within the Asia pacific region. He adds that if you want 
to look for global sources you have to be very careful. Keweld’s attitude towards foreign 
products is that it depends on where you go abroad, Chinese is garbage, it has poor 
quality and Japanese is excellent, they say. 
 
The purchaser at SIT Lincoln says that regarding obstacles working within England he 
says that some English companies will not extend credit and some only want to provide 
you with what they have made for centuries and see no need to change. But he adds 
that overall English companies are very easy to buy from. Working with countries abroad 
the purchaser says that he personally has come across more stubbornness abroad, 
particularly with respect to lead times. Keweld says that if they were to start doing a lot of 
business abroad they would have to hire somebody to handle that kind of work, so you 
have to be able to afford it. If Keweld would be doing business with Sweden it would 
probably start with a language barrier. Once you have gotten over the language barrier 
you have to develop what you have got in common. They also say that there are culture 
changes all over the world but culture is not part of business. They also add that they are 
not narrow minded and always look ahead business wise. 
 
SIT Lincoln mostly uses GBP, Euro and Dollars when doing business. The currency 
used is usually the currency of the seller. Keweld uses GBP. Because they are working 
within England Keweld has not experienced any obstacles with exchange rates and 
trade regulations. The purchaser says that when it comes to trade regulations tariffs-
codes are kind of a nightmare. The purchaser says that regarding his experience of 
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Keweld’s industry he says that buyers are in the interpretation business. It is his job to 
translate Siemens language into the language of the supplier, and it is also his job to 
translate the supplier’s language into Siemens language so they can understand each 
other. He also says that when both SIT Lincoln and the supplier is making that effort they 
usually end up with a common understanding. He finds this as the same no matter what 
company he is dealing with and where in the world it is located. 

Management of Relationship  
 
Keweld Purchaser 
Table 48: Matrix for management of relationship for Keweld purchaser 
 

Information-sharing 
mechanism

Boundary spanners' task 
characteristics

Climate and process 
characteristics

Many people/departments involved 
in information exchange

● Structured task Tense social climate

High importance of shared 
information

● Highly predictible task ○ Lack of trust in supplier

High richness of information ○
Large amount of time spent with 
the other party

(Strong effort by buyer 
towards cooperation)

x

Good continuousness of 
information exchange 

No early supplier involvement 
in design

Frequent visits to supplier
Supplier does not necessarily 
have a good reputation

Frequent visits by suppliers

Good reguarity of visits to supplier

Good reguarity of visits by supplier

Many people/departments involved 
in information exchange

● Ill structured task (ill defined) ○ High trust in supplier ●

High richness of information ○
Low predictability, frequent 
unexpected events

○
High commitment to the 
relationship

●

Frequent information exchange ○ Non-routine task ○ Exstensive cooperation ○

Good regularity of visits to supplier
Large amount of time spent with 
the other party

Early supplier involvement in 
design

Good regularity of visits by supplier
Supplier has excellent 
reputation

●

SIT uses guest engineers ○
Strong sence of buyer 
fairness

○

Supplier uses guest engineers

Few people/departments involved 
in information exchange

Highly structured task ○ Positive social climate ●

Small amount of information 
exchange

● Highly routine task ○ No cooperation

Heavy information exchange 
during time of negotiation

● Low degree of interdependence
No early supplier involvement 
in design

Limited amount of time spent with 
the other party

●
Supplier has good reputation 
and track record

●

Supplier is fairly treated by 
buyer

●

Little exchange of information ○ Mostly complex tasks ○ High trust in supplier ●

Rare visits to supplier ○
Limited amount of time spent with 
the other party

● Limited cooperation ○

Some visits by supplier
High degree of burden put on 
supplier
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Keweld Supplier 
Table 49: Matrix for management of relationship for Keweld supplier 
 

Information-sharing 
mechanism

Boundary spanners' task 
characteristics

Climate and process 
characteristics

Many people/departments involved 
in information exchange

● Structured task Tense social climate

High importance of shared 
information

● Highly predictible task ○ Lack of trust in supplier

High richness of information ○
Large amount of time spent with 
the other party

(Strong effort by buyer 
towards cooperation)

x

Good continuousness of 
information exchange 

No early supplier involvement 
in design

Frequent visits to supplier
Supplier does not necessarily 
have a good reputation

Frequent visits by suppliers

Good reguarity of visits to supplier

Good reguarity of visits by supplier

Many people/departments involved 
in information exchange

● Ill structured task (ill defined) ○ High trust in supplier ●

High richness of information ○
Low predictability, frequent 
unexpected events

○
High commitment to the 
relationship

●

Frequent information exchange ○ Non-routine task ○ Exstensive cooperation ○

Good regularity of visits to supplier
Large amount of time spent with 
the other party

Early supplier involvement in 
design

Good regularity of visits by supplier
Supplier has excellent 
reputation

●

SIT uses guest engineers ○
Strong sence of buyer 
fairness

○

Supplier uses guest engineers

Few people/departments involved 
in information exchange

Highly structured task ○ Positive social climate ●

Small amount of information 
exchange

● Highly routine task ○ No cooperation

Heavy information exchange 
during time of negotiation

● Low degree of interdependence
No early supplier involvement 
in design

Limited amount of time spent with 
the other party

●
Supplier has good reputation 
and track record

●

Supplier is fairly treated by 
buyer

●

Little exchange of information ○ Mostly complex tasks ○ High trust in supplier ●

Rare visits to supplier ○
Limited amount of time spent with 
the other party

● Limited cooperation ○

Some visits by supplier
High degree of burden put on 
supplier
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Experiences 
 
Table 50: Experienced Relationship Commitment 

Relationship Termination Costs (Positiv influence) Purchaser Supplier
Does the company have substantial switching-costs? Yes
Does the company have comparable potential alternative 
partners? No

Relationship Benefits (Positive influence)
Do the partner company's products add value to your 
offerings? Yes
Do the partner company's processes add value to your 
offerings? Yes
Do the partner company's technologies add value to your 
offerings? Yes
Is partner selection a critical element in your competitive 
strategy? Yes
Does the partner company perform surveys to see if they 
provide benefits to you? Yes
Does the partner company provide superior benefits? Yes

Shared Values (Positive influence)
Do you and your partner often have beliefs in common 
about:
Behaviour and Goals? Yes
Policies are important/unimportant? Yes
Policies are appropriate/inappropriate? Yes
Do you and your partner often have the same norms or 
appropriate actions? Yes
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Table 51: Experienced Trust 
Opportunistic Behavior (Negative influence) Purchaser Supplier
Does your company act in self-interest? (Mostly) Yes
Do you believe your partner egnage in 
opportunistic behavior? Yes

Communication (Positive influence)

Do you spend a lot of time sharing information? Yes
Is the information shared meaningful? Yes
Do you often have disputes? No
Do you often resolve the disputes? Yes
Have you communicated with the other partner for 
a long time? Yes

Shared Values (Positive influence)

Do you and your partner often have beliefs in 
common about:
Behaviour and Goals? Yes
Policies are important/unimportant? Yes
Policies are appropriate/inappropriate? Yes
Do you and your partner often have the same 
norms or appropriate actions? Yes  
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Table 52: Experienced Power Balance 
Buyer Dominance
Few buyers/many suppliers 
Buyer has high percentage share of total market for supplier 
Supplier is highly dependent on buyer revenue with limited 
alternatives 
Supplier switching costs are high 
Buyer switching costs are low 
Buyers account is attractive to supplier 
Supplier offerings are commoditized and standardized 
Buyer search costs are low 
Supplier has no information asymmetry advantages over buyer 
Interdependence

Few buyers/few suppliers 
Buyer has relatively high percentage share of total market for 
supplier 
Supplier is highly dependent on buyer  for revenue with few 
alternatives 
Suppliers switching costs are high 
Buyers switching costs are high 
Buyers account is attractive to supplier 
Supplier offerings are not commoditized and customized 
Buyer search costs are high 
Supplier has significant information asymmetry advantages over 
buyer 
Independence
Many buyers/many suppliers 
Buyer has relatively low percentage share of total market for 
supplier 
Supplier is not dependent on buyer for revenue and has many 
alternatives 
Supplier switching costs are low 
Buyers switching costs are low 
Buyers account is not particularly attractive to supplier 
Supplier offerings are commoditized and standardized 
Buyer search costs are relatively low 
Supplier has only limited information asymmetry advantage over 
buyer
Supplier Dominance
Many buyers/ few suppliers 
Buyer has low percentage share of total market for supplier 
Supplier is not at all dependent on the buyer for revenue and has 
many alternatives  
Supplier switching costs are low 
Buyer switching costs are high 
Buyers account is not attractive to the supplier 
Supplier offerings are not commoditized and customized  
Buyer search costs are very high 
Supplier has high information asymmetry advantages over buyer  
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Case explanation for case 7-9 
 
Case 7-9 will not include type of relationship, management of relationship or experiences. 
Those cases are dealing with future relationships and none of the above mentioned 
factors are established and therefore no valid data can be found. The only data that can 
be collected is regarding expectations for those future relationships.  

Expectations 
According to the frame of reference expectations of supplier relationships are divided 
into relationship commitment, trust and power balance. Those will be presented for each 
case in tables. 
 
In the relationship commitment and trust tables both the supplier’s and the purchaser’s 
perceptions are displayed in the same table. The purchaser in those tables is the 
purchaser currently responsible for the corresponding Swedish products. For example in 
the Cullum case the purchaser whose opinions are displayed in the tables regarding 
expectations, is the purchaser currently working with Camfil. The relationship 
commitment table contains an additional column, which shows the answers that will lead 
to a positive effect on relationship commitment. The trust table also contains an 
additional column, showing the answers that will lead to positive effect on trust, except 
opportunistic behavior which has a negative influence on trust. The purchaser and 
supplier columns contain either a green, red or yellow marked boxes. A green box 
means that the answer is in accordance with the reference column. A red box means 
that it is not in accordance with the reference column, and a yellow box means that the 
answer is neither in accordance nor not in accordance. A yellow box can for example 
occur when the interview answers are very vague. 
 
The tables regarding expectations are based upon the tables regarding experiences. All 
of the questions have been adapted to suit a “future view”.  But there is one exception in 
the relationship commitment tables, and this characteristic has boxes marked with X. 
This means that the characteristic is considered to be too difficult to give a meaningful 
answer to in the “future view”.   
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Case 7 – Future relationship Cullum – SIT Finspång 

Expectations 
 
Table 53: Expected Relationship Commitment for the future relationship between 
Cullum and SIT Finspång 
Relationship Termination Costs (Positiv influence) Purchaser Supplier

Do you believe your switching costs will increase? (substantial) Yes
Does the company have comparable potential alternative 
partners? No

Relationship Benefits (Positive influence)
Do you believe the partner company's products will add value to 
your offerings? Yes
Do you believe the partner company's processes will add value to 
your offerings? Yes
Do you believe the partner company's technologies will add value 
to your offerings? Yes
Is partner selection a critical element in your competitive 
strategy? Yes
Does the partner company perform surveys to see if they provide 
benefits to you? Yes X X

Do you believe the partner company will provide superior 
benefits? Yes

Shared Values (Positive influence)

Do you believe that you and your partner often will have beliefs in 
common about:
Behaviour and Goals? Yes
Policies are important/unimportant? Yes
Policies are appropriate/inappropriate? Yes
Do you believe that you and your partner often will have the 
same norms or appropriate actions? Yes  
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Table 54: Expected Trust for the future relationship between Cullum and SIT Finspång 
Opportunistic Behavior (Negative influence) Purchaser Supplier
Do you believe your company will act in self-
interest? (Mostly) Yes
Do you believe your partner will egnage in 
opportunistic behavior? Yes

Communication (Positive influence)

Do you believe you will spend a lot of time sharing 
information? Yes
Do you believe the information sharing will be 
meaningful? Yes
Do you believe you will often have disputes? No
Do you believe you will often resolve the disputes? Yes
Have you communicated with the other partner for 
a long time? Yes

Shared Values (Positive influence)

Do you believe that you and your partner often will 
have beliefs in common about:
Behaviour and Goals? Yes
Policies are important/unimportant? Yes
Policies are appropriate/inappropriate? Yes
Do you believe that you and your partner often will 
have the same norms or appropriate actions? Yes  
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Table 55: Expected Power Balance for the future relationship between Cullum and SIT 
Finspång 
Buyer Dominance
Few buyers/many suppliers 
Buyer has high percentage share of total market for supplier 
Supplier is highly dependent on buyer revenue with limited 
alternatives 
Supplier switching costs are high 
Buyer switching costs are low 
Buyers account is attractive to supplier 
Supplier offerings are commoditized and standardized 
Buyer search costs are low 
Supplier has no information asymmetry advantages over buyer 
Interdependence

Few buyers/few suppliers 
Buyer has relatively high percentage share of total market for 
supplier 
Supplier is highly dependent on buyer  for revenue with few 
alternatives 
Suppliers switching costs are high 
Buyers switching costs are high 
Buyers account is attractive to supplier 
Supplier offerings are not commoditized and customized 
Buyer search costs are high 
Supplier has significant information asymmetry advantages over 
buyer 
Independence
Many buyers/many suppliers 
Buyer has relatively low percentage share of total market for 
supplier 
Supplier is not dependent on buyer for revenue and has many 
alternatives 
Supplier switching costs are low 
Buyers switching costs are low 
Buyers account is not particularly attractive to supplier 
Supplier offerings are commoditized and standardized 
Buyer search costs are relatively low 
Supplier has only limited information asymmetry advantage over 
buyer
Supplier Dominance
Many buyers/ few suppliers 
Buyer has low percentage share of total market for supplier 
Supplier is not at all dependent on the buyer for revenue and has 
many alternatives  
Supplier switching costs are low 
Buyer switching costs are high 
Buyers account is not attractive to the supplier 
Supplier offerings are not commoditized and customized  
Buyer search costs are very high 
Supplier has high information asymmetry advantages over buyer  
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Case 8 – Future relationship Rossendale – SIT Finsp ång 

Expectations 
 
Table 56: Expected Relationship Commitment for the future relationship between 
Rossendale and SIT Finspång 
Relationship Termination Costs (Positiv influence) Purchaser Supplier

Do you believe your switching costs will increase? (substantial) Yes
Does the company have comparable potential alternative 
partners? No

Relationship Benefits (Positive influence)
Do you believe the partner company's products will add value to 
your offerings? Yes
Do you believe the partner company's processes will add value to 
your offerings? Yes
Do you believe the partner company's technologies will add value 
to your offerings? Yes
Is partner selection a critical element in your competitive 
strategy? Yes
Does the partner company perform surveys to see if they provide 
benefits to you? Yes X X

Do you believe the partner company will provide superior 
benefits? Yes

Shared Values (Positive influence)

Do you believe that you and your partner often will have beliefs in 
common about:
Behaviour and Goals? Yes
Policies are important/unimportant? Yes
Policies are appropriate/inappropriate? Yes
Do you believe that you and your partner often will have the 
same norms or appropriate actions? Yes  
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Table 57: Expected Trust for the future relationship between Rossendale and SIT 
Finspång 
Opportunistic Behavior (Negative influence) Purchaser Supplier
Do you believe your company will act in self-
interest? (Mostly) Yes
Do you believe your partner will egnage in 
opportunistic behavior? Yes

Communication (Positive influence)

Do you believe you will spend a lot of time sharing 
information? Yes
Do you believe the information sharing will be 
meaningful? Yes
Do you believe you will often have disputes? No
Do you believe you will often resolve the disputes? Yes
Have you communicated with the other partner for 
a long time? Yes

Shared Values (Positive influence)

Do you believe that you and your partner often will 
have beliefs in common about:
Behaviour and Goals? Yes
Policies are important/unimportant? Yes
Policies are appropriate/inappropriate? Yes
Do you believe that you and your partner often will 
have the same norms or appropriate actions? Yes  
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Table 58: Expected Power Balance for the future relationship between Rossendale and 
SIT Finspång 
Buyer Dominance
Few buyers/many suppliers 
Buyer has high percentage share of total market for supplier 
Supplier is highly dependent on buyer revenue with limited 
alternatives 

Supplier switching costs are high 
Buyer switching costs are low 
Buyers account is attractive to supplier 
Supplier offerings are commoditized and standardized 
Buyer search costs are low 
Supplier has no information asymmetry advantages over buyer 
Interdependence

Few buyers/few suppliers 
Buyer has relatively high percentage share of total market for 
supplier 
Supplier is highly dependent on buyer  for revenue with few 
alternatives 
Suppliers switching costs are high 
Buyers switching costs are high 
Buyers account is attractive to supplier 
Supplier offerings are not commoditized and customized 
Buyer search costs are high 
Supplier has significant information asymmetry advantages over 
buyer 
Independence
Many buyers/many suppliers 
Buyer has relatively low percentage share of total market for 
supplier 
Supplier is not dependent on buyer for revenue and has many 
alternatives 
Supplier switching costs are low 
Buyers switching costs are low 
Buyers account is not particularly attractive to supplier 
Supplier offerings are commoditized and standardized 
Buyer search costs are relatively low 
Supplier has only limited information asymmetry advantage over 
buyer
Supplier Dominance
Many buyers/ few suppliers 
Buyer has low percentage share of total market for supplier 
Supplier is not at all dependent on the buyer for revenue and has 
many alternatives  
Supplier switching costs are low 
Buyer switching costs are high 
Buyers account is not attractive to the supplier 
Supplier offerings are not commoditized and customized  
Buyer search costs are very high 
Supplier has high information asymmetry advantages over buyer  
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Case 9 – Future relationship Keweld – SIT Finspång 

Expectations 
 
Table 59: Expected Relationship Commitment for the future relationship between 
Keweld and SIT Finspång 
Relationship Termination Costs (Positiv influence) Purchaser Supplier

Do you believe your switching costs will increase? (substantial) Yes
Does the company have comparable potential alternative 
partners? No

Relationship Benefits (Positive influence)
Do you believe the partner company's products will add value to 
your offerings? Yes
Do you believe the partner company's processes will add value to 
your offerings? Yes
Do you believe the partner company's technologies will add value 
to your offerings? Yes
Is partner selection a critical element in your competitive 
strategy? Yes
Does the partner company perform surveys to see if they provide 
benefits to you? Yes X X

Do you believe the partner company will provide superior 
benefits? Yes

Shared Values (Positive influence)
Do you believe that you and your partner often will have beliefs in 
common about:
Behaviour and Goals? Yes
Policies are important/unimportant? Yes
Policies are appropriate/inappropriate? Yes
Do you believe that you and your partner often will have the 
same norms or appropriate actions? Yes  
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Table 60: Expected Trust for the future relationship between Keweld and SIT Finspång 
Opportunistic Behavior (Negative influence) Purchaser Supplier
Do you believe your company will act in self-
interest? (Mostly) Yes
Do you believe your partner will egnage in 
opportunistic behavior? Yes

Communication (Positive influence)

Do you believe you will spend a lot of time sharing 
information? Yes
Do you believe the information sharing will be 
meaningful? Yes
Do you believe you will often have disputes? No
Do you believe you will often resolve the disputes? Yes
Have you communicated with the other partner for 
a long time? Yes

Shared Values (Positive influence)

Do you believe that you and your partner often will 
have beliefs in common about:
Behaviour and Goals? Yes
Policies are important/unimportant? Yes
Policies are appropriate/inappropriate? Yes
Do you believe that you and your partner often will 
have the same norms or appropriate actions? Yes  
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Table 61: Expected Power Balance for the future relationship between Keweld and SIT 
Finspång 
Buyer Dominance
Few buyers/many suppliers 
Buyer has high percentage share of total market for supplier 
Supplier is highly dependent on buyer revenue with limited 
alternatives 

Supplier switching costs are high 
Buyer switching costs are low 
Buyers account is attractive to supplier 
Supplier offerings are commoditized and standardized 
Buyer search costs are low 
Supplier has no information asymmetry advantages over buyer 
Interdependence

Few buyers/few suppliers 
Buyer has relatively high percentage share of total market for 
supplier 
Supplier is highly dependent on buyer  for revenue with few 
alternatives 
Suppliers switching costs are high 
Buyers switching costs are high 
Buyers account is attractive to supplier 
Supplier offerings are not commoditized and customized 
Buyer search costs are high 
Supplier has significant information asymmetry advantages over 
buyer 
Independence
Many buyers/many suppliers 
Buyer has relatively low percentage share of total market for 
supplier 
Supplier is not dependent on buyer for revenue and has many 
alternatives 
Supplier switching costs are low 
Buyers switching costs are low 
Buyers account is not particularly attractive to supplier 
Supplier offerings are commoditized and standardized 
Buyer search costs are relatively low 
Supplier has only limited information asymmetry advantage over 
buyer
Supplier Dominance
Many buyers/ few suppliers 
Buyer has low percentage share of total market for supplier 
Supplier is not at all dependent on the buyer for revenue and has 
many alternatives  
Supplier switching costs are low 
Buyer switching costs are high 
Buyers account is not attractive to the supplier 
Supplier offerings are not commoditized and customized  
Buyer search costs are very high 
Supplier has high information asymmetry advantages over buyer  
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Analysis 
I this section the data collected and presented will be analyzed. This is done through 
within case and cross case analyses. The analysis constitutes a base for the following 
findings and conclusions. 

Within Case Analysis 
The matrixes showing types of relationships and management of relationships in the 
data presentation will be a base for further analysis in this chapter. By only looking at the 
matrixes no clear relationship or management style is visible to the bare eye. Therefore 
further development is needed to be able to clarify what types of relationships and 
management styles that are occurring. In order to do this it has been chosen to use 
percentage. That is because a close look at the matrixes tell the viewer that each type of 
relationship/management of relationship and their factors, have different number of 
characteristics and only a sum of the yellow market characteristics would give an unfair 
result. The percentages that are shown in table 62 have been calculated by dividing the 
number of yellow marked boxes, by the total number of boxes for each relation. Table 62 
shows the results for each of the companies and the purchasers, regarding both the type 
of relationship and the management style.  
 
Table 62 : Percentages of type and management of relationships 

CB S M CS CB S M CS
P 46 33 53 57 81 65 25 38
S 73 83 33 79 60 94 25 38
P 27 33 33 43 44 77 42 75
S 64 67 20 64 27 53 42 88
P 18 39 53 50 69 65 50 13
S 27 56 53 50 73 77 33 25
P 36 56 40 50 44 77 42 63
S 64 67 40 71 47 65 50 50
P 27 33 60 21 44 53 33 38
S 27 61 33 50 40 59 50 75
P 18 33 60 43 19 29 58 63
S 18 28 60 43 20 65 58 63

Rossendale

Keweld

Type of Relationship Management of Relationship

Camfil

Certex

Finspångs 
Allmekano

Cullum

P= Purchaser, S= Supplier, CB= Captive Buyer, S= Strategic Partnership,  
M= Market Exchange, CS= Captive Supplier. 
 
To create a joint image of the types and management styles of the relationships another 
table has been made, to show the sum of both the purchasers’ and the suppliers’ view of 
this. The percentages for each company from table 62 have been added together and 
can be found in table 63.  
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Table 63:  Sum of percentages for each company from table 62 

CB S M CS CB S M CS
119 116 86 136 141 159 50 76
91 100 53 107 71 130 84 163
45 95 106 100 142 142 83 38
100 123 80 121 91 142 92 113
54 94 93 71 84 112 83 113
36 61 120 86 39 94 116 126

Type of Relationship Management of Relationship

Camfil
Certex
Allmekano
Cullum
Rossendale
Keweld  
P= Purchaser, S= Supplier, CB= Captive Buyer, S= Strategic Partnership,  M= Market Exchange, CS= 
Captive Supplier. 
 
The tables showing relationship commitment, trust and power balance, which are 
presented in the data presentation, will also be analyzed for each case in this chapter.  
 
Below an analysis for each case with regard to type of relationship, management style 
and experience, for case 1-6 can be found.  

Case 1 – Camfil – SIT Finspång 
As can be seen in table 64 the highest value, 57, of the purchaser indicates that the type 
of relation is captive supplier, but the value 53 is very close to that and that in turn 
indicates that the relationship is close to market exchange. The supplier on the other 
hand indicates that this is a strategic partnership, but it is close to captive supplier as 
well. If looking at the sum of both opinions it indicates that this is a captive supplier 
relationship. This is also strengthened by that the values of the purchaser does not at all 
indicate a strategic partnership, and the values of the supplier are not indicating a 
market exchange. So the type of relationship that they mostly agree upon is the captive 
supplier. This also seems to be valid with the perceptions that were gained during the 
interviews. 
 
Table 64:  Percentage for type and management of relationship for Camfil 

CB S M CS CB S M CS
P 46 33 53 57 81 65 25 38
S 73 83 33 79 60 94 25 38
Sum 119 116 86 136 141 159 50 76

Type of Relationship Management of Relationship

Camfil

P= Purchaser, S= Supplier, CB= Captive Buyer, S= Strategic Partnership,  
M= Market Exchange, CS= Captive Supplier. 
 
The management of relationship indicates that the purchaser is handling the relationship 
as if SIT Finspång was a captive buyer, not at all in agreement with the type of 
relationship that was described. During the interview it was found out that SIT Finspång 
before has single-sourced the acoustics, we think this can be a reason for their captive-
buyer-management-style, because if Camfil would not have been able to deliver it would 
have caused big issues for SIT Finspång. It could be that SIT Finspång are still handling 
Camfil as they used to, even though the situation has changed. The supplier on the 
other hand indicates that the management is of the strategic partnership kind. This is in 
accordance with their view of the type of relationship. But, the fact that SIT nowadays is 
dual-sourcing the acoustics could explain the reason why Camfil also indicates that the 
relationship type is of the captive supplier kind. 
 
What can be seen is that SIT Finspång is indicating that the management of the 
relationship is also quite close to strategic partnership. The interpretation that we have 
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done, from theory is that when a relationship is of the captive buyer/captive supplier type, 
are that the captive party is working harder than the other party. Theory also points out 
that a healthy relationship is not of the captive kind. SIT Finspång manage the 
relationship as if they were a captive buyer, thereby putting a lot of effort into handling 
the relation. This could mean that SIT Finspång today possibly put more work into the 
relationship than needed even if it were managed as a strategic partnership. 
 
According to the SIT Finspång’s classification system of suppliers, Camfil is an A-
supplier, meaning that they are a strategic supplier. But if looking in table 64 it can be 
seen that the purchaser does not view the relationship as being strategic at all. The table 
rather points out the relationship as being a market exchange. This does not make 
sense in respect to neither of the other matters, pointed out earlier.  
 
Type of relationship:  Captive Supplier 
Management by SIT:   Captive Buyer 
Management by Camfil:  Strategic Partnership 
 
Regarding the relationship commitment, found in table 15 in the data presentation, both 
purchaser and supplier have the same perception of the characteristics defining 
relationship termination costs. There are some termination costs and thereby some 
positive effects on commitment. The supplier seems to have more relationship benefits 
out of this relationship than SIT Finspång. So from this perspective the supplier ought to 
be more committed to the relationship. The characteristics for shared values point 
towards that the companies do not have the same goals. Their opinions also differ when 
it comes to their view of common policies. The shared values’ influence on commitment 
is stronger for the supplier, than the buyer. Overall the factors; termination costs, 
relationship benefits and shared values aims towards that the supplier has a stronger 
commitment to the relationship than the purchaser. 
 
As seen in table 16, the factor opportunistic behavior influencing trust negatively, shows 
an interesting matter. Both purchaser and supplier say that they themselves do not act 
opportunistic but they believe the other party does. The characteristics concerning 
disputes within the communication factor have quite a lot of yellow marks in the tables of 
trust in the data presentation. Many of the interviewees said that dispute is a very strong 
word and they would rather use the terms issues or discussions. The yellow marks, in 
this case, show that the interviewee said they have issues/discussions but did not 
mention disputes. Overall the communication factor seems to have a rather high level of 
positive influence on trust from both the purchaser and the supplier. Although there are 
disputes/discussion that not always seem to be easily resolved. The factor shared 
values is the same for trust, as for relationship commitment. In other words, the 
purchaser’s shared values does not influence trust positively at a high level. The level of 
trust in this relationship seems to be quite equal between the purchaser and the supplier. 
But with regard to which characteristics that are in accordance to the reference 
characteristics, it can be questioned to what degree they actually trust each other. This 
corresponds to the perception of low level of trust, gained from the interviews. 
 
In table 17 about power balance it is quite noticeable that the type of power in this 
relationship is interdependence. If any further interpretations should be made it would be 
that there is a very slight drawing towards buyer dominance. This also seems to 
correspond to the type of relationship concluded, captive supplier, because then the 
buyer has the advantage. As seen in figure 15 in the frame of reference 
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interdependence is when both supplier and buyer have high levels of power and this is 
an equal power state, which should be good in a relationship. 
 
In this relationship, even though the level of trust is questionable and the commitment is 
not outstanding, especially from the purchaser’s side, the power situation is equal. 

Case 2 – Certex – SIT Finspång 
The purchaser indicates that the type of relationship is of the captive supplier kind, 
because it has the highest number, 43 as can be seen in table 65. The supplier has 
more evenly spread values indicating that the type of relationship could be either a 
strategic partnership, a captive supplier or a captive buyer, because the numbers 
67,64,64 are so close that no evident difference can be seen. 
 
Table 65:  Percentage for type and management of relationship for Certex 

CB S M CS CB S M CS
P 27 33 33 43 44 77 42 75
S 64 67 20 64 27 53 42 88
Sum 91 100 53 107 71 130 84 163

Type of Relationship Management of Relationship

Certex

P= Purchaser, S= Supplier, CB= Captive Buyer, S= Strategic Partnership,  
M= Market Exchange, CS= Captive Supplier. 
 
If looking at sum in the type of relationship in table 65 this indicates that the relationship 
is captive supplier. Although the sum for strategic partnership is quite close, but the 
purchaser indicates that the relationship is not so much of this kind. The supplier also 
indicates that captive buyer can be an alternative, but this not strengthened by the 
opinions of the purchaser. What seems to be most agreed upon is the captive supplier 
type of relationship. The supplier also seems to handle the relationship as if it is a 
captive supplier; even the purchaser has got high ratings on this. The fact that the 
purchaser has a high value on strategic partnership as management style is contradicted 
by the information received from the supplier and the overall impression from both 
interviews. This strengthens our insight that the management of the relationship is 
captive supplier, from both parties. The sum also points towards this.    
 
The type of relationship is based upon the factors; product characteristics, market 
characteristics and supplier characteristics. So those factors are more or less based on 
facts that the supplier/ buyer can not affect. But as the matrixes are based upon the 
interview, they reflect the interviewees opinion of those factors and not necessary the 
objective facts. So in the case of Certex the supplier indicates that the type of 
relationship could be captive buyer, strategic partnership or captive supplier. This does 
not mean that the supplier can not make up its mind, rather that the factors indicate that 
it could be most of the relationship types.  
 
During the interviews, as pointed out earlier, the opinions of the supplier and the 
purchaser differed a lot. If looking at the Certex purchaser matrix (see table 18) for type 
of relationship in the data presentation, it is visible that the purchaser and the supplier do 
not agree on the supplier characteristics. It is quite sure that the supplier knows about 
their own characteristics and this proves that the purchaser has little knowledge about 
the supplier. If looking at the information-sharing mechanism in the matrix for 
management of relationship in the data presentation, it is also somewhat visible that they 
do not share the same opinion about how the communication works. We believe that the 
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purchaser might have tried to put the relationship in a more favorable light than it 
actually is.  
 
Type of relationship:  Captive Supplier 
Management by SIT:   Captive Supplier 
Management by Certex:  Captive Supplier 
 
Looking at table 22 in the data presentation for relationship commitment, it can be seen 
that both SIT Finspång and Certex have large switching costs. They do have 
comparable potential alternative partners but none of them say that there are very many. 
So relationship termination costs ought to be relatively high. It is visible that the supplier 
has more relationship benefits than the purchaser, especially when it comes to product, 
process and technology. The partner selection is marked with a yellow box for the 
supplier, in this case the supplier said that - customer selection is important but that is 
not how it works in reality. By this he means that it is usually the customer that chooses 
the supplier and not the other way around. So when it comes to relationship benefits the 
supplier has the largest benefits and thereby the strongest commitment from this point of 
view. The purchaser and the supplier have the same thoughts about shared values, 
which is good. Altogether the relationship commitment seems to be quite high, with the 
supplier a little bit more committed than the purchaser. 
 
Table 23 shows trust, and the first factor opportunistic behavior seems to have a low 
negative influence on trust. It is only the supplier that points out that SIT Finspång acts 
to their own advantage, the supplier give an example on an agreement which they have 
not been able to sign because SIT Finspång has terms that Certex will not accept. 
Those terms put the responsibility on Certex when they think it is unfair to have it. The 
communication influence on trust is quite high, for both the purchaser and the supplier. 
The supplier sometimes gets information which is not intended for him and he then has 
to pass it on. That is why the information is not fully meaningful. The characteristic that 
lowers the positive influence of communication on trust is that they do not spend a lot of 
time sharing information. This is in accordance with what was said during the interviews. 
Shared values are equal to the one in relationship commitment. Overall the level of trust 
in this relationship seems to be quite high and equal between the two parties. 
 
In table 24 displaying the power balance the results are expressionless. Buyer 
dominance, interdependence and supplier dominance receive the same results and the 
only result that stands out is independence, which can be concluded not to be the type 
of power in this relationship. Both companies have the same number of power 
characteristics, but not regarding the same attributes. This implies that both of them can 
use power but no one really has the dominance. So in the end it might anyway point 
towards an interdependence type of power balance. It is interesting that there is some 
indication on supplier dominance in the power table. This is not corresponding to the 
captive supplier type and management of the relationship. 
 
The purchaser and supplier seem to trust each other, commitment is fairly good and it 
can be concluded that the parties are not independent of each other. 
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Case 3 - Finspångs Allmekano – SIT Finspång 
The purchaser indicates that the type of relationship is market exchange, with the value 
53 in table 66, but it could also be a captive supplier, with the value 50. The supplier 
indicates that the relationship is a strategic partnership, 56, but it is also very close to 
market exchange,53, and captive supplier is not far away either, 50.  
 
Table 66:  Percentage for type and management of relationship for Finspångs Allmekano 

CB S M CS CB S M CS
P 18 39 53 50 69 65 50 13
S 27 56 53 50 73 77 33 25
Sum 45 95 106 100 142 142 83 38

Type of Relationship Management of Relationship

Finspångs 
Allmekano

 
P= Purchaser, S= Supplier, CB= Captive Buyer, S= Strategic Partnership,  
M= Market Exchange, CS= Captive Supplier. 
 
Since the value of the purchaser is not indicating that the relationship is a strategic 
partnership, even though the supplier indicates so, and the fact that it “takes two to 
tango” leads to that the type of relationship is assumed not to be a strategic partnership. 
The sum somewhat points at that the relationship is of the market exchange kind. Even 
though the captive supplier type is close and it is therefore likely to believe that there is a 
drawing towards captive supplier, especially as both supplier and buyer agrees on this. 
 
It is interesting to notice that although the type of relationship is indicated as market 
exchange with a draw towards captive supplier, the management of the relationship is 
either strategic partnership or captive buyer. If looking at the management matrixes for 
Finspångs Allmekano in the data presentation it is visible that there is an extensive 
communication between the two companies. This is a large part of why the management 
of relationship turns out to be strategic partnership or captive buyer. The supplier 
indicates that the relationship is of the strategic kind and also acts that way. SIT 
Finspång on the other hand indicates that it is a market exchange relationship, but acts 
as if it is a captive buyer relationship, which is very contradicting.  
 
If looking at the matrixes (tables 25-28) for Finspångs Allmekano in the data 
presentation, they show that both the purchaser and the supplier agree on many of the 
characteristics. This also leads to the similar percentages in table 66. This could have to 
do with that the strategic purchaser has a background as being an operative purchaser 
for Finspångs Allmekano. The operative purchasers seem to have a closer cooperation 
with the suppliers, and that might be the reason for the results.   
 
According to SIT Finspång’s classification system of suppliers, Finspångs Allmekano is a 
C-supplier, which is on the other end of the scale from strategic A-suppliers. Therefore 
the market exchange type of relationship seems rather suitable for the relation. The 
other side of it is the management style used by SIT Finspång that does not correspond 
to the classification. 
 
Type of relationship:  Market Exchange 
Management by SIT:   Captive Buyer 
Management by  
Finspångs Allmekano:  Strategic Partnership 
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In table 29 in the data presentation, it can be seen that the relationship termination costs 
for the purchaser have no influence on relationship commitment. The supplier does have 
some commitment in this respect. None of the parties seem to have a lot of relationship 
benefits, but relationship benefits have some positive influence on relationship 
commitment. From the interviews it was perceived that the supplier has a strong 
relationship commitment as well as relationship benefits from working with SIT Finspång, 
but not with respect to the characteristics present in the relationship commitment table. 
Shared values have a large influence on commitment for both purchaser and supplier. 
Regarding the norms SIT Finspång is a very large company and Finspångs Allmekano is 
very small, making the norms and corporate culture somewhat different. But, the 
purchaser says that they are working on making Finspångs Allmekano work more as SIT 
Finspång does in some manners. Finspångs Allmekano also mentions this and seems to 
have a positive attitude towards this. Overall the purchaser does not have a very strong 
relationship commitment. The supplier’s commitment is better but not excellent. 
 
The purchaser does not indicate any opportunistic behavior when it comes to trust 
(found in table 30 in the data presentation). For the supplier it is about the same, but the 
yellow box marks that the supplier hopes but is not sure, that SIT Finspång does not 
engage in opportunistic behavior. The communication has a strong influence on trust for 
both purchaser and supplier. Shared values are the same as for relationship 
commitment. Overall the relationship seems to have a great deal of trust. 
 
In table 31 in the data presentation the result is quite clear - the power balance type 
seems to be buyer dominance. The type of relationship indicated earlier is market 
exchange and logical reasoning should lead to that the power balance type ought to be 
independence, which it is not according to the table. It is interesting that the type of 
power is buyer dominance when SIT Finspång are handling the relationship as they 
were a captive buyer. 
 
The relationship commitment is not indicated to be very high but the trust is, and power 
in this relationship is SIT Finspång’s. 

Case 4 – Cullum – SIT Lincoln 
The purchasers indicate that the type of relationship is strategic partnership, but the 
captive supplier type of relation is quite close, with its 50 versus 56 percent in table 67. 
The supplier indicates that the type of relationship is captive supplier, but very close to 
strategic partnership.   
 
Table 67:  Percentage for type and management of relationship for Cullum 

CB S M CS CB S M CS
P 36 56 40 50 44 77 42 63
S 64 67 40 71 47 65 50 50
Sum 100 123 80 121 91 142 92 113

Type of Relationship Management of Relationship

Cullum

P= Purchaser, S= Supplier, CB= Captive Buyer, S= Strategic Partnership,  
M= Market Exchange, CS= Captive Supplier. 
 
If looking at the type of relationship sums marked in table 67 it is almost even between 
strategic partnership and captive supplier. But if looking at the management of 
relationship it strongly points out that it is managed by both parties as a strategic 
partnership. This also strengthen that the type of relationship most likely is a strategic 
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partnership, but that it is closer to captive supplier than any of the other possible 
relationships.  
 
This supplier seems to be important to SIT Lincoln because the strategic purchaser is 
involved in the relationship with this supplier, which does not seem to be the case with 
the two other SIT Lincoln suppliers. The classification done by the purchasers at SIT 
Finspång classifies Cullum as an A-supplier. All this fit well with the strategic partnership, 
both as a type of relationship and as management style.  
 
Type of relationship:  Strategic Partnership 
Management by SIT:   Strategic Partnership 
Management by Cullum:  Strategic Partnership 
 
The supplier has high termination costs for the relationship, as can be seen in table 36. 
The purchasers do not have as high termination costs because they have other 
alternative partners. But the supplier already works with all comparable potential 
alternative partners for this product. The supplier has very high relationship benefits, 
which have positive influence on commitment. But the supplier does not think that SIT 
Lincoln has any superior benefits compared to others in this industry. The purchasers 
say that Cullum add value to SIT Lincoln through their product but do not specifically 
mention process and technology. Those characteristics are quite fussy and perhaps they 
could have been valued as only one characteristic. Therefore those red boxes might not 
be seen as strongly influencing the relationship benefits. So the relationship benefits for 
the purchasers are fairly positively influencing relationship commitment anyway. Both the 
purchasers’ and the supplier’s shared values highly influence their relationship 
commitment. Overall both parties have a good relationship commitment, the supplier 
even more than the purchaser. 
 
In table 37 the opportunistic behavior does not negatively influence trust at a high rate. 
The supplier mentioned that all companies try to do what is best for themselves to some 
extent, thereof the yellow mark but this is not specifically directed towards SIT Lincoln. 
Both communication and shared values are really good for both parties and strongly 
positively influence trust. The only red mark is for the purchasers who have not been in 
contact with Cullum for so long, but SIT Lincoln and Cullum have been in contact for a 
really long time. So the trust in this relationship seems really good from both sides. 
 
The power balance, seen in table 38, shows that the type of power balance is 
interdependence, somewhat drawn towards buyer dominance. As the type and 
management of this relationship is strategic partnership the interdependence power 
balance type seems very suitable. 
 
The commitment in this relationship is good, the trust is very good and the power 
balance type is interdependent. 
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Case 5 – Rossendale – SIT Lincoln 
The purchaser indicates that the type of relationship is of the market exchange kind, with 
the value of 60 in table 68. The supplier on the other hand indicates that the relationship 
is a strategic partnership, with the vale of 61. 
 
Table 68:  Percentage for type and management of relationship for Rossendale 

CB S M CS CB S M CS
P 27 33 60 21 44 53 33 38
S 27 61 33 50 40 59 50 75
Sum 54 94 93 71 84 112 83 113

Type of Relationship Management of Relationship

Rossendale

 
P= Purchaser, S= Supplier, CB= Captive Buyer, S= Strategic Partnership,  
M= Market Exchange, CS= Captive Supplier. 
 
The sum of the supplier’s and the purchaser’s opinions is almost equal with the values of 
94 and 93. So the sums can not be used as any guideline to find out the type of 
relationship. The management of the relationship by the purchaser is indicated to be of 
the strategic partnership kind. The supplier handles the relationship as a captive supplier. 
Also here the sums are so close, with 112 and 113, that no management style is clearly 
visible. But the supplier and the purchaser are interacting in the same relation and it 
therefore has to be only one type of relationship, so further factors have to be brought in, 
in order to shed light on this.  
 
The interviewed purchaser is rather new to this relation and it is likely to believe that he 
has not a perfectly clear picture of the factors influencing the relationship type. For 
example the purchaser’s answers to the number of employees of Rossendale and 
Rossendale’s turnover, did not match with the supplier’s answers, which could be 
presumed to be valid. So this lack of knowledge could impact the type of relationship 
shown in table 68 for the purchaser. When looking at the management of the 
relationship and the factors influencing it, those have more to do with the purchaser’s 
own view of it, not knowledge of facts. The purchaser manages the relationship as a 
strategic partnership. Therefore the type of relationship might be closer to the indications 
of the supplier, that has been in the relation for a longer period of time. The market 
exchange indicated by the purchaser might not be accurate, and the purchaser does not 
manage it as a market exchange. Adding all this together it points towards that this is a 
strategic partnership type of relationship.  
 
During the supplier interview (see appendix 3) it came up that “Rossendale probably 
cooperates too much with SIT. They do too much for them and they need to stand back 
a little bit and let Siemens take the running and let Siemens do a little bit more.” This 
seems to fit well to the captive supplier management style indicated by Rossendale. If 
Rossendale would stand back a bit the management style might turn out to become of 
the strategic kind.   
 
Type of relationship:  Strategic Partnership 
Management by SIT:   Strategic Partnership 
Management by  
Rossendale:    Captive Supplier 
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In table 43 it can be seen that relationship termination costs do not influence 
commitment from the supplier’s point of view. The purchaser has substantial switching 
costs and therefore higher termination costs and an influence on commitment. None of 
the parties seem to think that this relationship adds a lot of benefits for them so there is a 
limited influence on commitment. The purchaser believes that there are a lot of shared 
values in this relationship. The supplier questions if they have the same norms, if looking 
at the table. Shared values have a positive influence on relationship commitment for 
both parties. Overall the purchaser has somewhat higher relationship commitment than 
the supplier, but none of the parties have a really strong commitment according to the 
table. 
 
The opportunistic behavior does not negatively influence trust in this case, as can be 
seen in table 44. The communication looks pretty good for both parties. There are some 
disputes/discussions but they get resolved. The purchaser has not communicated with 
Rossendale for so long, because he is new in his role with this supplier. But Rossendale 
has communicated with SIT Lincoln for a long time. Shared values are the same as for 
relationship commitment. The level of trust in this relationship seems fairly good. 
 
The power balance in this relationship is very hard to define, since the ratings among the 
power balance types are very similar (see table 45). Looking at figure 15, displaying the 
attributes of buyer supplier power in the frame of reference, this relationship is 
positioned right in the middle of the matrix, in between all of the types of power. If 
anything, there is a slight drawing towards interdependence, but it is not significant.  
 
The relationship commitment in this relation is not very strong, the trust is fairly good and 
the power balance is vague. 

Case 6 – Keweld – SIT Lincoln 
The purchaser indicates that the type of relationship is market exchange, with the value 
of 60, found in table 69. Also the supplier has the value of 60 for market exchange. So 
the type of relationship that is most indicated is market exchange.  
 
Table 69:  Percentage for type and management of relationship for Keweld 

CB S M CS CB S M CS
P 18 33 60 43 19 29 58 63
S 18 28 60 43 20 65 58 63
Sum 36 61 120 86 39 94 116 126

Type of Relationship Management of Relationship

Keweld

P= Purchaser, S= Supplier, CB= Captive Buyer, S= Strategic Partnership,  
M= Market Exchange, CS= Captive Supplier. 
 
Regarding the supplier’s indications for management of the relationship, no values are 
really more considerable than another for 65, 63, and 58. The same applies with 53 and 
58 for the purchaser. It can be seen that both the purchaser and the supplier indicates 
that the management style could be both market exchange and captive supplier, only the 
supplier indicates that it is strategic partnership. Because as pointed out earlier the 
values do not significantly differ and both market exchange and captive supplier are 
possible management styles. As the type of relationship is indicated to be market 
exchange it is likely to believe that the management style also is market exchange. But 
as the captive supplier is indicated as well the conclusion is that the management of the 
relationship is market exchange with a drawing towards captive supplier. As only the 
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supplier indicates strategic partnership as a management style and nothing else 
strengthens this, we consider this as an indication that they are working hard with the 
relationship and the cooperation. 
 
Keweld is classified as a C-supplier by the Swedish purchasers, which seems to fit well 
with market exchange as both the type of relationship and management of the 
relationship.  
 
It can be seen in table 69 that the values for the purchaser and the supplier match very 
well. This might be explained by that the purchaser was present during the supplier 
interview, which was before the purchaser interview. This could have had an effect on 
the purchaser’s answers. Although a look at the management matrixes (see tables 48-49) 
in the data presentation show that there still is a lot of differences which show that the 
purchaser still expressed the own opinion and did not try to match the supplier.   
 
Type of relationship:  Market Exchange 
Management by SIT:   Market Exchange 
Management by Keweld:  Market Exchange 
 
In table 50 in the data presentation it can be seen that the purchaser does not have any 
termination costs. The supplier does not have substantial switching costs. The supplier 
does not have any comparable potential partners. They do have other customers but not 
in the same size as SIT Lincoln. They are also only working locally in Lincoln which limits 
their alternatives. Only the supplier’s termination costs have some influence on the 
relationship commitment, but they are limited.  
 
The purchaser does not have a lot of relationship benefits from this cooperation. It is 
visible that partner selection is a critical element in SIT Lincoln’s competitive strategy but 
the perception from the interview was that it is questionable whether the purchaser 
would have made this supplier choice if it was up to him. With regard to the supplier they 
have learned phosphating because SIT Lincoln wants products that need this technology. 
The supplier also said during the interview that working with SIT Lincoln is good 
promotion for them. Besides this the relationship benefit factor does not get a high rating. 
Although the perception from the interview is similar to the one with Finspångs 
Allmekano, that there are relationship benefits, even though they are not indicated in 
table 50. Regarding shared values this factor very much influences relationship 
commitment from both parties. With regard to table 50, the relationship commitment is 
not so strong, somewhat even less from the purchaser. 
 
The opportunistic behavior does not negatively influence trust for neither of the parties 
as can be seen in table 51. The communication has strong influence on trust for both 
parties. Shared values have a very strong influence, equal to the relationship 
commitment table. Overall the table shows that there is a strong trust in this relationship.  
 
In table 52, concerning power balance, it can be seen that the independence power 
balance type is most prominent. This corresponds well with the type and management of 
relationship which was market exchange. A logical reasoning matches independence 
with market exchange, as the cooperation and power ought to be limited. 
 
According to the tables this relationship has a strong trust but not so strong commitment 
and an independent power balance. 
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Below case 7-9 will be analyzed only with regard to expectations.  

Case 7 – Future relationship Cullum –SIT Finspång 
In table 53 in the data presentation regarding relationship commitment, it can be seen 
that the relationship termination costs have a positive influence on commitment for the 
supplier, not so much for the purchaser. Relationship benefits do not appear to be strong 
for any of the parties; thereby the positive influence on the relationship is limited. The 
supplier mentions that Cullum possibly could learn from SIT Finspångs processes. The 
purchaser does not see any added value. The purchaser overall does not seem to see 
the point with policies which is visible in the shared value characteristic. It can also be 
noticed that he does not believe that they will have the same norms because of cultural 
differences between Sweden and England. So the shared values for the purchaser do 
not have a strong influence on relationship commitment. The supplier also believes the 
norms will differ, overall he otherwise thinks they will have shared values and this 
influences relationship commitment positively. This together with the other factors will 
make the supplier’s relationship commitment stronger than the purchaser’s.  
 
As those relationships are not yet established some of the characteristics have been 
hard for the interviewees to give answers to appropriately. So, for some of the factors 
like relationship benefits, it might appear as if the interviewees are very negative even 
though it might just be that they do not know anything about the relationship. For this 
relationship the purchaser’s commitment does not seem so good and that might be right, 
because there is not really a solid relationship to commit to yet. Although the perception 
from the interview is that the purchaser has a very positive attitude towards cooperating 
with Cullum. 
 
In table 54 it can be seen that opportunistic behavior does not negatively influence trust 
for any of the involved parties. The communication seems to have a high positive impact 
on trust for both the purchaser and the supplier and the shared values are the same as 
stated above. Overall both parties seem to have a quite good trust in each other; the 
trust from the supplier is a bit higher. The presumed power balance is going to be 
interdependence, with a drawing towards buyer dominance (see table 55). This seems 
appropriate given that Cullum is classified as an A-supplier by SIT Finspång and that 
they are both large companies that could have equal amount of power. 
 
The expectations on the relationship commitment are average, the expectations on trust 
are pretty good and the expected power balance is interdependence.  

Case 8 – Future relationship Rossendale –SIT Finspå ng 
In table 56, in the data presentation, it can be seen that the relationship termination 
costs have a limited influence on relationship commitment. According to this table the 
supplier does not have any relationship benefits so this will not have a positive influence 
on relationship commitment. The purchaser on the other hand is indicated to have quite 
a lot relationship benefits. As mentioned earlier the characteristics in those not 
established relationships are vague and our opinion is that this is not a fair picture of the 
relationship benefits. We believe that a mix between the two results for relationship 
benefits would be more in line with reality. Shared values look pretty good for both the 
purchaser and the supplier, but they do not really agree that they have the same norms. 
The supplier believes the English and Swedish cultures differ, the purchaser does not 
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agree. Overall the relationship commitment is good for the purchaser, while the 
supplier’s commitment is low. 
 
The opportunistic behavior does not have a negatively influence on trust, as can be seen 
in table 57, for neither of the parties. The communication is pretty good for both the 
purchaser and the supplier as well as the shared values. Both have positive influences 
on trust. The trust overall is quite good. In table 58 the power balance type is indicated to 
be supplier dominance, but with a drawing towards interdependence.  
 
The expectations on the relationship commitment in this case, are somewhat diverse. 
The expectations on trust are rather good and the power balance in this relationship can 
be expected to be supplier dominance with a drawing towards interdependence.  

Case 9 – Future relationship Keweld –SIT Finspång 
In table 59 in the data presentation it can be seen that the relationship commitment is 
not influenced by the relationship termination costs for the purchaser, and only some 
positive influence from the supplier. The relationship benefits look bad for both the 
purchaser and the supplier. This, as mentioned before, could be connected to the fact 
that none of the parties knew anything about each other. So in reality the benefits might 
be there, but currently they are unaware of them. Regarding the shared values both 
parties have a positive influence on relationship commitment. The purchaser mentions 
that there are differences between Sweden and England, making his positive influence 
somewhat less than the supplier, who does not think there are differences. Overall the 
relationship commitment is rather low for both parties.  
 
When it comes to trust, found in table 60 in the data presentation, the opportunistic 
behavior generated by the supplier are not negatively influencing trust. The purchaser 
has a slight negative impact, the yellow box indicates that there might be opportunistic 
behavior from the other party, but he mentions that you never know about that. 
Communication has some positive influence on relationship commitment, but not very 
high for neither of the parties. Shared values are the same as for relationship 
commitment. The overall trust seems to be rather good.   
 
In table 61, it can be seen that the power balance type is indicated to be either buyer 
dominance or independence. A specific power balance type is difficult to foresee, but 
these two types seem appropriate given that Keweld is a very small supplier, and not 
classified as strategic according to SIT Finspång.   
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Cross Case Analysis 
In table 70 a summary of the within case analysis regarding type of relationship and 
management of relationship are presented to give an overview of what was shown in the 
within case analysis. 
  
Table 70:  Summary of within case analysis 

CB S M CS CB S M CS
P
S
P
S
P
S
P
S
P
S
P
S

Indicated Relationship Indicated management
Alternative Relationship Alternative management

Management of Relationship

Camfil

Certex

Type of Relationship

Finspångs 
Allmekano

Cullum

Rossendale

Keweld

 
Each cross case will also include further analysis of relationship commitment, trust and 
power balance. 

Camfil and Cullum  
If looking at the SIT Finspång supplier Camfil the within case analysis indicates the 
relation as being of the captive supplier kind. The corresponding supplier to SIT Lincoln, 
Cullum was indicated to have strategic partnership as the type of relation, closely 
followed by captive supplier. For the SIT Lincoln purchasers and supplier the 
management of the relationship was also corresponding to the type of relationship, and 
was handled as a strategic partnership by both purchasers and supplier. On the other 
hand the SIT Finspång purchaser handled the relation as being a captive buyer and the 
SIT Finspång supplier handled it as being a strategic partnership, none of which agrees 
with the type of relationship indicated. The way in which purchasers and supplier at SIT 
Lincoln manage their relationship appears better, according to theory both because they 
manage it according to the type of relationship and also because it is a more healthy 
state of relationship – no one is captive. The indications that the type and the 
management of the relationship differs a lot for the SIT Finspång relationship and our 
perception that the relationship feels tense, not so open and not quite honest could have 
a connection to the results of relationship type and management.  
 
Regarding internationalization it can be seen that both Camfil and Cullum have a 
positive attitude towards international business, as well as the purchasers that enlighten 
the importance of Global Value Sourcing (GVS6). The overall impression is that both 
countries think they have high quality products but with a high price, and it is easy to 
work within their own country. Neither of them see English as an obstacle but it can 

                                                
6 GVS = Global Value Sourcing, sourcing from low-cost countries. 
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somewhat create misunderstandings. Both the purchaser at SIT Finspång and Cullum 
mentions that exchange rates are a constant risk. It has been put forward that the 
amount of documentation is increasing when working abroad according to SIT Finspång, 
and that you do not have to write everything down in Sweden. UK thinks that there is an 
openness within their country that is hard to find abroad. It has also been said that E-bid 
is not an English thing and that it is faceless and destroys relationships instead of 
building them. They also say that UK companies tend to want to build relationships with 
the people they work with. SIT Finspång and SIT Lincoln say that the currency in the end 
is decided by the supplier. The suppliers on the other hand say it is ultimately the buyer 
that decides the currency. Purchaser and supplier at SIT Finspång think that they have a 
sufficient knowledge of the others industry language, but the purchaser put forward that 
it could be good to know more about the products and what drives the costs. The SIT 
Lincoln supplier enlightens that terminology between purchasers and engineers for 
example, can create some problems.   
 
Regarding relationship commitment, trust and power balance it can be seen that the 
commitment in the Camfil relationship is not outstanding but the supplier has a stronger 
commitment than the purchaser. In the Cullum relationship both parties have a good 
relationship commitment, the supplier even more than the purchaser. There is more 
commitment in the Cullum relationship than in the Camfil relationship. But in both 
relationships the suppliers are more committed than the purchasers. The level of trust in 
the Camfil relationship is questionable and both parties seem to have a lack of trust in 
each other. In the Cullum relationship the trust is really good from both sides. So they 
trust each other more compared to the Camfil relationship even though both suppliers 
are important and supplies acoustics. In both cases it is very clear that the type of power 
is interdependence. They supply important products to SIT and have a position in which 
they both can influence the relationship as well as being influenced by SIT.  
 
Even though both relationships have an interdependent power balance the Cullum 
relationship with respect to commitment and trust seems better than the Camfil 
relationship. 

Certex and Rossendale 
The type of relationship that was indicated for Certex in the within case analysis was 
captive supplier, followed by strategic partnership. Both supplier and buyer also handle it 
as a captive supplier, even though the supplier also is indicating management as a 
strategic partnership. It is of course good to handle the relationship as the type that it is, 
but captive supplier is as pointed out before an unhealthy state and nothing to strive for. 
The purchaser and supplier at SIT Lincoln on the other hand indicate that the type of 
relation with Rossendale is a strategic partnership, closely followed by market exchange. 
So the same product suppliers (supplier relationships where similar products are 
handled) have different types of relationships depending on purchasing site. The 
purchaser at SIT Lincoln indicates to manage the relationship as a strategic partnership, 
but the supplier indicates to handle it as a captive supplier. A reason for the indication of 
management by the supplier could be that the interview was done with the director of 
Rossendale, because this was the contact person proposed by SIT Lincoln as the right 
one. During the interview with the director it was revealed that there is a sales man at 
Rossendale that seems to have more contact with the purchaser at SIT Lincoln. If 
looking at table 70 it can be seen that the management style next to captive supplier for 
Rossendale is strategic partnership, even though the values differ a bit. This points 
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towards that the management of the relationship might be quite alike between SIT 
Lincoln and Rossendale anyhow. 
 
Both Certex and Rossendale as well as the purchaser at SIT Finspång and at SIT 
Lincoln are motivated to create international relations. None of them have experienced 
any language obstacles, but Rossendale points out that if the verbal communication is a 
problem then you can always send an e-mail. Both Certex and Rossendale as 
companies have experience of international trade. The purchasers at SIT both in Lincoln 
and Finspång have knowledge of international trade as well. So with regard to 
internationalization both SIT at both sites and the suppliers seem to have a common 
understanding and opinion about this.   
 
Certex and the purchaser at SIT Finspång say that it works well doing business in 
Sweden and that it is easy to cooperate. Rossendale and the SIT Lincoln purchaser say 
that it is easy to do business in England. It is also enlighten that English customers are 
very loyal but like to deal with people rather than companies. So if there is a large 
rotation of people at the company buying from an English supplier, this might be a 
problem because UK companies overall seem to like dealing with the same people over 
time and not only a business, as the Camfil-Cullum analysis pointed in the same 
direction.  
 
The purchaser at SIT Finspång means that it is more paperwork in Sweden due to 
control and security and also that prices are higher in Sweden, but Certex puts forward 
that on the other hand it is higher efficiency and right from the beginning. This is 
interesting as the purchaser for Camfil said that the amount of documentation were less 
when working in Sweden compared to abroad. The purchaser at SIT Finspång puts 
forward that foreign suppliers do not want to adjust “to Siemens world” and this can be a 
bit tricky. By this the purchaser means that the conditions Siemens wants, and often gets 
in the countries where they are well known, are not accepted by companies where 
Siemens is nothing special and the companies do not see the reason to change.  
 
The purchaser at SIT Lincoln says that products from the European Union, North 
America and Canada are often of good quality meanwhile products from the Asia pacific 
region has a much greater range of quality. This is an opinion that seemed to be agreed 
upon by most of the interviewees. The purchaser and the supplier at SIT Lincoln also 
believe that you have to be very careful when buying from global sources. This has not 
been expressed by the other interviewees but the over all impression is that they all 
agree on this.  
 
It is emphasized that some English companies sometimes only want to provide what 
they have made for centuries and see no need to change, and also that it is more 
stubbornness outside the UK. Another thing that Rossendale mentions is that during the 
month of August everything shuts down in Europe, by that they mean that it is vacation 
in Europe so companies have to buy in advance which can be an obstacle if you are not 
aware of it. This points at the differences that are present in different cultures, and that 
need to be considered when managing relationships.  
 
SIT Finspång and SIT Lincoln say that they almost always buy in the supplier’s currency 
and the suppliers say they sell in the buyer’s currency. This seems to be the general 
view of currencies as four purchasers and four suppliers tells this. So it is interesting that 
both of the parties say that the other one decides. Everybody agrees that exchange 
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rates and trade regulations can be a problem and the purchaser at SIT Lincoln says that 
tariff-codes are a nightmare. This also seems to be a general view among both suppliers 
and purchasers.  
 
The purchaser at SIT Finspång says that he is no expert on Certex industry language 
and that it is not his role to be an expert. This is not quite in line with the purchaser for 
Camfil, who wished to learn more about the products and what drives the cost. The 
purchaser at SIT Lincoln says that a purchaser is in the interpretation business and if 
both parties make an effort then they usually end up with a common understanding. 
Certex think they have sufficient knowledge about SIT Finspång’s industry language. 
Rossendale mentions that they at times have to educate SIT Lincoln because little 
knowledge can sometimes mean danger. This would mean that the purchasers at SIT 
Lincoln actually would have to have a desire to learn.  
 
Regarding relationship commitment, trust and power balance it can be seen that the 
commitment in the Certex relationship is fairly good, with the supplier a little bit more 
committed than the purchaser. In the Rossendale relationship the commitment is not 
very strong, with the purchaser a little bit more committed than the supplier. So the 
commitment in the Certex relationship is higher than in the Rossendale relationship. The 
trust in both relationships is quite good for all parties. Nothing really stands out regarding 
the trust in those relationships and it seems to be okay. If looking at the power balance 
in these relationships the type of power is hard to define in both cases. In the Certex 
relationship it was concluded that the parties were independent of each other. In the 
Rossendale relationship no distinctions can be seen regarding the power balance types. 
 
The power balance is vague in both relationships and neither commitment nor trust is 
outstanding. The relationships overall seem to be somewhere in between, not bad nor 
excellent. 

Finspångs Allmekano and Keweld 
If looking at table 70 it can be seen that the type of relation indicated for Finspångs 
Allmekano is market exchange, closely followed by captive supplier. Market exchange is 
also the indicated type of relationship for Keweld, the corresponding SIT Lincoln supplier. 
But there are large differences between Finspångs Allmekano and Keweld in how they 
are managed. Finspångs Allmekano is handled with a captive buyer management style 
by the purchaser, closely followed by strategic partnership. The supplier is handling the 
relationship as a strategic partnership, closely followed by captive buyer. The reason for 
the result of the management matrix, with respect to Finspångs Allmekano, is that SIT 
Finspång and Finspångs Allmekano communicate and put in too much effort in 
comparison to the type of relationship they have, market exchange. A lot of 
communication makes the management style go towards captive buyer and strategic 
partnership according to the frame of reference, as can be seen in table 70. Keweld, like 
Finspångs Allmekano, is also indicated to be market exchange and is also handled by a 
market exchange management style, by both supplier and purchaser, followed by 
captive supplier for both and an indication for strategic partnership management style by 
the supplier.   
 
As the purchaser interviewed with regard to Keweld is the same as the purchaser for 
Rossendale, it has been chosen not to put forward those opinions again as they are the 
same as already mentioned. Again it is stated that SIT overall want to create 
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international relationships, but when it comes to Finspångs Allmekano and Keweld, 
which are both very small suppliers, it would be complicated for them. Finspångs 
Allmekano usually does business in Swedish and would therefore need to hire another 
employee to do business abroad. Keweld say that they would need to get bigger and 
that they do not think they could afford that. So none of those companies really seem to 
be in a state where they could do international business.  
 
Finspångs Allmekano as well as the purchaser at SIT Finspång, think that doing 
business with Sweden work well and that Swedish products are good, but so is foreign 
products. Keweld says that English products are the best in the world, foreign products 
depends on where you go, but Chinese products are garbage and Japanese products 
are excellent. Even though Keweld have no experience of international trade they do not 
see a problem with it. The purchaser at SIT Finspång says that doing business abroad 
generates more questions, freights, etc. to handle, but also says that working with 
countries abroad demands better communication. Finspångs Allmekano thinks it is only 
positive to do business abroad as they could grow as a company. So even though 
Finspångs Allmekano are not at a stage where international business seem to be likely 
they still obviously have a positive attitude towards it. Keweld say that they are not 
narrow minded but that they would have to hire somebody to do that kind of work. The 
purchaser at SIT Finspång, Keweld, and Finspångs Allmekano, have a limited 
experience of international trade that might be the reason why they have not 
experienced or perceived a lot of obstacles. This limited knowledge in international trade 
might also be an issue if starting doing business abroad.  
 
Regarding relationship commitment, trust and power balance it can be seen that the 
relationship commitment is not very high in the Finspångs Allmekano relationship. The 
commitment in the Keweld relationship is similar to the one between SIT Finspång and 
Finspångs Allmekano. In both relationships the suppliers are slightly more committed. 
Neither Finspångs Allmekano nor Keweld have high degree of relationship commitment. 
This does not really correspond to the perception from the interviews. Both in the 
Finspångs Allmekano relationship and in the Keweld relationship there are high levels of 
trust. With regard to the power balance types, the type of power in the Finspångs 
Allmekano relationship is buyer dominance and in the Keweld relationship it is 
independence. Both the power balance types seem reasonable with regard to the 
market exchange type of relationship that both Finspångs Allmekano and Keweld have 
with SIT. 
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Cross Analysis Case 1-6 
In table 71 the highest percentage value for all participants can be seen. This might not 
be the type of relationship or management style that was concluded to be most indicated 
earlier in the analysis, but this is done in order to see overall trends.  
 
Table 71:  Highest percentage value for all participants  

CB S M CS CB S M CS
P 46 33 53 57 81 65 25 38
S 73 83 33 79 60 94 25 38
P 27 33 33 43 44 77 42 75
S 64 67 20 64 27 53 42 88
P 18 39 53 50 69 65 50 13
S 27 56 53 50 73 77 33 25
P 36 56 40 50 44 77 42 63
S 64 67 40 71 47 65 50 50
P 27 33 60 21 44 53 33 38
S 27 61 33 50 40 59 50 75
P 18 33 60 43 19 29 58 63
S 18 28 60 43 20 65 58 63

Rossendale

Keweld

Type of Relationship Management of Relationship

Camfil

Certex

Finspångs 
Allmekano

Cullum

 
What is clearly visible is that neither captive buyer (type) nor market exchange 
(management) has any marked boxes. Market exchange though, was indicated as the 
management style for Keweld and thereby the empty column is somewhat misleading.  
The column for captive buyer type, on the other hand, did not get any marks in any of 
the analyses; it is therefore interesting to look further into that. None of the purchasers or 
suppliers have indicated that the type of relationship is captive buyer, which probably is 
correlated to that Siemens is such a big company. But it is interesting that the 
purchasers still indicate that they treat the relationships as if they were a captive buyer. 
This does not correspond to the fact that they do indicate that the suppliers are captive, 
and there are therefore no reasons to act as captive buyer. It can also be seen that the 
suppliers have high values for captive supplier as the type of relationship, which point 
towards that the relationships are closer to captive supplier than captive buyer, another 
reason for the purchasers not to act as if they were captive buyers. There are also quite 
a lot of indications that the suppliers manage the relationships as captive suppliers, as 
well as have high values for captive supplier for the type. This might not be so surprising, 
because one can think that a supplier often can feel captured in a relation with a buyer. 
Because it is most often, if not captive, the buyers decision to stay or to leave the 
supplier. When asked about if customer selection is important it has been said by the 
suppliers during the interviews that “this is not how it works in reality”, maybe indicating 
that the suppliers do not feel they have the option to choose their buyers. Also a lot of 
the suppliers have a large amount of their income from SIT.  
 
In table 72 the highest percentages for the suppliers are marked, it can be seen that all 
of the SIT Finspång suppliers had their highest value in the strategic partnership type of 
relationship. Most of the suppliers also indicate that they do treat the relationship as a 
strategic partnership. What stands out is that the SIT Finspång purchasers did not get 
any of their highest values in the strategic partnership type of relation, yet they manage 
the relationship as if it were a strategic partnership or a captive buyer (see table 73). The 
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captive buyer management style means the same amount of information or more, as the 
strategic partnership, is shared.  
  
Table 72:  Highest percentage value for the suppliers  
 

CB S M CS CB S M CS
P 46 33 53 57 81 65 25 38
S 73 83 33 79 60 94 25 38
P 27 33 33 43 44 77 42 75
S 64 67 20 64 27 53 42 88
P 18 39 53 50 69 65 50 13
S 27 56 53 50 73 77 33 25
P 36 56 40 50 44 77 42 63
S 64 67 40 71 47 65 50 50
P 27 33 60 21 44 53 33 38
S 27 61 33 50 40 59 50 75
P 18 33 60 43 19 29 58 63
S 18 28 60 43 20 65 58 63

Rossendale

Keweld

Type of Relationship Management of Relationship

Camfil

Certex

Finspångs 
Allmekano

Cullum

 
 
When it comes to the SIT Lincoln suppliers and purchasers no clear patterns are visible. 
The only trend that might be there would be that the SIT Lincoln purchasers and 
suppliers indicate that the relationship type is somewhat more distant compared to SIT 
Finspång purchasers and suppliers. This would be because more of the SIT Lincoln 
purchasers and suppliers indicate market exchange type of relationship. But on the other 
hand many of them indicate that they manage the relationship as a strategic partnership.   
 
 
Table 73:  Highest percentage value for the purchasers  
 

CB S M CS CB S M CS
P 46 33 53 57 81 65 25 38
S 73 83 33 79 60 94 25 38
P 27 33 33 43 44 77 42 75
S 64 67 20 64 27 53 42 88
P 18 39 53 50 69 65 50 13
S 27 56 53 50 73 77 33 25
P 36 56 40 50 44 77 42 63
S 64 67 40 71 47 65 50 50
P 27 33 60 21 44 53 33 38
S 27 61 33 50 40 59 50 75
P 18 33 60 43 19 29 58 63
S 18 28 60 43 20 65 58 63

Finspångs 
Allmekano

Cullum

Rossendale

Keweld

Type of Relationship Management of Relationship

Camfil

Certex

 
 
Purchasers and suppliers both at SIT Finspång and SIT Lincoln have the perception that 
products from their own countries are of high quality, but also high priced. They 
generally think that working in their own country is easy. The quality of the products 
depends on where you go abroad, but Europe is mentioned to have good quality. In 
England it seems important to establish relationships with individuals rather than 
companies. As already pointed out who decides the currency used when doing business 
is rather unclear and suppliers and buyers point towards one another. Exchange rates 
and trade regulations seem to be a niggle. Over all both suppliers and purchasers in 
both countries seem positive to international relationships, especially the larger ones.  
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Another difference between the management of suppliers at SIT Finspång and SIT 
Lincoln is the way in which the purchasers work. At SIT Finspång the strategic 
purchasers work very strategic and many of the suppliers have contact with them. There 
are also operative purchasers at SIT Finspång, but those are separated from the 
strategic and work in a different building. At SIT Lincoln the strategic purchasers also 
work strategically, but they do not have the ability to be in contact with a lot of the 
suppliers. The operative purchasers sit next to the strategic purchasers, in the same 
office. The operative purchaser at SIT Lincoln do similar work tasks as the SIT Finspång 
strategic purchasers with regard to many of the suppliers. So there is obviously a 
difference in how SIT Finspång and SIT Lincoln works. 
 
As mentioned earlier it seems that the suppliers often feel somewhat captive. It can be 
noticed when it comes to relationship commitment, that the suppliers often are more 
committed than the purchasers. It is reasonable to believe that there is a connection 
between those two indications. Because the suppliers feel a little bit captive, they commit 
more than the purchasers, in order to maintain the relationships.  
 
Among what is classified as A-suppliers by Finspång, Camfil and Cullum, as well as the 
studied C-suppliers, Finspångs Allmekano and Keweld, the type of power balance was 
rather clearly visible. The suppliers Certex and Rossendale are classified as B-suppliers 
which mean that they are less strategic than A-suppliers but more than C-suppliers. Not 
Certex or Rossendale got a distinct power balance type. The B-supplier classification 
and the vague power balance could be connected because the lack of clear definition to 
what a B-supplier really is. A B-supplier ends up somewhere in between a strategic-
supplier and a non-strategic supplier making the power balance unclear.  
 
In the Camfil relationship as well as in the Cullum relationship there is an 
interdependence regarding the power balance. It was made clear earlier that the Cullum 
relationship was “better” because of the higher rating on trust and commitment. In the 
frame of reference it was stated that commitment, trust and power are important parts of 
a relationship. We think that it is reasonable to believe that if there is a lack of 
relationship commitment and trust, the power itself will not constitute a successful 
relationship. So the fact that Camfil have the same power balance type as Cullum, does 
not really make the relationship to SIT Finspång similar to the one between Cullum and 
SIT Lincoln.  
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The within case analysis led to table 74, which gives an overview of how each party 
perceived the relationship with regard to relationship commitment, trust and power 
balance. 
 
Table 74:  Compilation of relationship commitment, trust and power balance for case 1-6.  

Commitment Trust Power Balance
Camfil Purchaser Not so Good Not so Good Good

Supplier Fairly Good Not so Good Fairly Good

Not so Good

Certex Purchaser Fairly Good Fairly Good Bad

Supplier Fairly Good Fairly Good

Finspångs 
Allmekano Purchaser Not so Good Good

Supplier Fairly Good Good

Cullum Purchaser Fairly Good Good

Supplier Good Good

Rossendale Purchaser Not so Good Fairly Good

Supplier Not so Good Fairly Good

Keweld Purchaser Not so Good Good

Supplier Fairly Good Good

Vague

Independence

Interdependence

Not Independent

Buyer Dominance

Interdependence

 
 
 
It is interesting that two out of three relationships that perceived good trust were of the 
market exchange type of relationship. This figure also shows, as pointed out earlier, the 
big difference between the Camfil relationship and the Cullum relationship. It is hard to 
tell any major difference between the SIT Finspång cases – Camfil, Certex and 
Finspångs Allmekano and the SIT Lincoln cases – Cullum, Rossendale and Keweld.  
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Cross Analysis Case 7-9 
The within case analysis led to table 75, which gives an overview of how each party’s 
perceived expectations on the new relationship look like, with regard to relationship 
commitment, trust and power balance. 
 
Table 75:  Compilation of relationship commitment, trust and power balance for case 7-9. 

Commitment Trust Power Balance
Cullum Purchaser Not so Good Fairly Good Good

Supplier Fairly Good Fairly Good Fairly Good

Not so Good

Rossendale Purchaser Good Fairly Good Bad

Supplier Not so Good Fairly Good

Keweld Purchaser Not so Good Fairly Good

Supplier Not so Good Fairly Good

Supplier Dominace

Vague

Interdependence

 
 
 
If looking at table 75 it can be seen that the level of trust overall is fairly good, this should 
be interpreted as a good sign for future relationships. Overall the relationship 
commitment does not look very good, but that is not so unexpected because the 
relationships are not established yet. So the parties do not really have anything solid to 
commit to. The power balance for the Cullum – SIT Finspång future relationship is 
expected to be interdependence, which corresponds to the power balance type in the 
relationship between Cullum and SIT Lincoln as well as between Camfil and SIT 
Finspång. Rossendale have the same expectations for the new relationship as for the 
established one, both regarding relationship commitment and trust.  
 
The opinions regarding norms differ. Some suppliers as well as purchaser both at SIT 
Finspång and SIT Lincoln say that there are no differences between norms. Other 
suppliers and purchasers say that there are different norms and cultures in Sweden and 
England. The majority believes that there will be differences in norms; this might be good 
to have in mind because it could affect the relationships not yet established.  
 
The fact that some of the purchasers and suppliers do not know about the other 
company at all, make their possibility to give truly reliable answers limited. That 
somewhat make the outcome of the cross case analysis for case 7-9 quite vague.  
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Findings 
In this section the findings for each research question as well as their sub questions will 
be presented.  
 
RQ1A: How can supplier relationships and relationsh ip management at the 
receiving site SIT Finspång be characterized? 
 
At SIT Finspång the purchasing department is divided into strategic purchasing and 
operational purchasing, located in different facilities. The operational purchasers have a 
lot of the daily contact with the suppliers, but the strategic purchasers also have quite a 
lot of supplier contact. 
 
In the analysis it could be seen that the type of relationship that is strongest indicated for 
Camfil is captive supplier and the management of relationship is captive buyer for the 
purchaser and strategic partnership for the supplier. Further it can be seen that the type 
of relationship for Certex is indicated to be captive supplier, followed by strategic 
partnership. The management of the relationship is indicated to be captive supplier for 
both supplier and purchaser, even though the supplier is also indicating strategic 
partnership. The type of relationship for Finspångs Allmekano is indicated to be market 
exchange, closely followed by captive supplier. The management of relationship is 
indicated to be captive buyer for the purchaser, closely followed by strategic partnership. 
The supplier is handling the relationship as a strategic partnership, closely followed by 
captive buyer. A finding from this is that in the SIT Finspång supplier relationships they 
might put to much effort in to the relationship compared to the type of relationships that 
have been indicated. For example the Camfil relationship was indicated to be captive 
supplier but is managed as a captive buyer by the purchaser and strategic partnership 
by the supplier, both type and management involving more effort and communication 
than might be needed. Overall the SIT Finspång management of relationships is not in 
accordance with the type of relationships stated. 
 
The purchasing department at SIT Finspång uses an A,B,C-classification system for the 
suppliers. The study shows, that classification of the suppliers do not correspond to the 
type of relationships and management of relationships indicated. It has been seen that 
SIT Finspång has more contact with the studied C-supplier than with the studied B-
supplier. Also it was found that the opinions regarding the relationship differed a lot 
between the purchaser and the supplier for the studied B-supplier. 
 
Both suppliers and purchasers have acknowledged that exchange rates and trade 
regulation can constitute obstacles. The purchasers have stated that the currency most 
often used when doing business is the currency of the supplier. The suppliers said that 
the currency used when doing business is usually the currency of the customer. Both the 
suppliers and the purchasers have a good perception of Swedish products and that it is 
easy to work with Swedish companies. They also think Swedish products have good 
quality, but are expensive. Both suppliers and purchasers also have a positive attitude 
towards working abroad. The studied C-supplier has this positive attitude, but would 
need to hire someone with language knowledge be able to work abroad. Concerning 
international relations the purchasers work with GVS (Global Value Sourcing)7. 

                                                
7 GVS = Global Value Sourcing, sourcing from low-cost countries 
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RQ1B: How can supplier relationships and relationsh ip management at the 
delivering site SIT Lincoln be characterized? 
 
At SIT Lincoln, strategic purchasing and operational purchasing are located in the same 
office. The operational purchasers at SIT Lincoln have a rather high involvement in 
strategic work and the strategic purchasers are only involved in selected suppliers. With 
regard to the strategic purchasers it was also found that many of the SIT Lincoln 
suppliers did not know about the strategic purchasers or what they do. 
 
In the analysis it could be seen that the type of relationship that is strongest indicated for 
Cullum is strategic partnership, closely followed by captive supplier. The management of 
relationship is indicated to be strategic partnership for both the purchaser and the 
supplier. Further it can be seen that the type of relationship for Rossendale is indicated 
to be strategic partnership, closely followed by market exchange. The management of 
relationship is indicated to be strategic partnership for the purchaser and captive supplier 
for the supplier. The type of relationship indicated for Keweld is market exchange. The 
management of relationship for Keweld is indicated to be market exchange for both the 
purchaser and the supplier, followed by captive supplier for both and indications for 
strategic partnership management style by the supplier. A finding from this is that the 
English supplier relationships correspond quite well between the type of relationships 
and management of relationships. Cullum is indicated to be a strategic partnership and 
is also managed as one by both purchaser and supplier.  
 
The Lincoln site does not use an A,B,C-classification, but the classification has been 
implemented by SIT Finspångs purchasers to SIT Lincoln’s transferring suppliers. This 
A,B,C-classification for the SIT Lincoln suppliers correspond quite well with the type and 
management of relationships revealed in the study. Another noticed detail regarding the 
studied B-supplier is that the purchaser at SIT Lincolns knowledge about the studied B-
supplier seem to be somewhat lacking.  
 
SIT Lincoln’s purchasers and suppliers emphasized that in England people like to deal 
with people rather than companies. They want to have a personal contact over time and 
preferably the same contact. It was also found that E-bids8 was not an English way of 
working and it was seen as faceless and a tool for destroying relationships, not building 
them. Besides this it was found that exchange rates were seen as a constant risk when 
working abroad and that trade regulations can constitute obstacles. With regard to 
currency the purchasers at SIT Lincoln said that the currency used in business is usually 
decided by the suppliers. The suppliers said that the currency used in business is 
usually decided by the customers.  
 
Both suppliers and purchasers have a good perception of English products and that it is 
easy to work with English companies. They also think English products have good 
quality, but are expensive. Both suppliers and purchasers also have a positive attitude 
towards working abroad, overall. The studied C-supplier has this positive attitude, but 
questions their capability to be able to work abroad. Concerning international relations 
the purchasers work with GVS (Global Value Sourcing).       
 

                                                
8 E-bids = Electronic bidding system, that makes it possible for supplier to make and see 
competitors offers.  
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RQ1: How can differences in supplier relationships and relationship management 
at receiving site SIT Finspång and at delivering si te SIT Lincoln be characterized? 
 
The first thing that can be found is that the different sites are differently organized when 
it comes to the purchasing departments. In SIT Finspång more suppliers are in contact 
with the strategic purchasers. So there is a difference in the way of working between the 
different sites.  
 
The purchasers at SIT Lincoln and their suppliers have a more similar image of the 
relationships than the purchasers and suppliers in Sweden have about their relationships. 
One example of this is that in two out of three relationships the management of 
relationships is similarly indicated for both the purchaser and the supplier at SIT Lincoln. 
 
It was found that SIT Finspång do not really manage the studied A,B,C-suppliers in 
accordance with their classifications. If looking at SIT Lincolns suppliers from the same 
A,B,C-classification structure it was noticed that even though they do not use this system  
in regular they still performed more in accordance with it than SIT Finspång themselves 
who invented the classification. So here it is a difference both between the sites and 
between the stated classification and actual management by SIT Finspång.  
 
It was also found that the suppliers and purchasers at SIT Lincoln preferred to deal with 
individuals and create a personal relationship with the people they do business with and 
that SIT Finspång has not specifically pointed that out shows a difference.   
 
During the interviews we got the perception that the SIT Finspång’s purchasers had a 
positive attitude toward E-bids and that they would like to increase the usage of this. So 
given that the SIT Lincoln suppliers and purchasers had a more negative attitude 
towards E-bid this shows another difference. Both SIT Finspång and their suppliers as 
well as SIT Lincoln and their suppliers are aware of the obstacles that exchange rates 
and trade regulations can cause in international business relations. It is interesting that 
in both countries the purchasers say that the currency used when doing business is the 
supplier’s currency and the suppliers say that the currency used is the customer’s 
currency.  
 
RQ2A: How can experiences of supplier relations at receiving site Finspång be 
characterized? 
 
The findings regarding the purchasers’ commitment are “not so good” for Camfil and 
Finspångs Allmekano, the purchaser for Certex has “fairly good” commitment. As 
brought up in the analysis the results for commitment were not really in line with the 
perceptions from the interviews. We believe that the commitment for Finspångs 
Allmekano is actually higher than the finding from the analysis. The finding for Certex on 
the other hand might be a bit too optimistic regarding the degree of commitment. As was 
also brought up during the analysis the purchaser seemed to want to put the relationship 
in a more favorable light. For Camfil the level of commitment seems in line with the other 
findings regarding this relationship. No general pattern for all of the purchasers at SIT 
Finspång regarding commitment can be found.  
 
The findings for the purchasers regarding trust are “not so good” for Camfil, “fairly good” 
for Certex, and “good” for Finspångs Allmekano. This is interesting because with regard 
to the classification of the suppliers it would have been expected that the level of trust 
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should be higher the more important the relationship is. In this case it is the other way 
around; it is more trust in the studied C-supplier relationship from the purchaser’s side, 
than in the studied A-supplier relationship. Overall the level of trust between the 
purchasers varies.  
 
The power balance between SIT and Camfil is “interdependence”, it is not “independent” 
for Certex and “buyer dominance” for Finspångs Allmekano. “Interdependence” seems 
to be a trustworthy result for the power balance situation between SIT and Camfil. 
“Buyer dominance” seems relevant with regard to the small size company Finspångs 
Allmekano is. The power balance between SIT and Certex was hard to define the only 
thing concluded was that it was not “independence”. As the frame of reference shows 
power balance is a brick in the brick wall constituting the relationship. The relationships 
have been indicated to be different and therefore it is not unexpected that the power 
balance differs as well.  
 
RQ2B: How can experiences of the suppliers’ relatio n to site Finspång be 
characterized? 
 
The findings regarding the suppliers’ commitment are “fairly good” for all of them. As 
mentioned for the purchasers in RQ2A this does not really match the perception from the 
interviews. We believe that Finspångs Allmekano has a higher degree of trust than the 
analysis shows. Also Camfil feels a bit more committed than shown. Overall the 
suppliers seem to be fairly committed.  
 
The findings for the suppliers regarding trust are “not so good” for Camfil, “fairly good” 
for Certex, and “good” for Finspångs Allmekano. This is interesting because with regard 
to SIT’s classification of the suppliers it would have been expected that the level of trust 
should be higher the more important the relationship is. In this case it is the other way 
around; it is more trust from the C-supplier, than from the A-supplier. Overall the 
suppliers’ level of trust varies from “not so good” to “good”. 
 
The power balance between Camfil and SIT is “interdependence”. The power balance 
between Certex and SIT is not “independent” and the power balance between Finspångs 
Allmekano and SIT is “buyer dominance”. Each supplier relationship between SIT and 
the supplier have been indicated to be different and therefore it is not unexpected that 
the power balance differs as well. 
 
RQ2C: How can experiences of supplier relations at delivering site Lincoln be 
characterized? 
 
The findings regarding the purchasers’ commitment are “fairly good” for Cullum, “not so 
good” for Rossendale and “not so good” for Keweld. These levels of commitment seem 
to be somewhat in line with the types of relationships mostly indicated in the analysis. A 
sign of this is that the purchaser for Cullum has a fairly good commitment and was 
indicated mostly as strategic partnership for the type of relationship. The purchaser for 
Keweld, indicated mostly as market exchange had not so good commitment in 
comparison. A vague pattern could be that the level of commitment decrease as the type 
of relationship gets less strategic. 
 
The findings for the purchasers’ regarding trust are “good” for Cullum, “fairly good” for 
Rossendale and “good” for Keweld. Compared to the type of relationships mostly 
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indicated, Cullum as a strategic partnership, Rossendale as a strategic partnership and 
Keweld as a market exchange, it is interesting to notice that both the purchaser for 
Cullum and the purchaser for Keweld indicates the same level of trust. While the 
purchaser for Rossendale indicates that it is fairly good. A finding is that the level of trust 
among the Lincoln purchasers is quite good. 
 
The power balance between SIT Lincoln and Cullum is indicated to be 
“interdependence”. The power balance between SIT Lincoln and Rossendale is vague 
and the power balance between SIT Lincoln and Keweld is indicated to be 
independence. Except that the power balance is unclear for the Rossendale relationship 
the power balance for the Cullum and Keweld relationships are in line with the types of 
relationships and management of relationships indicated in the analysis (Cullum, type: 
strategic partnership, management: strategic partnership, Keweld, type: market 
exchange, management: market exchange). The relationships have been indicated to be 
different and therefore it is not unexpected that the power balance differs as well.   
 
RQ2D: How can experiences of the suppliers’ relatio n to site Lincoln be 
characterized? 
 
The findings regarding the suppliers’ commitment are “good” for Cullum, “not so good” 
for Rossendale and “fairly good” for Keweld. Regarding the level of commitment it is a 
wide spread among the suppliers, from good to not so good. Both Cullum and 
Rossendale were mostly indicated to be strategic partnerships; a good commitment 
seems in place in those types of relationships. A good commitment applies to Cullum but 
not to Rossendale.   
 
The findings for the suppliers’ regarding trust are “good” for Cullum, “fairly good” for 
Rossendale and “good” for Keweld. Compared to the type of relationships mostly 
indicated, Cullum – Strategic partnership, Rossendale – Strategic partnership and 
Keweld – Market exchange, it is interesting that both Cullum and Keweld indicates the 
same level of trust, while Rossendale indicates that it is fairly good trust. A finding is that 
the level of trust among the SIT Lincoln suppliers is quite good 
 
The power balance between Cullum and SIT Lincoln was indicated to be 
“interdependence”, the power balance between Rossendale and SIT Lincoln was vague 
and the power balance between Keweld and SIT Lincoln was indicated to be 
“independence”. Besides that the power balance is vague for the Rossendale 
relationship the power balance for the Cullum and Keweld relationships are in line with 
the types of relationships and management of relationships indicated in the analysis. 
The relationships have been indicated to be different and therefore it is not unexpected 
that the power balance differs as well.   
 
RQ2: How can differences in experiences of supplier  relations to receiving site 
Finspång and to delivering site Lincoln be characte rized? 
 
A finding is that the purchasers overall do not have so high levels of relationship 
commitment. The suppliers have somewhat more relationship commitment. Overall the 
relationship commitment is not very good in the relationships. What can be seen is that 
there often is a difference between the purchasers’ and the suppliers’ commitment within 
the same relationships. It can also be seen that the level of commitment differs between 
the different relationships. The level of commitment also differs between the similar 
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product suppliers (eg. Camfil – Cullum) in the different countries. But no obvious 
patterns regarding differences in relationship commitment are really present between 
SIT Finspång and SIT Lincoln.  
 
For trust the purchaser and the supplier within the same relationship agree with each 
other and indicate the same level of trust. It can also be seen that the level of trust differ 
between the different relationships. In the different countries the similar product suppliers 
(supplier relationships were similar products are handled) overall seem to have the same 
level of trust. Certex and Rossendale indicate that the level of trust is fairly good, both for 
suppliers and purchasers, and Finspångs Allmekano and Keweld indicates that the trust 
is good. The exception is for Camfil and Cullum where there is a large difference in the 
level of trust within the relationships, not so good for Camfil and good for Cullum.  
 
When it comes to power balance it was found that there is quite a variation of power 
balance types among the different relationships. Except supplier dominance, all the 
different kinds of power balances were indicated; interdependence, independence, and 
buyer dominance. So the suppliers are never indicated to have the power, whereas the 
buyer has the power in the Finspångs Allmekano relationship. In the similar product 
supplier relationship, Keweld, the power is instead indicated to be independence. The 
power balance in the similar product supplier relationship for Camfil and Cullum was 
indicated to be interdependence for both. It is interesting to see that for neither Certex 
nor Rossendale the power balance is clear. If looking at the relationships and the power 
balances from a A,B,C-classification point of view it can be seen that both countries 
have some kind of decreasing level of interdependence if moving from A-suppliers 
(Camfil, Cullum) to C- suppliers (Finspångs Allmekano – Keweld).   
 
RQ3A: How can expectations of new supplier relation s at receiving site Finspång 
be characterized? 
 
A finding is that for the purchasers the presumed level of commitment is “not so good” 
for the purchasers for Cullum and Keweld, and “good” for the purchaser for Rossendale. 
Included in the questions regarding commitment is one concerning if the norms will be 
the same for both parties in the new relationship. Two of the purchasers have presumed 
that there will be a difference. One of the purchasers believes there will be no 
differences – the same purchaser who has indicated good commitment.  
 
The findings for all purchasers are that the presumed level of trust is “fairly good”. So the 
type of relationship today indicated for the relationships, Cullum – strategic partnership, 
Rossendale – strategic partnership, Keweld – market exchange, seem to have no impact 
on the level of trust from the purchasers, as the level of trust is the same from all 
purchasers.  
 
The perceived power balance for the SIT Finspång and Cullum relationship is 
“interdependence”. The perceived power balance for the SIT Finspång and Rossendale 
relationship is “supplier dominance”. For the SIT Finspång and Keweld relationship the 
presumed power balance could not be clarified. If looking in the analysis it could be seen 
that the power balance for the Cullum – SIT Lincoln relationship was “interdependence” 
as well as the SIT Finspång – Camfil relationship was “interdependence”. So it seems 
appropriate with this presumption for the future relationship, SIT Finspång – Cullum, as 
well because both parties originate from an interdependence relationship. None of the 
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other presumed power balances seem to have a clear pattern between them and the 
former power balances.   
 
RQ3B: How can expectations of the new supplier rela tions to site Finspång be 
characterized? 
 
A finding is that for the suppliers the presumed level of commitment is “fairly good” for 
Cullum, and “not so good” for both Rossendale and Keweld. Included in the questions 
regarding commitment is one concerning if the norms will be the same for both parties in 
the new relationship. Two of the suppliers have presumed that there will be a difference. 
One of the purchasers believes there will be no differences.  
 
All suppliers presumes that the level of trust will be “fairly good”, according to the 
findings. So the type of relationships today indicated for the relationships, Cullum – 
strategic partnership, Rossendale – strategic partnership, Keweld – market exchange, 
seem to have no impact on the level of trust from the suppliers, as the level of trust is the 
same from all suppliers.  
 
The power balance for the Cullum – SIT Finspång relationship is perceived to be 
“interdependence”. The power balance for Rossendale – SIT Finspång is perceived to 
be “supplier dominance”. For the Keweld – SIT Finspång relationship the presumed 
power balance could not be clarified.  
 
RQ3: How can differences in expectations of new sup plier relations to receiving 
site Finspång be characterized? 
 
From RQ3A and RQ3B it can be seen that there are differences in the level of 
commitment, but once again no clear patterns are visible. From the interviews and the 
findings it can be seen that it is difficult to have an opinion regarding something that is 
not established yet. So the indication that the commitment for many of the parties are 
perceived to become rather low might not be so strange, because what is there to 
commit to today? 
 
The level of trust seems to be presumed to be rather high for all parties, independent of 
their country of origin. No indications that the level of trust differs depending on the 
strategic importance of the supplier is visible either. 
 
The power balance for the new SIT Finspång – Cullum relationship is presumed to 
become interdependence. This seems in line with that the suppliers and the purchasers 
earlier experiences are from those power balances.  
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Conclusions 
In this section the conclusions to the research problem will be presented. The 
conclusions are based on the findings for each research question. 
 
Research Problem: How can opportunities and threats  in supplier portfolio 
management as an outcome of supplier-responsibility  transfer during an 
organizational re-structuring, in an assembly indus try, be characterized?    
 
Differences in relationships and relationship manag ement 
It was found that there were differences in how the strategic purchasers were utilized in 
Finspång and Lincoln. These differences affect the supplier relationship management 
and can have an impact during a supplier transfer. The suppliers to SIT Lincoln are used 
to work with SIT Lincoln and not with SIT Finspång, this can constitute an obstacle if 
they start doing business with someone who works in a different way, like SIT Finspång.  
 
The purchasers at SIT Lincoln and their suppliers have a more similar image of the 
relationships than the purchasers and suppliers at SIT Finspång have about their 
relationships. The way of working at SIT Lincoln, organization and task wise, could be 
the reason to this clearer picture of supplier relationships from both the purchasers’ and 
suppliers’ view. 
 
Both SIT Finspång and SIT Lincoln belong to the Siemens group, but this study has 
shown that neither their purchasing organizations nor their supplier relationship 
management is similar. As was shown in table 70 in the analysis, both type of 
relationship and management of relationship differ between the sites. 
 
The SIT Lincoln suppliers and purchasers have a wish to deal with individuals and 
create a personal relationship with the people they do business with. This can constitute 
an obstacle in the transfer to SIT Finspång since SIT Finspång did not mention this type 
of relationship creation.  
 
During the interviews we got the perception that the SIT Finspång purchasers had a 
positive attitude toward E-bids and that they would like to increase the usage of this. So 
given that the SIT Lincoln suppliers and purchasers had a more negative attitude 
towards E-bid it could create difficulties in future cooperation between SIT Finspång and 
SIT Lincoln’s suppliers. 
 
The fact that both purchasers and suppliers say that they use the other party’s currency 
when doing business leaves us wondering – who is deciding? The finding that both 
parties seems to adjust to the other one could be used as an advantage by the company 
aware of that the other one will adapt. It was found that exchange rates and trade 
regulations can constitute obstacles in international business relations. 
 
Both countries stated that doing business in their own country is easy. This could 
indicate that if there was an option to work with a company in their own country, which is 
equal to a company abroad (regarding price, product and quality etc) they would chose 
that option. But both parties are still positive towards creating international relations. The 
choices within Sweden and England are somewhat limited due to high costs etc. Even 
the companies classified as C-supplier by SIT Finspång, Finspång Allmekano and 
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Keweld, have a positive attitude towards international business. But it was also 
enlightened that it would be harder for them to do business abroad. Both of them have 
limited experiences of international trade and limited resources to adjust to the 
requirements needed.  
 
Another interesting thought is that purchasers from both countries mentioned their work 
with GVS (Global Value Sourcing) and buying from low-cost countries. Both Sweden and 
England are considered to be high-cost countries. In this study all transfer suppliers from 
SIT Lincoln were originated in England. So the suppliers transferred would be from one 
high-cost country to another and it can be questioned whether this is in line with GVS.  
 
Differences in experiences of relationships 
Regarding relationship commitment the level of commitment was not indicated to be very 
good for any of the existing relationships. So in a transfer, where new relationships 
should be established, it is assumable to believe that the level of commitment will not 
increase, rather decrease because there is no history to commit to. So the low level of 
commitment can be seen as a risk in a supplier responsibility transfer.     
 
It was found that there was a difference in trust between the Camfil and Cullum 
relationships. The Cullum relationship was indicated to have good trust and the Camfil 
relationship was indicated to have not so good trust. Because both of the companies are 
evaluated as strategic partners it could be assumed that a good level of trust is preferred. 
So, the Camfil relationship is not ideal. There is a risk, if building a new relationship that 
the purchaser, who is used to low levels of trust, will keep the same attitude even in new 
relationships and thereby obstruct the new relationship creation. So on the other hand, 
for the other relationships, it can be seen as an advantage that the level of trust is the 
same within the similar product supplier relationships (Certex – Rossendale, Finspångs 
Allmekano – Keweld).  
 
Looking at the power balance it was found that Camfil and Cullum had the same type 
power balance, interdependence. This could be seen as an advantage in a supplier 
transfer because all parties are familiar with this type of power balance. Looking at the 
power balance for what is indicated as B-suppliers by SIT Finspång, Certex and 
Rossendale, it was found that it was not possible to determine a specific type of power 
balance. Those suppliers, throughout the study, have been hard to pin-point. Could this 
vagueness have a connection to the definition of those suppliers as B-suppliers? The 
definition of B-suppliers might be unclear. The power balance differs between the 
different sites but not vastly between the similar product suppliers and the findings 
seems to be in line with our perceptions from the interviews. 
 
Commitment, trust and power balance have earlier been described as the bricks in a 
brick wall constituting the relationship. Each of them can be seen as being important in a 
functioning relationship. The findings have indicated both good and bad features for 
commitment, trust and power balance. As with the most things, there is always room for 
improvement. By acknowledging the flaws, opportunities arise.  
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Difference in expectations of new relationships 
The expected relationship commitment for the new relationships is overall not so good. 
This could, as mentioned in the findings, be connected to that it is hard to speculate in 
the future. But it has been emphasized by both purchasers and suppliers that there is a 
perception that the companies will have different norms in Sweden and England. This 
perceived difference can constitute a risk in a transfer. Even though the current view of 
the level of relationship commitment is rather low, there is not really any prevention for it 
to change to the better, or worse, over time. 
 
The perceived level of trust was found to be fairly good for all parties. That all parties 
have a fairly good attitude to the new relationships, at least in this aspect, bodes well for 
the future.  
 
It can be seen that the power balance for the SIT Finspång – Cullum future relationship 
is presumed to be “interdependence”. This is in accordance with the power balance in 
the current relationships. This should be seen as an advantage for the new relationship 
because both purchaser and supplier are used to this power balance and the way of 
working that it can encompass. For the other new relationships, the presumed power 
balances are not the same as the power balances from neither the purchasers’ nor the 
suppliers’ current relationships. So in those relationships everybody has to adapt to a 
new power balance which could complicate the transfer.   
 
The conclusions have included a lot of factors that can be seen as threats but being 
aware of the threats means that you can turn them into opportunities, or at least 
mitigating the risks.  
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Implications for theory 
As was brought up in the analysis and then enlightened in the findings, the relationship 
commitment found did not really mach the impression received during the interviews. For 
example we believe that the level of commitment is good for both supplier and purchaser 
in the Finspångs Allmekano relationships. When performing the translation of the 
interviews into theory we got the feeling that the characteristics measured regarding 
relationship commitment did not reflect the commitment that was actually in the 
relationship. The characteristics from the frame of reference for relationship benefits, 
which is a part of relationship commitment, might not be the best for measuring 
relationship benefits. It would be good to look into the appropriateness of those 
characteristics.  
 
The frame of reference put forward that relationship commitment, trust and power 
balance are like bricks in a brick wall constituting the relationship. There it was also 
decided to measure characteristics connected to relationship commitment, trust and 
power balance, but this was proven to be not as easy as hoped. So the fact that the 
characteristics gave no clear indications to relationship commitment, trust and power 
balance resulted in vague conclusions regarding the relationships, as they were the 
bricks in the relationships.  
 
Based on the above discussion it was even harder to receive evident results regarding 
the new relationships. This is understandable because it is harder to measure an 
expectation than an experience. The difficulties arise when trying to measure something 
that is not yet established.  
 
Bensaou’s theory was selected to find the differences in supplier relationships and 
relationship management. One reason was due to his clear definitions of relationship 
type and management, and the characteristics connected to this. But as the study 
progressed it has become apparent, that the clearness might only be superficial. If 
looking at theory it seems like all characteristics are very clear and easily measured. But 
as starting to apply it in practice we soon found ourselves in a borderland between 
theory and reality and started questioning what Bensaou actually intended a lot of the 
characteristics to mean. For example many of the characteristics were either black or 
white and we often found ourselves in between, having to make a choice to where the 
characteristics was most fitting. For the matrixes in Bensaou’s theory there were some 
characteristics without antithesis, giving the matrixes and uneven distribution.   
 
In the beginning our study we reviewed a lot of articles regarding the subject supplier 
relationship management among others. We found out that Bensaou’s theory was the 
clearest and most suitable for our study. But after all it might not have been that clear. All 
theories in this subject varied a lot and many of them were found to be very hard to 
measure. Looking back it can be concluded that relationships is a very “soft subject” and 
it might be the reason that the articles were constructed the way they were. This is a 
difficult subject, it is hard to know which characteristics constitute a relationships and it is 
hard to measure them. The person who fully understood the human relationships would 
have the world in his hands.  
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Implications for management 
It could be assumed that the companies belonging to the Siemens group should work in 
similar ways or at least that that is the aim. So supported by this statement the type of 
relationship and management of relationship should be equal on both sites. The same 
type of supplier should be managed in the same way and defined as having the same 
type of relationship with SIT. This is a clearly visible gap between the sites that could be 
reduced by striving towards a similar goal or structure.  
 
SIT Finspång utilizes their strategic purchasers in another way than SIT Lincoln and the 
suppliers are not familiar with SIT Finspångs way of working, which could complicate the 
transfer. Cooperating with SIT Finspång might appear to be easier than getting a 
completely new customer for the supplier, because it is a customer change within the 
same group, but as the differences are evident between the two sites the running-in 
period might not be so smooth.  
 
Regarding the A,B,C-classification used at SIT Finspång it has been found that SIT 
Lincoln does not use this classification. From a management point of view the same 
classification system at both sites would be preferable, and this is something that 
Siemens should aim to achieve. It would also be good to review the A,B,C-classification 
system overall and take a closer look at how the purchasers work with the A,B,C-
classifications. 
 
An interesting finding was that the suppliers and purchasers informed that the other 
party decided the currency used when doing business. As mentioned before this could 
be an advantage for the party who knows about it. So for the purchasers at Siemens this 
is good to have in mind and thereby manage to do the purchasing in the preferred 
currency.  
 
The risk that exchange rates constitute has been brought up many times and this should 
be considered at the purchasing department. So, in a transfer including countries abroad 
this should be kept in mind. Also trade regulations have been brought up as a risk and 
should also be considered when doing a transfer.   
 
The finding, that the SIT Lincoln purchasers and their suppliers emphasized that 
Englishmen like to have a personal contact with the people they are doing business with, 
could be good to think about in this transfer. So, it might be good for the purchasers at 
SIT Finspång to put effort into creating individual relationships when working with 
England.  
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Suggestions for further research 
To improve the reliability this study could be extended to involve more purchasers and 
suppliers from both sites. This would give more relationships to compare among and 
thereby give more conclusions. This study could also be extended to include more sites, 
to give a better view of how the purchasers work globally. The study could also include 
suppliers located in more countries, to get new and other aspects of the relationships.  
 
This study could also be developed into a quantitative study, using for example 
questionnaires. This would even further make it possible to extend the number of 
purchasers and suppliers involved. Then the use of measurable scales might be 
preferable.  
 
The theories for relationship commitment, trust, and power balance could be looked 
further into and developed. In this study each part is measured fairly independent from 
the others. A more connected framework including relationship commitment, trust, and 
power balance, as parts of a relationship would be of use.  
 
The theory by Bensaou used in this study is good in theory but harder to apply in reality. 
Bensaou’s theory could therefore be reviewed, in order to clarify certain characteristics. 
It could also be developed in order to make it more practically useful.    
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Appendix 1  
Table 1: Contextual Profiles adapted from Bensaou (1999). 
 

 Captive Buyer Strategic Partnership
Product Characteristics Product Characteristics
Technically complex High level of customization required

Based on mature, well-understood technology Close to buyer’s core competency
Little innovation and improvements to the 
product

Tight mutual adjustments needed in key processes

Technically complex part or integrated subsystem

Based on new technology

Innovation leaps in technology, product, or process

Frequent design changes

Strong engineering expertise required 

Market Characteristics Market Characteristics

Stable demand with limited market growth Strong demand and high growth market

Concentrated market with few established 
players Very competitive and concentrated market

Buyers maintain an internal manufacturing 
capability

Frequent changes in competitors due to unstable or lack of 
dominant design

Supplier Characteristics Supplier Characteristics
Large supply houses Large multiproduct supply houses

Supplier proprietary technology Strong supplier proprietary technology

Few strongly established suppliers Active in research and innovation (i.e. R&D costs)

Strong bargain power
Strong recognized skills and capabilities in design, 
engineering, and manufacturing

Automakers heavily depend on these suppliers, 
their technology and skills

Market Exchange Captive Supplier
Product Characteristics Product Characteristics
Highly standardized products Technically complex products
Mature technology Based on new technology (developed by suppliers)

Little innovation and rare design changes Important and frequent innovations and new functionalities in 
the product category

Technically simple product or well-structured 
complex manufacturing process

Significant engineering effort and expertise required

Little or no customization to buyer’s final product Heavy capital investments required

Low engineering effort and expertise required
Small capital investments required

Market Characteristics Market Characteristics
Stable or declining demand High-growth market segment

Highly competitive market Fierce competition
Many capable suppliers Few qualified players

Same players over time Unstable market with shifts between suppliers

Supplier Characteristics Supplier Characteristics
Small “mom and pop” shops Strong supplier proprietary technology

No proprietary technology Suppliers with strong financial capabilities and good R&D 
skills

Low switching costs Low supplier bargain power

Low bargain power Heavy supplier dependency on the buyer and economic 
reliance on automotive sector in general

Strong economic reliance on automotive 
business 

Low                    Suppliers' Specific Investments                   High
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Table 2: Management profile for each contextual profile adapted from Bensaou (1999). 
Captive Buyer Strategic Partnership

Information-sharing mechanism Information-sharing me chanism

“Broadband” and important exchange of 
detailed information on a continuous basis

“Broadband” frequent and “rich media” 
exchange

Frequent and regular mutual visits
Regular mutual visits and practice of guest 
engineers

Boundary spanners’ task characteristics Boundary spa nners’ task characteristics

Structured task, highly predictable Highly ill defined, ill structured
Large amount of time spent by buyer’s 
purchasing agents and engineers with 
supplier

Non-routine, frequent unexpected events

Large amount of time spent with supplier’s 
staff. Mostly on coordinating issues

Climate and process characteristics Climate and proc ess characteristics

Tense climate, lack of mutual trust
High mutual trust and commitment to 
relationship

No early supplier involvement in design Strong sense of buyer fairness

Strong effort by buyer toward cooperation Early supplier involvement in design

Supplier does not necessarily have a good 
reputation Extensive joint action and cooperation

Supplier has excellent reputation

Market Exchange Captive Supplier
Information-sharing mechanism Information-sharing me chanism
“Narrow-band” and limited information 
exchange, heavy at time of negotiation Little exchange of information

Operational coordination and monitoring 
along structured routines

Few mutual visits, mostly from supplier to 
buyer

Boundary spanners’ task characteristics Boundary spa nners’ task characteristics

Limited time spent directly with supplier staff Limited time allocated by buyer’s staff to the 
supplier

Highly routine and structured task with l ittle 
interdependence with supplier’s staff Mostly complex, coordinating tasks

Climate and process characteristics Climate and proc ess characteristics

Positive social climate High mutual trust, but limited direct joint 
action and cooperation

No systematic joint effort and cooperation Great burden put on the supplier

No early supplier involvement in design

Supplier fairly treated by the buyer
Supplier has good reputation and track 
record   
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Appendix 2 

Intervjuguide – SIT Finspång 
 
Produkt karakteristika Kan du berätta lite om den här produkten? 
 
□Komplexitet ___________________________________________________________ 
Många ingående delar som sammanfogas på ett icke enkelt sätt. 
 
□Standardisering________________________________________________________ 
Avsedd att passa alla – industri – M10 
 
□Kundanpassning_______________________________________________________  
Avsedd att passa en – bara den den är anpassad till 
 
□Handelsvara__________________________________________________________ 
Finns all information som är nödvändig i prislappen? 
 
□Utvecklad teknologi_________________________________(New/Mature) (Ny/Etablerad) 

□Innovation____________________________________________________________ 
Med avseende på produkten, att den blir effektivare 
 
□Design förändring______________________________________________(Utseende) 

□Ömsesidig processjustering______________________________________________ 
Har produkten kapat behov av att justera processer 
 
□Ingenjörsexpertis_______________________________________________________ 

Marknads karakteristika  
Hur ser marknaden ut för den här produkten? 
 
□Efterfrågan______________________________________________________(volymer) 

□Stabilitet _______________________________________________________(volymer) 

□Tillväxt _________________________________________________________(volymer) 

□Koncentration (nisch) ___________________________________________________ 
Få leverantörer - Få köpare 
 
□Konkurrens mellan leverantörer___________________________________________ 
Många leverantörer som vill leverera  
 
□Antal kapabla leverantörer_______________________________________________  

□Antal etablerade leverantörer______________________________________________  
Välkända, ingen uppstickare 
 
□Konkurrent förändringar (dominerande design) _______________________________ 
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Hotande substitut 
 
□Nya spelare_____________________________________________________Entrants 

Leverantörs karakteristika Denna specifika. 
 
□Storlek_______________________________________________________________  
Omsättning, antal anställda 
 
□Multiprodukts-leverantör_________________________________________________  

□Patenterad teknologi____________________________________________________  

□Förhandlingskraft_______________________________________________________  
Vem är styrande? Ni/dem i underläge? 
 
□Beroende på leverantör__________________________________________________  
Hur allvarligt skulle det vara om ni tvingas byta leverantör? Skulle produktionen påverkas/stanna? 
 
□FoU________________________________________________________(Nivå av FoU) 

□Byteskostnad för leverantören (switching cost)________________________________ 
Skulle det kosta mycket för leverantören att hitta en annan köpare? 
 
□Erkänt skickliga?_________________________________________________(Image) 

□Ekonomiskt beroende av SIT______________________________________________ 
Hur stor del av er leverantörens inkomst kommer från SIT? 
    
Internationalisering ej produkt 
 
□Inställning till internationella relationer_______________________________________ 
Vill SIT skapa internationella relationer eller inte? 
 
□Vilka språk använder du__________________________________________________ 
I ditt dagliga arbete 
 
□Språk hinder, generellt___________________________________________________ 

□Din erfarenhet av internationell handel_______________________________________ 

Det sociala systemet 
□Vad är din generella uppfattning av att göra affärer inom Sverige (utlandet)__________ 

______________________________________________________________________ 

□Generell uppfattning om svenska (utlandet) produkter___________________________ 

□Hinder av att arbeta med Sverige (utlandet)___________________________________ 

 
□Vilken valuta används____________________________________________________ 
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□Handelsregler och växlingskurs (hinder)_____________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________ 

□Erfarenheter av (leverantörens) industri och ”språket”___________________________     

Gemensamt informationsutbyte Mellan dig och din kontaktperson hos leverantören. 
Kan du berätta lite om hur kommunikationen sker mellan er? Vilka är inblandade? 
 
□Start datum för utbyte___________________________________________________  

□Människor/avdelningar involverade_________________________________________ 
I kommunikationen gällande den här produkten  
 
□Hur viktig är informationen____________________________________(Kan man agera) 

□Detaljgrad av information_________________________________________________  

□Meningsfull____________________________________________________________ 
Förbättrar den din förståelse? 
 
□Utbytets frekvens_______________________________________________(per månad) 

□Mängd information utbytt______________________________________(stor/liten volym) 

□Mängden information under kontraktsförhandling______________________________  

□Tidsmängd för informationsutbyte__________________________________(per månad) 

□Kontinuitet av utbyte_________________________________________(regelbundenhet) 

□Frekvens av köparens/leverantörens besök___________________________(ofta/sällan) 

□Regelbundenhet av köparens/leverantörens besök______________________(bra/dåligt) 

□Köparen/leverantören använder sig av gäst-ingenjörer__________________________ 
Besök med syfte att kolla produktionen, processerna. 
 
Inköparens uppgifts-karakeristik Som inköpare, hur ser dina arbetsuppgifter ut gentemot 
leverantören, när det gäller t.ex.  
 
□Uppgifts struktur___________________________________________(tydlig beskrivning) 

□Uppgifts komplexitet_____________________________________________________  
Många ingående delar som sammanfogas på ett icke enkelt sätt. 
 
□Uppgiftens förutsägbarhet________________________________________________ 

□Uppgiftens rutinmässighet_____________________________________(så här gör man) 
Överlag, ser dina arbetsuppgifter ut ungefär likadana ut varje dag/vecka/månad? 
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□Ömsesidigt beroende av kontakt___________________________________________ 
För att lösa sin arbetsuppgift 
 
□Tid spenderad med den andra parten_______________________________(per månad) 

Klimat och process karakteristika (mellan parterna)   
Hur ser det sociala klimatet ut mellan er? 
 
□Socialt klimat (spänt/positivt)______________________________________________ 
Formellt/informellt. Kan man vara sig själv? Vara på sin vakt? 
 
□Tillit (trust) till leverantören________________________________________________  

□Engagemang (commitment)_______________________________________________ 
Till den andra parten. Värnar om relationen/vill behålla? 
 
□Grad av samarbete______________________________________________________ 
Lite/mycket? Samarbetar ni för att ni måste eller för att ni vill? 
 
□Ansträngning av att skapa samarbete_______________________________________ 
Försöker? Önskar? 
 
□Tidig leverantörsinblandning i design_______________________________________ 
När SIT ska göra förändringar, tar man hjälp av leverantören? 
 
□Leverantörens rykte(reputation)____________________________________________  

□Rättvist agerande mot leverantör___________________________________________ 

□Ansvarsfördelning mellan er och leverantören %_______________________________ 
Vem drar lasset? Stoppar in arbetstimmar. 

RQ2  
Hur kan tidigare erfarenheter av den här leverantör srelationen beskrivas? 
 
Relations-avslutningskostnader (köpare) 
 
□Byteskostnader för SIT__________________________________________________ 

□Alternativa partners_____________________________________________________  

Relationsfördelar 
Genom att jobba med den här leverantören, skapar deras (den här leverantören) produkt, 
process och teknologi några fördelar/mervärde för er Varför just denna leverantör? 
 
Leverantören skapar mervärde genom  
□produkt?______________________________________________________________ 

□process?______________________________________________________________ 

□teknologi?_____________________________________________________________  
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Har denna leverantör överlägsna fördelar gentemot andra?  
produktförtjänst, kundnöjdhet, produktprestanda, närhet 
 
  
Är val av leverantör ett kritiskt element i er konkurrensstrategi? 
Spelar det stor roll vilken leverantör ni väljer för den här produkten? 
 
 
 
Genomför leverantören undersökningar för att ta reda på om de skapar fördelar för er (ni 
är nöjda med hur de agerar)?  
 
 
 
Delade värderingar 
Gemensamma uppfattningar om:  
□Agerande, mål?________________________________________________________  

□Policies är lämpliga/olämpliga?______________________________________ (riktlinjer) 

□Policies är viktiga/oviktiga?________________________________________________ 

□Samma normer?________________________________________________________ 
Underförstådda förväntningar t.ex. kultur 
 
Opportunistiskt agerande 
 (I vilken utsträckning agerar ditt företag så att ni tjänar på det, på bekostnad av 
leverantören?) 
 
Om leverantören ger er ett pris som är onaturligt låg, skulle ni ringa dem eller skulle ni acceptera 
det pris som de gett? 
 
 
 
Tror du att er leverantör agerar opportunistiskt?  
Vilket innebär att de agerar till sin egen fördel på bekostnad av er 
 
 
 
Kommunikation 
Hur kommunicerar ni med den här leverantören?  
Mejl, telefon, EDI, möte 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Har ni ofta konflikter med den här leverantören, löser ni ofta konflikterna? 
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Balans 
Har ni investerat mycket i leverantören? 
 
 
 
Är det dyrt att hitta en bra leverantör för den här produkten? 
 
 
 
Tror du att leverantören sitter på mer användbar information som ni skulle ha nytta av än 
vad de faktiskt delar med sig av? 
 
 

RQ2 
Hur kan framtida förväntningar av relationen med tr ansferleverantören beskrivas?  
Om de leverantörer som ska transfereras 
 
Relations avslutnings kostnader (köpare) 
Tror du att era byteskostnader (switching costs) kommer att öka/minska när ni börjar 
göra affärer med transferleverantören? 
 
 
 
 
Relations fördelar 
Tror du att transferleverantören kommer skapa mervärde genom: produkt, process, 
teknologi?  
 
 
 
Tror du att transferleverantören har överlägsna fördelar gentemot andra?  
produktförtjänst, kundnöjdhet, produktprestanda, närhet 
 
 
  
Delade värderingar 
Tror du att ni och transferleverantören kommer att ha gemensamma uppfattningar om: 

Agerande, mål?_________________________________________________________  

Policies är lämpliga/olämpliga?_______________________________________ (riktlinjer) 
Bör man ha det 
 
Policies är viktiga/oviktiga?_________________________________________________  
Är det viktigt 
 
Samma normer?_________________________________________________________ 
underförstådda förväntningar t.ex. kultur 
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Opportunistiskt agerande 
(Tror du att SIT kommer agera så att ni tjänar på det, på bekostnad av den nya 
leverantören?) 
 
Om den nya leverantören ger er ett pris som är onaturligt låg, skulle ni ringa dem eller skulle ni 
acceptera det pris som de gett? 
 
 
 
Tror du att er nya leverantör kommer att agera opportunistiskt? 
Vilket innebär att de agerar till sin egen fördel på bekostnad av er  
 
 
 
Kommunikation 
Tror du att ni kommer spendera mycket tid på att dela information med 
transferleverantören? 
 
 
 
Tror du att den information som kommer delas kommer att vara meningsfull? 
 
 
 
Har ni kommunicerat med transferleverantören under en lång tid redan? 
 
 
 
Hur tror du att ni kommer att kommunicera med transferleverantören?  
Mejl, telefon, EDI, möte 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Tror du att ni ofta kommer ha konflikter med transferleverantören? Tror du att ni ofta 
kommer lösa konflikterna? 
 
 
 
Balans 
Tror du att ni kommer att investera mycket i transferleverantören? 
 
 
 
Tror du att transferleverantören kommer att sitta på mer användbar information som ni 
skulle ha nytta av än vad de faktiskt kommer att dela med sig av? 
 
 
 
Tack så mycket! Kan vi höra av oss om det dyker upp några oklarheter? 
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Intervjuguide – Leverantörer SIT Finspång 
 
Produkt karakteristika Kan du berätta lite om den här produkten? 
 
□Komplexitet___________________________________________________________ 
Många ingående delar som sammanfogas på ett icke enkelt sätt 
 
□Standardisering________________________________________________________ 
Avsedd att passa alla – industri – M10 
 
□Kundanpassning_______________________________________________________ 
Avsedd att passa en – bara den den är anpassad till 
 
□Handelsvara__________________________________________________________  
Finns all information som är nödvändig i prislappen? 
 
□Utvecklad teknologi__________________________________(New/Mature)(Ny/Etablerad) 

□Innovation____________________________________________________________  
Med avseende på produkten, att den blir effektivare 
 
□Design förändring_______________________________________________(Utseende) 

□Ömsesidig processjustering______________________________________________ 
Har produkten skapat behov av att justera processer 
 
□Ingenjörsexpertis_______________________________________________________  

 
Marknads karakteristika Hur ser marknaden ut för den här produkten? 
 
□Efterfrågan______________________________________________________(Volymer) 

□Stabilitet________________________________________________________(Volymer) 

□Tillväxt_________________________________________________________(Volymer) 

□Koncentration (nisch) ___________________________________________________ 
Få leverantörer – få köpare 
 
□Konkurrens mellan leverantörer___________________________________________ 
Många företag som vill leverera 
 
□Antal kapabla leverantörer till SIT__________________________________________ 

□Antal etablerade konkurrenter_____________________________________________ 
Välkända, inga uppstickare 
 
□Konkurrent förändringar (dominerande design) _______________________________ 
Hotande substitut 
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□Nya spelare_____________________________________________________Entrants 

 
Leverantörs karakteristika Denna specifika. 
 
□Storlek_______________________________________________________________ 
Omsättning, antal anställda 
 
□Multiprodukts-leverantör_________________________________________________ 

□Patenterad teknologi vad gäller denna produkt________________________________ 

□Förhandlings kraft_______________________________________________________ 
Vem är styrande? Ni/SIT i underläge? 
 
□FoU________________________________________________________(Nivå av FoU) 

□Byteskostnad (switching cost) ____________________________________________ 
Skulle det kosta mycket för er att hitta en annan köpare? 
 
□Erkänt skickliga?__________________________________________________(Image) 
 
□Ekonomiskt beroende av SIT______________________________________________  
Hur stor del av er inkomst kommer från SIT? 
 
□SITs beroende av er____________________________________________________ 
Skulle SITs produktion påverkas/stanna ifall de skulle tvingas byta leverantör? 
 
Internationalisering ej produkt 

□Inställning till internationella relationer_______________________________________ 
Vill ni skapa internationella relationer eller inte? 
 
□Vilket språk använder du_________________________________________________ 
I ditt dagliga arbete 
 
□Språkhinder, generellt___________________________________________________ 

□Din erfarenhet av internationell handel_______________________________________ 

Det sociala systemet 
□Vad är din generella uppfattning av att göra affärer inom Sverige (utlandet)__________ 

______________________________________________________________________ 

□Generell uppfattning om svenska (utlandet) produkter___________________________ 

□Hinder av att arbeta med Sverige (utlandet)___________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________ 

□Vilken valuta används____________________________________________________ 
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□Handelsregler och växlingskurser (hinder)____________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________ 

□Erfarenheter av (SIT’s) industri och ”språket” _________________________________ 

Gemensamt informationsutbyte Mellan dig och din kontaktperson på SIT. Kan du berätta 
lite om hur kommunikationen sker mellan er? Vilka är inblandade? 
 
□Start datum för utbyte____________________________________________________ 

□Människor/avdelningar involverade_________________________________________ 
I kommunikationen gällande den här produkten 
 
□Hur viktig är informationen____________________________________(Kan man agera) 

□Detaljgrad av information_________________________________________________ 

□Meningsfull____________________________________________________________ 
Förbättrar den din förståelse? 
 
□Utbytets frekvens_______________________________________________(Per månad) 

□Mängd information utbytt_____________________________________(Stor/Liten volym) 

□Mängden information under kontraktsförhandling______________________________ 

□Tidsmängd för informationsutbyte__________________________________(Per månad) 

□Kontinuitet av utbyte ________________________________________(Regelbundenhet) 

□Frekvens av köparens/leverantörens besök__________________________(Ofta/Sällan) 

□Regelbundenhet av köparens/leverantörens besök_____________________(Bra/Dåligt) 

□Köparen/leverantören använder sig av gäst-ingenjörer__________________________ 
Besök med syfte att kolla produktionen, processerna 
 
Kontaktspersonens uppgifts-karakeristik Som säljare, hur ser dina arbetsuppgifter ut 
gentemot kunden (SIT), när det gäller t.ex. 
 
□Uppgifts struktur__________________________________________(Tydlig beskrivning) 

□Uppgifts komplexitet_____________________________________________________ 
Många ingående delar som sammanfogas på ett icke enkelt sätt 
 
□Uppgiftens förutsägbarhet________________________________________________ 

□Uppgiftens rutinmässighet____________________________________(Så här gör man) 
Överlag, ser dina arbetsuppgifter ungefär likadana ut varje dag/vecka/månad? 
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□Ömsesidigt beroende av inköparen_________________________________________ 
För att lösa sin arbetsuppgift 
 
□Tid spenderad med den andra parten_______________________________(Per månad) 

 
Klimat och process karakteristika (mellan parterna)  
Hur ser det sociala klimatet ut mellan er? 
 
□Socialt klimat (spänt/positivt) ______________________________________________ 
Formellt/informellt. Kan man vara sig själv? Vara på sin vakt? 
 
□Tillit (trust) till SIT_______________________________________________________ 

□Engagemang (commitment) ______________________________________________ 
Till den andra parten. Värnar om relationen/vill behålla?  
 
□Grad av samarbete______________________________________________________ 
Lite/mycket? Samarbetar ni för att ni måste eller för att ni vill? 
 
□Ansträngning att skapa samarbete_________________________________________ 
Försöker? Önskar? 
 
□Tidigt leverantörsinblandning i design_______________________________________ 
När SIT ska göra förändringar, tar man hjälp av er? 
 
□Uppfattning om ert rykte (reputation) ________________________________________ 

□Agerar SIT rättvist mot er? _______________________________________________ 

□Ansvarsfördelning mellan er och SIT % _____________________________________ 
Vem drar lasset? Stoppar in arbetstimmar 
 
RQ2 
Hur kan tidigare erfarenheter av den här leverantör srelationen beskrivas? 
 
Relations-avslutningskostnader (för leverantör) 
 
(□Byteskostnader för leverantören___________________________________________) 
 
(□Alternativa partners____________________________________________________) 
 
Relations fördelar 
Genom att jobba med SIT, skapar deras (SITs) produkt, process och teknologi några 
fördelar/mervärde för er? Varför just denna kund? 
 
SIT skapar mervärde genom: 
□produkt?______________________________________________________________ 
 
□process? _____________________________________________________________ 
 
□teknologi? ____________________________________________________________ 
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Har SIT överlägsna fördelar gentemot andra? 
produktförtjänst, kundnöjdhet, produktprestanda, närhet 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
Är val av partner (kund) ett kritiskt element i er konkurrensstrategi? 
Lägger ni stor vikt vid val av kund för den här produkten? 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Genomför SIT undersökningar för att ta reda på om de skapar fördelar för er (ni är nöjda 
med hur de agerar)? 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Delade värderingar 
Gemensamma uppfattningar om: 
□Agerande, mål?________________________________________________________ 
 
□Policies är lämpliga/olämpliga? _____________________________________(Riktlinjer) 
 
□Policies är viktiga/oviktiga? ________________________________________(Riktlinjer) 
 
□Samma normer?________________________________________________________ 
Underförstådda förväntningar t.ex. kultur 
 
Opportunistiskt agerande 
(I vilken utsträckning agerar ditt företag så att ni tjänar på det, på bekostnad av SIT?) 
 
Om SIT ger er en order som är onaturligt stor, skulle ni ringa dem eller skulle ni acceptera ordern? 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Tror du att SIT agerar opportunistiskt?  
Vilket innebär att de agerar till sin egen fördel på bekostnad av er 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Kommunikation 
Hur kommunicerar ni med SIT? 
Mejl, telefon, EDI, möten 
 

 
Har ni ofta konflikter med SIT, löser ni ofta konflikterna? 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
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Balans 
Har ni investerat mycket i SIT? 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Hur stor del av den marknad som finns för produkten utgör SIT (%)?  
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
(Hur stort beroende har ni av SIT för intäkter?) 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Hur många kunder finns det på den här marknaden (för den här produkten)? (Få/Många) 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Hur många alternativa (jämförbara) kunder har ni? (Få/Många) 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Hur attraktiv är SIT som kund? (Lite/Mycket) 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Tror du att SIT har mer användbar information än den de faktiskt delar med sig av?  
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Tack så mycket! Kan vi höra av oss om det dyker upp några oklarheter? 
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Interview Guide - Lincoln 
 
Product Characteristics Can you tell us a little bit about this product? 
 
□Complexity____________________________________________________________ 
Many parts that are assembled in a non easy way. 
  
□Standardization_________________________________________________________  
Intended to suit all – for the whole industry – M10 
 
□Customization__________________________________________________________ 
Intended to suit one – only for that special one  
 
□Commodity____________________________________________________________  
Is all necessary information within the price tag? 
 
□Developed technology_________________________________________(New/Mature) 

□Innovation____________________________________________________________  
With regard to the product, that it will become more efficient. 
 
□Design change____________________________________________________(Looks) 

□Mutual process adjustment________________________________________________ 
Has the product created a need to adjust the processes? 
 
□Engineering-expertise____________________________________________________ 

Market Characteristics What does the market look like for this product? 

□Demand_______________________________________________________(Volume) 

□Stability_______________________________________________________(Volume) 

□Growth_______________________________________________________(Volume) 

□Concentration (niche) _________________________________________________ 
Few supplier – Few buyers 
 
□Competition among suppliers____________________________________________ 
Many suppliers that want to deliver 
 
□Amount of capable suppliers______________________________________________ 

□Amount of established suppliers___________________________________________ 
Well-known, no newcomers 
 
□Competitor change (dominant design) ______________________________________ 
Are there many threatening substitutes? 
 
□New players  ___________________________________________________(Entrants) 
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Supplier characteristics  

□Size_________________________________________________________________ 
Turnover, employees 
 
□Multiple product supply house_____________________________________________ 

□Proprietary technology (this product)________________________________________ 

□Bargain power ________________________________________________________ 
Who has the authority? You/them have the disadvantage?  
 
□R&D______________________________________________________(Level of R&D) 

□Switching cost for supplier_______________________________________________ 
Would it cost a lot for the supplier to find another buyer? 
 
□Recognized skills_________________________________________________(Image)  

□Economic reliance on Lincoln_____________________________________________    
How large part of the supplier’s income comes from Lincoln? 
 
□Dependence on supplier_________________________________________________ 
How serious would it be if you were forced to change the supplier? Would it affect/stop the 
production? 
 
 
Internationalization (not product) 

□Motivation to international relationships______________________________________ 
Does Lincoln want to create international relations or not? 
 
□What languages do you use_______________________________________________ 
In your daily work 
 
□Language obstacles, from a general point of view______________________________ 

□Your experiences of international trade______________________________________ 

The Social System  

□What is your general perception of doing businesses within England (Abroad)_______ 

______________________________________________________________________ 

□ What is your general perception of English (Abroad) products?___________________ 

______________________________________________________________________ 

□Obstacles when working with England (Abroad)_______________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________ 
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□What currency is used___________________________________________________ 

□Exchange rates and trade regulations (obstacles)______________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________ 

□Experience of the (supplier) industry and the “language”_________________________ 

 
Information-sharing mechanism Between you and your contact person at the suppliers. 
Can you tell us a little about how the communication is handled between you? Who is involved? 
 
□Start date of sharing____________________________________________________ 

□People/departments involved_____________________________________________  
In the communication regarding this product 
 
□How important is the information___________________________________________ 
Can you take action? 
 
□Detail/richness of information______________________________________________ 

□Meaningful___________________________________________________________ 
Does it improve your knowledge? 
 
□Frequency of exchange_________________________________________(per month) 

□Amount of information exchanged_________________________________(small/large) 

□Amount info during contract negotiation______________________________________ 

□Amount of time sharing_________________________________________(per month) 

□Continuousness of exchange_____________________________________(regularity) 

□Frequency of buyer/supplier visits_______________________________(seldom/often) 

□Regularity of buyer/supplier visits__________________________________(good/bad) 

□Does buyer/supplier use guest engineers?___________________________________ 
Visits with the purpose to look at the production and the processes. 
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Purchasers task characteristics As a purchaser, what do your work tasks look like towards 
the supplier, regarding for example: 
 
□Task structure______________________________________(Clear/Detailed description)  

□Task complexity________________________________________________________ 
Many “parts” that are assembled in a non easy way. 
 
□Task predictability_______________________________________________________ 

□Task routine_______________________________________________(it’s done like this) 
Over all, your tasks at work looks approximately the same every day/week/month?  
 
□Interdependence of contact person (supplier)_________________________________ 
To solve your tasks 
 
□Time spent with other party_______________________________________(per month)   

 
Climate and process characteristics (between partie s) 
How is the social climate between you and your contact person? 
 
□Social climate (tense/positive)_____________________________________________   
Formal/informal. Can you be yourself? Do you have to be on your guard? 
 
□Trust in supplier_______________________________________________________   

□Commitment__________________________________________________________   
To the other party. Do you care about/want to keep, the relation alive? 
 
□Degree of cooperation__________________________________________________   
Little/Much? Do you cooperate because you have to or because you want to? 
 
□Effort to create cooperation_______________________________________________ 
Try? Wish to? 
 
□Early supplier involvement in design________________________________________ 
When Lincoln is making changes, do you involve the suppliers? 
 
□Supplier reputation______________________________________________________   

□Your fairness to the supplier_______________________________________________  

□Responsibility allocation between you and the supplier %________________________  
Who carries the burden? Puts in the working hours? 
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RQ2 

How can experiences of this supplier relation be ch aracterized? 

Relationship termination cost (Buyer)  

□Switching costs for Lincoln________________________________________________   

□Alternative partners (suppliers)_____________________________________________   

Relationship benefits  
By working with this supplier, does their product, process or technology create any 
benefits/added value for you? Why this particular supplier? 
 
Supplier adds value through:  
□product? ______________________________________________________________    

□process? _____________________________________________________________   

□technology? ___________________________________________________________   

Does the supplier provide superior benefits compared to others in this industry (the 
suppliers)?  
Product profitability, customer satisfaction, product performance, closeness 
______________________________________________________________________   
______________________________________________________________________   
 
Is supplier selection a critical element in your competitive strategy? 
Does it matter a lot which supplier you chose for this product? 
______________________________________________________________________   
______________________________________________________________________   
 
Does the supplier perform surveys to see if they provide benefits for you (you are happy 
with how they act)? 
______________________________________________________________________   
______________________________________________________________________   
 
Shared Values 

Beliefs in common about;  

□Behavior, goals? _______________________________________________________  

□Policies appropriate/inappropriate? ________________________________(guidelines)  

□Policies important/unimportant? ___________________________________(guidelines)   

□Same norms? _________________________________________________________ 
Implied expectations, for example corporate culture  
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Opportunistic behavior 
(To what extent does your company act in ways that gain your business to the cost of 
the supplier?) 
 
If the supplier gives you a price that is unusually/strangely low, would you call them or would you 
accept the price they have given?  
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Do you believe that your partner engage in opportunistic behavior? 
Which means they act to their own advantage on behalf of you? 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Communication 
How do you communicate with this supplier? 
E-mail, telephone, EDI, meetings 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Do you often have dispute with this supplier, do you often resolve the disputes? 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Power Balance  
Have you invested much in the supplier? 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Is it expensive to find a good supplier for this product? 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Do you believe that the supplier have more useful information than they share? 
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Thank you so much! Can we contact you if we have any additional questions? 
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Interview Guide – Lincoln Suppliers 
 
Product Characteristics Can you tell us a little bit about this product? 
 
□Complexity____________________________________________________________ 
Many parts that are assembled in a non easy way. 
 
□Standardization_________________________________________________________ 
Intended to suit all – for the whole industry – M10 
 
□Customization__________________________________________________________ 
Intended to suit one – only for that special one  
 
□Commodity____________________________________________________________ 
Is all necessary information within the price tag? 
 
□Developed technology__________________________________________(New/Mature) 
 
□Innovation_____________________________________________________________ 
With regard to the product, that it will become more efficient. 
 
□Design change____________________________________________________(Looks) 
 
□Mutual process adjustment________________________________________________ 
Has the product created a need to adjust the processes? 
 
□Engineering-expertise____________________________________________________ 
 
Market Characteristics What does the market look like for this product? 
□Demand________________________________________________________(Volume) 
 
□Stability_________________________________________________________(Volume) 
 
□Growth_________________________________________________________(Volume) 
 
□Concentration (niche) ___________________________________________________ 
Few supplier – Few buyers 
 
□Competition among suppliers______________________________________________ 
Many companies that want to deliver 
 
□Amount of capable suppliers to Lincoln______________________________________ 
 
□Amount of established competitors_________________________________________ 
Well-known, no newcomers 
 
□Competitor change (dominant design) _____________________________________ 
Are there many threatening substitutes? 
 
□New players____________________________________________________(Entrants) 
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Supplier characteristics  

□Size_________________________________________________________________ 
Turnover, employees 
 
□Multiple product supply house_____________________________________________ 
 
□Proprietary technology (this product)________________________________________ 
 
□Bargain power_________________________________________________________ 
Who has the authority? You/them have the disadvantage?  
 
□R&D_______________________________________________________(Level of R&D) 
 
□Your switching cost______________________________________________________ 
Would it cost a lot for you to find another buyer? 
 
□Recognized skills?_________________________________________________(Image) 
 
□Economic reliance on Lincoln__________________________________________ 
How large part of your income comes from Lincoln? 
 
□Lincoln’s dependence on you______________________________________________ 
How serious would it be if Lincoln were forced to change the supplier? Would it affect/stop their 
production? 
 
Internationalization 
 
□Motivation to international relationships______________________________________ 
Do you want to create international relations or not? 
 
□What languages do you use_______________________________________________ 
In your daily work 
 
□ Language obstacles, from a general point of view_____________________________  
 
□ Your experiences of international trade _____________________________________ 
 
The Social System  

□What is your general perception of doing businesses within England (Abroad)_______ 

______________________________________________________________________ 

□ What is your general perception of English (Abroad) products?___________________ 

______________________________________________________________________ 

□Obstacles when working with England (Abroad)_______________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________ 
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□What currency is used___________________________________________________ 

□Exchange rates and trade regulations (obstacles)______________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________ 

□Experience of the (Lincoln) industry and the “language”_________________________ 

Information-sharing mechanism Between you and your contact person at Lincoln. Can you 
tell us a little about how the communication is handled between you? Who is involved? 
 
□Start date of sharing_____________________________________________________ 
 
□People/departments involved______________________________________________ 
In the communication regarding this product 
 
□ How important is the information___________________________________________ 
Can you take action? 
 
□ Detail/richness of information_____________________________________________ 
 
□Meaningful____________________________________________________________ 
Does it improve your knowledge? 
 
□Frequency of exchange__________________________________________(per month) 
 
□Amount of information exchanged_________________________________(small/large) 
 
□Amount info during contract negotiation______________________________________ 
 
□Amount of time sharing_________________________________________(per month) 
 
□Continuousness of exchange_____________________________________(regularity) 
 
□Frequency of buyer/supplier visits_______________________________(seldom/often) 
 
□Regularity of buyer/supplier visits__________________________________(good/bad) 
 
□Does buyer/supplier use guest engineers?___________________________________ 
Visits with the purpose to look at the production and the processes. 
 
The contact person’s task characteristics As contact person/seller, what do your work 
tasks looks like towards Lincoln, regarding for example: 
 
□Task structure______________________________________(Clear/Detailed description)  

□Task complexity________________________________________________________ 
Many “parts” that are assembled in a non easy way. 
 
□Task predictability_______________________________________________________ 
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□Task routine_______________________________________________(it’s done like this) 
Over all, your tasks at work looks approximately the same every day/week/month?  
 
□Interdependence of contact person (purchaser)_______________________________ 
To solve your tasks 
 
□Time spent with other party_______________________________________(per month)   

Climate and process characteristics (between partie s) 
 
□Social climate (tense/positive)_____________________________________________ 
Formal/informal. Can you be yourself? Do you have to be on your guard? 
 
□Trust in Lincoln_________________________________________________________ 
 
□Commitment___________________________________________________________ 
To the other party. Do you care about/want to keep, the relation alive? 
 
□Degree of cooperation___________________________________________________ 
Little/Much? Do you cooperate because you have to or because you want to? 
 
□ Effort to create cooperation_______________________________________________ 
Try? Wish to? 
 
□Early supplier involvement in design________________________________________ 
When Lincoln is making changes, do they involve you? 
 
□Perception of your reputation______________________________________________ 
 
□Lincolns fairness to you__________________________________________________ 
 
□ Responsibility allocation between you and the Lincoln %________________________ 
Who carries the burden? Puts in the working hours? 
 
RQ2 
How can experiences of this relation (to Lincoln) b e characterized? 
 
Relationship termination cost (Supplier) 

(□Switching costs for you__________________________________________________) 

(□Alternative partners (buyers)______________________________________________) 
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Relationship benefits  
By working with Lincoln, does their product, process or technology create any benefits/added 
value for you? Why this particular customer? 
 
Lincoln adds value through:  

□Product? _____________________________________________________________ 

□Process? _____________________________________________________________ 

□Technology? __________________________________________________________ 

Does Lincoln provide superior benefits?  
Product profitability, customer satisfaction, product performance, closeness 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Is partner selection a critical element in your competitive strategy? 
Does it matter a lot which customer you chose for this product? 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Does Lincoln perform surveys to see if they provide benefits for you (you are happy with 
how they act)? 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Shared Values (Lincoln) 
Beliefs in common about;  

□Behavior, goals? _______________________________________________________  

□Policies appropriate/inappropriate? ________________________________(guidelines)  

□Policies important/unimportant? ___________________________________(guidelines)   

□Same norms? _________________________________________________________ 
Implied expectations, for example corporate culture  
 
Opportunistic behavior 
(To what extent does your company act in ways that gain your business to the cost of 
Lincoln?) 
 
If Lincoln gives you an order that is unusually/strangely large, would you call them or would you 
accept the order they have given?  
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Do you believe that Lincoln engage in opportunistic behavior? 
Which means they act to their own advantage on behalf of you? 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
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Communication 
 
How do you communicate with Lincoln? 
E-mail, telephone, EDI, meetings 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Do you often have dispute with Lincoln, do you often resolve the disputes? 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Power Balance 
Have you invested much in Lincoln? 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
How large share of the market for this product do Lincoln constitute? (%) 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
(What is your dependence on Lincoln for revenue? (%)) 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
How many customers are there on the market, for this product? 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
What amount of alternative buyers do you have? (few/many) (Compared to Lincoln) 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
What degree of attractiveness does the buyer account provide (Lincoln)?  
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Do you believe that Lincoln has more useful information than they share? 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
RQ3 
How can expectations of this relation (to Finspång)  be characterized? 
 
Relationship termination cost (Supplier) 
Do you believe you switching costs will increase/decrease when/if starting business with 
Finspång? 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
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Relationship benefits  
By working with Finspång, do you believe that their product, process or technology will create any 
benefits/added value for you? Why this particular customer? 
 
Do you believe that Finspång will add value through: product, process, technology? 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Do you believe that Finspång will provide superior benefits?  
Product profitability, customer satisfaction, product performance, closeness 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
  
Shared Values (Finspång) 
Do you believe that you and Finspång will have beliefs in common (or differ a lot) about;  
Beliefs in common about;  

□Behavior, goals? _______________________________________________________  

□Policies appropriate/inappropriate? ________________________________(guidelines)  

□Policies important/unimportant? ___________________________________(guidelines)   

□Same norms? _________________________________________________________ 
Implied expectations, for example corporate culture  
 
 
Opportunistic behavior 
(Do you believe your company will act in ways that gain your business to the cost of 
Finspång?) 
 
If Finspång gives you an order that is unusually/strangely large, would you call them or would you 
accept the order they have given?  
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Do you believe that your partner will engage in opportunistic behavior? 
Which means they act to their own advantage on behalf of you? 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Communication 
 
How do you believe you will communicate with Finspång? 
E-mail, telephone, EDI, meeting 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Do you believe that you will spend a lot of time sharing information with Finspång? 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
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Do you believe the information sharing will be meaningful? 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Have you communicated with Finspång for a long period of time? 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Do you think you often will have disputes with Finspång? Do you think you will be able to 
resolve disputes with Finspång? 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Power Balance 
Do you believe you will invest much “in” Finspång? 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
How large share of the market for this product do you believe Finspång constitute? (%) 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
What do you believe your dependence of Finspång will be for revenue? (%) 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
What degree of attractiveness does the Finspång account provide?  
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Do you believe that Finspång will have more information than they will share? 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Thank you so much! Can we contact you if we have any additional questions? 
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Appendix 3 

Interview – Camfil Purchaser  
 
Product Characteristics 
The product that acoustics is including is the enclosure, which is the house surrounding 
the turbine, the air intake, chimney, exhausting system and ventilation. Sometimes the 
suppliers are not able to deliver all parts in the acoustic, but both Camfil and the Lincoln 
supplier Cullum delivers the whole system. Sometimes many suppliers (four is 
mentioned) are used to get a total system instead of just one, depending on skills. All the 
air that flows into the turbine passes through filters to become clean, because the turbine 
needs clean air. It is a large inflow of air into the turbine which creates a large amount of 
sound that needs to be muffled, according to restrictions. The enclosure also protects 
the surroundings if fire should start within the turbine. Compared to other parts in the 
turbine the acoustics can not be considered to be a very complex  product, it is more or 
less insulation. But also welding and painting. Regarding standardization  it is both yes 
and no, no projects are alike, the size always differ. There are many suppliers that can 
produce this type of product [meaning from SIT’s specifications]. But it is quite a lot 
engineering work to set the specifications. Regarding customization  similar acoustics 
are produced to the whole gas-turbine-industry, so Camfil sells similar products to other 
gas-turbine-customers.  The technology  for this product is relatively mature. There is a 
continuous work to improve the product. New filters are developed and people are trying 
to come up with new smart solutions. Trying to improve, making it easier and decrease 
the material consumption. Design changes  are made to make the site-montage easier, 
for example. But not much design changes regarding appearance. The purchaser does 
not believe that mutual process adjustment  is present. It takes quite a lot of 
engineering work (engineering expertise ) to design and develop the product, from both 
sides of the relationship. SIT has to develop specifications regarding for example; sound 
level, fireproofing and other restrictions.   
 
Market Characteristics 
The product is made for the energy sector - other gas-turbine-producers but also wind 
power for example. There is a pretty good amount of suppliers for this product, and SIT 
is not the only customer, there are other companies that demand the same products. 
Every energy company is not demanding the same product, but at least parts of it and it 
is somewhat the same. The demand  for this product follows the energy market, which is 
quite fluctuating depending on investments and program started. The investments right 
now is quite low and so the market is somewhat declining.  But the purchaser presumes 
the market to be relatively stable . With the increasing consumption of energy [in the 
world] the market growth  over time should be slowly increasing.  Regarding the 
concentration  in the market there are relatively many buyers. With regard to the gas- 
and steam-turbine-producers there are approximately 100 buyers. There are more than 
100 suppliers in the market. Of the total market not all suppliers are capable  to deliver to 
SIT. When asked about the competition  among the suppliers the purchaser answered 
that SIT can without too much effort find about 15 suppliers of this product, mostly 
European. There are probably more new comers than there are established suppliers  
in the market. There are many new players  for example in China, but they do not quite 
live up to the restrictions from SIT. The Chinese new comers do only deliver nationally, 
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because of the lower restrictions in China. Regarding substitutes  there are none, you 
need this product.     
 
Supplier Characteristics 
The size  of the supplier Camfil depends on how you look at it, as it is a group. If you look 
at the Borås-division, as SIT do business with, it has a turnover of approximately 400 
million SEK and has about 100 employees. Regarding if Camfil is a multi-products 
supply house the purchaser says they produce the different systems that SIT buy that 
is included in the acoustics. The Camfil group produces filters and indoor ventilation for 
ordinary buildings. So it is filters in all different sizes to all kinds of buildings. Camfil is 
specialized on air cleaning. Regarding proprietary technology,  they have patent on the 
filters. So SIT can not access exactly the same filters from others. But there are national 
standards for filters and how small particles that should capture. Camfil has their own 
solution how to produce those filters but many companies have their own way. 
Regarding bargain power  it is now SIT that has the advantage. They have gotten other 
possible suppliers for this product. Before, they had a depending position, because SIT 
was single sourcing this product. If single sourcing it does not matter that SIT is really 
big and they are not as big. Regarding the dependence  of the supplier, if Camfil can not 
deliver, SIT can purchase the product from another one of their sources. So it is not a 
big problem. But if Camfil can not deliver to a project that has already been ordered from 
them, then it is serious because it will take six month to get new parts. So concerning 
each project SIT is depending on Camfil, because deliver problems will lead to 
consequences on site and delays for the final customer. Delays from SIT will cause 
massive fines.  
 
Camfil is working a lot with R&D especially regarding filters, where they come up with 
new products all the time. Regarding the suppliers recognized skills , there are different 
opinions, both good and bad. Some believe that the parts do not fit and this can not be 
seen in advance as the parts are assembled on site. The site if often far away and it is 
hard to get feedback, and documenting the costs. The purchaser believes that the 
supplier’s economic reliance  on SIT is approximately 35-40% of their total sales, if 
considering the Borås-division where SIT places orders for approximately 150 million 
SEK. Regarding the whole Camfil-group SIT is still one of the largest customers, 5-10%, 
but not as big as for the Borås-division.    
 
Internationalization 
Yes, SIT wants to create international relations , it is kind of fashion. It should be GVS 
(global value sourcing) suppliers, from low-cost-countries. The purchaser says that it 
could be good, if it is done thoroughly and good. But it does not suit every product; it 
depends on where the delivery is supposed to go, and so on. At the purchasing 
department there is no one that has anything again international relations, but the further 
away [?] you get the more people are against it. But now it is starting to loosen up at the 
construction-division as well. The language  the purchaser uses during his daily work is 
Swedish and English. Regarding language obstacles  he thinks it works smoother with 
Swedish, everybody is not as good at English; it is a bit harder with English. Generally it 
is a pretty good level of English both here and at the supplier, so it is not a major 
problem. In meetings with construction, for example, people tend to get a bit quieter than 
if they speak with a Swedish supplier. This can for example lead to misunderstandings in 
the specifications.  
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Regarding his experiences of international trade , the other places he is in contact with 
are Europe and many German. Regarding Camfil they have production units abroad, in 
for example Eastern Europe and China. SIT has indirect contact with those suppliers to 
Camfil, and sometimes they visit to secure quality.  
 
The Social System 
Doing business  with Sweden works well, you work on trust, long-relation, know each 
other, does not need to write everything down – trust each other. Working with countries 
abroad involves more writing down and it is more examining, more arranged. The 
purchaser’s attitude  towards Swedish products is that they have good quality. Products 
from Germany and Western Europe are pretty much the same, but products from low-
cost countries don not have the same quality. Obstacles  when working with Sweden is 
that it is too expensive so you can not buy everything here. Obstacles with doing 
business abroad are the distances (including northern Sweden), it is not easy to drive 
there, it is more complicated taking a plane. Longer distances require more planning and 
you can not just call and go there the next day.  Regarding currency,  SIT mostly use the 
currency that the supplier does most of their business in, or costs. With Camfil SIT uses 
Euro. Exchange rates are a big problem, when the currency is fluctuating the business 
case is affected. It has been very messy the last five year with all exchange rates. 
Regarding trade regulation  they partly affect the business, they have for example done 
business in India and Turkey, where more expenses are added if you produces within 
the country. On the other hand Brazil demands domestic production, which makes the 
pricing skewed.  Regarding previous experiences  of the acoustic industry , the 
purchaser has worked with this industry for 1,5 year. He considers the understanding of 
the industry and the “language ” to be sufficient, but of course it is always good to learn 
more about the product, and what drives the costs.   
 
Information Sharing Mechanism 
The purchaser has a key account manager for Siemens at the suppliers. The manager 
has a team of different people  from different department  at Camfil. The purchaser 
sometimes has direct contact with people in the team, but the key account manager is 
as good as always involved in the correspondence. Involved in the information exchange 
between SIT and Camfil there are in total approximately 10 from Camfil and 100 from 
SIT. It’s very hard for the purchaser at SIT to know which/how many people at SIT that 
have contact with Camfil. Regarding the importance of the information, the 
information he gets is good. The things he asks he gets good answers to. The 
richness/detail of the information  is considered to be relatively high. If considering the 
frequency of information exchange  SIT and Camfil exchange information every day 
many times a day. If considering the interviewee, then it’s 3-4 times a week. Camfil is 
one of SIT’s largest suppliers. So the amount of information exchanged is large. If 
doing large contract negotiations  than the amount of information exchanged is more 
intense. Then it’s more intense the weeks/days before and also a bit afterwards. When 
the information exchange is intense then he can call Camfil three times a day or so, one 
time a day at least. The continuousness  of the information exchange is good. 
Regarding the frequency of buyer and supplier visits SIT has standing quarterly 
meetings [arranged by operative purchasers] with Camfil. The meetings are held at 
Camfil and SIT every other time, so at SIT every 6 month. The quarterly meetings are 
regarding progress, outcomes and quality issues and he believes it’s good for the 
strategic purchaser to be present. This is only the standing meetings, but in reality it’s 
more, for example negotiations and supplier days. Regarding the regularity  of 
information exchange, the quarterly meetings are as understood regular, and sometimes 
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there are meetings in between depending on needs, (but even if not they have regular 
contact). According to the purchaser neither part uses guest engineers .       
 
Boundary Spanners’ Task Characteristics 
Regarding the structure  of the tasks the purchaser thinks that it’s hard to navigate in the 
board land between strategic and operative purchasing [where the line goes]. The 
project never looks the same so it’s almost always one negotiation per project, so then 
he has participated in the negotiation which otherwise would be handled by the operative 
purchasers. Documents exist describing the strategic purchaser’s tasks, including where 
to stop. So it’s actually pretty clearly defined, but sometime one goes in and do to much 
project work. And you can say the tasks are rather complex . The task is not so 
predictable  you don’t really know what the next day looks like. Things come up that you 
don’t have a clue would show up, problems and so on. Regarding task routines  he says 
that you have project which you know you will be working with, but otherwise there are a 
lot of other things that are not routines. People want help with thing etc. Regarding 
interdependence  of the contact person the purchaser has a few people on Camfil he 
can talk to so he would manage even without his specific contact person. But he is 
dependent on the contact with Camfil and need someone at the suppliers to 
communicate with. The purchaser believes that the amount of time he spends  on 
Camfil is approximately 5h each week.   
 
Climate and Process Characteristics 
Regarding the social climate  you can relatively well be yourself, but you need to be on 
your guard because they are tricky. They always have an ulterior motive; this supplier is 
a bit “difficult to maneuver”. You have a feeling for which suppliers you can trust, and this 
supplier you can’t totally trust. They are not open and honest with everything. The social 
climate can be tense sometimes. Regarding trust , we do have trust in them, but the 
tense climate can be due to that we have changed the cooperation from having worked 
with them for a really long time as the only supplier to that we have expose them to 
competition. He understands that this can make them unhappy. Then it’s understandable 
that they don’t want to be open with everything. Regarding the commitment  to the 
relationship he thinks that he might as well have another supplier. He understands that 
they want SIT to be depending on them, but he doesn’t want to be dependent on them. 
They would like to have more options, now they only have one other option with a few of 
different suppliers. They are working on that, but it takes time. Regarding the 
cooperation they have a lot of cooperation. You can call them any time if you want to 
know how they are doing. But as he calls them so often, he calls when he has an errand. 
Regarding effort to create cooperation  there surely is an effort; they meet regularly 
and then build relations. SIT wish to build relations with the suppliers to Camfil as well, 
because the Borås-division is not producing. Regarding early supplier involvement in 
design Camfil is involved very early, suppliers are chosen early. Regarding the 
suppliers reputation  there are different opinions, generally it’s a pretty good supplier 
otherwise SIT shouldn’t have them. They have competitors who also use them so they 
are not incompetent. But it’s not like SIT has a lot of suppliers to choose from. He 
believes that SIT is acting fair , or they try to. Regarding the responsibility allocation  
Camfil do more work, SIT does inspection work. Camfil puts a lot of effort into the design 
tasks, and develop a product and SIT inspects their offered solution. The supplier puts 
more effort into the relation, because they have more of an interest, they don’t want to 
loose SIT as a customer.  
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RQ2 
Relation Termination Costs 
Regarding the switching cost  he says that it is not so cheap to change the supplier. 
Reviews, gates [supplier assessment]. It will probably cost 1-3millions, which is not that 
much concerning you can get the money back quite fast…it’s more of a resource 
problem. But there are no tied-up material at the suppliers. SIT has reasonably many 
alternative partners  for this product. They are not completely locked, there are a couple 
of suppliers to chose from, around 10-20 suppliers.  
 
Relationship Benefits 
He has a hard time believing that they would give so much extra compared to other 
suppliers, it is equivalent. They do not add more value  than anybody else. Regarding 
superior benefits there are a couple of suppliers that are really good at these products 
and Camfil is one of them. Camfil are good at filtration, it is their strength, while others 
are good at building enclosure. Some suppliers do not make all the four parts they call 
acoustic. Camfil is best at air intake. Regarding supplier selection  the air intake system 
is critical, if something gets into the turbine, it breaks and this will be expensive. So there 
are very high demands that the suppliers know what they are doing. But when they have 
passed through the qualification process it does not matter which supplier we choose. 
The qualification process is quite extensive. Camfil does not perform any surveys  to find 
out if they provide benefits for SIT but SIT does an annually supplier evaluation which 
they share with Camfil. 
 
Shared Values 
SIT has very high goals  regarding cost reduction which they do not always share with 
Camfil. Otherwise they have the same opinion when it comes to [production in] low cost 
countries and quality. Regarding if shared policies  are appropriate/inappropriate he 
says that they have none or that it is nothing that they work with or that he has 
considered. Right know he thinks that policies are unimportant because he can not see 
how they should work with it. The norms  at SIT and Camfil are pretty similar, their way 
of working is quite alike and they are also two Swedish companies. 
 
Opportunistic Behavior 
If Camfil should give SIT a price that is unnaturally low, he says that if it would be that 
low SIT would call them. SIT would believe that they had forgotten something and then it 
would lead to problems for SIT anyway. He believes that Camfil acts to their own 
advantage to the cost of SIT. To the opposite question, if SIT acts to their own 
advantage, he says that if they believe that Camfil has an overprice and they have 
suppliers with lower price they will use this to get Camfil to lower the price.  
 
Communication 
Regarding communication between the purchaser and his contact person, both 
telephone and e-mail is used but e-mail mostly. The communication with Camfil started  
a long time ago, approximately 20 years ago.  The purchaser has been in contact with 
Camfil for 1,5 year. Yes, the information is meaningful  in the ways that he gets what he 
needs and what he wants. The purchaser believes that the amount of time  he spends 
on Camfil is approximately 5h each week. But he also says that it usually is more than 
you presume it is… Conflicts  may arise with Camfil when something is wrong, often 
regarding quality, which is not so uncommon. But the conflicts are always solved, they 
are pretty good to talk to and we usually reach good solutions, but some time a year, it is 
more lengthy conflicts/discussions. 
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Power Balance 
Regarding investments , SIT invests pretty much in work and working hours, to have 
their solution qualified, but it is no more than in any other supplier. There are no 
investments done in equipment for Camfil.  
 
There are more than a hundred suppliers  in the market and the purchaser does not 
consider the product to be a commodity . Regarding standardization  it’s both yes and 
no, no projects are alike, the size always differ. There are many suppliers that can 
produce this type of product [meaning from SIT’s specifications]. But it’s quite a lot 
engineering work to set the specifications. The purchaser believes it is not very 
expensive  to find a good supplier for this product, they have a pretty good feeling for 
which are good ones. Regarding if the suppliers have more useful information than 
they  share he believes they do. SIT is missing expertise knowledge about detailed 
construction (this would be useful for SIT but also expensive) and prices regarding 
assembly parts (to get an understanding of what their products are actually worth).  
 
RQ3 
Relationship Termination Costs 
Since SIT does not have experience about 300 and 400 turbines, the purchaser believes 
that the switching costs  would be a little bit more expensive and difficult to switch from 
Cullum. So Cullum itself would not be the reason for increasing switching costs. In the 
long run when/if SIT get experience about 300 and 400 the will be no difference in 
switching costs.  
 
Relationship Benefits 
When asked about added value  he answers: I believe this is a very good supplier to 
work with. Like Camfil they are global players (production in Eastern Europe and China) 
and very similar to them. It is not a British supplier in that sense, like Camfil so to speak 
is not a Swedish supplier, because they do not produce the bigger part of the products 
there. I do not see the normal problem that you can have with English suppliers, which is 
that it is expensive and tricky. When asked about if Cullum has superior benefits he says 
that they are better than Camfil, they are good but not better than anyone else. Although 
their advantage is that they know, and are better at the 300 and 400 turbines. It would be 
harder for them to deliver to the larger SIT turbines since they do not know them.  
 
Shared Values 
The purchaser believes that SIT and Cullum will have shared values about behavior 
and goals.  When asked about if policies are appropriate or important  he answers 
that it does not matter which supplier, he does not know how to use policies. Regarding 
norms  there would be slight difference, because they have a British culture and it is not 
the same [as the Swedish culture]. They work differently; he thinks that they are more 
careful [noggranna] in England than they are in Sweden. SIT might have a hard time to 
transfer our requirements because our purchasers compared to the English are more 
fuzzy and vague, this is Camfil used to, and Cullum would probably have harder to 
understand.  
 
Opportunistic Behavior 
If Cullum should give SIT a price that is unnaturally low, he says that if it would be that 
low SIT would call them. They can not change supplier that fast so they can not trick 
anyone; that would not work. When asked about if he believes that Cullum would act to 
their own advantage on behalf of SIT, he says that he thinks that Cullum would act more 
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open and honest than Camfil. As already mentioned, you have different feelings for 
different suppliers and how they act and he believes that Cullum is more honest.  
 
Communication 
When asked about how much time that they will spend on sharing information  he 
answers; SIT soon has the first project with Cullum and they are very keen to deliver to 
SIT. They have invited SIT over and SIT has been there. For the first project they have 
said that they will spend much time on explaining and showing, they know the 300 and 
400 turbine much better than SIT does. Instead of learning from Lincoln SIT learns from 
Cullum, so to speak. They have an open door and Lincoln have a closed one. He thinks 
that the information that SIT and Cullum will exchange will be meaningful . They have 
communicated  with Cullum since they knew about the transfer, approximately two 
years ago. The purchaser thinks that communication with Cullum will be mostly through 
e-mail, telephone and sometimes meetings. Due to language obstacles chances are that 
it will be more e-mail than with Camfil. But in reality it is more effective to call someone; 
you solve ten e-mails in one call. Regarding if he believes that there will be conflicts  
between SIT and Cullum he thinks it is “guaranteed” that there will be, as with all 
suppliers. But he believes that there will be no problem solving those conflicts. 
 
Power Balance 
The purchaser do not think that they will not invest  in any equipment for Cullum, but 
there will be investments in time. He thinks that Cullum surely will have more 
information that they will share  with SIT. They know about the 300 and 400 turbine 
and SIT does, and they will probably not tell us everything. Cullum do not do the detailed 
specifications, it is Lincoln that does those, and not SIT. 

Interview - Camfil 
 
Product Characteristics 
Camfil delivers air intakes and air cleaning to Siemens gas turbines; they also deliver 
enclosures and sometimes exhaust systems and would say that they are a complete 
system supplier to Siemens business. Regarding complexity  of the product they say 
that it varies a bit. Air intake and system construction is relatively advanced to a certain 
extent. But it is not as complex as motors and watches according to them. But they say 
sure it is complex. Channels and ventilation systems is not so complex. But the silencer 
(sound-absorber) is complex and need a lot of knowledge and experience in order to be 
made to the gas turbines. Regarding if the product is standardized  they say that it is not.  
Regarding customization  they say the product is more or less only suited to SIT. But 
they say that there are parts of the system that can be used to other customers as well, 
but you can not take a product made for SIT and sell it directly to other customers. The 
basic concepts are of course always remaining.  
 
Regarding the developed technology  they say that it is a mature technology. But there 
is always a development of components. So regarding innovation  the product 
continuously becomes more efficient. Regarding the design changes  they say that they 
develop different generations of the package to suit new turbines. Then they have a 
package which they can deliver to SIT for a couple of to come, but of course adoptions 
are made during time. The changes are mostly for usage but they also say that during 
their years at Camfil they have seen changes to the appearance of the acoustics like 
color change, but it is not changes to every turbine but more over generation when SIT 
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wants a new look for the turbines. When asked about if there are mutual process 
adjustments  they say yes. Regarding if the product requires engineering expertise  he 
says that they have engineers that are needed to handle the product.   
 
Market Characteristics 
Regarding the demand  in the market they say it is a hard question but that they would 
say that there are large volumes in the market. There is a large value in the market but 
there are no giant quantities. There are 6-8 great players in the world market [suppliers 
of acoustics] and approximately 400-500 units in total. Regarding the stability  of the 
market they say that the market is growing. There is a growth  in the market at least as 
long as there are fossil fuels, because they are run on either diesel or natural gas. 
Regarding the concentration  of the market they say that this is not a consumer product 
so there is not hundreds of thousands of items that are produced and they would say 
that it is a niche market. Regarding the competition  among the suppliers he says that 
there is a tough competition. Regarding the amount of capable suppliers they say that 
there are 6-8 suppliers that are capable to deliver to SIT. When asked if those are 
established supplier  they say that there are some new comers among those. 
Regarding if there are any new players in the market they say that the selection of 
suppliers is not very big. There are about 1-2 new comers in the market. There are local 
players that turns up for specific local project in specific countries or towards specific 
customers, but they are more of a fad [comes and goes in “a day”]. Regarding 
substitutes  they say that they see no threat right now in the near future, but you should 
never say never. You need to be humble. There are other ways to muffle sound, but if 
we talk about treats tomorrow they see none.  
 
Supplier Characteristics 
Regarding the size  of the company they say that the Swedish division has a turnover of 
400 Millions SEK and 120 employees, this is Camfil Power System in Borås.  Power 
systems include 4-5 groups in Germany, Canada, China and India. Globally they are 
250-300 employees and have a turnover of 1 Billion SEK. Regarding if they are a 
multiproduct supply house  they say that they would not say so, they deliver air 
cleaning and acoustics. Regarding if they have any proprietary technology they say 
that they have some patents with regard to this product. They say that SIT has the 
largest bargain power . Regarding the amount of established suppliers  they say 
among the 6-8 capable suppliers there are some new comers [1-2].  
 
Regarding SIT is dependence on Camfil  they say that if they could not supply then it 
would definitely be an effect on the production, but they do not believe it would stop the 
production. All parts would survive in the long run but it would create large damages 
right now. Regarding if they have a lot of R&D they say yes they put a large part of their 
turnover on R&D. Both Camfil Farr and power systems put a lot of effort into 
development. Regarding if Camfil has high switching costs to change to another 
supplier, they start with that SIT is a large volume customer and that they have a long 
term relationship, so it would mean costs to both Camfil and SIT. The costs are not 
connected to assets rather the costs would be loss of income. When asked about if they 
are a recognized skilled supplier they say that they are.  Regarding Camfils economic 
reliance  on SIT they say that the Siemens account stands for a large part of their 
turnover, about 40 to 45 percent with regard to Borås.  
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Internationalization 
Regarding their motivation to create international relationships they answer that they 
are a global company and have international customers, and that that is their strength.  
Regarding what language  they use during their daily work they say that the Camfil-
group language is English but as SIT is a Swedish customer they use Swedish in this 
case. As persons they only use Swedish and English. The company has offices in other 
countries where they have employees that speak the local language, like in China, India 
and Eastern Europe. Regarding if they have experiences any language obstacles, they 
say absolutely, there are always obstacles between two people that speak a language 
that is not their native language. They say that communication with China, India and 
Russia for example is not easy. When asked if the obstacles are misunderstandings and 
hard to explain things to the other person, they say yes. When asked about their 
experience of international trade  they say that they have experience and that it is 
positive. They have not experience any insurmountable obstacles in their business 
relations to international contacts. They also say that they have contacts all over the 
world and a lot of experiences.   
 
The Social System  
When asked about doing business in Sweden they say it is very easy to do business in 
Sweden and prestige less, if you do not think about in a profit way. Compared to do 
doing business abroad it is easier and more relax in Sweden. There are specific things 
and way you need to think about when working abroad, regarding language, manners 
and so on that makes it more complex. Their attitude  towards Swedish products is that 
they are of high quality. When asked about what they think about products form abroad 
they say that it a big variety depending where the product comes from. If you talk about 
Germany for example they have good optimization and high technology knowledge.  
Regarding if they have experienced any obstacle  or differences when working with 
Sweden or foreign countries, they say that it is of course not more difficult to work with 
Sweden. They say that in Sweden they have a better grip what applies when it comes to 
taxes, rules and regulations. In other countries there are new rules, taxes, working 
legislations that you need to pay attention to. Regarding what currency  they use they 
says that they are an Euro-business, so they do most of their business in Euro, but, he 
adds, there are exceptions if the customer wishes otherwise. When doing business with 
Siemens they use Euro. Regarding if they have experienced any obstacles when it 
comes to exchanges rates  and trade regulation  they say trade regulations and trade 
obstacles does exist, and depends on uncertainties, sanctions and other things that take 
happens in the world. There are several countries that are sanctioned by EU, and then it 
is problematic to finish and deliver contacts, Iran is an example of that. When asked 
about their experience of the industry language  used by SIT they would say that they 
have sufficient knowledge. They would say that they have a pretty good knowledge level 
of SIt is products. We have worked together for 30 years so we have a solid background 
to our cooperation.     
 
Information Sharing Mechanism 
Regarding how many people and department  that are involved in their communication 
with SIT, there are about 25 people at Camfil that is in contact with SIT and they think 
that it is at least 25 people at SIT in contact with Camfil, probably more because they are 
a larger organization. This is with regard to contacts between all functions. The contact 
person have contact with 10 persons himself at approximately 5 departments.  
Regarding the importance of the information  the contact person says that the 
information is essential. Regarding the detail and richness of information  he says that 
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is very detailed. Regarding the frequency of exchange between him and the pruchaser 
he says that they exchange information once a day if you include both e-mail and 
telephone, and then he has not counted too high. Between Camfil and SIT it is several 
times a day. When asked about the amount of information exchanged  he thinks the 
amount of information exchanged should be larger. More information is exchanged 
during contract negotiations than otherwise they would say. The contact person would 
say that they have a continuous exchange of information . Regarding frequency and 
regularity of Camfil’s visits to SIT  they say that it is approximately 1-2 times a month. 
Regarding frequency and regularity of SIt is visits to Camfil  they say that it is 1-2 
times every quarter of a year (with the purchaser). With regard to the whole of SIT they 
would say approximately two times a month. With regard to if they use guest engineers  
they say that they do not go to SIT and work at the site but that they do send over 
people to look at details and have technical meeting. They say that SIT also sends 
technical people to Camfil they visit us in Borås and visits our subcontractors as well. It 
is people from construction and quality for example.  
 
Boundary Spanners’ Task Characteristics 
Regarding the task structure  he would not say that his tasks are structure, if so he 
would not have this job he says. He says that they have overall business strategy and a 
key account strategy. But there is no cook book for his job, he says. Regarding task 
complexity he would say that it is complex, it is nuanced. He would not say that his 
tasks are  predictable , he decides very much himself what he wants to accomplish. 
Regarding task routine  he says they his task are not routine. He would say that he and 
the purchaser are interdependent  to solve their working tasks.  
 
Climate and Process Characteristics 
Regarding the social climate  between him and the purchaser he says that it is positive 
and he would not say that it is formal. Regarding if he feels that you can be yourself in 
this relation he says that he has routine in his role and no what he can and can not say, 
but he would not say that he has to be on his guard. He thinks that you can be open and 
that is the relation they want. When asked about his trust  in SIT, he says that if we 
speak about the purchaser specifically, he says that he absolutely has trust. Regarding 
commitment to the relationship he says that SIT are one of their absolutely largest and 
most important customer to Borås, so we of course want to be a future player [to SIT], 
we are very dependent on this relation and that it works well, and that SIT are pleased 
with what they do. Regarding the degree of cooperation  he thinks that we have a good 
cooperation, and first and foremost wide cooperation and many people that are in 
contact with Siemens. He thinks that that is their largest strength as a company. 
Regarding his effort to create cooperation he says that because he is new in his role 
he puts a lot of effort into learning how SIt is organization works. So he believes that he 
and many others are trying hard to keep the relationship going. Siemens is a dynamic 
organization that is constantly changing, even if we have a good relation today but he 
wishes it to be closer. He says that there is a lot of rotation of employees and there are 
new people starting, it is never static. Their contact persons have changed rather much. 
Regarding if SIT uses early supplier involvement in design they say that they have 
examples of both. But to the largest part Camfil are involved early, and that is also 
Camfil’s ambition, they want to be involved early. Regarding their reputation they say 
that they believe that they have a reputation of “sticking their nose out a bit”, we are a 
high quality company, high technology - especially when it comes to filter and filter 
technology. Regarding if they think that SIT is acting fair  to them, they say no not 
always. They would define fairness as fair play in business and in information transfer. 
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Regarding the responsibility allocation between Camfil and SIT they say that Camfil 
has a greater effort.  
 
RQ2 
Relationship Termination Costs 
Regarding if Camfil has high switching costs to change to another supplier. They start 
with that SIT is a large volume customer and that they have a long term relationship. So 
it would mean costs to both Camfil and SIT. The costs are not connected to assets 
rather the costs would be loss of income. When asked about alternative partners  they 
say that the amount of buyers in the market is approximately 15-20. 
 
Relationship Benefits  
Regarding if they believe that SIT adds value  through product, process or technology, 
they say regarding the processes; absolutely. There they can help us a whole lot, they 
have better and more well defined processes than us, better classification of products 
and processes. They know how to act when launching a new product or process to the 
market and how to grade and risk evaluate. When it comes to the product, their work can 
help us in our product and process development, but then there is a question if we can 
use it for other customers; that is somewhat of a sensitive question, we can not expose 
solutions created together with Siemens. When asked about if SIT has any superior 
benefits compared to other customers, they say that they do not really know - it is hard 
to say. If they look back a lot has changed, it has become more controlled, which is good 
in many ways, but maybe we had a more laid back relation earlier.  
 
Regarding if customer selection is a critical element in their competitive strategy  and 
if they put a lot of effort into choosing customer, they say that they do not have a 
hundred customers to choose from. They have a long relation to particularly three 
customers (the Borås division) and if they should add another one, they would want to 
see the potential in this one. They work with the key account concept and with those 
they have established customer relations. We are reasonably selective. They add that if 
looking ahead there is a certain selection, when starting to do business you notice what 
kind of contact you have, if there is only trouble then that customer is not interesting. 
This because it creates more troubles and costs than it is worth. 
 
When asked about if SIT performs any surveys  to see if Camfil is pleased with how they 
act, they say that yes SIT does. They had an audit a few months ago where there were a 
lot of discussions regarding this.  
 
Shared Values 
Regarding if they believe that SIT and Camfil have common beliefs about behavior and 
goals  they say, no not always. Regarding if common policies are appropriate and 
important  to have they say yes. They have spoken about openness, but this has 
somewhat reached stalemate, none of the partners are living as they have learned. They 
say that there are no written documents that are alive at the moment. But they say that 
there are confidential agreements about spreading of information and code of conduct 
as they have mutually agreed upon and follow. Regarding if they have common beliefs 
about norms  they say that they think so. 
 
Opportunistic Behavior 
When asked about if they received an order from SIT which unnaturally large they say 
that they would call them. And they would call us. When asked if they believe that SIT 
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acts to their own advantage at the cost of Camfil, one says yes, to a certain extent, in 
certain cases and the other one says definitely yes. 
 
Communication 
Regarding how they communicate with SIT that there is quite a lot of e-mailing but they 
have the ambition to talk a lot on the telephones and above all have physical meetings 
and check ups. They do not use any other communication methods, they have tried to 
use video conferences, which has been used occasional but they believe that they are 
not really comfortable with this [SIT]. It is so close, just 2.5 hours drive away, so they 
drive here in the morning, have the meeting and go back in the evening.  
 
Regarding the start date  of the communication between Camfil and SIT they say that it 
is approximately 30 years beginning sometime during the 80ties with small scaled 
deliveries. Personally one of the interviewees has been in contact with SIT for 25 year. 
The last 15 years he has worked together with strategic purchasers at SIT. They have 
been in contact with the current purchaser for 2 years. The other interviewee has worked 
3 years at Camfil and is now taking over the contact with the current purchaser from the 
other interviewee. Regarding the amount of time sharing information  with the 
purchaser, they say that it is about 2-3 hours a week. Regarding if the information he 
gets from the purchaser is meaningful  he says that it absolutely is. Concerning if they 
have any disputes  with SIT they say that dispute is a very strong word and they do not 
have disputes. Discussions they absolutely have of the constructive kind and both parts 
have a will to resolve them. When asked about if they would resolve  the 
disputes/discussions they think that they can. 
 
Power Balance 
Regarding if they have invested much in SIT  they say that they have, in production 
capacity, personnel and products, and also in subcontractors to build up the supplier 
base. They need develop the supplier so that they are able to produce to Siemens 
standards, which is costly. Regarding the amount of buyers in the market they say that 
they think it is approximately 15-20. When asked about SIt is share  of the total world 
market for acoustics they think it is about 10-15 percent. Regarding Camfils 
dependence  on SIT for revenue they say that the Siemens account stands for a large 
part of their turnover, about 40 to 45 percent with regard to Borås. 
 
Regarding if Camfil has high switching costs to change to another supplier, they start 
with that SIT is a large volume customer and that they have a long term relationship. So 
it would mean costs to both Camfil and SIT. The costs are not connected to assets 
rather the costs would be loss of income. They think that the SIT account is very 
attractive . SIT is global and we want to be global and grow together with them. Regard 
if the product is a commodity  they say that you have to know the technical details to be 
able to buy the product. Regarding if the product is standardized  they say that it is not. 
 
When asked about if they believe that SIT has more useful information  than they 
share they say that they think so. 
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Interview – Certex Purchaser 
 
Product Characteristics 
The products lifting beams are important, sensitive and critical. The product is used to lift 
the turbines and other components. The lifting beams are delivered together with the 
turbine to the final customer. There are many risks associated with the use of the lifting 
beams, and a bad product with bad quality can lead to damage on the turbines as well 
as other damages and delayed deliveries. This can in turn lead to fights with the final 
customer. The purchaser is responsible for indirect material and the lifting beams are 
classified as both indirect and direct material, but mostly indirect, that is why he is 
responsible for Certex.  
 
Regarding the complexity  of the product the purchasers says that it’s sensitive and that 
the product require much carefulness [noggrannhet], but that it’s not complex. He would 
say it is quite standardized . And that the product absolutely can be used in the whole 
industry. Regarding customization  the purchaser believes that 30-40% of the products 
in Certex assortment [that SIT buys] are customized, many he says. Regarding the 
developed technology  product has been on the market for a long time [the technology 
is mature]. Regarding innovation  the purchaser says that the product will develop 
further regarding new technology, new material and new equipment. He talks about a 
microchip-technology that right now is under development. Regarding design changes  
and what the products look like he says that he believes that it is not much changes; that 
is not a goal in any case. He does not believe there is a mutual process adjustment  
between Certex and SIT. Regarding the need for engineering expertise  he says that 
the product absolutely demands it. If you have a turbine that weights 100 tons at on side 
and only 20 tons at the other side, how are you going to lift it? How is the product going 
to be lifted, how is the weight going to be distributed, that’s part of the lifting beam [that 
this should be handled].  
 
Market Characteristics 
When asked about the demand  for lifting beams he says that all industries need this 
type of product. Everybody has their needs to lift, but the weights to lift differ. When 
asked about the stability  of the market he says that he does not believe that the 
demand for this product is increasing or decreasing. Although he says that due to new 
safety regulations the market has increased. So there (absolutely) is a growth  in this 
market. When asked about if the market is concentrated  he answers no. But later on he 
concludes that it is some what concentrated with regard to the lifting beams used in 
turbine industry. Regarding the competition among the suppliers , and if there are 
many supplier who wish to deliver to SIT, he answers that there are not many. In 
Scandinavia there are three suppliers, he would say. In the whole world there are not 
more than 5-6 suppliers. [With regard to the following discussion this is probably 
regarding lifting beams for heavy lifting/turbine/SIT]. The 5-6 suppliers are the ones 
capable  of delivering to SIT. Regarding competitor change , and possible substitutes, 
he explains about a now studied technology by SIT, which he says is new design for the 
product. They are design a new lifting beam (girder) in the middle that will balance the 
product in all directions, and making the lifting easier and safer. Regarding new players 
in the market it’s suppliers in Taiwan and China, and otherwise he says there are no 
new players.   
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Supplier Characteristics 
Regarding the size of the supplier  the purchasers do not know the turnover of Certex, 
considering number of employees he says it’s not many –but anyhow they have a 
functional organization. It’s not a big company if you count the number of workers 
[employees]. He says that this is not something that is sensitive for us; it actually does 
not matter for me. Regarding if Certex is a multiproduct supply house  he answers that 
everything they produce is about lifting devices and things surrounding it. He does not 
believe that Certex has proprietary technology . It’s not the type of product that you 
have patent on, because intellectual authorities requires a different kind of creation. 
Regarding bargain power , he hopes that Certex can not come and say that they are I 
charge, because they have a cooperation agreement – 50/50.  He would be very 
surprised if the purchasers at SIT should say that we [SIT] are in charge, and they have 
no intention to. It’s all about listening to each other. Regarding the amount of 
established supplier there are 3-4 established suppliers in Western Europe. In China 
and Taiwan there are new comers, but those are so far more focused on standardized 
products [not customized] and are not capable to deliver to SIT right now. But in a few 
years they probably will be in phase with Certex for example, but it will take many years. 
He says that in Europe there are no new comers.  
 
Regarding the dependence  on the supplier, a change of supplier would create certain 
concerns but it would not force us to close the plant or stop the production he believes. 
Certex are very knowledgeable and effective, so we will lose that competence and extra 
effort will be needed to fill those gaps. Regarding RnD Certex is very knowledgeable, 
and always almost answers our questions no matter what they are about. The purchaser 
is not so familiar with the industry but he believes they are very competent. [He doesn’t 
know about the level of RnD] Regarding switching cost for Certex  he doesn’t believe it 
would cost much to find another buyer. He believes that Certex has recognized skills . 
Regarding the suppliers economic reliance on SIT , he believes that a large share of 
Certex turnover comes from them, approximately 25 percent. He believe that nobody 
else buys as much as SIT from Certex. 
 
Internationalization 
Regarding SIT motivation to create international relationships the purchasers says 
that it doesn’t matter if the supplier is local or global; this is not the first thing that is 
considered, it depends on the industry. Independent of if the supplier is local or global, 
they compete on the same premises. The language  he uses during his daily work is 
English and Swedish. 70% of the contracts are made in English. Regarding language 
obstacles  he says it’s the same to work in Swedish and English. Regarding 
experiences of international trade , he purchases 15 000 products and 80 percent 
comes from abroad. For example he purchases from Germany, France, Spain, Thailand, 
Japan and Russia.  
 
The Social System 
The purchasers attitude  towards working with Sweden is that it’s easier to cooperate 
with Sweden in a legal (juridical)-manner. The Scandinavian environment is tougher 
when it comes to costs. When doing business with countries abroad you get better 
commercial conditions, better rebates and volumes, but it’s also more insecure. When it 
comes to Sweden it’s more paperwork, this is needed due to more control and security. 
He exemplifies that in Italy it’s more of a hand shake. He believes that Swedish products 
have higher security and stability, guarantee, long-term [?]. Products from abroad are 
more unsecure, are missing guarantees, “comes with surprises” and something is 
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always missing. With regard to quality the Scandinavian products are always better. He 
sees no obstacles working with Sweden, Scandinavia. With foreign countries the 
suppliers don’t want to sign everything, like code of conduct and SIT special terms of 
conditions. They do not wish to live up to the requirements from SIT, or want to be 
transparent. So this can make business tricky abroad. Abroad SIT is like any other firm 
and the suppliers do not see why they should adjust to “Siemens world”. Regarding 
currency he says that they always buy in the supplier’s currency, that’s a rule at SIT. If 
there are problems then they use SEK or Euro. Problems can be that the supplier 
wishes to buy in another currency than their own. Business is affected by exchange 
rates, they change and this impacts the purchase. He says that you do not what the 
price of the product you buy is, because exchange rates can change. SIT can “secure” 
the exchange rates by using currency-insurances’. He also explains that trade 
regulations  absolutely constitute obstacles. When it comes to his previous 
experiences  of the industry and the industry language  he says that he is no expert and 
it’s not his role to be. When he negotiates he is accompanied by technicians in the 
beginning. When the technical details are set then he continues on his own.   
 
Information Sharing Mechanism 
When asked about how SIT communicates with Certex he says that the communication 
happens at different levels, for example technical level, construction and Certex also 
visits SIT. All the intern purchasers [operative purchasers] have contact with Certex. 
Regarding which people/departments that are involved  in the information sharing he 
says that at SIT there are approximately 10-15 people that are in contact with Certex, 
and it is 4 persons at Certex that have the contact with SIT. Regarding the importance  
of the information he thinks that he can act from the information given to him. Regarding 
the detail/richness of information exchanged he says that it is regarding the juridical 
and commercial aspects. He is commercially and juridical responsible for this supplier. 
Regarding the frequency of information exchange it I usually it’s once a month 
connected to some kind of negotiation or inquiry. The operative purchasers put the 
orders and the strategic purchaser has nothing to do with this, but this is done at least 
once a week. The purchaser says that right now he is in contact with Certex regarding a 
new cooperation agreement [contract negotiation ], so the communication is quite often. 
The last 6 month he has had 3-4 meetings with Certex and their CEO, the contact 
person and Co..  
 
Regarding the amount of information exchanged  he says that it’s “enough”. The 
amount of information exchanged is approximately the same as for other suppliers. 
When asked about how much time he spends during contract negotiation  on Certex, 
he says that with regard to the latest cooperation agreement that they are working on 
they have 3 hour meetings. But when it comes to more concrete discussions regarding 
supplies and deliveries, the meetings are approximately 1-2h. But he needs to prepare 
before the meetings, which can also be held through telephone as well, so it’s for 
example a lot of e-mailing. Regarding the continuousness  of information exchange SIT 
has a continuous contact with Certex, and a continuous dialog. Regarding the 
frequency of buyer/supplier visits SIT visit Certex at least once every 6 month or the 
other way around. But he hopes that it will be possible to visit them once a quarter. 
Concerning the regularity of visits they have meetings once every six month.  
 
Regarding guest engineers  SIT doesn’t bring engineers to Certex, the purchaser says 
that they have already “passed this stage”. Certex knows everything about SIT and SIT 
knows everything about Certex. But Certex do send their engineers to SIT. 
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Boundary Spanners’ Task Characteristics 
Regarding the structure  of the tasks he says that you can say that his tasks are well 
described, but everything is not written down on paper. He has the responsibility for 
certain aspects, and has to understand which aspects are applicable in a certain relation. 
He would not say that his tasks are complex . Neither that they are predictable  – 
anything can show up. Regarding task routine  he says that there are certain processes, 
but there are also many things that happen that are unplanned, as well. There are 
processes, for example how a negotiation should be handled, and what will follow after it. 
But the negotiation depends on every customer [supplier], and may vary a lot. The 
process can also vary from negotiation to negotiation even with the same supplier, 
depending on the situation. He would say that there is interdependence  between him 
and the contact person at Certex. He needs the contact persons at Certex to handle his 
working task and vice versa, it always makes it easier. If you add both e-mailing, 
telephone contact and meetings together, the purchaser believes that the time spent on 
Certex is at least half a day each month. 
 
Climate and Process Characteristics 
Regarding the social climate  he says that it very positive, but neither formal nor 
informal. SIT wants a supplier that can support with their competence, just like they are a 
part of SIT. So Certex is a separate company, but we feel like Certex is like a 
department at SIT – we like to see it that way. And if there is a problem it’s not their fault, 
it’s “ours” [mutual]. He says that he absolutely has trust  in Certex. Regarding his 
commitment  to the relationship he says that he has a bad conscience, because he 
should have finished the cooperation agreement a long time ago, but has not had the 
time. There are many opportunities… He absolutely cares about keeping the relationship.   
Regarding the degree of cooperation  he says that they cooperate a lot. They cooperate, 
because it’s positive to cooperate. Certex learn a lot from working with SIT and they use 
SIT as a “test lab”. They also get the full confidence from SIT. They give SIT support, 
listen, guide and pay attention to SIT. They trust each other and are good friends. 
Regarding his effort to create cooperation  he says that he tries to increase the 
cooperation, but that he also tries to work 40h/week…. But he wishes that he had time to 
do more.  
 
Regarding the early supplier involvement in design he says that they do involve 
Certex in their design, but not with regard to the design of the turbine, but when it comes 
to how to lift it. Certex reputation  is very positive. SIT has checked their references, 
which is part of the negotiation process. Concerning if he believes that SIT acts fair  to 
Certex he says that they treat them very well [alla tiders]. They treat Certex in a correct 
and fair way, have an open dialog, positive and effective cooperation and always try to 
help Certex in all ways. They try to assist if Certex if there is some kind of problem with 
the delivery or damage. Using helpful thinking!    
 
Regarding responsibility allocation  he says that of course it is Certex, because they 
produce the product and do earn the money. SIT doesn’t earn money by purchasing a 
lifting beam, but by delivering the turbine in time to their customers. He believes that 
Certex of course has the largest responsibility. Certex puts in 75-80% of the working 
hours to the relationship. 
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RQ2 
Relationship Termination Cost 
Regarding switching costs for SIT  if they had to change supplier, he says that it would 
be expensive. The alternative partners for SIT are approximately three to four suppliers, 
as mentioned before. 
 
Relationship Benefits 
Certex add value  for SIT because of the safety, better tolerance and quality, of the 
products. SIT trust Certex and that it will work without problems. The purchaser believes 
that Certex has superior benefits  in form of quality, delivery, construction work and that 
they are more skilled than others. When asked about if supplier selection  is a critical 
element he says that it absolutely is. Regarding if Certex has performed surveys  to see 
if they provide benefits for SIT, he says that this is nothing he knows about, has seen, or 
been a part of. 
 
Shared Values 
When asked about if they have beliefs in common  about behavior and goals , he 
absolutely thinks they do, they strive for the same goal, they know the deal about for 
example delivery and environmental aspects. He also believes that policies are 
appropriate  and important. He defines policies as for example code of conduct, to 
respect all human rights and having 100 percent delivery without fuss. He says that they 
have the same norms . 
 
Opportunistic Behavior 
When asked about what he would do if SIT got a price from Certex that is unnaturally 
low, he says that this happening would surprise him. He has been a strategic purchaser 
for many years but never seen this happen. If this would happen, he says he would 
check why it became like this and see if there has been some kind of misunderstanding. 
He does not believe that SIT would act in their own advantage to the cost of Certex.  
When asked about the other way around, he hopes that Certex would not act on the 
behalf of SIT. He is pretty convinced that this does not happen but he has 350 suppliers 
and can not check up on everyone. But when it comes to Certex, which are labeled as 
B-suppliers, he would not accept this kind of behavior; then he would almost fire them 
immediately. He does not think that Certex would dare to take this risk, there is too much 
to lose.  
 
Communication 
SIT’s communication with Certex started  5-6 years ago, the purchaser himself has 
communicated the last 3 years with them. He absolutely considers the information he 
gets to be meaningful . If you add both e-mailing, telephone contact and meetings 
together, the purchaser believes that the time spent on Certex is at least half a day each 
month. Most of the communication is handled through e-mail. When asked about if they 
have any disputes  with Certex he answers that they never have disputes but always 
discussions regarding prices. But discussions are part of a cooperation and do not 
constitute a problem. He also says that they always resolve the discussions  [disputes]. 
 
Power Balance 
The purchaser says that SIT has invested  much in Certex. Certex stores products 
[lifting beams] for SIT. SIT always present construction blueprints for them and they 
have learnt how to produce products for us, which they also have been able to sell to 
other clients. SIT has made no investments  in production plants but it has been brought 
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up, there were discussions about a testing facility to test special products for SIT. 
Investments in equipment have not been done either. Finding a new supplier  for this 
product is “free”; it only takes a look at Google, but to get a new supplier in place costs a 
lot and takes a long time, at least one to two years. Regarding switching costs for SIT  
if they had to change supplier, he says that it would be expensive. The amount of 
suppliers  in the market for lifting beams is 5-6 suppliers. Considering that this product is 
closely connected to safety the product can not be bought by only looking at the price, it 
is not a commodity . He would say the product is quite standardized  [for further 
information see product characteristics]. He does not believe that Certex have more 
information than they share  to SIT. 
 
RQ3 
Relationship Termination Cost 
The purchaser has never heard about Rossendale. Although he believes that the 
switching costs  will be higher because there is a large need for control and checking 
everything more than once. You also have to go through routines. Competences, 
processes and employees are in place. It will cost relatively much. 
 
Relationship Benefits 
He believes that Rossendale would add value  to SIT. But he does not believe that 
Rossendale has any superior benefits  compared to others. But if Rossendale has very 
good competence and has worked a long time with Lincoln and know what is expected 
and how everything is done regarding the 300 and 400 turbines (has knowledge about 
size, weight etc.) that is a benefit for Rossendale. It would therefore be easier to have 
Rossendale as a supplier for the 300 and 400 turbines. 
 
Shared Values 
The purchaser believes that Rossendale and SIT would have beliefs in common  about 
behavior and goals . He thinks it is appropriate and important with policies, they show 
the vision and where we are striving. He also beliefs that they will have the same norms , 
he does not see why not. Also he thinks there is no difference to work with this English 
supplier compared to Certex. 
 
Opportunistic Behavior 
If SIT should receive a price offer that seems unnaturally low, they would double check it. 
They double check every offer they get. Also the purchaser does not believe that 
Rossendale would act to their own advantage on behalf of SIT.  
 
Communication 
Regarding how he would communicate with Rossendale, he thinks it would be mostly 
through e-mails, like every other supplier contacts at SIT. He believes that Rossendale 
and SIT would spend much time sharing  information, more than with Certex, because 
they are not at all familiar with our business. They know Lincoln’s business but not 
Finspång’s. He thinks that the information shared would be meaningful  and he does not 
believe that he will a lot of unnecessary information just because it is a new relation. 
When asked about if he has communicated for a long time  with Rossendale, he says 
that he has not heard about them or been in contact with them.  
 
Regarding if he thinks that they would have any disputes  with Rossendale, he does not 
think so. He also says that to start a relation by being afraid of conflicts is the most 
stupid thing you can do. Regarding if they could resolve  possible disputes he hopes so. 
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If not he thinks that SIT has chosen the wrong supplier from the beginning, if there are 
no such confidence. He also says that he does not believe it is harder to solve conflicts 
with a supplier in England compared to Certex [Sweden], it usually is not so. 
 
Power Balance 
When asked about if he thinks that SIT would invest much in Rossendale, he says that 
they would if they needed to. He thinks that the investments would be equal to the ones 
in Certex. He does not believe that Rossendale would have more information than 
they would share  to SIT. 

Interview – Certex 
 
Product Characteristics 
When asked if the product is complex  they say that it is. It should be assembled, maybe 
not in a really advance way, and then it should not break for the strains that it will be 
exposed to. There are also security, rules and regulation that have to be followed. It is 
not a complex product, but the performance and usage demands that the product is 
done the right way, so therefore it becomes complex. Regarding standardization  they 
say that the product is completely suited for Siemens. [With regard to only the Siemens 
products]. So the product is completely customized  to the buyer who has ordered it. 
Regarding the developed technology  they say that the technology used it is a mature 
technology, it is not a new invention. Regarding innovation  they say that the product is 
constantly developed to become more efficient to use, this is done through input from 
the customers. When for example SIT has new turbines that need to be lifted that has 
another design than the old ones, then Certex develops lifting beams that can lift both 
the new and the old turbines. Regarding if there is a lot of design changes  made to the 
looks of the product, they say that well it is not, they have looked the same for a long 
time. A thing that has been done is that they have for example added a lifting handle to 
the lifting beam in order to ease certain lifts.  
 
Regarding if there are mutual process adjustments  they say that that is constantly 
going on. There is development and changed handled between Certex and SIT’s 
construction departments. They say that SIT can not just make any changes they want, 
for example move something on turbine they have to check with Certex before making 
those changes to foresee what consequences this would lead to. Regarding if the 
product requires engineering expertise  they say ”oh yes it does”, there are a lot of 
engineers working at the departments.  
 
Market Characteristics 
There are large volumes demanded  if you should draw a line over everything call lifting 
beams, but they look different. Some lifting beams are made for repeated lifts of the 
same sort, others are made adjustable to different lifts, but if you put them all together 
there is a large demand. There is a global demand.  When asked about if the market is 
stable , he says yes. He adds that he would consider it growing  due to increase in 
security laws and regulations are increasing from year to year. It is a concentrated  
market because it is not everybody that needs lifting and it is not everybody who can 
manufacture these kinds of products. There are a lot of buyers in the market, all 
industries where there is a need to lift heavier items. The buyers are not few, there are a 
lot of industries, but it is still a focused market. Regarding the amount of suppliers in the 
market he says there are about 10 similar in Sweden. A lot of mechanical workshops 
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can manufacture welded steel constructions, but there are not so many that can manage 
to get CE-labels and approved for lift. Regarding the competition among the 
competitors there are a few others that want to deliver to SIT. They believe there are 
about 4-5 competitors that actively want to deliver to SIT. There are more companies 
that can deliver lifting gear for light lifts, like 10 tons, but the heavier the lifts get the 
fewer suppliers can deliver lifting beams that can manage the weight. Regarding the 
amount of capable suppliers  they do not believe that the 4-5 competitors all could 
manage the heavier lifts, they would say 2-3 of them can. But for the lighter lifts it could 
be more. They say that there are a few suppliers on every market [geographic-market] 
that can be compared to Certex. There might be around 10 suppliers globally, whereas 
2-3 of them are in Sweden that can manage the heavier lifts, those are established 
suppliers.   
 
The might be substitutes  for the lighter weight lifts. But they can not see any substitutes 
for the heavier lifts. There are no new players  in the market. It might be established 
foreign suppliers that are trying to enter new markets, just like Certex. There are 
suppliers in China that are improving there quality and technical knowledge and might be 
a threat in 5-6 years, but right now they do not have the qualifications to compete.  
 
Supplier Characteristics 
Regarding the size of the company they have a turnover of 160 Million Euro, and Certex 
in Sweden has a turnover of 210 Million SEK. Globally Certex has 680 employees, 92 of 
them in Sweden. Regarding if they are a multiproduct supply house they say they are 
not, they work only with lifting. Steel wires and lifting equipment is there core business. 
They only supply to professionals. Certex is a part of the Axel Johnson group which 
produces a wide range of products, but the division they belong to is solely an industry 
division. Regarding proprietary technology  they say that they do not have that. They 
used to own parts of the construction, but that not the case today. Regarding who has 
the bargain power  they say that Siemens is the one mostly dictating the relationship.  
 
Regarding the amount of established suppliers  they say that the suppliers in the 
market are established. There are around 10 globally that are capable. Regarding SIT’s 
dependence of Certex  they do not believe that the production would stop, but that it 
would cause extensive problems for SIT. It takes a long time and is quite expensive to 
develop new lifting beams and guarantee the quality of them. They also say that in other 
parts of the world there are other laws and regulations regarding lifting and you need to 
make sure that the right documents are in order to be able to lift them according to local 
restriction. This product is quite critical to SIT as they can not deliver the turbines without 
lifting them. Regarding the level of R&D they say that they work with R&D. They 
continuously look at new products, improvements and new solutions. They say it is an 
important part and development is something you need to have to stay in business. 
Regarding the switching cost  for Certex they say that it would be expensive to switch 
from SIT to another customer. Some of the products that are really large are specially 
developed for SIT, so if the new customer would require something like this there would 
be a need to develop those. So in this case it would be expensive to switch to another 
customer. Regarding their recognized skills they say that they are skilled, otherwise 
they would not be a supplier. Regarding their economic reliance  on SIT they say that 
SIT stands for 5-10 percent of their turnover.  
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Internationalization 
Regarding if they have motivation to create international relationships  they say they 
do and that they do this all the time as well. Certex have businesses in many countries in 
Europe. In those countries Certex try to work on the local market. Certex have 
customers all over the world, England, Sweden, other countries. Certex sees the whole 
world as a playing field.  Regarding the languages  they use mostly Swedish but also 
English. When asked if they have experience any language obstacles  they say that 
sometimes they receive strange e-mails from Siemens, that has to be read 2-3 times in 
order to understand the meaning of them. Sometimes the use of technical terms makes 
it hard to understand, but this can be managed. Regarding the contact persons 
experience of international trade  he says that he does not have so much experience 
in international trade. But they also mention that they have suppliers in most of the 
European countries, and customers that are established in many countries. They are 
often directly in contact with the receiving countries and not with the purchasing office in 
Sweden.   
 
The Social System 
When it comes to doing business  with Sweden they think this works well. And now 
days there is no bigger difference doing business abroad either, there are no customs or 
trade obstacles. Norway and the Åland islands are a bit troublesome; it is easier to 
deliver to Spain, because they are a part of the EU. Their attitude  is that Swedish 
products are of good quality and that many foreign products have less quality than 
Swedish products. They point out that unfortunately there are not many products made 
in Sweden today. An obstacle  working with Sweden could be the high prices, but this is 
often outweighed by higher efficiency and “right from the beginning”. Obstacles working 
abroad are the distances and the relations. If Certex should outsource their production to 
a foreign country they never know what they will get back, they say. So it is an 
uncertainty. Regarding exchange rates  they say that it is complicated to do business in 
other currencies. If you fix a price agreement for two years in Euro, and then it turns out 
that you buy most of the components in Sweden, then it becomes a problem. Regarding 
trade regulation  they say that the managing of Norway and the Åland islands become 
more hard work because of the paper work they require. Certex use SEK and Euro in 
when doing business, which currency is decided by the customer. When doing business 
with SIT they use SEK. They say that with regard to their experience in the industry 
language used by SIT they think that they have enough knowledge. They point out that 
there is a certain vocabulary, but also that they are not directly involved in the technical 
discussions.  
 
Information Sharing Mechanism 
Regarding information exchange the contact person at Certex often receives questions 
about different things that need to be solved. With the purchaser at SIT he says that it is 
to renew the cooperation agreement regarding terms and conditions and managing of 
lifting devices. The agreement has existed for many years, but should now be updated. 
So this is what most of their discussion is about. It is not so much about the daily work.   
 
When asked about people and departments involved  they say 4-5 people at the 
construction department at Certex are in contact with SIT. At SIT there are 2 operative 
purchases, and 4-5 at the construction department. They say that the communication 
includes about 5-10 people in each company. When asked about if the information is 
important  the contact person at Certex says that it depends on the information. When 
asked if he feels that he gets information that he does not need he says both yes and no. 
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If he and the purchaser at SIT decided something it is up to the contact person at Certex 
to send the information forward and make sure that it will lead to actions. Regarding the 
detail and richness of information  he says that it depends on the circumstances. If 
they are discussing a pricelist and going through each item step by step then of course 
the information has a high level of richness. But the business exchange over all is not so 
detailed. Regarding the frequency for information exchange  he says that he was in 
contact with the purchaser at SIT last time before Christmas 2011. He is in contact with 
the purchaser at the most once a quarter (of a year), in connection to the quarterly 
meetings. Sometimes there is some e-mailing, but nothing since Christmas. Regarding 
the amount of information exchanged  he says that - well, it is pretty much. Regarding 
the amount of information exchanged during  contract negotiations he says that – 
then it is at the most I presume. He is asked if this is a lot of information and the answer 
is – yes, it should be. Regarding the continuousness of information  exchange he says 
that it is not continuous. They speak to each other when there is a need. Regarding the 
frequency of Certexs visits to SIT  he says that he visits a few times a month, mostly in 
the production. Regarding the frequency of SITs visits to Certex  he says that it is very 
rarely, once a year approximately. Regarding the regularity  of Certex’s visits to SIT he 
says that they visit when they feel a need for this. Regarding the regularity  of SIT’s 
visits to Certex he says  - well yes, we are supposed to have annual meetings where we 
go through our common businesses this meeting usually is held in Varberg or Finspång 
every second time. So the regularity of SIT’s visit to Certex could be said to be once a 
year. Certex uses guest engineers  and people from there construction department 
usually visit SIT. They also invite people from SIT’s construction department to courses 
and exchange with Certex. He does not believe that SIT otherwise sends engineers to 
Certex. But he points out that he has not worked with this.  
 
Boundary Spanners’ Task Characteristics 
Regarding if he has a good task structure he says yes, over all. He has job description; 
this is in general for him as a seller nothing that describes the specific role towards SIT. 
It is more about having a feeling for what is going on; he says that it is few suppliers that 
he visits several times a month. He says that his working tasks are complex . He says 
he has to be a jack of all trades, you have to be able to socialize with a lot of different 
people and you have to be able to see where Certex can assist with their products. 
Regarding task predictability  he says that his work is not predictable. Regarding task 
routine he says that it is not routine, that there are new things and that is the charm of it. 
Regarding the interdependence  of the contacts persons he says that he does not need 
the purchaser at SIT in order to solve his working task, and no, he does not need the 
contact to solve his tasks. When asked about if he needs a contact to be able to 
negotiate with he says he does, but not the specific purchaser now working at SIT.       
 
Climate and Process Characteristics 
Regarding the social climate  he says that it is quite informal. He points out that the 
purchaser at SIT is pretty new and they have not met that many times. But he feels that 
you can be yourself. Regarding if he has trust  in SIT he says yes absolutely. If SIT is 
ordering something he must trust that they want it. Regarding his commitment  to the 
relation with the purchaser at SIT he says that he has no particular commitment, but that 
he has a commitment to the contact persons within SIT, production, purchasing and 
transportation for example. When asked if he wants to keep the relation with the 
purchaser at SIT he says yes, he understands that it is important that it is someone that 
you have the bureaucratic relations to. Regarding the degree of cooperation  he says 
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that Certex have a very large cooperation with SIT. But he and the purchaser at SIT’s 
cooperation are not mentionable.  
 
Regarding his effort to create cooperation  he says that he puts an effort and wishes to 
have cooperation with SIT. With the purchaser at SIT he says - sort of, but there is not 
really anything on the Certex side of it.  The strategic purchaser creates the guidelines 
and then it is other people that will place the orders etc. When Varberg set the price on 
the lifting beams the contact person at Certex is not involved. The contact person at 
Certex sets the prices for smaller and more standardized items. When asked about how 
the communication works he says that it is people from SIT construction department and 
the specific project that create a lifting beam suggestion and discuss this with Varberg, 
and then the project generates a purchase.   
 
Regard if SIT uses early supplier involvement in design he says that the earlier they 
are involved the better, we try to be there from the beginning. If it is a standardized 
turbine and standard lift there is no need to get involved. [If there is a not standardized 
turbine then they will get involved.]  Regarding the supplier reputation  he thinks that 
Certex has a good reputation. He believes that SIT is acting fair  to Certex. When asked 
about how he defines fairness he says that it is with regard to business and 
communication. Regarding responsibility allocation  between SIT and Certex he says 
that he has no opinion of this. This is a mutual cooperation. It is about good cooperation 
and knowing each other. He says that of course SIT does not spend as much time as we 
do because they buy this service from us.   
 
RQ2 
Relationship Termination Costs 
Regarding the switching cost  for Certex he says that it would be expensive to switch 
from SIT to another customer. Some of the products that are really large are specially 
developed for SIT, so if the new customer would require something like this there would 
be a need to develop those. So in this case it would be expensive to switch to another 
customer. Regarding alternative customers  he says that SIT constitute 5 percent of 
their turnover but they have several other similar customers too. When asked about the 
amount of buyers  in the market, he says that there are more than a hundred in the 
Swedish market. Regarding customers comparable to SIT he says that there are not 
particularly many. 
 
Relationship Benefits 
Regarding is SIT adds value  through product, process or technology he says that yes 
they do. It is required that we “are on the ball” and see the development possibilities. We 
need to keep up regarding to production and the last solutions. This develops Certex. 
Regarding if SIT has any superior benefit  he says that of course it is a big customer to 
Certex and the cooperation they have that is running (continuous) is unique to SIT 
compared to other big customers, they do not have a relationship this close to other 
customers. Regarding if customer selection  is a critical element in Certex’s competitive 
strategy, and if choosing customer is important - he says that it does not work like that in 
reality. It is often the customer that chooses us. But if they have to equal customers and 
they know that one of them is a “pain in the ass” then of course they would chose the 
other one, if they had the option. But it does not work like that in reality. 
 
When asked if SIT performs any surveys , he says that they do not as far as he knows. 
Not that kind of questions, more code of conduct with questions regarding for example 
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child labor. Regarding shared values about behavior and goals  he says that yes they 
have. And he thinks that policies appropriate and regarding if policies are important  
he says that it makes it easier and they have common policies to certain extent. But 
those are not written down, it is more of a feeling that you act in the right way. Regarding 
if they have the same norms  he says that he feels that they do. 
 
Opportunistic Behavior 
Regarding if Certex would call SIT if they receive an unnaturally large order, he says that 
of course they would, and it has happened. Regarding if he thinks that SIT would act to 
cost of Certex, he says that if you read the contracts from SIT he would say yes. 
Because he says that in the contract it says that Certex is responsible for orders placed 
by SIT even if they are wrong. But that might be the reason that Certex has not reached 
the end of the contract negotiations with the purchaser at SIT, those kinds of 
agreements and proposals will not be accepted by Certex. When asked about if he 
thinks that SIT would call them if Certex sent them an invoice with unnaturally low cost, 
he says that he believes that they hardly would. When the invoice has reached this far 
no one sees it anymore in the SIT-system. 
 
Communication 
Regarding how the contact person at Certex communicates with SIT he says that he 
uses e-mail, telephone and meetings, mostly telephone. When asked about starting 
date  for the communication he says that he has been in contact with the current 
purchaser at SIT for 2 years. With the previous strategic purchaser he started to 
communicate 8 years ago and until the current one took over. Regarding the amount of 
time  spent sharing information he says that during a quarter it can be everything form 
one hour to half a day, depending on what is discussed. Regarding if the information he 
gets is meaningful or if he gets information that he does not need, he says “both yes 
and no”. Sometimes he receives transportation agreements and payment agreements 
and so on, but he also points out that this is a discussion you have in a business relation. 
If he and the purchaser at SIT decide something it is up to the contact person at Certex 
to send the information forward and make sure that it will lead to actions.  
 
When asked about if they often have conflicts  with SIT he says that he would no say so. 
He also says that they absolutely would resolve the conflicts  if they would occur.  
They do not always agree on all matters, things happen along the way, and you have to 
act in certain ways to resolve them. Then you have come to a mutual decision and it is 
about giving and taking. 
 
Power Balance 
Regarding if Certex has made any investments in SIT  he says that they have in 
machines, buildings, personnel, computers, trucks for heavy lifting and equipment over 
all. They can use the equipment for other customers as well but most of the investments 
are done to meet SIT’s needs. When asked about the amount of buyers  in the market, 
he says that there are more than a hundred in the Swedish market. Regarding 
customers comparable to SIT he says that there are not particularly many. He says that 
they can not say that now we choose another customer, those other customers they 
already have, because they have the greater part of the market already today. When 
asked about SIT’s share of the market  as a lifting beam customer he says 5 percent, 2 
percent, it is hard to know [probably Sweden]. Regarding dependence of SIT  for 
revenue he says that SIT constitutes 5 percent of their turnover. Regarding the 
switching cost  for Certex they say that it would be expensive to switch from SIT to 
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another customer. Some of the products that are really large are specially developed for 
SIT, so if the new customer would require something like this there would be a need to 
develop those. So in this case it would be expensive to switch to another customer.  
 
Regarding the attractiveness  of the SIT account he says that SIT is an attractive 
customer that they are proud to have SIT as a customer and to be given the confidence 
of delivering to them. This is a feather in the hat for us. To be main supplier to SIT, 
concerning lifting equipment, is not bad at all. When asked if the product is a 
commodity  he answers that everything is not in the price tag. You can not only look at 
the price, you need to know that the product lives up to certain requirements and 
approvals, in order to use it. Regarding standardization  he says that the product is 
completely suited for Siemens. [With regard to only the Siemens products]. Concerning if 
SIT has more useful information  than they share he says yes they have.  
 

Interview – Finspångs Allmekano Purchaser 
 
Product Characteristics 
This product group is called light manufacturing [lätt tillverkning], light subcontract work 
[lätt lego] or small machining. The products are manufactured by use of lathe machining 
and milling. This is (cutting) machining of small products up to 500 millimeter. Regarding 
the complexity , the product is not complex compared to other parts in the turbine. When 
asked if the product is made up of many parts that are put together in a none-easy-way 
he says that it’s not. The products are made from a material that is machined by use of 
lathe machining, milling and so on. Regarding standardization  the product can not be 
considered to be standardized, it is not adapted to be used by everyone in the industry. 
The product is unique for the turbine. When asked if it is a customized  product only 
adapted to be used by Siemens, he says that it is. The product is manufactured fully 
according SITs blueprints and specifications. 
 
Regarding the developed technology  he says that cutting machinery has been around 
for a while. Regarding innovation he believes that the product absolutely can become 
more efficient as the supplier learn how to manufacture the product. He believes there is 
a continuous development of cutting machinery and he also believes that the products 
develop continuously. Regarding the design changes he says that the blueprints do 
change. When asked about the changes he says that they are more about the usage 
than the exterior design [layout]. This is small parts and they may change due to 
changes in larger parts in order to fit. Regarding mutual process adjustment  he would 
not say that they are mutually dependent. SIT has specifications that the product should 
be produces according to. How it is produced is not the most important, the most 
important is that the product should be within the specifications.  SIT believes that the 
supplier is continuously trying to improve its processes, which SIT also wants them to in 
order to find cost reductions together with the supplier. He says that engineering 
expertise  is needed at SIT in order to create the specifications, which is done by 
employees at the construction department. The supplier needs to have engineering 
expertise to handle the products.  
 
Market Characteristics 
Regarding the demand  on the market he says that it is quite a lot, he believes there are 
large volumes. This product group includes a large amount of items, up to thousands of 
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items. Regarding the stability  of the market he says that he believes it is increasing. 
Regarding if it’s a large growth , he says that he does not know, but there is an 
increasing need, if you for an example look at SIT our need is increasing and this 
automatically lead to growth of the market. With regard to the concentration  in the 
market he does not believe that there are few buyers and few suppliers. Instead he says 
that the supplier base is quite large and that he believes that there are a lot of buyers too. 
Concerning the competition among the suppliers  he says that there are many 
suppliers that want to deliver this type of products to SIT. He also has a feeling that the 
suppliers therefore have to “fight” in the market. He says that there are many capable 
suppliers  to SIT. Regarding substitutes he believes that this product has to be made 
using cutting machinery, but that there are many supplier able to do this. He thinks that 
there are many new players  in the market that are quite alike Finspångs Allmekano.   
 
Supplier Characteristics 
With regard to the size  of the supplier he believes that their turnover is 20-22 million 
SEK, and that they are approximately 15-20 employees. Finspångs Allmekano produces 
many items but within the same product group, so they are not a multiproduct supply 
house . He does not believe that the supplier have proprietary technology for this 
product. He thinks that SIT has the largest bargain power , since Finspångs Allmekano 
is there subcontractor. For this type of product it is quite easy and quite fast to find a new 
supplier. Regarding if the amount of established suppliers in the market  he says that 
he can only speak about the suppliers SIT uses, and they are well established to SIT for 
a longer time. SIT uses a number of suppliers for this type of products, 5-6 suppliers. He 
says that this is needed because there are different types of suppliers some for easier 
parts and some for the more advanced pieces. Finspångs Allmekano he believes can do 
both. He does not know if there are no new comers in the market. Regarding the 
dependence of the supplier he thinks that the production would not be affected or 
stopped if they had to change supplier. For this type of product SIT has a varied 
selection of suppliers so they can change supplier pretty fast. Hopefully if SIT would not 
find out that Finspångs Allmekano could not deliver he thinks it’s possible to find a new 
supplier so that the production hopefully would not stop. When asked about R&D he 
concludes that the supplier does not work with R&D, but he is convinced that they work 
with continuous improvements regarding manufacturing processes, Lean and logistics. 
Regarding the switching cost  for the supplier he says that SIT is their largest customer, 
but they do have other and he thinks they can find new customers. Regarding 
recognized skills  he thinks that Finspångs Allmekano is good and live up to the 
demands of SIT. Regarding the supplier’s economic reliance  on SIT he says that he 
believes SIT constitutes approximately 30-40% of Finspångs Allmekanos sales.  
 
Internationalization 
Regarding international relations  he says that SIT wants to create international 
relations. Regarding the language  he uses he says that in his daily work he uses 
Swedish and English. He also explains that it is really no differences by working in 
Swedish or English, he has experienced no obstacles . Regarding his experiences of 
international trade  he says that he has worked with international suppliers in for 
example Germany and England for some years. He thinks that is working fine.  
 
The Social System 
Doing business  with Sweden works well, according the purchaser. Speaking the same 
language as the supplier makes it easier, and you do not have to deal with export issues 
or things like that with a Swedish supplier. When it comes to doing business abroad it is 
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more questions to manage, freight, boarders etc. His attitude  towards Swedish products 
and products from abroad is that they are the same when it comes to this type of 
products. This is because all products have to fulfill the specifications and demands from 
SIT and the origin does not matter. He has experiences no obstacles  working with 
Sweden. Working with countries abroad does not constitute an obstacle but demands 
better communication to avoid misunderstandings. In Sweden they use SEK as the trade 
currency between SIT and their suppliers, and with suppliers abroad he says that they 
use Euro. Sometimes they use other currencies, when asked about how this is chosen 
he says that he has not yet negotiated any agreements with foreign supplier. So when 
asked about trade regulations and exchange rates  he does not really know. His 
experiences in the industry language  is that they do speak the same language and he 
thinks it works well and does not feel a need to learn the language better.  
 
Information Sharing Mechanism 
The purchaser has one main contact person at Finspångs Allmekano. They try to meet 
once a month and discuss different issues/topics; this is possible because of the short 
distance between the companies. Operative purchasing has quarterly meetings and then 
the strategic purchaser tries to participate. And so they have regular inquires and there 
by, regular communication.  
 
When asked about which people and departments that are involved in the 
communication, he answers that there is a lot of communication with his contact person 
[the CEO of Finspångs Allmekano], but he also has two assistants who help with 
invoices, daily contact, orders, delivers etc. At SIT there are people from different 
departments contacting Finspångs Allmekano, but it is the same people that have the 
daily contact. He believes that there are four departments that have contact with 
Allmekano. Regarding the importance  of the information, the purchase thinks that he 
can act on the information exchanged. Regarding the details/richness of the 
information exchanged  he thinks that it’s detailed. The information often concerns 
specific questions regarding the products, deliveries, orders or price so it is very detailed 
governance. Regarding frequency of exchange  he says that it varies but he would 
presume it is approximately one time a week. Regarding the amount of information 
exchanged  he says that this is a quite large supplier to SIT and that there is a lot of 
information exchanged. Regarding the amount of information exchanged during 
contract negotiation  he says that the exchange becomes more intense during those 
periods. He has not had any real contract negotiations, but has done inquires which are 
also contracts, in a way.  
 
The purchaser thinks that the information exchanges  happen continuously . 
Regarding the frequency of buyer/supplier visits  he says that it is not often, it is not 
frequent; it is somewhere in between according to the purchaser. He would say that they 
visit the supplier once a month and that Finspångs Allmekano visits SIT once a quarter. 
This approximation is done from the purchaser’s point of view, when it comes to 
deliveries etc. [operative purchasing] they occur continuously. Regarding the 
continuousness of buyer/supplier visits  he says that it’s a good continuousness. SIT 
has stated quarterly meetings that occur every second time at SIT and every second 
time at the supplier’s, this is the same for all large suppliers. Regarding the use of guest 
engineers he does not know, but does not think that any of them use guest engineers. 
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Boundary Spanners Task Characteristics 
Regarding the task structure  there is a clear and well described structure. There are 
clear instructions for what our responsibility is, and what other department’s 
responsibilities are. Regarding the task complexity  he says that with this supplier there 
is a long history so processes and channels are already established. He would not say 
that the task is easy but there is a well established working structure. But still there are 
contract discussions and so on. Regarding predictability  of the task he says that it is 
predictable in terms of a time schedule for contracts, but things can show up 
unpredictable. There is regularity for how to work with the suppliers, with recurrent 
meeting and so on. But over all he would say that he has a pretty good idea of what he 
supposed to do. Regarding task routines  he would not say that it is routine rather that it 
varies. Regarding mutual dependence , he says that the type of questions that comes 
from him it is most often his specific contact person that can answer. But the purchaser 
also puts forward that his contact person has competent colleagues, they can also 
answer questions regarding more general questions.    
 
Climate and Processes Characteristics 
He would say that the social climate  is very positive. They have a constant 
communication with this supplier. He would say that some things are formal, and other 
things are informal. He thinks that they have a good communication and that the relation 
feels natural. When asked about trust  he says that Finspångs Allmekano has been a 
supplier to SIT for a long time and that he sees them as a good supplier with good 
service and technical competence. Regarding commitment  and if he cares for the 
supplier he says that he sees them as a good supplier an that he want to have a long-
term cooperation with them, Regarding degree of cooperation  he says that they a lot of 
cooperation with Finspångs Allmekano. But he would only call them if he had an errand, 
not just to check how they are doing. Regarding effort to create  cooperation he says 
that he wish to have a good cooperation with this supplier and that he puts effort into 
creating cooperation, just like the supplier. Regarding if the use early supplier 
involvement in design  he says that he does not believe that they use this. This product 
does not contain that type of complexity. If a design change was required SIT would 
change the specifications them self and then let the supplier know and they would 
change the product accordingly. Regarding the reputation of the supplier he says that 
SIT has had this supplier for many years and that Finspångs Allmekano has a good 
knowledge about SIT and they provide SIT good service. When starting as a strategic 
purchaser this was also the view of Finspångs Allmekano that he got.  
 
Regarding if he thinks that SIT acts fair  to the supplier he says that he absolutely thinks 
so. He defines fair as a good communication with the supplier, telling them what is 
happening at SIT, volume increases and so on. Finspångs Allmekano gets prognoses 
every month for how much SIT is going to buy from them. Regarding the responsibility 
allocation  he says that they have a continuous cooperation. With a strategic partner like 
this one, they have continuous meetings and discussions about volumes and such. SIT 
is a big customer for a small company like this, and Finspångs Allmekano is dependent 
on SIT and how much they buy.   
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RQ2 
Relationship Termination Costs 
Regarding switching costs  for SIT, it would not cost SIT so much to change to another 
supplier. When it comes to alternative partners  they have 5-6 suppliers that they 
already work with today, mainly Swedish. But there are many more suppliers, also 
abroad. 
 
Relationship Benefits 
Regarding added value  from the supplier, SIT expects that the supplier is continuously 
working with cost reductions and that the supplier comes up with suggestions for 
improvements. Finspångs Allmekano can make changes to their process which can gain 
SIT, so to speak, he says. The supplier can give advice regarding change of material for 
example; this can be to one that is cheaper but with the same strength. When asked 
about if this supplier has superior benefits , the purchaser answers that the suppliers 
they have for this type of products are much the same. But the advantages of Finspångs 
Allmekano are their close location and thereby logistics and service. Regarding is 
supplier selection  is a critical element, he says that it is important to choose suppliers, 
naturally. It is important that to qualify the supplier according to the processes SIT has. 
Finspångs Allmekano sends SIT a survey  once a year with some questions of the more 
simple type, regarding how SIT perceives their service and communication. 
 
Shared Values  
The purchaser believes that they have beliefs in common about behavior  and goals , at 
least when it comes to general issues like promptness and quality. SIT are very clear 
about what they expect from their suppliers. SIT has certain policies, regarding 
everything according to the purchaser that the suppliers have to follow. He believes that 
policies are appropriate  and important . When it comes to norms , he says that they 
understand each other and SIT has tried to get Finspångs Allmekano to work a little bit 
more like SIT regarding internal meeting. In cooperation with Finspångs Allmekano, SIT 
has tried to develop the supplier when it comes to lean and processes. He does not 
know what policies the supplier have themselves but SIT is, as mentioned before, are 
very clear with what they expect, like the code of conduct etc. 
 
Opportunistic Behavior 
Regarding if the purchaser gets an offer that is unnaturally low, he says that it is hard to 
notice because the price on those products are relatively low. He also says that he has 
not experienced this but if he could notice the fault, he would probably start a dialog with 
the supplier and probably check what has happened. If SIT would give the supplier an 
order that is unnaturally large, he believes that the supplier would react and notify SIT, if 
it was a big thing. The purchaser does not think that SIT would act so that it would lead 
to bad consequences for the supplier. That is not how we shall work he says. 
 
Communication 
The purchaser communicates with Finspångs Allmekano through telephone, e-mail and 
continuous meetings. Most of the communication is handled through telephone. As a 
strategic purchaser he has been in contact  with Finspångs Allmekano for approximately 
2 month. But he has been an operative purchaser and therefore been in contact with 
them for a total of five years; it is the same contact person. He would guess that SIT and 
Finspångs Allmekano has cooperated for 15-20 years. Regarding the amount of time 
spent  on information exchange with Finspångs Allmekano he believes it’s approximately 
one hour a week. The purchaser thinks the information is meaningful  and improves his 
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understanding. Regarding if they have conflicts  with the supplier; the purchaser says 
lately Finspångs Allmekano has had a hard time fulfilling SIT’s demands regarding 
promptness and delivery on time. Therefore SIT has pointed this out to them and a 
discussion has aroused. Regarding if they resolve  the discussion he says that they most 
often do. 
 
Power Balance 
The purchaser does not believe that SIT has invested in the supplier  when it comes to 
equipment. But he says that they see the supplier as a partner and has invested much 
time in them. He believes there is a quite large amount of suppliers that can be 
compared to Finspångs Allmekano that are able to deliver so SIT. He can not say a 
number, but they can chose world wide so there are a large number of possible 
suppliers. Regarding switching costs  for SIT, it would not cost SIT so much to change 
to another supplier. The product is manufactured fully according SITs blueprints and 
specifications and is therefore not a commodity . Regarding standardization  the 
product can not be considered to be standardized, it is not adapted to be used by 
everyone in the industry. The product is unique for the turbine. According to the 
purchaser it is not expensive to find a good supplier  for this product if you compare to 
other products that SIT buys. The purchaser does not believe that the supplier has more 
useful information than they share . He thinks that if the supplier sees an improvement 
opportunity somewhere, they will tell SIT. 
 
RQ3 
Relationship Termination costs 
When asked about switching costs  the purchaser answers that he does not know 
about Keweld but re-sourcing this type of product is not very hard. The product is not so 
complex and there is a good market for this type of items. 
 
Relationship Benefits 
When asked about if the supplier would add value , he does not know. Regarding 
superior benefits , he says that a benefit for Keweld is that they are familiar with the 
Lincoln turbines [300 and 400] and their items. He believes that if the products are 
similar to the ones produced by Finspångs Allmekano today, it would also be possible 
for Allmekano to produce those new items. 
 
Shared Values 
Regarding behavior , goals  and policies  he believes that those would be the same as 
towards a Swedish supplier since the demands from SIT are the same. The demands 
include quality, promptness in delivery and communication. When asked about norms  
he says that they would probably differ because norms in Sweden and England are 
different overall. 
 
Opportunistic behavior 
When asked about if Keweld would give SIT an offer that is unnaturally low, he says that 
how this supplier would be handled would be no different than any other. He says it is 
hard to have an opinion regarding if the new supplier would act opportunistic, maybe. 
This is not something that you find out. 
 
Communication 
If you compare Finspångs Allmekano and Keweld he thinks that he would spend as 
much time sharing information  with Keweld as with Finspångs Allmekano. The 
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communication is closer in the beginning if the supplier is new, to establish the right 
communication methods and the right contact person. He says that he thinks that the 
communication would be meaningful . It can be tricky in the beginning; there is always a 
running-in period with a new supplier. He does not know if SIT has communicated for a 
long time with Keweld. He believes that he would communicate  in the same way with 
Keweld; using telephone, e-mail and meetings. The degree of communication depends 
on the type of items purchased and how large the cooperation is. It would be the same 
type and volume of information, Swedish or foreign, under the condition that that the 
volume [purchased] is the same. He says that he would call Kewled as often as he calls 
Finspångs Allmekano and the structure with repeated meetings would also be the same. 
He thinks that there might be discussions  in the beginning before the way of 
communication is settled and discussion regarding demands from SIT and so forth. He 
does not know about conflicts , but surely discussions will arise. Although he believes 
that the discussions would be resolved . 
 
Power Balance 
When asked about if he believes that SIT would invest  much in Keweld he answers that 
it would be an investment in time, resources and travels in the beginning to get the 
communication started. SIT does not invest in facilities and equipment for suppliers for 
these kinds of products, just like for Finspångs Allmekano. Regarding if Keweld would 
have more useful information  than they would share, he does not know. 

Interview - Finspångs Allmekano 
 
Product Characteristics 
Finspångs Allmekano is a subcontractor and the contact person at Finspångs Allmekano 
says that they have invested in machines and employees. He would say that the 
machine park and the competences of the employees that is their product - that is the 
service they provide to their customers, which includes Siemens.  
 
With regard to the complexity  he says that they do not make assembled products, no 
montage. But he says that it is a high degree of difficulty on the items they manufacture, 
difficult manufacturing items, material that is difficult to work with and this is what their 
good at. Their have good knowledge in this area according to him. Regarding 
standardization  and if the product is meant to fit everybody in the industry, he says that 
they are not. Continuing with customization  he says that the products are customized. 
When asked about developed technology  he says that there are many products within 
the product, so to speak, both new and mature technology. But with regard to the 
technology cutting machinery he says that it is pretty mature.  
 
Regarding innovation  he says that it is first and foremost within the manufacturing 
processes that the innovation is occurring. Companies like Sandvik and Seco that 
produces cutting equipment develops the cutting tools so that everything works faster in 
Finspångs Allmekanos production. If an innovation should occur in the design of the 
product this would require involving people from construction to handle changes in the 
product, this would be possible but it is not certain. When it comes to design it is very 
hard to do design changes  in an old-established product, in new products it is much 
easier. He would say that in the old products design changes do not occur, and he 
guess that they stand for 80% of the product group and the new products the remaining 
20%.     
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Regarding mutual process adjustment , he doesn’t believe that Siemens would change 
their process, and gives an example where Siemens has outsourced some production to 
Finspångs Allmekano. Finspångs Allmekano now has a more rational type of this 
process than Siemens had. Finspångs Allmekano are not aloud to do any product 
adjustments, without Siemens help and approval from Siemens. (They need to do a 
written MCR to Siemens that has to be approved, in order to do any changes). He says 
that there is a need for a very high level of engineering expertise , over all. Their 
business is built upon old-established knowledge that has been developed and there are 
very high demands on the product.  
 
Market Characteristics 
When asked about the demand  he says that there is always a demand for highly 
qualified products. Because all industries can not manage to manufacture fine, small 
machining items. This companies positioning towards the market is that we should be 
able to produce highly qualified items with high technology. There are other companies 
than Siemes that purchase similar processes [products] like for example Alfa Laval and 
Atlas Copco.  When asked about the stability  of the market, he says that this market is 
follows the state of the world market. Right now the market seems to have stabilized. He 
thinks that this is related to that there recently have been improvements in the US 
economy. When asked about the growth  in the market he says that he can only speak 
for his company. They have grown, during the last 10 years they have grown from 10 to 
25 employees. He says that they have a growth in the company; this has also led to 
more products [wider product range]. When asked about the concentration  in the 
market and if there are few suppliers and few buyers, he says that the industry probably 
can be seen as concentrated and that there are few buyers, compared to other markets 
like retailing. The buyers for this market are fewer and that they consist of large world 
leading companies. He considers them to be within the fine small machining industry, 
that there are others in the industry that can produce similar products but can not live up 
to the tolerances.      
 
When asked about if competition in the market if fierce he says that yes it is always so. 
He explains that during time of prosperity there are many companies that want to 
cooperate, even the large once. During a recession you can be left alone, because 
everything depends on the price – but this is often short term according to him. If you 
want stable, successful cooperative partners then you have to understand that you have 
to look after each other. Cooperation is built on two way communication. He believes 
that there might be other companies that want to take over Finspångs Allmekanos 
places as a supplier to Siemens. In Sweden he believes that there are about 100 
companies in Sweden that are capable  suppliers  that can deliver to Siemens, but this 
might not be enough. He believes there are quite many. He also adds that other 
companies could invest to meet a certain type of cooperate structure [Siemens]. It is 
very easy to plagiaries this business. When asked about substitutes  he says that there 
are no other products that would be able to replace their products, not to a hundred 
percent. He says that it might be possible to replace 10 percent. When asked about if 
there are many new players  trying to enter the market, he says that a business like this 
one requires a lot of capital to start. He think that it is good that they are required to have 
ISO 9000 (9001) and ISO 14001 [from Siemens], this ads trustworthiness to the 
company. Many companies can not enter because of the required quality standards.  
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Supplier Characteristics 
Regarding size he says that last year account showed that they were 18 people in the 
company and had a turnover of 20 Million. Regarding if they are a multiple product 
supply house he answers that Finspångs Allmekano is a right hand to SIT. He says that 
SIT has many different items and that Finspångs Allmekano can manage to deliver a 
large diversity of items and have good knowledge when it comes to manufacturing small 
batches. If SIT needs something Finspångs Allmekano can not manufacture Finspångs 
Allmekano will purchase this product elsewhere, like welding, to be able to deliver to SIT. 
But there own competence is within cutting machinery.  Regarding if they have any 
proprietary technology he says that they do not. When it comes to bargain power he 
says that the buyer is always has the advantage. During times of prosperity Finspångs 
Allmekano has a better position compared to the recessions when there position is 
worse.  
 
When asked about established suppliers , he would say that there are about 5-6 
suppliers that he knows about [Sweden]. But there might be many more; he does not 
know. When asked about SIT’s dependence on Finspångs Allmekano he doesn’t 
believe that they are dependent on Finspångs Allmekano. He continues with that 
Finspångs Allmekanos strength is there flexibility he says that they are the company SIT 
can call to get fast deliveries of items when they need it, when the assembly is standing 
still. He also thinks that if SIT lost Finspångs Allmekano as a supplier they would lose 
the geographic closeness which includes that you can take advantage of the 
communication like ability to visit each other. When it comes to R&D he says that 
Finspångs Allmekano does not work with research. They do not perform any philosophy 
or professorship development [academic research]. But he says that they can contribute 
with technical knowledge with regard to new material or other material questions, that is 
one type of development and for new products they can contribute with information and 
knowledge regarding design. When asked about if there would be high switching cost 
for Finspångs Allmekano if they needed to find another buyer he says that yes it would 
be. Regarding recognized  skills he would say that Finspångs Allmekano has 
recognized skills. When asked about Finspångs Allmekanos economical reliance  on 
SIT he says that it is 50% of their income that comes from SIT.   
 
Internationalization 
Regarding motivation to create international relations he says that they have a 
customer in Norway. But it has turned out to be deliveries within Sweden. Siemens once 
informed Finspångs Allmekano about a possible delivery to Italy, that sales took 9 month 
to get payment for, and they have not returned since. He also says that Finspångs 
Allmekano has delivered to Germany and can deliver else where. He believes that it’s 
not at all worse to deliver to an international company. The language that is used during 
his daily work is Swedish. Regarding language obstacles  he says that they would need 
to hire a new employee with both written and spoken language knowledge to be able to 
do business abroad. Regarding his own experiences of international trade  he would 
not say that he have much knowledge of it.  
 
The Social System 
He thinks that doing business  in Sweden works well and says that the human being is 
made up of security [which Sweden means]. He thinks that it is only positive to do 
business with countries abroad, nothing negative. Doing business abroad would make it 
possible for the company to grow. His attitude  towards Swedish product is that he think 
most of them are good but also bad once exists. He says that foreign products are no 
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worse, and pretty much the same as Swedish products. He says that many of his 
machines are from Taiwan and South Korea and that he therefore can not be negative to 
foreign products. He has experienced no obstacles  when working with Sweden. He has 
not experienced any obstacles with foreign countries either, the company has not 
competed internationally nor marketed themselves abroad. The currency  used in 
business is SEK, sometimes this can be translated into Euro for an offer, but their main 
currency is SEK.  He has experienced no obstacles with trade regulations  or exchange 
rates , but he mentions that it is more paperwork when doing business with Norway as 
they are a non EU country. Regarding the industry language  that is use with SIT he 
says that the technical language is not a problem.  
 
Information Sharing Mechanism 
When it comes to the exchange of information between Finspångs Allmekano and SIT, 
he says that Finspångs Allmekano has a very close cooperation with production. They 
have an open and easy cooperation with open dialogs. An open dialog with SIT is 
something we have always had. SIT has always been able to call and say that they want 
to come and visit. The current strategic purchaser has recently changed his role from 
operational purchaser to strategic purchaser. The contact person at Finspångs Allmekno 
says that he can have no opinion about the strategic purchaser as he is new in this role.  
But before, they have had a very good cooperation. Many times when Finspångs 
Allmekano has had discussions with him, he has proposed that he can visit Finspångs 
Allmekano, and that is the advantage with closeness. Then you find each other socially 
which is more important than anything else. When asked about people and 
departments involved  in the communication between SIT and Finspångs Allmekano he 
says that every department at Siemens is in contact with Finspångs Allmekano. Every 
person at the office [3 people] at Finspångs Allmekano is in contact with SIT. 
 
Regarding the importance of the information exchanged  he says that he most often 
can take action from the information he is given by SIT. It could be some data missing or 
that is not complete, but this applies the other way around as well. He says that the 
information he gets from the strategic purchaser is quite detailed , but it is the same with 
any department at SIT. Regarding the frequency of exchange  he says that before 
when the strategic purchaser was an operational purchaser, he was in contact with him 
once a week, sometimes more often, now he does not know [since the strategic 
purchaser is new in his role] Over all he is in contact with SIT approximately five times a 
day. Regarding the amount of information exchanged  he says that it is mostly 
inquiries that he will answers with an offer. If something is missing he will get in contact, 
if it is difficult to manage via e-mail he calls. He is in contact with the purchasing 
department a few times a week regarding inquiries. Regarding the amount of 
information exchange during contract negotiation  he says that they have always had 
a frequent contact and that Finspångs Allmekano more or less always knows what is 
happening. He thinks it is hard to know.  
 
Regarding the continuousness of information exchange  he says that it automatically 
becomes a continuous exchange of information. Besides this it is also the quarterly 
meetings. Regarding the frequency and regularity of Siemens visits  to Finspångs 
Allmekano  he says that if you count all of Siemens someone is visiting Finspångs 
Allmekano once a week. The strategic purchaser visits once every second month in 
addition to the standing meetings [quarterly meetings]. Regarding Finspångs Allmekanos 
frequency and regularity of visits to SIT  he says that they often visit them, and that 
they visit production may be 2-3 times a week some weeks. But he says he seldom visits 
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the purchasing department, may be 6 times a year, this because the purchasers visits 
Finspångs Allmekano instead. Regarding the use of guest engineers  he says that they 
have a close cooperation. Finspångs Allmekano has taken over some work that 
Siemens usually did themselves so now there is a close cooperation where SIT has 
visited Finspångs Allmekano and Finspångs Allmekano has visited SIT, this has lead to 
construction changes.  
 
Boundary Spanners’ Task Characteristics 
Regarding if his tasks are structured  he says yes and explains that an inquiry is 
expected to get answered. He says that there is a clear structure over what that is his 
working tasks. He thinks his tasks are complex . He also thinks his working tasks are 
predictable , because the purchasing companies knows what skills he has which is 
about materials and therefore ask questions with regard to this. Regarding task routine  
he says that he knows that he is going to work in the morning, but that pretty much it.  
Regarding interdependence  between the contact person at Finspångs Allmekano and 
the purchaser he says yes, but that the strategic purchaser is not dependent on the 
contact person at Finspångs Allmekano. He says that the strategic purchaser could seek 
the competence somewhere else, but it if he would get the knowledge is unclear.   
 
Climate and Process Characteristics 
He says that there is a very good climate  between him and the purchaser, the climate is 
positive and both informal and formal. He says the rule is 70/30 and if you can not 
handle the 70% social side of the relation than you can not manage the 30% formal side. 
He says that you can be yourself in this relation.  
 
He says that he has a great trust  in SIT and he believes it is the other way around as 
well. Regarding his commitment  to the relation with SIT he would said it is big and that 
he always has cared for this relation. He says they have a high degree of cooperation , 
and that he could call both when he has an errand and for social reasons, and he is still 
personally in contact with one retired purchaser. He thinks it is not possible to do 
business without a good social part. Regarding his effort to create cooperation he has 
always worked to improve and understand the cooperation, and find Finspångs 
Allmekanos role in the structure of Siemens. Regarding early supplier involvement in 
design he says that SIT sometimes involve them early but not in general. He says that if 
a purchaser runs an errand by him he will take a look at it, especially if it is a new 
product. He hopes the reputation  of Finspångs Allmekano is good and he thinks that 
they are good at small batches, fast adjustments, flexibility and high quality and that is 
their strength. When asked about if SIT is acting fair  to Finspångs Allmekano he first 
says that he can not really answer that. When SIT moves away items during recession 
Finspångs Allmekano does not think it is fair to them, but that is also common sense.  It 
is important that we can remain as a company, and that is something he has put forward 
to SIT as partly their responsibility. If SIT wishes to keep this “right hand company”, then 
it is important for the company to improve and remain in business. Regarding the 
responsibility allocation  he thinks it is mutual.  
 
RQ 2 
Relationship Termination Costs 
When asked about if there would be high switching cost for Finspångs Allmekano if 
they needed to find another buyer he says that yes it would be. He says that Finspångs 
Allmekano has 6 alternative partners  next to Siemens. 
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Relationship Benefits 
SIT adds value  to Finspångs Allmekano by their high quality requirements and difficult 
materials which means that Finspångs Allmekano must develop in order to meet these 
certain requirements from SIT. Regarding superior benefits  compared to others, he 
thinks that working locally together with a company of this size then everyone here cares 
about Siemens as a good cooperation partner. There is an old history here and a factory 
mentality along with hearty thoughts about Siemens which makes it easy to motivate 
people to meet Siemens demands. When asked about if customer selection is a 
critical element  in Finspångs Allmekanos competitive strategy he says that yes it 
always is. Regarding if SIT sends out any surveys  he says that they do not. 
 
Shared Values 
He thinks that Finspångs Allmekano and Siemens have common beliefs about behavior 
and goals . Finspångs Allmekano has grown according to wishes from Siemens and the 
contact person at Finspångs Allmekano has pointed out to SIT that is important that they 
grow together. Then you together can reach the goals. 
He also thinks that they have common beliefs about that policies are appropriate , of 
course. Moreover he thinks that policies are important  and policies can also be a 
structure and it is good to have a structure - what does SIT wants from Finspångs 
Allmekano and what does Finspångs Allmekano want from SIT. He thinks that they have 
the same norms ; they have cooperated a lot. After cooperation with Siemens, 
Finspångs Allmekano works with lean and daily control. This has lead to that they 
invested in a monitor production system; it is a complete business system. 
 
Opportunistic Behavior 
Regarding if he would get an order which is unnaturally large, he says that he would call 
SIT. He would say that the time period is not possible to reach for this order. It has 
happened that other companies have misplaced orders and then he has called. Also 
Siemens has given faulty orders and he has corrected it. He says that Finspångs 
Allmekano would not act to their own advantage to the cost of SIT. He does not know if 
SIT would act to their own advantage to the cost of Finspångs Allmekano but he hopes 
not. If there is anything wrong with Finspångs Allmekanos offers that are easy to notice, 
he expects SIT to notify them. SIT has never informed them about any faults and then 
he usually calls them when he notices it himself. But it is not sure that they have seen 
the faults. He hopes that the way of acting is mutual and he hopes that SIT does not only 
tell when they are too expensive. 
 
Communication 
Regarding communication he says that he uses telephone, e-mail and meetings. He in 
person started  to have contact with some people at SIT for almost 30 years. Through 
Finspångs Allmekano he has been in contact with SIT for 10 years. But Finspångs 
Allmekano has been in contact with SIT for 30 years or more.  He has been in contact 
with the contact person at SIT for 5-10 years, he says 6 but does not no if that is 
sufficient. But the contact person at SIT has recently changed role from operational 
purchaser to strategic purchaser. He says that the information is meaningful  and that he 
does not receive a lot of unnecessary information, he says that they are sorting the 
information well.  
 
Regarding the amount of time spent on information exchange  he says that when he 
is calculating an offer this takes a few hours. It depends on how large the inquiries are. 
He thinks that he might spend approximately 5 days with regard to the purchasing 
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department.  He says that as they are a large supplier they often get inquiries as well. 
Apart from the inquiries there are also other things like the web page and economics, 
which he personally is not involved in. 
 
Regarding if Finspångs Allmekano has any disputes with SIT he says that they do not 
have conflicts but discussion, you need to have discussion otherwise there is no 
cooperation. You can have different opinions, like when we offer something it right but 
SIT considers it too expensive. Regarding if they resolve the discussions/disputes he 
says that they do to 99 percent. Nobody should win completely; both parts should be a 
bit disappointed when there is an issue, then it is often good according to him. 
 
Power Balance 
Regarding if Finspångs Allmekano has invested  much in SIT he says that they have 
invested in two machines for the Siemens products, specifically one machine. Regarding 
the amount of buyers in the market  he says that Finspångs Allmekano has 6 
alternative partners next to Siemens. Regarding how large part of the market  for those 
products that SIT constitutes he says that because of there demand for this type of 
products they are a big player. Seen to the total market they are still a big player, at least 
in this region. Regarding Finspångs Allmekanos dependence on SIT  he answers that 
they stand fro 50% of their income. 
 
He also says that SIT is an attractive  buyer because they are a large, stable and 
attractive company to manufacture for. It gives the supplier a good reputation to deliver 
items to SIT. Finspångs Allmekano shows that they deliver products to SIT in their 
information folder. When asked about if there would be high switching cost for 
Finspångs Allmekano if they needed to find another buyer he says that yes it would be. 
Regarding if the product is a commodity  he says that the product specifications varies a 
lot among the products. [Not a commodity]. Regarding standardization  he is asked if 
the product is meant to fit everybody in the industry, he says that they are not. 
Regarding if he believes that SIT has more relevant information  than they share he 
says there are none. This is only something that SIT would suffer from. So no, he does 
not know about anything thing like that, and he does not think so.  
 

Interview – Purchasers Cullum 
 
Product Characteristics 
Cullum produces acoustics, which composites most of the package, it is probably, set 
aside to the generator, the single most expensive commodity within the package. So it 
covers the enclosure, the filtration, the air intake basically most of what you can see 
when you look at the turbine, except the under base, is within Cullum’s scope of supply.     
 
Regarding if the product is complex  they would say it yes, because it would take some 
time to start up another supplier. If Cullum could not deliver they say it would be a matter 
of 12 weeks, but 12 weeks delay in production would cause quite some issues. But with 
regard to the technology they would not say it is a particularly complex product. They put 
forward that the product could be bought elsewhere, but SIT’s history with Cullum and 
their relationship, and what Cullum do in terms of managing the package, and the 
service Cullum provides to SIT, makes the product complex.  
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Regarding standardization  they say that there are other companies that use similar 
concepts that SIT does. Within the acoustics for small turbine, there are choices for 
example regarding carbon steel or stainless steel to suit different turbines. They 
compare the acoustics to a Ford Foucs, Ford will pre-build the cars up to a certain level, 
and they will customize  it after that. So the acoustics for 100-400 is the same concept, 
but then the customer will customize it. They say you can not transfer the acoustics from 
one customer to another. Regarding developed technology  they would say that it is 
mature and also that Cullum have a lot of history with SIT Lincoln, they know their 
products, particularly the smaller range. Regarding innovation they say that Lincoln is 
making a lot inroad to standardization to bring the costs down, so in essence decreasing 
the number of customization options, to try to make packages more similar to give SIT 
handle on cost. Both Cullum and SIT are doing “design to cost work”. They say that they 
are very hot on for the product cost in Lincoln, there is always a massive push to the 
supplier base that they need to show their own initiative. Regarding design changes 
they say that they have expectations on the suppliers that they continue to develop on 
ongoing bases, continues improvements within the process. The changes are made in 
order to suit specification or to decrease costs, not to change the looks of the product. 
Regarding mutual process adjustments they would say that it is more likely that a 
change at SIT would enforce a change at Cullum. They expect the relationship to be 
strong enough so that it is not an issue. They think the closeness of communication 
means that they would pick up needed changes. They say that the product absolutely 
requires engineering expertise  from both sides.  
 
Market Characteristics 
They would say that the demand  in the market is pretty buoyant, particularly if they look 
in terms of Siemens Lincoln and the business growth. There is a healthy amount of work 
out there, and Lincoln is increasing their market share so they seen a growth, not only, in 
requirement for that size range of product [turbines] and also on top of that a growth in 
what they will sell. If SIT’s expects 20 percent of market, they see a growth “without 
doing anything” and a growth by increasing the share. When asked if this applies for 
both with regard to SIT and acoustics they answer that for all, the cake is definitely 
getting bigger. Regarding the stability of the market they say that it is hard to say, but 
they would say at the moment the market is certainly stable and increasing. But 2-3 
years ago they had a redundancy situation in Lincoln, so the further you try to look 
ahead the harder it is, but certainly, with all the information they have seen they would 
say that it is stable and growing .  Regarding the concentration of the market they 
would say it is expanding, with the standardization that opens up a low-cost sort of 
option, so they would say companies like Cullum have to work harder to compete and 
show the advantage over for example Chinese manufacturers. If SIT got standardized 
products they could buy almost “of the shelf-acoustics”, but they would say there are few 
companies like Cullum that have that level of engineering expertise. SIT is increasing the 
potential number of suppliers they can use, through standardization and global sourcing. 
However, if you look at other industries, the operational purchaser would suggest that 
SIT stands on a comparably narrow supplier base, because expertise required. So from 
that point of view it is a niche market. Regarding the competition among the suppliers 
they say that in terms of competition to Cullum they have three main suppliers among 
them another UK source and one from China, they say it is healthy competition between 
the three. The competition has forced the companies to look at the costs. This is the 
suppliers they have approved and used, they say obviously there are other suppliers out 
there that could cover the scope. It takes 12-18 months to develop a supplier so they 
develop one supplier at the time and then bring on further competition. They are now at 
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the stage of three suppliers for acoustics, which they would say is a good amount for 
competition. You have to be careful with more competition diluting what you can award. 
Regarding the amount of capable suppliers they say that there are approximately ten 
that they know of, but if they actually did a full blown exercise there have to be more, 
they say. They say it is a fine line between that the suppliers can do it and that they can 
do it well enough and competitively. Regarding if they think there are any substitutes for 
the acoustics they would say no, not what they are aware of. That there will be a 
material introduced to the market that would drastically change what they do, they can 
not see. They say that there are not many new players on the market; most of them are 
established, except from China that is developing in a high pace. The supply from China 
has not been without issues so far, language barriers, delivery problems, quality issues, 
physical location but the cost differential absolutely out weights it.     
 
Supplier Characteristics 
Regarding size they say that Cullum is a good, large, very global company. When asked 
about how many employees Cullum has they say that it depends if you look at only 
Heanor or the other manufacturing locations. In Heanor they would say there are about 
70-80 employees. When asked about Cullums turnover they say that SIT alone spent 10 
Million pounds last year, and they do not wish to guess. They say that this information is 
provided by Cullum when needed. Regarding if Cullum is a multi product supply 
house , they say that they are not as diverse as that. They say that Cullum are multiple 
in terms that they do the whole package. Regarding if Cullum has any proprietary 
technology  they do not think so. When asked about bargain power they say that they 
look at it as a partnership more than a power. The relation they have with Cullum is that 
they are open to discussion. It is a very two way relationship.        
 
Regarding the amount of established suppliers  they say that most of the suppliers 
have been in the market for a long time, except the ones from China that SIT is kind of 
enforcing and bringing on. The ones SIT work with are well established. Regarding SIT’s 
dependence on supplier they say that being in a 3-source situation they do have other 
options for the product Cullum do, so it would not be an absolute disaster. But, as with 
most products it would be difficult if the swap was enforce by Cullum, rather than SIT 
doing a re-source. It would be a capacity issue, more than anything else, SIT does not 
have the personnel to manage that change, and they would have to take them out of 
some other function. The question is also if the other two suppliers will have the capacity 
required to take over this work immediately. Even if this happened during an ongoing 
project it would not be impossible to deliver on time, at least if cost is not an object.   
 
Regarding the level of R&D they say it is good, Cullum do design-to-cost-works to take 
costs down, as mentioned earlier. The level of R&D is good because they supply based 
on a specification and then they to their own engineering. Regarding the switching cost 
for the supplier and if it would be expensive for Cullum to change to another customer 
than Siemens, they say yes. Cullum are very proactive though they say, particularly at 
the moment with this transferring to Hengelo, Houston, and Finspång, they are very 
proactive. Not only in supporting the Lincoln products into this new packaging site, but 
also quoting the bigger range of products that Finspång do.  They say that it is hard to 
foresee the switching cost not knowing exactly how it is specified and engineered, but 
they would not be concerned that Cullum could not cope with that. Regarding the 
recognized skills of Cullum they say that they are good, there is a high level of skills at 
Cullum in terms engineering. They say that when you see the shop floor, and what is 
going on you see that Cullum have good procedures and that they know what they are 
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doing, and more important Cullum know from SIT’s point of view when they should be 
doing it. This is something SIT enjoys from a supplier. Regarding Cullum’s economic 
reliance on SIT they would say that they are top five customer, at Cullum.  
 
Internationalization 
Regarding if they are motivated to create international relationships they say yes 
absolutely. They say that it is given, if they do not create international relations as a 
business, they are not a business. They say not only with the supplier in GVS (Global 
Value Sourcing)-countries, but within the Siemens sites. Unless SIT could pool that 
resource, and often pool the demand as well in terms of e-auctions, then they absolutely 
miss the trick they say. Regarding what language  they use in their daily work they say 
English, and that they are very lucky that all their suppliers are fluent in English. Even 
their Chinese suppliers speak English. Regarding if they have experienced any 
language obstacles they say yes, but nothing impossible. Particularly with the Chinese 
and as much as any that could be the time differences when for example trying to have a 
conference call with Finspång, Lincoln and China. Logistically as well it is “a night mare”. 
Sometimes it is hard to understand each other if you are not face to face, when 
discussing a drawing for example, so they have though about setting up live-meetings 
with Chinese suppliers. They are impressed by the level of English people from other 
countries speak, and that the Chinese have hired interpreters. Regarding their general 
experience of international trade they say it is good. One of them say that she has 
traveled a lot in previous jobs at Siemens and really enjoyed that part of the job. The 
other says he has bought from every continent in the world, and he think that each 
culture is different.      
 
The Social System 
Regarding their general perception of doing business with England one of them says 
that it is good and you sort of share the same sense of English humor. But, dealing with 
them generally from a relationship point of view, it is makes no different if they are in 
England, Sweden, China, Germany. The other one says that it is a cultural thing within 
the business. The culture in SIT in Lincoln could be different from the culture in a 
different business in Lincoln, even if they are geographically the same. It is the hardest 
thing to change within a business, the culture – the way people do things. So if you look 
at England, China, Germany, Sweden or other countries there are both good and bad 
suppliers, there are easy ones to deal with and there are difficult ones to deal with. 
 
Regarding their attitude towards English products they say that there is room for 
improvements. From a technical and a commercial point of view England still lags 
behind other countries in the world. They had a great manufacturing base as recently as 
30-40 years ago, but they lost that to other parts of the world. They have missed 
opportunities to from a point view of getting in front of technology; they have allowed 
other countries to get in front of them. They add that, in some ways what you are left 
with is what you technically can not source anywhere else, so in some ways what you 
are left with is the high-end technical processes. When asked about their perception of 
products from abroad one of them say that the expression is too vague, but when asked 
to specify it they say that if you look at main land Europe they have high quality 
expectation, when he look at Chinese products 10 years ago his expectations were low 
quality and they proved to be. SIT had to work extremely hard to raise their expectation 
on what a quality product was, and what Europe expected rather than what China would 
accept. Their customer expectations within China were low. The other one says that 
Siemens’ expectations in general are high, and the suppliers have to live up to them. 
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Regarding if they have experienced any obstacles when working with England or 
suppliers abroad, they say it is not specific to location. Chinas shipping times are longer, 
but it is not really an issue because they know about that so it is just a part of the total 
picture. The way you manage it is different, but you do not have issues doing it.    
  
Regarding what currency  they use they say GBP and Euro predominantly and some 
Dollars. Even when buying in China they use Pounds, they take that risk for SIT. In 
standard they would use Pounds, if during a negotiation a supplier would say that they 
would take 10 percent off if they bought in Dollars, they would look at the pay back and 
see if it was worth the risk of currency. But their standard recommendations are Pounds, 
Euro or currency of the supplier. Regarding if they have experience any obstacles with 
regard to trade regulations  or exchange rates  they say that nothing that they had not 
expected. For example if they say to a supplier that they will be buying in Pounds from 
China for the 18 month from a fixed priced list, they would expect them to come to SIT if 
there has been a currency fluctuation and it is costing them more than it did 18 month 
ago. But that is not a surprise; it is a part of the risk. Regarding trade regulations they 
say that they have to conform to the export coding, and regulations and bits of 
information you have to get from the supplier and country of origin. But they would not 
say that they have had any specific regulation issues. They say that when you first start 
dealing with China, that is when you put agents in between you, to reduce the risk. 
When asked about their experience in the suppliers industry language the strategic 
purchaser says that she has a fairly basic understanding, but if there is something that 
comes up that she needs a greater understanding of, SIT has an excellent engineering 
department that are more than willing to help. Particularly in terms of negotiation, and 
they work close as a team. They say that during the first visit to a supplier they want 
people from quality, engineering and commercial to be there.    
 
Information Sharing Mechanism 
Regarding the people and department involved  in the communication they say that 
SIT has 8-9 departments that are in contact with Cullum, and about 20-25 people. It is 
not often with a supplier that you have so many interfaces. The strategic purchaser has 
one main contact at Cullum, the commercial responsible, and if he can not answer the 
question he will find somebody that can. The operational purchaser has contact with 8-9 
people at Cullum, and probably all the departments approximately five. Regarding how 
many people at Cullum that is in contact with SIT, they say it is about equal, and that 
most are one-to-one contact points. The operational purchaser says that he is an 
exception because Cullum allocate different persons to different projects that he is 
purchasing for. Regarding if the importance of the information  the strategic purchaser 
says yes, and their level of communication they have solves future potential problems, 
the information they get from Cullum is important. The operational purchaser says that 
Cullum visits SIT every second week and that Cullum prepares the contracts that will be 
gone through and sends them to SIT the day before the meeting in order for SIT to be 
able to prepare. He says that both parts are pre-prepared and that is good. Both of them 
say that the information is detailed . The operational purchaser says that during the 
visits they go through the spreadsheet line by line.      
  
Regarding the frequency of exchange  the strategic purchaser says that she meets with 
her contact person every third month, but they speak on the phone a couple of times a 
month. The operational purchaser says that he meets with Cullum every second week 
when they come to SIT, and go through the contracts. Before they met every week but 
they did not add a lot value from week to week, so it was overkill. But he says that he 
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speaks to Cullum 5-6 times a week. Regarding the amount of information exchanged  
the strategic purchaser would say it is quite a lot, the operational purchaser says it is 
adequate, if they need more they get more and if they need less they get less. They get 
what they ask for, and Cullum know what they need. When asked about the amount of 
information exchanged during contract negotiations the strategic purchaser says 
that it actually becomes more information passed back and forth when it becomes 
customer specific. She negotiates a standard price list, and standard options, and then 
the operational purchaser gets involved in details and clarifications. So in terms of actual 
information exchange it probably more when it becomes a contract [customer contract], 
and the operational purchaser agrees. Regarding the continuousness of information 
exchange they say it is great.  
 
Regarding the frequency of SIT’s visits to Cullum the strategic purchaser says that 
she has not visited them yet. She says when she have visited them there will be no need 
for here to go for another 12-18 months, because she is not involved in that side of the 
relationship. So in terms of negotiations it is often easier if her contact person comes to 
SIT and then he can visit other people at the same time, than if is for them to take a 
whole trip to Cullum. The operational purchaser has visited Cullum twice since October, 
and he liked what he has seen there and he does not feel the need to micro-manage 
them. Regarding the frequency of Cullum’s visits to SIT they visit every second week 
to meet the operational purchaser. To visit the strategic purchaser they come maybe 
every twelfth week. If there is a negotiation she says that it might be twice in twelve 
weeks. Both of them say that if there is a need Cullum have no problem visiting more 
often, they are very supportive. Regarding the regularity of buyer and supplier visits 
the strategic purchaser says that she would like to go see them. But once she has done 
that she thinks the regularity of contact is sufficient. The operational purchaser says that 
if you have seen the manufacturing of a supplier like Cullum that SIT has worked with for 
20 years, not much can possibly change in the manufacturing process and it will look the 
same if you come back two years later. Regarding if they use guest engineers  they say 
that both parties do. The operational purchaser says that it is project engineers that visit 
him and the strategic purchasers contact person is an engineer as well.       
 
Boundary Spanners’ Task Characteristics 
The operational purchaser says that his tasks are structured  and clear. The strategic 
purchaser would say that her task is clear but it is not necessarily structured how she 
should do it, it is a little bit freer, it is more of a target. Regarding the task complexity  
the strategic purchaser says it is fairly complex, just because the sheer scope of options 
for her. The operational purchaser feels that it is complex to a certain extent. He says he 
has bought this type of product at other companies before so he is comparably 
comfortable with this product and also has a lot more experience than the strategic 
purchaser. The operational purchaser explains that when a buyer gets a new product 
range that he or she does not know, you got two things to learn the product and the 
supplier. He already knows the product so it is just the supplier that he needs to get the 
hold on. Regarding the task predictability  the strategic purchaser says that it is fairly 
predictable, there are always issues that come up, but they are solved. The operational 
purchaser says that when buying this type of product there is nothing new that is going 
to go wrong, that has not gone wrong already.  
 
Regarding the task routine the strategic purchaser say that there are always issues that 
come up, but 80 percent of her week, she can tell what she is doing next week, but there 
will always be a portion of things coming up that needs to be taken care of, so she would 
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say 80/20. Regarding the interdependence of the contact person  at Cullum the 
strategic purchaser says that her contact person at Cullum has been on the Siemens 
account a lot longer than she has been on the Cullum account, so his knowledge and his 
history is very good, and it has not yet been anything he has not been able to answer. 
When asked if she needs the contact person to solve her task she says, she do not think 
Cullum is entirely dependent on him, because there is such a big history within Cullum 
dealing with Siemens, if Cullum were to lose her contact person she think it would not be 
a big issue for Cullum. But she needs somebody with that understanding and knowledge. 
The operational purchaser says that Cullum has very accurate files and if a project 
manager is away there is another project manager that easily can continue by using their 
up-to-date file.      
 
Climate and Process Characteristics 
Regarding the social climate they think that Cullum are easy to deal with, after meeting, 
it always helps with supplier relations, if you can sit and chat about something else than 
the products/acoustics. They also say there is a high degree of openness between SIT 
and Cullum, some may argue that the relationship is too open. But they would not say so. 
They would say that the relation is both formal and informal. It is formal when it needs to 
be, it depends on the situation. When asked if they feel they can be themselves in this 
relation, they say as much as you can with any supplier, it depends on the situation. 
They say that with some suppliers you have to be totally professional from the minute 
you sit down till the minute you leave, but Cullum does not need that. They say it is 
definitely a positive relation. Regarding if they have trust in Cullum they say yes as 
much as you can with any supplier, it always that little niggle of worry. Regarding their 
commitment to the relationship with Cullum they say that it would be a pity to lose the 
product knowledge they have at Cullum and they absolutely need the competition, so 
they do not think there are any reason not to, it would certainly would be a pity if that 
was to lapse.  
 
Regarding the degree of cooperation they think it is good. There is much cooperation 
compared to other suppliers that they have. They say that it is much more a cooperation, 
than a vendor relationship. When asked if they cooperate because they have to or 
because the want to and if they can call to see how they are doing at Cullum., they say 
that absolutely can call to see how they are doing, they feel comfortable, although they 
would not call if they did not have an errand but they can chat when they call them. They 
think, both customer and supplier see this as a win-win, they are both going to get 
benefits out of this relation, they say. It is not arms-length and it is not adversarial, they 
both know why they are dealing with each other. They say it is not weighted in either 
direction, Cullum is not completely dependent on SIT and SIT is not completely 
dependent on Cullum, which leads to their level of openness. Regarding their effort to 
create cooperation  the strategic purchaser says that it sufficient at the moment, and 
particularly with cooperation her effort at the moment is to try to ensure that her 
colleagues in Finspång and Hengelo can have the same level of cooperation with 
Cullum. She thinks that this is her contact persons focus at the moment as well, and not 
just the Lincoln cooperation he needs to extend that now. The operational purchaser 
says that when you take over a new supplier you need to develop a working relationship, 
also as individuals and that they find quite easy at Cullum. Regarding early supplier 
involvement in design and if they involve Cullum at an early state they would that it 
depends on the change, but generally yes, particularly if there is a new product. They 
have a lot of product expertise in Lincoln, but also within Cullum there is large pool of 
knowledge. They are as knowledgeable about the Lincoln products really as SIT’s 
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engineers are. So yes it is two way with the design and certainly from a Lincoln point of 
view they want to bring in Cullum early, so there are no unnecessary costs in design.  
  
Regarding the supplier reputation they say it is paramount, it is very important. They 
would say that Cullum is a good supplier, they rate Cullum quite high. Regarding their 
fairness to Cullum the strategic purchaser says that Cullum is given every commercial 
opportunity that is available to quote. She also says that in terms of passing the 
cooperation across to the other packaging hubs she think that it is fair. The operational 
purchaser says that he tries to treat every supplier equally. He thinks that they have both 
a professional and a moral responsibility to do that as buyers, and Cullum is no different. 
They would define fairness as equality. When asked about the responsibility allocation 
between SIT and Cullum and who carries the burden, they say it is both of them.          
 
RQ2 
Relationship Termination Costs 
Regarding switching costs for SIT  they say it depends on if you are changing from 
Cullum to a supplier for an already approved product [supplier] which involves minimum 
cost or if you are introducing a new supplier, then you will have cost associated. When 
asked if it is more expensive than for any other product, it would encompass the same 
costs, you would have engineering, quality and commercial issues. You would have the 
same discipline but it could vary vastly depending on product. Like tooling investment for 
an example, you do not have that on acoustic, but if you would to develop a new core 
supplier you might be spending half a million pounds on tooling, to get them up and 
running. Acoustics generally do not have tooling requirements like you will see for many 
of the core manufacturing components. So in terms of outlay, it is not the same capital 
expenditure that you will see. It is not just acoustic it is generally across package. The 
operational buyer says that for the ten years he has been there [package purchasing] he 
do not think he has placed a tooling order.     
 
Regarding the alternative suppliers they say that there are approximately ten that they 
know of, but if they actually did a full blown exercise there have to be more, they say. 
They say it is a fine line between that the suppliers can do it and that they can do it well 
enough and competitively. In terms of competition to Cullum they have three main 
suppliers among them another UK source and one from China, they say it is healthy 
competition between the three. This is the suppliers they have approved and used, they 
say obviously there are other suppliers out there that could cover the scope.  
 
Relationship Benefits 
When asked if Cullum add any value to SIT  in terms of product, process or technology 
they say that Cullum adds value through the knowledge of the product and the history of 
the relationship. But it is nothing you can not work towards achieving with another 
supplier. They also say that you buy their expertise as well as a product. When asked 
about superior benefits of Cullum compared to others in the industry they say, again it 
is history of the relationship that would be their benefit, but in terms of technology, 
proprietary technology, there is nothing specifically singular to Cullum. Regarding if 
supplier selection is a critical element  in their competitive strategy they say yes, 
because you need competition to be able to down select, definitively, so supplier 
selection is very critical, absolutely. Regarding if Cullum performs any surveys  they say 
that they have not had anything from them yet, but they are both pretty new in their jobs 
with Cullum. But with the size of Cullum it is probably something they do every year, 
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couple of years, they would be surprised if they do not have that in system. They also 
say that the answers they would give Cullum would no be a surprise. 
 
Shared Values 
When asked about if SIT and Cullum have common believes about behavior and goals  
they say yes, they are both in win-win situation, it is a cooperation relationship. 
Cullum is very in tuned to Siemens way of working, they are very aware from a basic 
health and safety point of view, code of conduct, working on site, and all those other 
regulations. They also have very good knowledge about SIT’s expectations. They think 
policies are very appropriate and important.  Regarding if SIT and Cullum have the 
same norm s they say yes, they would say so, they are both global companies, again 
they have been working together for so long time that Cullum is very aware of what SIT 
wants from the relationship and both the business norms [Cullum and SIT]. They would 
say that Cullum almost tailor their business practice to suit in a way, where they are 
today. It has been a progression from where they started 20 years ago. Cullum fully 
understand what SIT needs and what the customer needs.  
 
Opportunistic Behavior 
When asked if they would call Cullum if they received a price from them that is 
unnaturally low, they say that they would call Cullum, absolutely. They add that 
otherwise that would just come back to them. When asked if they think Cullum acts to 
the cost of SIT, the operational purchaser says that he has actually experienced that he 
has misplaced a decimal to their favor and they came back and told him.  
 
Communication 
They communicate with Cullum by phone and e-mail, evenly split. They do live-meeting 
on occasions as well but not so much, it tends to be phone calls or e-mails. The 
operational purchaser meets with Cullum every second week. They also have the “web 
for business” system used instead of printing an order; they think that they use it in 
Finspång but not as much as in Lincoln. This is used by the operational purchaser, e-
bids which are on the same platform, is used by the strategic purchaser. Regarding the 
amount of time sharing information the strategic purchaser says that it is a couple of 
hours a week on average if you include phone calls. But if she was in a negotiation it 
would be a lot more. She says that if more is needed, more is available. The operational 
purchaser says if he has the contracts up and running he would not talk to them more 
than an hour a week. But if he is in the detail stage of getting orders placed with Cullum, 
it can take him a day to go through that. So it depends on how many contracts that are 
placed, he believe that they have places 20-30 contracts in the last eighteen months. 
Regarding if the information they get is meaningful  they say that it absolutely is. 
Regarding the start date of communication they have been in contact with Cullum 
since October 2011, Siemens in general for about 20 years.  
 
Regarding if they have any issues or discussions  with Cullum they that they have 
issues, but from a major issue point of view they would like to think that the 
communication is strong enough, so that they resolve it as an issue before it becomes a 
major issue. When asked about if they have any disputes  with Cullum they say that they 
do not. When asked about if they resolve the issues and discussions  they say yes, 
they have such a frequent communication, anything that comes up, they are straight on 
the phone or they meet with them and it is signed out. 
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Power Balance 
Regarding if SIT has invested much in Cullum  they say “Just 20 years”. In terms of 
monetary it would be very different to in terms of relationship. So in terms of total 
investment, not putting a value on it, the investment is very large from both sides but 
again it is the evenness of that investment. It is difficult to put a figure on it, it is more 
about peoples time. SIT has not invested in tooling or equipment at Cullum, Cullum 
obviously invested in Siemens Lincoln, in terms of product. But they have invested in a 
lot of time and effort, from both sides. 
 
Regarding the amount of suppliers in the market they say that there are 
approximately ten that they know of, but if they actually did a full blown exercise there 
have to be more, they say. They say it is a fine line between that the suppliers can do it 
and that they can do it well enough and competitively. In terms of competition to Cullum 
they have three main suppliers among them another UK source and one from China, 
they say it is healthy competition between the three. This is the suppliers they have 
approved and used, they say obviously there are other suppliers out there that could 
cover the scope.  
 
Regarding switching costs for SIT  they say it depends on if you are changing from 
Cullum to a supplier for an already approved product [supplier] which involves minimum 
cost or if you are introducing a new supplier, then you will have cost associated. 
Regarding if the product is a commodity  they say that is not, you need the 
specifications. Regarding standardization  they say that there are other companies that 
use similar concepts that SIT does. Within the acoustics for small turbine, there are 
choices for example regarding carbon steel or stainless steel to suit different turbines. 
They compare the acoustics to a Ford Foucs, Ford will pre-build the cars up to a certain 
level, and they will customize it after that. So the acoustics for 100-400 is the same 
concept, but then the customer will customize it. 
 
When asked if it is expensive to find a good supplier  for this product they say yes, but 
it depends on the level of knowledge at the suppliers and how familiar they are with 
SIT’s products. Some suppliers have a longer learning curve to go through, but are 
cheaper so the pay back time is shorter. Finding a new supplier would involve a large 
team and the Siemens global network, it would not be just to google it. The strategic 
purchaser also says that she would rely a lot on the KCM’s input, because he should 
have a broader view and not only know Lincoln. Regarding if they think that Cullum has 
more useful information than they share  with SIT they do not feel so. They feel that 
they can be open with each other. 

Interview – Cullum 
 
Product Characteristics 
Regarding if their product is complex  and assembled in a non easy way, they say yes. 
Regarding if the product is standardized  they say that you have a core which is 
standardized, and then outside of that you have bespoken or unique designs to meet 
contract specific requirements. So it is not the same for everybody. Regarding 
customization  they say it is customized to suit the customer requirements and the 
commercial requirements. They say, because in search of a standard product what you 
often do is to increase the price and often the end user, they just want the cheapest 
product. They continue, so they are not interested in your standards they just want the 
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cheapest price, so even when Siemens order standard Cullum occasionally tailor it to 
suit and try to meet the end users budget. Cullum have different standards that they put 
together so that it becomes customized for the customer.     
 
Regarding the developed technology  they say that it is a mature technology but where 
there is an ongoing development in search of better products and in search of a more 
cost effective product.  Regarding innovation  and if it will become more efficient over 
time they say yes, internally. Regarding if they do design changes they say that they 
often need to change the design to suit the commercial demands, and the whole 
company gets involved in the changes. The changes are driven by costs and stay 
competitive [Not to change the looks of it]. Regarding mutual process adjustment they 
say that if they need to make a change to their product to meet commercial demand, 
they try to do that without impacting on the Siemens product. Because they realize that if 
they impact on the Siemens product, the work Siemens has to do to get that change 
through their business is very much complex than it is through Cullum’s business, since 
they are so much smaller. There is a process in which Cullum can give input to the SIT 
design of the package, but they say that they very much have to fit around SIT’s 
products and parameters. Regarding if they think that their product requires engineering 
expertise they say yes. When asked if SIT also need engineering expertise they say 
that SIT has a good level of expertise, but there are times when potentially they need 
more to understand the issues and complication that Cullum have. Both sides absolutely 
need engineering expertise to handle the product. 
 
Market Characteristics 
Regarding the demand  in the market they say that globally there is a huge demand, and 
Siemens is overall a quite small part of the global demand, so when Siemens are 
affected Cullum are affected. Regarding the stability  in the market they say that the 
market is fluctuating a lot, and it has done throughout history. Regarding the growth  in 
the market they say that at the moment they start to see an improvement in the market, 
small, but it is definitely an upward trend. There is a recovery from the recession, but it is 
very, very small.  
 
Regarding the concentration in the market they say that the market is fairly niche, they 
say if they look globally they can only list maybe six or seven recognized suppliers. 
There are a few major buyers. Regarding the competition among the suppliers and if 
there are many companies that want to deliver to Siemens they say, yes at the moment 
the competition is quite fierce. When asked about the amount of capable suppliers to 
SIT Lincoln they say probably 4-5 globally that are capable of delivering the whole 
package. There are other companies that can deliver parts of the acoustics then you 
probably talk about approximately 20 companies.  
 
Regarding if there are any threatening substitutes for this product, they say that there is 
a threat on their standard products, that other companies could copy those products. 
There is not the technology out there at the moment, to change the product dramatically. 
So, for the future they would say no, at this moment in time. There are so many 
components that build up the acoustic package. Regarding if there are new players on 
the market they say that there are, they have come across one very recently, and they 
admit that they are very surprised. Because the end user, the purchaser of the gas 
turbine, generally is very nervous about purchasing from new businesses. People do not 
want new solutions; they do not want to put a risk attached to the gas turbine, so it is 
very rare that they find people that try to enter the market, but there are still people.  
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Supplier Characteristics 
Regarding the size  of the company they see themselves as a small to medium size 
company. They have 185 permanent employees that are in Heanor, they say that they 
have an office in China, The US, Brazil, and agents in India, Europe, Russia, The Czech 
republic. Indirectly the number of people that work for Cullum is into the hundreds. They 
also have a large plant in the Czech Republic and a large plant in China, but they are not 
direct employees of Cullum. Their turnover tends to be around 30 Million Pounds.   
     
Regarding if they are a multi product supply house they say that they are. They label 
themselves as a high integrity engineering company, as opposed to acoustic and 
filtration company. Acoustic and filtration is a large part of what Cullum does but it is not 
their sole product. They are “here” to solve complex engineering problems. Regarding if 
they have any proprietary technology they say not really. They do have patents, but 
not that are applicable to Siemens. Regarding the bargain power and who is in charge 
of this relation they answer that it is not them. [So SIT].   
 
Regarding the amount of  established suppliers there is 4-5, the ones who can deliver 
the total package, one of them says while the other one is shaking his head. The other 
one says that there has been a shift in terms of what their competitors can do. So, they 
have certain competitor that has a background in filtration, in the last 10-15 years they 
have become involved in acoustics. So, as a company the competitor has history, but in 
terms of the whole product they do not always have a history and expertise.  Cullum has 
been involved in acoustics from the beginning, over a 100 years, and has come the 
other way around and became involved in filtration about 20-30 years ago. So, Cullum is 
an acoustic company that now has filtration expertise, and their competitors tend to be 
filtration companies that recently have developed acoustic expertise.  
  
Regarding SIT in Lincolns dependence on Cullum and how serious it would be if SIT 
was forced to change supplier, they think it would be serious because Cullum support 
them not only in purchasing but also on the proposals that SIT submit to their customers. 
Cullum gives SIT engineering support throughout their business. So they think it would 
be difficult for SIT to establish another relationship as the relationship that they have with 
Cullum today. From a purchasing point of view it might not be a big issue, but at an 
engineering level it would be because the most of Cullum’s time is spent talking to the 
engineers. When asked if SIT’s production would be affected if Cullum called and said 
that they could not deliver anymore, they say that on small gas turbines it would have an 
effect because it would mean that Siemens would have to develop more suppliers. 
Because on the small turbine range they think it is fair to say two supplier and they know 
that their competitor does not have the ability to produce all the small gas turbine 
acoustic packages. Their competitors do not have the approval to supply all the gas 
turbine packages. Cullum are qualified for 100-400 turbines while their competitors is 
only qualified for two of them.  
 
Regarding their level of R&D they say that it tends to fluctuate, at the moment it is quite 
high. Because there is more competition in the market, there is demand to develop your 
product to be more cost effective. So, at the moment they do quite a lot of R&D. In years 
when there is lots of work out there in the field, obviously your resources are sucked in 
to managing the contracts. So, some years they might invest very little, whereas at the 
moment they very recently invested probably several hundred thousand pounds in R&D. 
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Regarding their switching cost and if it would be expensive to find another customer 
they say, to get a totally new customer would be difficult because Cullum already work 
with all of the major gas turbine manufacturers. They say it is fair to say that there are 
not any out there that could really increase Cullum’s revenue, the way that Cullum would 
increase their revenue by working and developing with customers they already have. 
They say that they do not have any machinery or so connected to Siemens that would 
be useless if not working with them, but there are products that would be rendered 
useless because they have designs that are only connected to 100-400 SIT turbines.  
     
When asked about their recognized skills they say that they are recognized as to have 
the ability to turn around complex products. This is often to their disadvantage because 
they are sometimes not seen as able to competitive in the standard market place. So 
they promote the fact that they have lots of engineers at Cullum, and they think it is fair 
to say that their customers recognize that fact.  
  
Regarding their economic reliance on SIT they say that Siemens globally as an entity, 
then it tends to fluctuate and that they can be between 20-40 percent of Cullum’s 
turnover. At the moment they would say that it is probably 30 percent. But they try to 
mitigate the risk so if Siemens were to stop working with Cullum they hope that they 
have a large enough client base, to continue to operate with the number of staff that they 
have. SIT in Lincolns part of there turnover is now very small, because the contracts that 
they have been awarded by them in the last year is probably only a couple of million 
Pounds, if so much. So at the moment it is probably between 5-10 percent of their 
turnover.     
 
Internationalization 
Regarding their motivation to create international relationships they say that they 
absolutely want to create international relationships. Regarding what language they 
use during their daily work, they say English. They say that language is not their strong 
point as a business and in terms of the staff they now bring in, they look to employ 
multilingual persons. Both of the interviewees only speak English, but they have 
employees that are fluent in French, Polish and Chinese. They say that 10 years ago 
Cullum very much dealt with UK based customers, and had a large manufacturing facility 
in the UK. Now Cullum have a small manufacturing facility in the UK, and a large staff 
base. So companies change to meet the international demands.  Regarding if they have 
experienced any language obstacles they say no, not really, because their agents 
speaks several languages. They say that it can be difficult sometime because then they 
always have to use the local office as interpreters, for example in China. When asked 
about if other peoples level of English causes problems in the communication they say 
that when first meeting new people, people often have a fear that their English is not 
good, so they will constantly apologies for their poor English. But in actual fact English 
spoken by people from other countries are often better then “our” English, so they 
[Cullum] do not tend to have a problem, so it is more a paranoia from their part that their 
English is not good. They also say that they themselves are embarrassed by the fact 
that they struggle with other languages, and they think that over time it would be 
courteous to learn another language. Regarding their experience of international trade 
they say that they have a lot of experience from the Cullum business. During the last 15-
20 years the Cullum business has expanded to the global market. At Cullum they are 
working with Holland, Mexico, Brazil, Sweden, India, Czech Republic, Russia, 
Kazakhstan and China for example.      
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The Social System 
Regarding their general perception of doing business with England they say that there 
is not a common way of working with English companies. Different companies have 
different purchasing strategies; Siemens has educated purchasers while other UK 
companies have engineers doing the purchasing. They also say that it easy to work with 
England, as well as with for example Hengelo, Houston, and other countries in Europe, 
because the structure used when doing business within larger corporations is very 
similar at the different divisions even though they are located in different countries. If to 
identify differences between doing business in England and abroad they say that in the 
UK there is often an openness, for example they are prepared to tell you where you 
stand versus your competitor and what you need to do to win that business and they 
would treat all the suppliers in the same way, so there may be an openness there that is 
not always there when it is international businesses. They say that the E-bid and E-
events that they been involved in is not an English thing, they say that in “this country” it 
seems like a faceless way of working. They think that UK-companies, well most 
companies, whether you are the supplier or you are the customer, tend to want to build 
relationships with people they work with, and e-bids is a way of destroying relationships, 
not creating them. Regarding their attitude  to English products they say that English 
products are of a good standard and quality, but they also expect and get that in the rest 
of Europe, like Germany, Sweden, France because they all work within the same codes 
and legislations now. Products of less quality would probably be the South Americans, in 
any developing region quality are less. China is improving because of the high 
requirements from their buyers in Europe. Regarding obstacles  with English products 
they say that the UK products are of an exceptional quality but the price you have to pay 
is often not acceptable to the globe. In terms of the quality and working with certain 
national codes, that can be difficult because as a UK company they usually work with 
either American standards, British standards or European standards which they are 
familiar with. Regarding what currency  they use when doing business generally they 
operate in Pounds. But, with Siemens in both Finspång and Hengelo they also sell in 
Euros and Dollars. It is ultimately decided by Siemens or the customer, Cullum try to 
keep it open. So if for instance, if Siemens has a large pot of GBP that they forward 
bought at a favorable rate for themselves then Cullum can operate in that currency. It is 
generally set by what the end user wants to pay in. Regarding if they have experienced 
any obstacles with exchange rates and trade regulations they say only fluctuations, it 
is a constant risk, it is very difficult, because it can mean that the company that takes the 
most risk is the company that wins the contract. Foreign taxation can be a risk, in terms 
of import and export to Brazil there are all kind of taxes you have to get your head 
around, and again you can win or lose a contract based on your interpretation of those 
taxation laws. When asked about their experience of SIT in Lincoln’s industry language , 
and if it is hard to understand each other they say that there are different terminology for 
instance when an engineer is talking to a purchaser, so there are sometimes terminology 
from there education that the other one is not familiar with. But generally it is not a 
problem understanding each other.         
 
Information Sharing Mechanism 
They say that they have key account managers for different sectors. One of the 
interviewee is key account manager for Siemens in Lincoln and in Houston, but the team 
is all involved.   
 
Regarding people and departments involved they say that from the beginning of the 
process there are probably around 10 departments at Cullum and then multiple persons 
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at every department, probably between 10 and 20 individual communicating. At SIT they 
are in contact with around 10 departments from the beginning of the process. Regarding 
the importance of the information they receive from the purchasing department and if 
they can take action from it they say yes. Regarding the detail and richness of 
information they say that it depends on were it comes from. From a purchasing point of 
view you can only deal with the information that you are given, so the quality can vary. 
For example if the purchaser is given poor information from the engineering department 
there might need to be a lot of dialog and clarification, but if the information is good then 
it is very easy. When ask if the communication often is poor from the engineering 
department, and if they feel that there often is information missing out they say, yes, it 
does vary from different locations. From SIT Lincoln they say that they suppose that they 
get good level of quality because SIT is experienced in what they do. They say that in 
the early days with Houston and the experience of their engineers, made it harder work. 
In Hengelo in the early days, Cullum had to work hard with them. Finspång is probably 
different, although they are new to the small gas turbines, they are not new to gas 
turbine they have been doing that for a long, long time.    
 
Regarding the frequency of information exchange with purchasers at SIT Lincoln they 
say it is less these days, because the work has not been there, and as you would expect 
they do not need Cullum as much. As SIT is only turning over 2-3 contracts that involves 
the acoustic vendor, whereas 10 years ago that may well have been 40-50 contracts 
then there is going to be naturally more contact. So there has been a reduction in 
necessity of contact. But they would guess that they still communicate once a day, but 2-
4 years ago they talked to the purchasing department 4-5 times a day. Regarding the 
amount of information exchanged they say that at the moment it has become diluted, 
so it is less but at the height of the relationship they were constantly exchanging 
information. But with Lincoln they have always been kept in the loop, so Cullum have 
always felt like there is a partnership. Siemens has always been very good at sharing 
information with them. In the latter years the demand for engineering information has 
increased because the customer is demanding a product that is fit for purpose, that it 
meets certain legislations. Regarding the amount of information exchanged during 
contract negotiations they say that with the purchasers, yes. Regarding the 
continuousness of information exchange they say that it is good and regular.  
 
Regarding the frequency of Cullum’s visits to Siemens, they say that they try to visit 
Siemens Lincoln once a week, but there has been less lately. They say that they try to 
visit Hengelo, Finspång and Houston probably once every six weeks. They say that the 
regularity of their visits is good. Regarding SIT’s visits to Cullum and the regularity 
they say that other than when two Swedish students want to do an interview it is 
probably twice a year and including the inspectors probably four times a year.  
 
Regarding if they use guest engineers they say that if they need to understand a 
problem or a particular product they go to SIT. They also say that SIT sends guest 
engineers to Cullum probably twice a year.   
 
Boundary Spanners’ Task Characteristics 
When asked if their task structure is clear, detailed and they know what to do, they say 
yes. They say that they have a standard template a standard routine. SIT has standard 
documentation towards Cullum and vice versa. Regarding the task complexity they say 
that it is high. Regarding the task predictability  they say that it is easy to predict that 
most tasks are going to be difficult. When asked if they can predict the next step ahead 
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or what is happening next week they say yes, because of their 50 years of experience 
foresee what SIT require. When asked if the task look approximately the same every day, 
every week, every month they say yes. Regarding the task routine they say that they 
have a set way of dealing with the task.  
 
Regarding interdependence of contact person and if they need each other to solve 
their working task, they say that it helps. When asked if it would be hard if SIT only had 
an answering machine and that would be the only feedback they got they say absolutely.  
 
Climate and Process Characteristics 
Regarding the social climate between Cullum and SIT Lincoln, they say that it is very 
positive. They also say that in the English way it is formal. When asked if they can be 
themselves when speaking to SIT or if they have to be on their guard they say that they 
have to be professional, but that does not necessarily mean than you have to be on 
guard. Regarding if they have trust in SIT in Lincoln they say that they do. When asked 
about their commitment  and if they care about and want to keep this relation alive they 
say yes. When asked about their degree of cooperation they laugh and say too much. 
They say that they have the type of relationship where they could call and see how the 
business is doing and if there is something Cullum could do for SIT. When asked if they 
do that as well, or if they call only if they have and errand, they say that they nearly 
always call when they have a reason. Regarding if they put effort into creating 
cooperation  they say yes. Regarding early supplier involvement in design and if 
Lincoln involves Cullum early they say yes, they send their engineers to SIT. Regarding 
their perception of Cullum’s reputation they think that it is very high within Siemens, 
certainly as an acoustic supplier and that the expertise that Cullum has is high. They 
believe that other companies have the same opinion. They do regular customer 
feedback and they are ranked highly on engineering and sales support. They say they 
sometimes have a reputation of being more expensive. Regarding SIT Lincolns fairness 
to Cullum, they say historically it has been good. It has been very fair working with SIT, 
SIT is very open, and if something is wrong SIT tell them that and when something is 
right SIT also tell them. They define fairness as; if Cullum lose a contract SIT explains 
why, they also do that if they win a contract. They feel that SIT treats all suppliers this 
way. When asked about the responsibility allocation between Cullum and SIT 
Lincoln , and who carries the burden and put in the working hours they say it is difficult 
to answer because they are only one side. But they feel that they put more in, but they 
only see their part, and do not see the rest and what SIT does.  
 
RQ2 
Relationship Termination Costs 
Regarding their switching cost and if it would be expensive to find another customer 
they say, to get a totally new customer would be difficult because Cullum already work 
with all of the major gas turbine manufacturers. They say it is fair to say that there are 
not any out there that could really increase Cullum’s revenue, the way that Cullum would 
increase their revenue by working and developing with customers they already have. 
They say that they do not have any machinery or so connected to Siemens that would 
be useless if not working with them, but there are products that would be rendered 
useless because they have designs that are only connected to 100-400 SIT turbines. 
Concerning alternative customers  on the market for this product they say that there are 
about 6-8. And those are comparable to Siemens as well and Siemens is one of them. 
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Relationship Benefits 
Regarding if SIT adds value  through their product, process or technology they say that 
they expect SIT to constantly strive to be competitive within the market, which then gives 
benefit to companies that work as suppliers, partners and subcontractors to Siemens. So 
you expect SIT to constantly strive to be better which brings the suppliers with them.  
When asked if SIT has any superior benefits  compared to others in the industry they 
stay silent and are then asked if the locality might be a benefit. They then say that 
perhaps the geographical location. It honestly makes the relationship easy to build and 
maintain. If there is a problem it is very easy to drive to Lincoln and solve that problem. 
So the communication is very good and short and frequent. Regarding if customer 
selection is a  critical element in their competitive strategy they say yes, it is. With 
regard to if SIT performs any surveys  they say that SIT does send out questionnaires 
which give Cullum the opportunity to know what they look for in terms of a supplier. The 
questionnaires ask for example about where the supplier’s global manufacturing are, 
that gives Cullum an insight of what Siemens may be looking for, for the future.  
 
Shared Values 
Regarding if they believe that SIT and Cullum have common believes about behavior 
and goals  they say yes, it has been very clear. When asked if they have common 
believes that policies are appropriate (and inappropriate) they say yes, they think so. 
They also believe that policies are important and that you have to have common 
policies. Regarding if they think they have the same norms and corporate culture they 
say absolutely. 
 
Opportunistic Behavior 
When asked if they would call SIT if they received an order that was unnaturally large 
they say that they have actually given orders back that has been wrong, so yes. 
When asked if they think that SIT acts to their own advantage to the cost of Cullum they 
say that with any customer where you have a strong point, that strong point could be 
exploited. So the fact that Cullum has a large sales department and are able to support 
constant questions that are asked, this means that from times to times, that gets 
exploited. But they also say that it is no different for any other customer. 
 
Communication 
Cullum communicates with SIT mostly by telephone, a little bit more phone than e-mail. 
Anything that needs history recording is done either through e-mail or a specific IT-
system (they mention that they receive orders through web for business). Regarding the 
amount of time sharing information  they say that they share information on daily 
bases whether that is a phone call or an inquiry being sent. With the purchasers directly 
they would say maybe only a couple of days a month. One of them is the sales manager 
and he says in theory he is supposed to be in the background, but he spends between 
half and three quarter of his month dealing with Siemens. The other spends 100 percent 
of his time dealing with Siemens, of which 15-20 percent is with Lincoln. Overall between 
the four sales engineers who work with Siemens, probably about 40 percent of there 
time is spent on Lincoln. So even now Cullum spend a lot of time working with SIT 
Lincoln. Regarding the information they get from the purchaser is meaningful they say 
yes. Regarding their starting date  of communication with SIT in Lincoln they would say 
since the early 70ies so about 40 years. One of the interviewees has been in contact with 
SIT for 18 years and the other one for 15 years, in different roles.   
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When asked if they have a lot if issues and discussions they say yes, lots of issues, lots 
of discussions, but they always resolve them. There are always contract disputes , the 
scope of supply will change during a contract and during that contract Cullum has to 
increase the price. There will be a dispute over that price and that is normal, but they 
always resolve  it. 
 
Power Balance  
When asked about if they have invested  much in Lincoln they say oh yes. When 
specified to equipment and tools they say over the years, absolutely. Concerning the 
amount of customers  on the market for this product they say about 6-8. And those are 
comparable to Siemens as well and Siemens is one of them. Regarding how large share 
of the market  for this product Lincoln constitute they believe 10 percent. Regarding their 
dependence on SIT for revenue they say that Siemens globally as an entity, then it 
tends to fluctuate and that they can be between 20-40 percent of Cullum’s turnover. At 
the moment they would say that it is probably 30 percent. But they try to mitigate the risk 
so if Siemens were to stop working with Cullum they hope that they have a large enough 
client base, to continue to operate with the number of staff that they have. SIT in 
Lincolns part of there turnover is now very small, because the contracts that they have 
been awarded by them in the last year is probably only a couple of million Pounds, if so 
much. So at the moment it is probably between 5-10 percent of their turnover. 
 
Regarding their switching cost and if it would be expensive to find another customer 
they say, to get a totally new customer would be difficult because Cullum already work 
with all of the major gas turbine manufacturers. They say it is fair to say that there are 
not any out there that could really increase Cullum’s revenue, the way that Cullum would 
increase their revenue by working and developing with customers they already have. 
They say that they do not have any machinery or so connected to Siemens that would 
be useless if not working with them, but there are products that would be rendered 
useless because they have designs that are only connected to 100-400 SIT turbines. 
The attractiveness of SIT as a buyer account is the potential for growth, the potential to 
increase Cullum’s product range and obviously the potential to continue to sell the 
products they have developed with Siemens over the last 30-40 years. They definitely 
want to keep the relationship. And the money and time they have invested in the transfer 
activity from Lincoln to Hengelo, Finspång and Houston, they have supported it all the 
way through. 
 
Regarding if the product is a commodity  they say that they are seen more and more as 
a commodity. But they say that they are not. They say that it has become a belief that 
you can just say that you want this part number and then you just order a part number 
and you go to an e-bid, and you get lots of suppliers involved and you purchase it. In a 
face-less way that ultimately you are just ordering a part number. But, with each part 
number there are lots of technical complexities and ultimately and the engineers and the 
buyers need to be in agreement. They say that it is not a commodity, because it has lots 
and lots of technical complications there is acoustic guarantees, performance 
guarantees associated with it, and for that reason it will never be a commodity. 
Regarding if the product is standardized  they say that you have a core which is 
standardized, and then outside of that you have bespoken or unique designs to meet 
contract specific requirements. So it is not the same for everybody. When asked if they 
believe that SIT has more useful information than they share with Cullum they say 
that they do not think that Lincoln intentionally holds back information.  
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RQ3 
Relationship Termination Costs 
Regarding if they believe that their switching costs will increase when starting to do 
business with Finspång, they say that every time you switch, it costs. They also mention 
if you switch to a region in which you do not have an office, it will cost. There is an added 
cost.  
 
Relationship Benefits 
When asked if they think that Finspång’s product, process or technology will create any 
added value  for Cullum they say that they are started to see different ways of working, 
which in some ways are attractive and other ways not. They think, as with any customer, 
there are potential processes that they see could benefit Cullum. With regard to 
superior benefits  they say that again the potential is obviously there but the relationship 
is new and they are still learning about Finspång.  
 
Shared Values 
Regarding if they believe that Cullum and Finspång will have common beliefs about 
behavior and goals  they say yes they think so from what they learned so far. They also 
think that they will have common beliefs that policies are appropriate  and important . 
The policies within Siemens as a group are the same no matter where you go according 
to Cullum. Regarding norms and corporate culture they say that the culture is different, 
the corporate policies are the same, the culture changes. The dress code is different in 
Sweden than in the U.K. But that is subtle differences, they would say. 
 
Opportunistic Behavior 
When asked if they would call Finspång if they received an order that is unnaturally large 
they say that the same applies here, they as a company would not accept an incorrect 
order. Regarding if they believe that Finspång would act to their own advantage to the 
cost of Cullum they say that they do not think that it would be acceptable within SIT’s 
own policies. 
 
Communication 
They think that they initially would communicate with Finspång through e-mail, because 
the language is different. As the relationship builds and the companies become more 
comfortable with each other, the telephone communication will increase. Regarding if 
they think that they will spend a lot of time sharing  information they say yes, they would 
hope so and expect so. When asked if they think that the information sharing will be 
meaningful , they say yes. Regarding start date  of communication they say that they 
have been in dialogue with Finspång for the last 18 months. Also, they have worked with 
them before, on and off for about seven years with gaps of 1-2 years in between. 
 
When asked if they believe that they would have issues and discussions  with Finspång 
they say that they would expect so, as with any customer. They also believe that they 
would be resolved . They say that their first experience with Siemens Finspång, was not 
actually a good one, Cullum supplied a product that was not technically good enough, 
and they think that probably took to long to resolve. That is what they have learned from 
the process. 
 
Power Balance 
When asked if they think that they will invest  much in Finspång they say that they 
already have. Not in equipment but in terms of personnel, engineering resource, travel to 
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Finspång and having a dedicated team for Finspång. When asked how large share of 
the market  for this product that Finspång constitutes they say, the products that Cullum 
currently supply to Lincoln that are moving to Finspång are alone quite small, but the 
potential with the SGT 600-800 obviously makes that quite a large market share, so 
order magnitude of maybe 20 percent. When asked if this is only for them or for the total 
market, one of them answers that will be for us, the other one says that the total market 
for acoustics for turbines, the whole 100-800, would probably be around 20-30 percent. 
Solar and GE obviously got the big share. 
 
Regarding their dependence  on Finspång for revenue, they think that would increase 
over time. Although they do not want to be dependent on any customer, but it would be 
good to be in a position where they to some degree are dependent, because that will 
mean that they are successful. They want them to be 20-30-40 percent of Cullum’s 
business. But they would not let it go any further than that because that would be a risk 
to Cullum’s business, but they want it to go as close to 50 percent as possible. 
 
When asked what degree of attractiveness  the Finspång account provides they say 
again it is attractive, because it has the potential to continue the business and the 
relationship they built with Lincoln. But has so much more potential to expand Cullum’s 
product range. When asked if they believe that Finspång would have more relevant or 
useful information than they  will share they say again it is a relationship thing, as the 
relationship builds the trust will build and information will start to flow, so it will be better 
over time. 

Interview – Purchaser Rossendale  
 
Product Characteristics 
Rossedale provide service rather than a product. The service they provide is to build and 
supply lifting equipment to our specification. They do that by taking our specification and 
interpreting it, so that they can certify their product of being capable of lifting specified 
weights. Regarding the complexity of the product he says that it is not complex, but it is 
exacting. Rossendale have to make sure that they use the right grades and weights of 
materials, in order to achieve the strength of the finished product. So they can certify that 
it is capable of carrying the weight it is supposed to do. He says that you need 
knowledge and standards to work to, working practices that are consistent. Regarding 
standardization he says that Rossendale make some products which are standard, in 
so far that they are pieces of lifting equipment that anybody could use, but most of what 
they make is bespoke to customer’s drawings. Regarding if SIT purchases products that 
are standard from Rossendale he says some parts. But most of the products SIT buys 
from Rossendale are customized , and he believes that most of Rossendale’s products 
over all are customized. Regarding the developed technology  he says that it is mature.    
Regarding the innovation  of the product and if it becomes more efficient over time he 
says no there is no innovation. He also adds that if anything the products that 
Rossendale supply is the same as anybody else in their business would supply and are 
most certainly over designed, over kill, capable of lifting more weights than they are 
designed for, because they always require to be on the safe side. He says that for 
example you do not expect Rossendale to say that they can make the product 20 
percent cheaper if they use tube instead of solid beam, with the wall thickness of this 
instead of that, because then everybody will be afraid that it will break. Regarding 
design changes to the product he says that specifications change from time to time, 
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even within their own lifetime. Rossendale notifies SIT if they receive specifications that 
will not work and so therefore there are some element of advice from Rossendale. The 
design changes are made with regard to usage.   
 
Regarding mutual process adjustment he says that it works both ways. If SIT’s 
customers say that they want something additional on the turbine that might lead to 
changes in the weight and its distribution, there might be a need to do changes to the 
lifting beam which is handled by Rossendale. The other way around if SIT order after an 
old specification and the design and material that Rossendale used to use is no longer 
available, and then SIT might have to accept this new material and change their 
specifications accordingly. Regarding engineering expertise  he says that there is an 
amount of engineering, and knowledge required on the part of Rossendale. They have to 
interpret our specifications, which say that it must be capable of lifting this weight, where 
75 percent of the weight is on this end and 25 percent of the weight at the other end that 
is six meters away. The specification is about size, shape, and requirements rather than 
what Rossendale should actually build, so they have to interpret it and that means 
engineering expertise. SIT needs engineering expertise in order to create the 
specifications.   
 
Market Characteristics 
Regarding the demand he says it is quite good demand for this type of product. But, 
there are no high volumes. When asked if there is a large market globally for this type of 
product he says no not compared to Ipads. Rossendale produce products mostly for the 
heavy industry. Regarding the stability he says that as long as there are customers like 
SIT in the game of producing what they produce, then the stability is quite good for them. 
Because there will always be a requirement for lifting devices of some sort. He says that 
in fact the market has somewhat increased recently [growth ], with our new innovation in 
engine design where you could take it apart and lift parts of it out, this require lifting 
devices and is an opportunity for companies like Rossendale. When asked if the growth 
applies for the whole market that he can not really say, but innovations like this tends to 
start trends and other people are likely to catch on to the idea.    
  
Regarding the concentration  of the market he says that Rossendale can make lifting 
equipment to other industries except SIT’s so their market is not limited to SIT. So there 
are probably a lot of people out there buying lifting equipment. He would not say that it 
really is a niche market because Rossendale produce products that could be used in lots 
of different industries. Regarding the competition among the suppliers and if there are 
many suppliers that want to deliver to SIT he says yes, SIT got 3-4 that they could use, 
one of them not in the UK. He adds that they do use them in competition against each 
other. When asked if he knows how many suppliers there are globally he says probably 
in the hundreds. Regarding the amount of capable suppliers  to SIT he says that 
Rossendale has certain uniqueness as far as they are allowed to certify their own 
products. Other companies, in other countries may have that certification or they may 
have to use certifying authorities. Other countries legislations may not be so rigorous, so 
in terms of capability there may be loads of people out there who can make lifting beams, 
but not in accordance to SIT’s requirements. He adds that the hundreds mentioned 
earlier are probably perfectly capable supplier, and a lot more that might not be so 
capable. Regarding if there are many new players in the market he would also say that 
there are enough players to not want it being a business proposition for new players. He 
says that the lead times are not particularly long; nobody is particularly hard worked at 
the moment. So he would not think that there are many new comers in the market. 
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Regarding if there are any substitutes for this product he says no, with regard to safety 
and quality of SIT’s product you need to use lifting beams.  
 
Supplier Characteristics 
Regarding the size of Rossendale he says that they are not that big, about 12 
employees and he would guess that there turnover is about 2.5 Million GBP. When 
asked about if Rossendale is a multiproduct supply house he says that they are 
definitely not, they do lifting beams, and only lifting beams. Regarding if Rossendale 
have any proprietary technology he says yes they do, they produce mobile cranes in 
different sizes which he guess you can call proprietary products. But they do not supply 
those to SIT. Regarding bargain power he says that is a bit tricky because Rossendale 
are the cheapest of the companies SIT uses for this kind of equipment. If SIT did not 
have Rossendale they would have to go to somebody else and pay more money. The 
other suppliers also have longer lead times. But Siemens are much bigger than 
Rossendale are, and SIT probably buys about 30 percent about what Rossendale make. 
So SIT is quite a good size customer to them, so it is probably about even regarding 
bargain power. With regard to the amount of established suppliers  he would say that 
the suppliers that are out there have been established for some time. He would also say 
that there are enough of them to not want it being a business proposition for new players.  
 
Regarding SIT’s dependence on Rossendale he says that it would cost them money to 
change, because the other companies are all more expensive than Rossendale are, and 
it would take SIT longer to get the products because the other companies got longer 
lead times. But it would not stop or affect production. If Rossendale stop supplying 
during an ongoing project it could result in some quite considerable delays. The lead 
time for Rossendale is mostly about 8 weeks and for some of the others is sort of twice 
that. Regarding Rossendale level of R&D the purchaser says that it is very small. 
Regarding the switching cost for Rossendale and if it would cost Rossendale to find 
another buyer he says that no it probably would not cost them a lot, it might cost them a 
bit if SIT suddenly would not give them any more business. Rossendale would survive 
and they would just do something else for somebody else. The cost would be in work 
and effort they do not have any equipment locked up in SIT. Regarding Rossendale’s 
recognized skills he says that they are not particular. They are good welders and they 
are good at certifying the product that they make, and they do a good job in the final 
delivery of a package of materials. But they are not particularly timely, they are often late. 
They are no better than acceptable. Sometimes the delays are not Rossendale’s fault, 
because it could be a SIT engineer calling them to change some details. Regarding 
Rossendale’s economic reliance on SIT he believes that it is about 30 percent of their 
income, which is manageable.  
 
Internationalization 
When asked about SIT’s motivation to create international relations  he says that 
from a sales point of view they undoubtedly need to be as global as they possible can. 
They produce the kind of products that you can not sell too many to the home market, 
therefore you got to be global and you got to be international. From a purchasing point of 
view it is a “mixed bag” if you can find local supplier that you can bench mark and show 
that they are providing you with good sustainable pricing, and they can develop with you, 
then it is always a bonus. The reason it is a bonus is that you got better control because 
you do not have so much shipping cost to worry about. So in theory it would be better if 
all our suppliers were in Lincoln, but that is not going to happen. Similarly, as from a SIT 
Finspång point of view it would be better if all their supplier would be in Finspång, but 
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that is not going to happen either. The other side of the coin, from buying everything 
locally, is that you probably do not know enough about what is going on in other places. 
Therefore you can not make a judgment if the products you buy locally are compatible, 
so you have to look elsewhere. There are all sort of political, economical and cultural 
drivers that you should expand your horizons and look at developing countries from 
ecological points of view, “spreading the worth” point of view. If you should be an ethical 
purchaser shouldn’t you be buying some of your material from sources that are not as 
well of as your local ones are? They are subject to some if those drivers, like everybody 
else. His personal experience is that if you want persistent quality you keep it as near to 
home as possible.    
 
Regarding the languages  he uses he says English, it is the only language he needs to 
use. He says that he does not have a worth of knowledge in any other language. 
Regarding if he has experienced any language obstacles he say no I have not. He has 
worked in France and Germany and bought from Spain and Holland and he has always 
found that even if he wanted to practice other people language, it is always frustrated by 
the far better knowledge of English. When asked about if other peoples skills in English 
creates difficulties and misunderstandings he says he thinks it is more about intelligence 
and understanding of the subject. Regarding his experience of international trade  he 
says that he has worked with China, Tawain, Japan, Holland, France, Italy, Germany 
and America. 
 
The Social System 
Regarding doing business  within England he says that England has a remarkable 
range of abilities, technologies and businesses for a variety of reasons. He thinks that 
England should be as globally focused as possible, because it is such a small world 
these days. No home market can rely on itself, even America needs to be a global 
market he says. Regarding his opinion of doing business abroad that is absolutely no 
problem. He says that he is extremely fortunate of being an Englishman, speaking 
English. The overall business language is English and therefore it is relatively simple for 
him to do business abroad. Regarding his attitude  to English products he says that 
some of what they make is the best in the world and some of it is complete rubbish, it 
depends. Regarding his attitude to products from abroad he says that for most of the 
European Union the general product quality is quite high, for most of North America and 
Canada he would say the same. For a lot of Asia it is the same, but, it is much greater 
range of quality within in the Asian pacific region. He says that if you want to look for 
global sources you have to be really careful. Regarding if he has experienced any 
obstacles working with England he says that he has experienced a lot of obstacles 
some English companies will not extend credit, some only want to provide you what they 
have made for centuries and see no need to change and have no intention of growing or 
being innovative, very stubborn mentality. Those companies do not tend to last very long. 
He says that apart from that, most of the English companies are very easy to buy from. 
They are very willing to do what we want them to do, willing to extend some sort of credit, 
and willing to accept that they do not necessarily know everything about what they make, 
and are prepared to listen if somebody else got an idea.  
 
Regarding if he has experienced any obstacles working with countries abroad he says 
that he personally has come across more stubbornness abroad. Particularly with respect 
to delivery dates, over here the culture generally is “well this is our normal lead time for 
making it, but if you really want it faster, we might be able to do something, and we will 
try very hard.”. In a lot of mainland Europe it is the case of “Well this is the delivery date, 
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take it or leave it, we can not do anything better.”, and that extends to America as well. 
Regarding which currency  SIT uses he says GBP, Euro, Dollars, there is not much call 
for anything else. In England they use GBP, in mainland Europe they use Euro, the 
currency used is usually the currency of the seller. Regarding if he has experienced any 
obstacles with regard to exchange rates or trade regulations he says the tariffs-codes 
is kind of nightmare. If you ask two companies that makes the same thing, what their 
tariff-code for the product should be, then you will probably get two different answers, 
because it is so hard to choose which one that suits your product.  
 
Regarding his experience of Rossendale’s industry language he says that buyers are 
in the interpretation business. It is his job to translate Siemens language into a language 
of the supplier, and it is also his job to translate the supplier’s language into the Siemens 
language, so they can understand each other. At least when both of them [Rossendale + 
SIT] are making that effort, they usually end up with a common understanding. He finds 
this the same no matter what company he is dealing with, and where in the world it is 
located. He says that with regard to Rossendale both parts have more knowledge in 
there own business, but it is about mutual trust.     
 
Information Sharing Mechanism 
Regarding the people and departments involved  in the communication he would say 
that it is about 4-5 departments at SIT. The purchaser is in contact with 3 people at 
Rossendale, one is the managing director, one is the salesman, and one is the works 
manager. Rossendale is in contact with 10 people at SIT. Regarding the importance of 
the information  that Rossendale gives him, and if he can take action, he says yes. 
Because SIT asks them for interpretations of specifications, and they give SIT 
calculations to prove that their interpretation is correct, to show that what they have 
designed will lift what SIT wanted it to lift. So the information has to be meaningful  and 
it has to enable us to act upon it. When asked if the information is detailed  he says 
that it is, it involves a lot of calculations upon which we rely to prove to our customers 
that we have designed something that is going to do the job. Regarding the frequency 
of information exchange he says that the last couple of month they have exchanged 
information on a weekly bases. Regarding the amount of information exchanged he 
says that it is mostly a small amount but occasionally a large amount, depending on 
whether they are in the quotation state or the delivery, expediting stage. When asked 
about the amount of information exchange during contract nego tiations he says 
that they do not really do contract negotiations with Rossendale because SIT does not 
buy that sort of thing from them. SIT does not have a contract with Rossendale saying 
that SIT will buy all their lifting gear from them for the next 12 months, it is very ad hoc. 
Regarding the continuousness of information exchange he would not say that it is 
regular, nor is it frequent. Regarding the frequency of buyer visits to Rossendale, he 
says he tries to visit them once a month, because they are quite an important supplier to 
SIT. So the regularity of the visits is quite good. Regarding the frequency of 
Rossendale’s visits to SIT  he says that they visit them, particularly if there is a quality 
issue, which is not that often. He says that Rossendale do what they do quite well. 
Regarding the regularity of Rossendale’s visits to SIT he says that they are not regular. 
He says that most of the communication between Rossendale and SIT is by e-mail, but 
between SIT and Rossendale it is often by SIT visiting. Regarding if SIT or Rossendale 
use guest engineers he says not over all, no. When asked what the visits are about 
then, he says that Rossendale comes to SIT to solve a quality problem or to talk to one 
of SIT’s engineers about a project. But, most of it is done via e-mail, it is the case of SIT 
supplying them with the technical information they need and then SIT needs to give 
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them time to interpret it, so it is not something they like to be able to do on site here 
anyway. When asked if they do not come to look at products and processes then, he 
says that they may do, they may just “pop in” and see what something looks like.  
  
Boundary Spanners’ Task Characteristics 
When asked about task structure he says that it is not the same as Keweld because 
most of their materials are on schedule, and all of Rossendale’s material is on ad hoc 
orders that he needs to place. It is controlled and it is processed but it is not the same as 
Keweld. He would approach it in the same way because that is how he works, but it is 
not the same as Keweld in so far as it is not organized by an expeditor’s schedule, it is 
down to him. Regarding the task complexity he says that it is a bit more complex than 
Keweld, because he has to make sure that in the quotation stage he sends the right 
specifications and any additional drawings that might go with it.  He has to make sure 
that he sends all the necessary descriptive information to enable them to quote 
accurately. Then he has to process the quote that comes back into a SAP-system, and 
from that it is usually a demand to place the order and then he places the order. So it is 
more complex [compared to Keweld], but it is not difficult. On a scale 1-10 he would say 
the complexity is 3. Regarding the task predictability he says that if he sees something 
in his work flow to get a quotation for, then it all becomes entirely predictable, because 
following that, fairly soon, there will be a need for an order. Regarding task routine and 
if he know how it is done, he says yes, it is always done in the same way as far as he is 
concerned. Regarding interdependence of the contact person at Rossendale he says 
that SIT need to have the right people to talk to, they can not just talk to anybody. If 
Rossendale lost their salesman tomorrow, and put somebody else in his job, it would 
matter quite a lot because he is the man who collects all the knowledge to give to SIT, 
for example the progress of the jobs and quotations.   
 
Climate and Process Characteristics 
He thinks the social climate  is fine. When asked if it is tense or positive he says that it 
depends, if Rossendale behaves then it is fine otherwise it is a bit tense. Regarding if he 
thinks the social climate is formal or informal he says that Rossendale are the sort of 
people that you can be pretty informal with, but if it starts to go wrong then it gets formal.  
He says that he can be himself in this relation. Regarding if he trusts  Rossendale he 
says that yes he thinks so, he trusts them to make all the effort he would expect them to 
make, but sometimes it is not enough to achieve his goals. But he trusts them to work 
hard. Regarding his commitment  to the Rossendale relationship and if he wants to keep 
it, he says he thinks so. He continuous with, that the penalties for not keeping it are 
higher prices and increased lead time. Regarding the degree of cooperation  with 
Rossendale he says that they cooperate quite well and quite a lot. He usually calls them 
because there is a business reason to call. Regarding his effort to create cooperation 
he says that he likes to keep it a good relationship, but the ulterior motive is that he 
wants them to keep supplying SIT on time. He says that he is satisfied with the 
relationship as it is today. When asked about early supplier involvement in design , he 
says that they involve Rossendale fairly early because it is quite important that they do 
so, it is not something that SIT can design themselves in isolation and then present to 
Rossendale as a finished thing. Because they way SIT does it is to write a specification 
of need, and Rossendale interpret it, so SIT needs to engage them fairly early on, if only 
to deliver the specification and get their response to it. When asked what he thinks about 
the supplier’s reputation he says that he does not know a lot about it, but he believes 
that it is quite good. Regarding if SIT acts fair to Rossendale he says that he thinks so - 
firm but fair. Regarding the responsibility allocation between SIT and Rossendale he 
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says Rossendale is the supplier and they naturally carry the greater part of the burden, 
because they got to accurately interpret SIT’s specifications, provide us with the 
quotations, and then once we ordered the parts they must supply them on time, to the 
right quality. So, the greater burden is on Rossendale.    
 
RQ2 
Relationship Termination Costs 
Regarding the switching costs for SIT if they had to change to another supplier he says 
that they would probably be high, actually. Regarding alternative suppliers  he says that 
they are in contact with another three, one of them they are ordering from as well. But 
there are probably others that he does not know about.  
 
Relationship Benefits 
When asked if Rossendale adds value to SIT through product, process or technology he 
says no, not really, not more than any other of their suppliers would. He further says the 
only added value would be that SIT can say to their customers that when they deliver on 
site, they will be able to deliver a package lifting beam with the turbine. But most of SIT’s 
customers have that expectation anyway. When asked about if Rossendale has any 
superior benefits compared to others in the industry he says only better prices and 
lower lead times. Regarding if supplier selection is a critical element  in SIT 
competitive strategy, he says yes, it could not be anything else really. When asked if 
Rossendale performs any surveys  he says that he has never seen one. 
 
Shared Values 
Concerning if he believes that SIT and Rossendale have common beliefs about 
behavior and goals  and if policies are appropriate and important  he says yes. 
Regarding if they have the same norms  he also says yes, and that Rossendale is in a 
very similar business to SIT. SIT make turbines but Rossendale makes beams to move 
them around, so there is interdependence that neither of them can deny. 
 
Opportunistic Behavior 
When asked about if he would call Rossendale if he received a price which was 
unnaturally low he says that yes he would, price mistakes concerning this products 
would be pretty obvious. Regarding id he believes that Rossendale engage in 
opportunistic behavior he says that he do not think so. 
 
Communication 
Regarding communication he says that he communicates with Rossendale mostly by e-
mail, sometimes by phone. The Rossendale orders are ad hoc, so SIT does not use the 
work for business system. They also have meetings which are usually about progress of 
existing jobs, quotation questions or about the progress Rossendale is making towards 
increasing their capacity. This is something they have been saying they are going to do 
for some time - expanding the factory to become larger. This would give them more 
space, so they would be able to have more jobs going on at any one time, which would 
help them improve their inherence to lead time.  
 
SIT has been working with Rossendale for about 4 years. He has been in contact with 
them since July 2011. Regarding the time spent sharing information  he says that he 
spends on average a couple [2] of days per month. He says that the information is 
meaningful , but he would not say that it improves SIT’s knowledge, because it is just a 
set of calculations for different beams that is just differing from the previous ones 
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because the designs are different. When asked if SIT has any disputes or discussions  
with Rossendale he says they do have issues from time to time, issues of interpretation, 
quality, and the speed of which Rossendale is producing their calculations. He adds that 
the issues are always resolvable.  
 
Power Balance 
Regarding if SIT has invested  much in Rossendale he says no and not in tools or 
equipment either. Regarding the amount of suppliers in the market and if there are 
many suppliers that want to deliver to SIT he says yes, SIT got 3-4 that they could use, 
one of them not in the UK. When asked if he knows how many suppliers there are 
globally he says probably in the hundreds. Regarding the switching costs for SIT if 
they had to change to another supplier he says that they would probably be high, 
actually. Regarding if the products from Rossendale are commodities  he says no. 
Regarding standardization he says that Rossendale make some products which are 
standard, in so far that they are pieces of lifting equipment that anybody could use, but 
most of what they make is bespoke to customer’s drawings. Regarding if SIT purchases 
products that are standard from Rossendale he says some parts. 
 
When asked about if it is expensive to find a good supplier  for this product, he says, if 
you discount the fact that they probably have to pay for the product then no it is not 
expensive to find another supplier. But as he said before there is a cost to changing, and 
that is probably the cost of the product and the lead time to supply it. Regarding if it 
would be expensive “just to find” another supplier he says, finding someone who could 
supply it he could find a bunch tomorrow. There is minimum cost to finding another 
supplier, but to implement the supplier, would probably cost SIT some money. Because 
the supplier needs to be approved, and it is quite a lengthy process, so it takes time and 
costs money. More or less all supplier needs to go through the same process. Regarding 
if he thinks that Rossendale has more relevant and useful information  than they share 
with SIT he says no he does not believe that they deliberately would hold anything. 
 

Interview – Rossendale 
 
Product Characteristics 
They do a variety of products for Siemens, mainly engineered products, lifting equipment 
and transportation equipment. When asked about if the product is complex  he says yes, 
some items are very complex, others are very simple. Some consists of a single piece, 
some items that are bought of the shelf. They have other product that require a lot of 
design time and they have R&D with Siemens to come up with solution. He says the 
complexity differs much between different products they deliver to SIT.   
 
Regarding standardization  he says that it is very much bespoken, a lot of the item is 
bespoken to Siemens. Some items are of the shelf, which are available in the market 
place. 90 percent of all the equipment they provide to Siemens is bespoken to Siemens 
applications. So he says it is very much customized . Regarding the developed 
technology  he says that they been working with it for quite a long time, they developed 
a computer program for working out the problems. They invested an extra 60 000 
Pounds on a program, just for Siemens. When asked if the program is used for 
manufacturing the beams he says yes, and that it is new. They have been using this 
equipment now for 7-8 years, so it is relatively new.  When asked how they produce this 
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product and if there are many parts that are put together he says, yes it is combined of 
different components, raw material, raw steel material, that they combine together to a 
finished product. Regarding the innovation and if the product get more efficient over 
time he says, no. The product has come to a stage where the product has not moved 
forward because the client is happy with the product as it is. He says there is no real 
benefit in spending more time and money trying to move their product forward. This 
applies to the whole industry. Regarding design changes , he says that there were 
design changes in the early days, but obviously all that was carried out during the R&D 
time, but they now got it to a stage where everybody, themselves and the customers, are 
happy with what they got. The only changes that they do are in their manufacturing 
processes, where they try to make it more slimline and going through the factory to 
reduce our in house costs. When asked if they change the layout, he says no, the 
parameters are fairly fixed. When asked if SIT and Rossendale have mutual process 
adjustment he says, yes very much, Rossendale and Siemens have to adjust to each 
other and they have to work very closely and communicate very closely, it is a two way 
thing. If SIT package change, they have to work closely to make sure that what 
Rossendale provides fits. He adds that the communication is paramount. When asked if 
SIT has to adjust if Rossendale changes something he says that SIT has to approve 
what Rossendale change, they have to get a concession, saying what Rossendale is 
changing and justify it with calculation. This takes a lot of time, for SIT to approve it. 
When asked if the product requires a lot of engineering expertise he says yes, from 
Rossendale’s side, because SIT relies on their expertise, to make sure that what they 
get is correct. Rossendale find that the expertise at Lincoln at times is lacking, because 
Rossendale deals with buyers and not the engineers. The have contact with the 
engineers at SIT when there is a new product, and they do the R&D with them. But then 
after, the purchasers at SIT will purchase it without knowing what they are purchasing.     
 
Market Characteristics 
Regarding the demand for this type of product he says that the demand has been very 
good. The demand has declined the last months, but they can see that the demand will 
come back later on in the year. It is purely because of the financial implications of the 
amount of packages that their customers have fallowed. It is the end of the financial year 
and a lot of the customers are holding on to their money. When asked if Rossendale 
only sell their product to turbine-producers, he answers that they sell to all industries 
throughout the world, they have a very broad customer base. Regarding the stability of 
the market he says that the market has been very stable, but there have been some ups 
and downs, the last thing was down to political implications to the greater times. Certain 
areas, where the products were going, have been hostile so the orders have been 
withdrawn. But, the stability is getting back out there he says, so the growth  will come 
back again. So he thinks that it is a growth in the market; a big growth is the offshore 
wind turbine area. Green energy, at the end of the day, is where they see the growth in 
the industry. When asked if there has been growth in the market before he says yes.        
 
Regarding the concentration of the market and if there are few buyers and few supplier 
he says very much so, it is a very limited market in SIT’s field. But for Rossendale’s as a 
lifting equipment test house/out, they have a very large field.  He says that there are not 
many suppliers in the UK now, a lot of the suppliers are from China and that sort of 
areas, but there are still plenty of customers wanting the product. So Rossendale can 
sell their product to a lot of different industries. Regarding the competition among the 
suppliers  and if there are many companies that want to deliver to Siemens, he says 
that there are a few, probably 3 within the UK that are capable of providing what 
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Rossendale is providing, because of the expertise and the specialization of what 
Rossendale do. When asked if he feels that there is a lot of competition in the market he 
says not really in their market, again because of the expertise required, there are not a 
lot companies capable of doing the type of equipment that Rossendale is doing. He says 
of course that is good for Rossendale. Regarding the amount of capable suppliers he 
says that there are 3 within the UK and probably hundreds of companies globally that 
are able to do what Rossendale does. But they do not seem to be targeting the business 
that Rossendale is targeting. He think what happens is that you get a reputation, in an 
engineering group, and the customers hear that you do what is required and you pick up 
work on the back of the expertise. They deal a lot with the big blue chip companies, like 
Rolls Royce and GE that use Rossendale for their expertise. Regarding substitute and 
if there are any other threatening technologies he say that there are other technologies 
that can be used, but it will be at a higher cost. There is no other cost effective solution 
to do what they are doing. You can move products around in other ways, but it is a 
powered mechanical way of moving stuff around, which is not that flexible either, so not 
really. He does not see it as a threat. Regarding new players he would not say that 
there are a lot of new players in Rossendale’s field. 
 
Supplier Characteristics 
Regarding the size of Rossendale he says that it is a medium sized company, 
Rossendale employ 65 people and have a turnover of 15 Million. Regarding if they are a 
multi product supply house , he says that they classifies themselves as a “one stop 
shop” so if anyone wants anything to lift or move something, Rossendale can supply 
anything. He says that, so very much they are a multi product supply house, but only in 
the engineering field. So when asked if they do different kinds of product for lifting he 
says they do weld-products, steel-products and wire-products, so yes. Regarding if they 
have any proprietary technology for the Siemens product, he says yes. Rossendale 
has a license for their own design package. Regarding bargain power and who has the 
authority he says that the buyer always has the advantage, because they can turn 
around and say no. The size of Siemens, being a world wide organization, they have 
access to product throughout the world, so Rossendale is a little bit on the back. But 
Rossendale like to think that in Lincoln they have the upper hand, they get a fair market 
price for their product. Regarding the amount of established suppliers he says that the 
majorities of the companies doing lifting equipment are well established. It is very hard 
for new companies to come in at Rossendale’s level. What they do find is that new 
companies are coming in at a lower level, and trying to gain experience over a matter of 
years to get up to where Rossendale is today. So it can 15-20-25 years to get to where 
Rossendale level. Rossendale has been trading since 1947, doing what they are doing, 
so there is a lot of experience that only comes with time, he says.    
 
Regarding SIT in Lincoln’s dependence on Rossendale and if it would affect or stop 
their production in any way, he says that it would not stop the production, but it would 
slow it down while they had a change over. But any company could change their 
suppliers as Rossendale could change their suppliers. He says you can not get to a 
place where you think that you will be there forever [as a supplier]. Even Siemens 
themselves could move out of the city [Lincoln], so Rossendale are generally well aware 
of what is happening out there in the industry. That is the reason that they do not have 
any one company that has more than 20 percent of their annual turnover. It is too 
dangerous to have to much work into one company. He believes it would be hard for SIT 
to find another supplier like Rossendale if they needed to. SIT used to have another 
company in the UK that did what Rossendale does for them, but they were let down on 
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delivery and quality, and that is one of the main reasons that SIT changes to Rossendale. 
A company like Siemens can not afford to be let down, he says, Siemens work on tight 
delivery schedules so any slippage costs a lot of money, so they pay a bit of premium to 
guarantee quality and delivery on time.   
 
Regarding R&D he says that they do not only do R&D work for Siemens but for other 
companies as well. They do not have a fixed budget for R&D it is flexible depending on 
the requirements. When asked if it is Rossendale or the customer that initiate the R&D-
work he says both. Rossendale do internal R&D to better their products, but they also 
work very closely with some of their clients where they pay Rossendale to do the R&D 
work for them. Regarding switching costs for Rossendale and if it would be expensive 
to find another buyer instead of Siemens, he says that there would be a cost implication. 
It would not be a great cost, because Rossendale has people out on the road looking for 
new buyers all the time, that is something that is ongoing and a cost they incur annually 
and continuously [finding new buyers]. When asked about Rossendales recognized 
skills he says that their recognized skills are as a test house, and as a heavy 
engineering company. They got experience, and that is one of their biggest skills, being 
in the game for so long, in the industry. Rossendale are very strong in aluminum work, 
and in design of bespoke lift equipment. When asked if he thinks that others think that 
Rossendale is a good company, he says very much so, they are a very respected 
company even within their industry. They have other companies in the UK that 
approaches Rossendale regularly and would like to work for them. So Rossendale has a 
good reputation. He says they do not have much change of staff. So Rossendale are 
very well thought of in the industry. Regarding Rossendale’s economic reliance on 
SIT in Lincoln, he says that about 18 percent of their income comes from Siemens. 
When asked if it is only from SIT Lincoln, he says that they do Houston, Singapore, 
Australia, they supply to Siemens all over. He says that Lincoln is about 60 percent of 
the 18 percent of Rossendale’s turnover.  
 
Internationalization 
Regarding Rossendale’s motivation to create international relationships he says yes, 
very much so, they do want to create international relations. He says that at the end of 
the day England is only an island, they are dealing with the bigger market and supplying 
Siemens world wide now. When asked if Rossendale has any other customers abroad, 
he says very much so. Regarding what language he uses during his daily work he 
says English. He says that they try to do business in English as much as possible, but 
they can get things translated if they need to. Most of their customers can trade in 
English, even when they deal with China and Taiwan the communication is done in 
English.    
 
Regarding if Rossendale has experienced any language obstacles , he says 
occasionally but they overcome them. The main obstacles in when they try to 
communicate verbally with a foreign country, if the people answering the phone do not 
speak English at all, which they have found at times. But the normal way that they get 
around those problems is by sending an email, because the receiver can always 
translate the email. He says that there is a slight problem with time differences.   
Regarding his experience of international trade he says that he has traveled/traded 
quite a lot, quite good, with a verity with the business. He has been to America, Syria, 
Iraq, France, Germany, Italy, China, Japan, Korea, Taiwan… He says that he is the 
director so he gets to travel a lot.   
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The Social System 
Regarding doing business  with England he says it is easy business with England, but 
what you find is that it is very hard to get the business in England. But once you got the 
business it is very hard to lose it, he says. The English customers are very loyal, once 
you made the relationship with them. They deal with people rather than with companies. 
He says that they built a lot of one-to-one relations with our customer base. He says he 
encourage his sales people to do that, because it works well in England. Whereas 
abroad, they tend to deal more with the companies rather than with individual, they are 
not particularly bother by who they speak to, as long as they get the information. When 
you deal with the UK, people like to deal with the same person over and over again. 
When asked about his feelings of doing business abroad, he says that he is quite happy 
to do business abroad, he says he likes to travel, meeting new people and getting new 
experiences. He says they have got a lot to offer to companies abroad, and it is a small 
world now days. His attitude towards English products is that they have very good 
quality. Sometimes they can be overpriced. He says that it is not enough manufacturing 
in the UK. Too much skills and machinery has been moved out of the UK. His attitude to 
products from abroad is that some products are very good, the German products are 
very good, some of the Brazilian, Baltic, Finnish, but you can not really say abroad 
without specifying an area. There are some areas that he would not purchase materials 
from, for historic reasons when they have had problems. He says that you have to be 
very carful what you buy and where you buy it from. When asked where he would not 
purchase products from, he say that he would not purchase steel from Poland, because 
of the delamination and he would not purchase weld products from the Czechoslovakia 
[is now The Czech Republic and Slovakia]. He would not purchase chain-products from 
China. They monitor what areas are good at what they are doing he says they have to, 
because it will problem if they just started to buy the cheapest that is out there.  
 
When asked if he has experienced any obstacles working with England or abroad, he 
says that the only obstacle is the time difference when work abroad. Any obstacle they 
deal with and get around, there is no major obstacle. Sometimes they have obstacles 
with supply and one of the obstacles they have when buying stuff in from Europe is that 
during the month of August, it all shuts down. So they have to make sure that what they 
need for August is in stock in UK ready, but that is not major because everybody knows 
that already. When asked if it has to do with culture, he says very much so. Regarding 
the currency he says that they try to use the UK Pound, but they also use dollars and 
Europe, it all depends on what country you are buying from and what the currency of 
that country is. He says that it does not matter to Rossendale what currency they use. 
Regarding how they decide what currency to use he says that they try to decide which 
got the best exchange rate for Rossendale. But quite often it is dictated by the 
country/company they are buying from. So it all depends on where they buy it from or 
where they sell it to. When they sell to Siemens they use GBP apart from when they are 
selling to Houston, then they use dollars. Regarding if he has experienced any obstacles 
by trade regulations and exchange rates , he says that they got some trade regulations 
issues, mainly to for example Libya and places like that. He says that there are certain 
countries that they have embargos against that they can not supply to. He says that they 
have tried to go into Iran, but they have not been able to do that because of the trade 
regulations that have been placed by the government. Regarding the exchange rate he 
says that the Euro fluctuates, but the exchange rate is the exchange rate and everybody 
has to pay it, it is the same playing field for everyone.  
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Regarding his experience in Siemens industry language  he says that it is no problem 
at all to understand the technical language. Rossendale is from a technical background 
so they understand the technical jargon and abbreviation. So it more an issue to get SIT 
to understand Rossendale, and their jargon and legislations. He says it is a specialized 
field and Rossendale have to educate the people at Siemens at times, when SIT thinks 
they know what they are doing but unfortunately they have little knowledge, and little 
knowledge can be dangerous at times. So Rossendale have to train them in some ways 
to make sure what SIT want is really allowed and that they are capable of achieving 
what they think they are.     
 
Information Sharing Mechanism 
The day to day communication is mostly dealt with through email. So one person at 
Rossendale is dedicated to the Siemens account, he is the point of contact for all orders 
being placed, and process the orders. He deals with purchasing and he also deals with 
the engineers when needed. He deals with the expeditors when required, sends a 
weekly report with delivery schedule, so Siemens knows where Rossendale are with 
regard to delivery of the orders, any slippage or improvements on deliver. So they 
probably speak to Siemens Lincoln 1-2 times a day either by email or on the phone. He 
says that each order has different contact people and obviously they have the purchaser 
at SIT who purchases a lot of equipment, but then SIT has different expeditors dealing 
with different parts of the package. He also says that they send the report to one person 
at SIT Lincoln who then collects the information and sends it out to the right department 
at SIT. The director says that he only speaks to the purchaser when there is a problem 
and he has no need to speak to him on daily bases.  The person dedicated to the 
Siemens account has more day to day dealing with the purchaser at SIT.  
 
Regarding with how many people and department  Rossendale is in contact with at SIT 
Lincoln he says probably 6 different departments and 30-40 people. He says that they 
deal with 6-7 different Siemens sites. So overall he would say that are in contact with 70-
80 people within SIT world wide. He says that SIT is in contact with 2 departments at 
Rossendale, and probably deal with 11 different people. Regarding the importance of 
the information they get from SIT and if he can take action from it he says, that the 
information they get is paramount, they need very accurate information coming in from 
SIT for Rossendale to achieve what they do for SIT. Because it is bespoke what 
Rossendale make, it is one-off item quite often. So the correct information is very 
important.  When asked if he gets the correct information he says not always. The 
problem is that a lot of information that comes out from Siemens is historic information. A 
lot the drawings are very old, so some of the materials on the drawings are no longer 
available. Then Rossendale have to evaluate what SIT wants to achieve and come up 
with new material that will suit the job. So that is what they have to communicate with 
SIT very closely. Regarding the detail and richness of information he says that it 
sometimes is very detailed, other times it is lacking in details. There is no standard he 
says. The equipment that SIT manufacture on regular bases that Rossendale has orders 
for all year around, then the details are fine. When they make one-off items that is when 
the information lack and they do struggle with it.  
   
Regarding frequency of information exchange with the purchaser he says that as a 
company they are probably in contact with him 2-3 times a month. He says that the 
purchaser is not really the person they need to be in touch with. They need to be in 
touch with the people that control the drawing and the engineers, which they are 
probably in contact with on weekly bases. Personally he thinks that he is in contact with 
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the purchaser probably once a month he guesses. When asked if he has any contact 
with the strategic purchaser he says no, he does not know/ he does not, no. With regard 
to SIT Lincoln he says that Rossendale as a total is in contact with them 15-20 times a 
week probably. He says that Rossendale also have engineer at site at Siemens doing in 
house work there as well.  
 
Regarding the amount of information exchanged and if he exchanges a lot of 
information with Siemens he says that it is more than Rossendale needs to exchange 
with a lot of their other customers. Siemens is very document-controlling he says, they 
like to back everything up on paper. So administration wise it is quite intense. The 
problem Rossendale has is that SIT is forever losing documents. When asked if there is 
more information exchanged during contract negotiations he says no, it is more 
during manufacturing. When they do the contract negotiation they do not need that much 
information. Once Rossendale have actually issued the contract to SIT, that is when 
Rossendale’s starts. Regarding the continuousness of information exchange he says 
that it is ongoing, it has to be. So it is very much continuous. When asked if this is with 
Siemens in Lincoln or Siemens world wide he says that it applies to all their customers. 
As he said earlier, communication is paramount, people has to talk to each other that is 
the only way business work. Regarding the frequency of  Rossendale’s visits to SIT 
he says that they try to visit SIT once a month to see that everything is okay. SIT visit 
him at Rossendale may be once every six month, with regard to purchasers and 
expeditors. Regarding the frequency overall, including engineering for example, he says 
that it depends on the project sometime they are on site every day, and sometimes it can 
be 2-3 months in between the visits. Regarding regularity of visits he says that it is 
regular with the purchasers but not with the engineers.  Regarding if they use guest 
engineers he says they do. When asked if SIT sends over engineers he says that they 
tend not to, they only come over for meetings. SIT occasionally send out clients and 
engineers to Rossendale to witness testing of equipment.     
 
Boundary Spanners’ Task Characteristics 
Regarding task structure and if it is cleared and detailed described. He says yes, very 
much for Rossendale’s point of view it is documented and everybody knows what their 
role is. When asked if they have documents telling them what to do, he says that they 
have plans and a schedule, and also they have electronic diaries that they keep. 
So they know exactly where people are, what they are doing, and where they are at 
different project. Regarding his task complexity he says that technically it is complex. 
His role, from a technical point of view, is to be the top of the tree, so if there are any 
technical issues, they come to him and he resolves them, he has the final say on what 
they do and how it is done. Regarding his task predictability he says they are definitely 
not predictable, he says he does not know what he is doing within the next ten minutes. 
He says he knows what to do as his normal work, but obviously things happen and they 
have to react to that and there is where his time gets swallowed up in dealing with other 
issues. Regarding task routine he says he try to have a routine, he has a routine for 90 
percent of his work, what he needs to get done on daily bases. But again, when they 
have issues he has to deal with them and that takes priority, so his daily work and 
routine has to wait until the issue is resolved, and then he have to go back to the task he 
was originally trying to get done. Regarding the interdependence of contact person at 
SIT to be able to solve his own tasks, he says that the purchasers can solve the tasks, 
but the purchaser is not really in a position to solve the tasks. There are other people at 
Siemens that tend to solve the tasks that Rossendale need to solve, but the purchaser is 
there as a point of contact, to be able to put the task out to the right people. The 
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purchaser knows how has ordered it, and can lead Rossendale to the right person that 
they need to speak with. So the purchaser is a quite essential link in the chain really. 
When asked if they need the specific purchaser that is in place right now or if it could be 
somebody else he says that they just need the person who knows who initiated the order, 
and it does not need to be this specific purchaser. But as he said earlier in the UK they 
like to deal with the same people if possible, that gives you a continuity.      
 
Climate and Process Characteristics 
Regarding the social climate between Rossendale and SIT Lincoln, he says it very 
positive and they have a very good, working relationship. Rossendale are very flexible 
with SIT, they have a very friendly working relationship and it is not tense at all. At times 
it can get tense when SIT tries to put Rossendale under pressure with delivery, but they 
keep very positive and it is formal and informal. It is formal when it needs to be, but can 
be informal when they do not need to be formal. He feels that he can be himself most of 
the times, but he has to be on his guard when they have done something wrong, he 
laughs. But in the end of the day, you have to be professional and you have to be able to 
talk to people at all level of business. He says that you find that you pitch your self at the 
level you need to be and you access the situation very quickly whether you need to be 
very formal and very precise, or when you can have a little bit of a laugh and a joke and 
be informal. He says that that is very much down to experience, knowing who you are 
dealing with and what the situation is.      
 
When asked about if he has trust in SIT Lincoln he says yes. If that SIT says that they 
are going to place an order, for example. Siemens they do trust. Regarding his 
commitment  to the relationship to Siemens and if he care about and want to keep the 
relation, he says yes, they care about commitment they nurture their commitment with 
Siemens. Siemens is a company that they are trying to develop and increase their work 
with, not just in Lincoln but throughout the world. Siemens is a big organization, they 
have a lot of buying power and Rossendale respects SIT as a company, and SIT is 
aware of what they got and what they can do for Rossendale. Rossendale has invested 
money to design package for Siemens. Regarding Rossendale and SIT’s degree of 
cooperation  he says that Rossendale probably cooperates too much with SIT. They do 
too much for them and they need to stand back a little bit and let Siemens take the 
running and let Siemens do a little bit more. You find that with a lot of business though, 
that if you are prepared to do everything they will let you do everything. When asked if 
they cooperate with Siemens because they have to or because they want to he says, 
because they want to. Rossendale do have to cooperate with their customers, but they 
also want to because it makes Rossendale’s life easier and makes the customers lives 
easier, which makes everything go smoother. When asked if they only call SIT when 
they have an errand or if they can call and see how they are doing, he says, that they do 
not tend to call them and ask them how they are doing, that is not really the way it works.   
 
Regarding their effort to create cooperation he says they put a lot of effort into working 
with Siemens, and again it is a one-to-one working. The relationship they have with 
Siemens really could not be much better. Rossendale is respected by everybody in 
Siemens, the engineers, the buyers, everybody and have a very good relation with them. 
He says that he can not see how they can really improve on that [the relationship]. The 
only way Rossendale can improve is by getting a better relationship with Siemens world 
wide and that only come with time. Regarding early supplier involvement in design 
and if SIT involves Rossendale at an early stage, he says that they do with some of the 
products. He has been involved with some of the design meetings for the new packages, 
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so he has been involved in the past. So they do ask for Rossendale’s advise sometimes. 
Not long ago SIT redesigned an under base and Rossendale informed them that if they 
contacted them, SIT could design out some issues they have had for a long time, and 
SIT did. When asked if this was because Rossendale wanted SIT to contact them he 
says, very much so. He says that he said to SIT to contact him before a certain stage in 
the developing process and they did and it saved SIT money. When asked if SIT also 
comes to Rossendale and ask for help he says that certain people do, certain 
departments do and some do not, some department think that they do not need any 
involvement and they make the mistakes themselves and then Rossendale sort them out 
later. Regarding his perception of Rossendale’s reputation , he says that their 
reputation is very good and they build themselves on their reputation. The quality of their 
product, the finish of their product is a 100 percent if it is not, it does not go out the door.    
 
Regarding what he thinks about Siemens in Lincoln’s fairness to Rossendale, he says 
they are fair most of the time. They have had certain issues with them, they have gone 
through certain practices that he did was not happy with and he rose his opinion that he 
did not agree with they way they were purchasing equipment. So if he is not happy SIT 
do hear about it. His definition of fairness is treating companies on an equal playing field, 
and being fair in business, not trying to make it so they can not make any money. 
Regarding the responsibility allocation between Rossendale and SIT Lincoln, who 
carries the burden and who puts in the working hours, he says that Rossendale carry the 
burden, a hundred percent as a supplier. If the product is not right it comes back. 
Because Rossendale manufactures they put in the most working hours, but some are 
down to Siemens, because of for example the purchasing, but it is probably 80 percent 
Rossendale and 20 percent SIT. He thinks that Rossendale puts more effort in to the 
relationship from their point of view, because they are a smaller company. He does not 
think Siemens put so much effort in to the relationship, because Rossendale work for 
SIT and not the other way around. As a company you put a lot of effort into the 
relationship with your customers.  
 
RQ2 
Relationship Termination Costs 
Regarding switching costs for Rossendale and if it would be expensive to find another 
buyer instead of Siemens, he says that there would be a cost implication. It would not be 
a great cost, because Rossendale has people out on the road looking for new buyers all 
the time, that is something that is ongoing and a cost they incur annually and 
continuously [finding new buyers]. Regarding the alternative customers there are on 
the market for this product he says that there probably are 70-80 companies that buy 
this type of product. They are the customers they sell to as well. Obviously there are a 
lot of companies they do not sell to throughout the world. He would not know that figure, 
but again he says that they probably deal with 70-80 companies buying the same type of 
product as Lincoln. If he would guess the total amount of companies wanting this type of 
product he says that there are probably hundreds of them throughout the world. When 
asked how many companies of them that is comparable to SIT Lincoln in size he says 
probably 4-5. 
 
Relationship Benefits 
Regarding if SIT adds value through; product, process, technolog y he says yes, in 
some way they do, working with Siemens in the Lincoln, the area of technology that they 
are in, Rossendale is able to then use that information to supply similar products to other 
customers. With regard to if SIT Lincoln has any superior benefits compared to others 
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in the industry he says not really, the people they deal with, they all got very similar skills 
and technology, a lot of the staff actually move around the different companies. So 
Rossendale do find that they deal with the same people at different companies that 
move around. When asked if customer selection is a critical element in their 
competitive strategy, he says yes the customers are, they have a structure of dealing 
with the customers that are strong in the energy market. The customers are in a limited 
amount and obviously Rossendale target that market rather than customers. When 
asked if it matters a lot which customer they choose he says no, not particularly no, as 
long as they are professional companies and they are capable of doing what they do, 
Rossendale will deal with most customers.  
 
Regarding if SIT performs surveys he says the only time is when they annually come 
around and do the audit. But SIT is not proactive in asking how they can improve and 
help Rossendale.  
 
Shared Values 
When asked if he thinks that Rossendale and SIT have beliefs in common about 
behavior and goals, he says yes he thinks they do. In the industry they are all aiming to 
achieve perfection in what they do, a quality product. When asked if he believes that 
policies are appropriate/inappropriate  he says yes very much so, they have similar 
policies. He does not disagree with any of the policies he has been made aware of from 
Siemens. Regarding if policies are important/unimportant, he says that policies are 
very important, you have got to have policies in business, it is essential. It gives 
everybody a guideline to work to. When asked if he thinks that Rossendale and SIT have 
the same norms, like corporate culture, he says no, Siemens is very much a corporate 
animal, it is very much corporate orientated. Rossendale is a smaller organization so 
they have a lot more flexibility and gives the employees a bit more freedom to express 
themselves and “communicate with us” [the board]. What they do find with the large 
companies, especially Siemens, it is very corporate and there is a way to do it and “you 
will do it”, whether you think it is right or not and he does not agree with that. He wants 
his staff to be able to come and knock on his door and say “do you not think we could do 
this or do that, it might be better?”. But what you find within the larger companies you are 
a little bit dictated to what you will do, and you do not have a lot of saying in what 
happens, at the top. 
 
Opportunistic Behavior 
When asked if he would receive an order from SIT Lincoln that is unnaturally large, if he 
would call them, he says they call them, they are well aware that when SIT makes 
mistakes, and that has happened in the past, they communicate with the purchaser. First 
of all they make sure the order is right or wrong, and they will then give them the 
opportunity to change it. They would not just take the order. When asked if he believes 
that SIT act to their own advantage to the cost of Rossendale, he says well I do not think 
they do. At the end of the day, they have a business to run and as long as it does not 
affect his business he is quite happy for SIT to do what they do. As long as he gets what 
he wants for his products, it is irrelevant how they act after that. So they do not take 
advantage of Rossendale in that respect. 
 
Communication 
Regarding how he communicates with SIT he says that the majority is by email, 
occasionally telephone and meetings face-to-face. Regarding the amount of time 
sharing information with Siemens in Lincoln, he would say he spends probably 10-15 
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hours a month, it is not massive. That is with different contact persons. But he also says 
that it depends, because some days he is at SIT Lincoln the whole day and sometimes it 
is just a 3 minutes phone call. He says that he does not spend a lot of time sharing 
information with the purchaser, he send email and they answer. So the information 
Rossendale share with the purchaser at SIT is a couple of hours a month, realistically, 
he says, because most of it is through emails. So the 10-15 hours and the “couple of 
hours” are meetings and phone calls. If you include email he says you are probably 
looking at 20-30 hours a month, not excessive, and with the purchasers you are 
probably looking at 15 hours a month.    
 
When asked if the information is meaningful and improves his knowledge, he says not 
really. Because the information they get from SIT does not really improve their 
knowledge of Rossendale’s products because they know a lot more of their product than 
Siemens does. The only reason why it is useful to Rossendale is that it is dedicated to 
SIT’s item. They find from an engineering point of view in their industry [Rossendale’s 
industry] that Rossendale know a lot more than the people they are dealing with at 
Siemens. But he says that they need the information to carry out their tasks, very much 
so. They could not develop it [the product] without the information coming from Siemens. 
Regarding the starting date of communication he says that they have been sharing 
information with SIT in Lincoln for 23 years. He says that they have been dealing with 
SIT America for 7-8 years and Sweden they have been dealing with for 18 month.  
He has personally been in contact with them for 23 years as well.   
 
When asked if they often have disputes with SIT, he says not often, occasionally they 
have a dispute, but very rarely. And they are very quick to resolve the disputes. Again, 
they communicate very well and if there is an issue they resolve it very quickly. The 
problems are no major problems, most of the problem and disputes have been about 
late delivery. And that is quite easily resolved, they just sit down in a meeting and put a 
new schedule together, which they agree on, on both sides.  
 
Power Balance  
Regarding if they have invested  much in SIT Lincoln he says yes, over the last 7 years 
they have invested probably 2.5 Million Pounds in buildings, and they are just in the 
process of investing another 600.000 Pounds in a new factory, to support the work they 
do with Siemens in Lincoln. When asked if they can use this for other customers as well, 
he says yes. They are in the position that they need more space, because of the volume 
of work from SIT Lincoln and other customers. When asked if they have invested in any 
special equipment and tools for Siemens he says no, they use the same equipment for 
all customers. Regarding the amount of buyers  there are on the market for this product 
he says that there probably are 70-80 companies that buy this type of product. They are 
the customers they sell to as well. Obviously there are a lot of companies they do not 
sell to throughout the world. He would not know that figure, but again he says that they 
probably deal with 70-80 companies buying the same type of product as Lincoln. If he 
would guess the total amount of companies wanting this type of product he says that 
there are probably hundreds of them throughout the world. When asked how many 
companies of them that is comparable to SIT Lincoln in size he says probably 4-5. When 
asked about how large share of the market  for this product that SIT Lincoln constitute 
he says probably about 12-13 percent.  
 
Regarding Rossendale’s dependence on SIT in Lincoln, he says that about 18 
percent of their income comes from Siemens. When asked if it is only from SIT Lincoln, 
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he says that it is also Houston, Singapore, Australia, they supply to Siemens all over. He 
says that Lincoln is about 60 percent of the 18 percent of Rossendale’s turnover. 
Regarding switching costs for Rossendale and if it would be expensive to find another 
buyer instead of Siemens, he says that there would be a cost implication. It would not be 
a great cost, because Rossendale has people out on the road looking for new buyers all 
the time, that is something that is ongoing and a cost they incur annually and 
continuously [finding new buyers]. When asked about the degree of attractiveness  that 
the SIT Lincoln account provide he says that it is very attractive, purely because it is 
local, Rossendale try to support the local economy. So SIT Lincoln is very attractive to 
them and again they have a very close working relationship over a number of years, so 
SIT Lincoln is a company they would not like to loose. 
 
Regarding if the product is a commodity he says it is no benchmark out there to be able 
to price it against. When asked if the customers need to know the specifications he says 
very much so. Some of the main items Rossendale manufactures are the main lifting 
beams for lifting the whole package, which they have to get involved and know exactly 
where the weights are, so it is nothing that you can buy off the shelf.  
 
Regarding standardization  he says that it is very much bespoken, a lot of the item is 
bespoken to Siemens. Some items are of the shelf, which are available in the market 
place. 90 percent of all the equipment they provide to Siemens is bespoken to Siemens 
applications. Regarding if he thinks that SIT Lincoln has more relevant and useful 
information than they share  with Rossendale he says yes he is sure they do, but a lot 
of the information they do not share with anybody he feels. They have got a lot of 
confidentiality; he says Rossendale can do a lot more for SIT Lincoln than they do. The 
problem with SIT Lincoln is that there are too many departments and even now they do 
not deal with all the departments. 
 
RQ3 
Relationship Termination Costs 
When asked if he thinks that the switching costs  would increase or decrease when 
start doing business with SIT Finspång compared to SIT Lincoln he says no not 
particularly, the only cost difference is the shipping cost. It does not matter where they 
send it in the world, their cost for manufacturing is still the same. The site visits would 
have an extra cost because it would cost him more to get over there than to drive five 
minutes to SIT Lincoln. But that is really only the extra cost they would incur. The 
packaging cost Rossendale passes on to their customer, so the customer would pay for 
the shipping cost, so it would not be any different for Rossendale.  
 
Relationship Benefits 
When asked if he believes that SIT Finspång would add value through; product, 
process or technology he says that it is very hard to answer because Rossendale do 
not really know what processes and technology SIT Finspång has. He assumes that it is 
very similar to what they have at SIT Lincoln. If it is similar to what they buy in SIT 
Lincoln he can not see a great deal changing. If SIT Finspång does not have the 
expertise that they have built in Lincoln and the information transfer that Rossendale 
send from Rossendale to SIT Lincoln, then yes it could have more issues and some 
extra costs. He does not really know the set that SIT Finspång have got so he can not 
really evaluate what value it could be to Rossendale. Regarding if SIT Finspång would 
provide any superior benefits  to Rossendale he says the only benefit really would be 
increased sales value and higher volume. He does not really know what benefits he can 
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get out of Finspång without knowing the site, or the people, or exactly what goes on over 
there. 
 
Shared Values 
When asked if he believes that Rossendale and SIT Finspång would have common 
beliefs about behavior and goals  he says he hopes so, he thinks that the beliefs and 
goals would be very similar to the beliefs and goals they have over at SIT in Lincoln. He 
can not believe that it would be vastly different so he hopes that it would be very similar. 
It would just be a different trade. Regarding if he thinks that they would have common 
beliefs that policies  are appropriate or inappropriate  he says yes he hopes they are 
the same, he does not believe that any blue chip professional company have any 
policies that are not common and appropriate. When asked if he thinks that policies are 
important or unimportant  he says that it is very important that the policies are right. 
Regarding if he thinks that Rossendale and SIT Finspång would have the same norms 
he says he hopes so, Finspångs working culture is probably slightly different to ours. But 
he can not see it being a million miles away and Rossendale embraces the challenge to 
work closely with SIT Finspång. 
 
Opportunistic Behavior 
When asked if they would call SIT Finspång if they received an order that is unnaturally 
large, he says they would do exactly the same as with SIT Lincoln, they would definitely 
communicate with them and check if the order where correct. When asked if he believes 
that SIT Finspång would act to their own advantage to the cost of Rossendale he says 
no, that at the end of the day he hopes that they would treat Rossendale as fairly as 
Rossendale would treat SIT Finspång. SIT Finspång would not take advantage of 
Rossendale. 
 
Communication 
Regarding how he thinks they would communicate with SIT Finspång he says very 
similar to what they do in Lincoln, it would be by e-mail and telephone. And when 
required they would have meetings. But obviously because of the cost implication 
meetings would be kept to a minimum. When asked if they would use any kind of live 
meetings he says possibly, yes, if required. But he thinks that the majority of it could be 
dealt with trough e-mail and telephone. And again he rather does face-to-face work if 
need be, but if it needs to be online work, then yes they can do that. Regarding if he 
believes that Rossendale would spend a lot of time sharing information  with SIT 
Finspång he says yes, in the early days, when they get used to each other. So he thinks 
that there would be a period of time when a lot of information would need to be shared. 
Once that information has been transferred in both directions, it would be a very smooth 
transaction for any further business thereafter. When asked if he believes that the 
information sharing would be meaningful he says yes it would need to be, there is no 
point of sharing information that is not meaningful. Then you are just wasting 
everybody’s time if it is not. Regarding when they started communicating  with SIT 
Finspång he says only for the last 18 months, very infrequently. Regarding if he thinks 
that Rossendale would have disputes  with SIT Finspång he says he hopes not, he can 
not say that they will not have any. But they will strive to keep it to minimum. He says 
that they would make sure to resolve  them very quickly. 
 
Power Balance  
When asked if he believes that they will invest  much in Siemens Finspång he says that 
he do not see that they financially need to invest in Finspång, no. The only investment 
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would be a technical investment, transfer information. When asked if he thinks that they 
would invest a lot of time, he says no, he would expect the people in Finspång to be of a 
certain caliber, that would not need a lot of time invested with them. He says that he 
thinks the information transfer will be relatively limited. So it will not need to be a lot of 
investment. When asked about how large share of the market  he believes that 
Finspång constitutes he says he has not got a lot of information about how big Finspång 
is, how much work they do, he does not really know enough about Finspång to be able 
to answer that question. When asked about if Lincoln’s share of the market was the 12-
13 percent he said earlier, he says yes. He then says it is no reason it could not be the 
same in Finspång, but without knowing what the infrastructure is and what the product 
base is, as far as he knows the things Finspång makes are probably larger than the 
products they make in Lincoln. But he does not really know what is over there.  
 
Regarding what he thinks Rossendale’s dependence on SIT Finspång for revenue will 
be he says that he would like to hope that they would have 18-20 percent of revenue 
coming in from Finspång, in the future. They are not dependent on Finspång at all, if 
Finspång decided not to use Rossendale it would not affect their business. At the 
moment they are not particularly doing any work with them, it would be an add on, an 
increase, to Rossendale’s turnover, which is encouraging and they would like it but if it 
was not there they would not miss it. Whereas they would miss SIT Lincoln if they were 
not there because of the historic turnover they are doing with them. Regarding what 
degree of attractiveness  the Finspång account provide he says it gives them quite a lot 
of attractiveness. What they see is that the work they have developed with Lincoln, they 
see being able to move it. If they can do the same sort of turnover if not greater then 
obviously it is very attractive to Rossendale, to grow their business.  
 
When asked if he believes that SIT Finspång would have more relevant and useful 
information than they would share  he says that he would really think that it is probably 
going to be very similar to Lincoln, if not a little bit less information. So he thinks that 
some of the products that they are looking at making that Lincoln is making now they 
have not got the information, a lot of that information is kept in Lincoln anyway. So he 
thinks the information would be reduced, cleaned out to be fairly honest. When asked if 
he thinks that SIT Finspång would have relevant information that they do not share with 
Rossendale, he does not think so. If SIT had any relevant information and that they 
thought Rossendale needed, SIT would share it. He can not see a reason that they 
would not share information if they did not think is was relevant. 

Interview – Keweld Purchaser 
 
Product Characteristics  
He would describe what Keweld provide as a service, to make products that SIT designs. 
They do not have a product of their own, apart from the service they provide.   
 
With regard to complexity he says that it is hard to say, it is as complex as the drawing 
requires it to be. It could be one piece of metal shaped in a particularly fashion, or 
several pieces of metal shaped in quite complicated fashions and then joined together. 
So some of the jobs are complex and some are not. Welding (TIG-welding) is Keweld’s 
specialism, but they make all sorts of fabrication and for us they make a lot of pipe work, 
which is corrugating stainless steel pipe work, and that could be quite complicated and 
complex. Regarding standardization he would say that the products are not at all 
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standardized. Regarding customization he would say that they are customized because 
they are all to our drawings. When asked if they could sell those products to others he 
says no, because they would not be good to anybody else. Regarding the developed 
technology  he says that it is a mature technology, which Keweld has mastered. The 
technology [TIG-welding] is well known and has been around for a long time. They have 
had to make changes to their technology and developed along the way, for example 
from carbon steel to stainless steel and developed their welding techniques to meet 
SIT’s requirements. Keweld has made innovations  with regards to the way they make 
the products, the jigs that they build to make sure they get thing right, the right position 
and the right shapes and different features. Not innovation to the finished product, but to 
the way they provide their service. Regarding design changes SIT makes changes to 
the product but they are all to enhance the use. [As mentioned above there are no 
innovation to the finished product from a Keweld perspective.] Regarding mutual 
process adjustment the purchaser says that Keweld can not make the changes to the 
product without SIT’s agreement, because they are SIT’s designs. But SIT frequently 
makes changes to the product Keweld makes and that could affect their processes. 
From the Siemens side the product require engineering expertise , the purchaser then 
continuous saying, from Keweld’s side not necessarily. Keweld’s engineering input, if it 
was required at all, would be to provide jigs and fixtures for our designs.  
 
Market Characteristics 
Regarding the demand in the market he says there is a high volume market place for 
small fabrication. With regard to stability he would say that it is fluctuating all the time, 
for a variety of reasons. There are all sorts of influences; probably the greatest one is 
material influences, things that used to be packaged in metal boxes some years ago, are 
now packaged in plastic boxes. Regarding growth in the market he says that it is hard to 
say because it encompasses an awful lot of industries. He thinks it would probably 
decline. Regarding the concentration  of the market and if there are few suppliers and 
few buyers he says  that there are a lot of suppliers that would count themselves as 
capable of supplying SIT, in the small fabrication market place. But there are few of them 
who can provide the quality that customers like SIT requires. He thinks that there are 
thousands of suppliers for small fabrications. Of those he would give a rough guess that 
about ten percent are capable suppliers  to SIT. Regarding competition among the 
suppliers  and if there are many that would want to deliver to SIT, he would say that the 
competition is probably huge, if they all knew about SIT. But fortunately they do not, 
because otherwise we would have a queue of people around the block saying please, 
please can we supply small fabrications. SIT could not possible use them all because 
that would dilute the value of what we buy from any one supplier, and it would increase 
the amount difficulty we have in choosing between supplier and in monitoring there 
quality and delivery performances. To a certain extent, SIT gets to a point where they 
think they have found a good set of suppliers for small fabrications and they will stick to 
them because they will grow in knowledge in what Siemens wants. SIT will grow in their 
knowledge of how reliable the suppliers are and they end up making some good 
relationships. From time to time SIT might feel that they spend too much money, and 
then they would bench mark those suppliers against others supplier that they might hear 
about, just to prove that they still are doing the right thing. Right now SIT has 5-6 
suppliers for small fabrications that they use fairly regularly.   
 
When asked about substitutes  for this product he says there are alternative engineered 
solutions for some of the parts that we have made, and gives an explanation about a 
design change on suppler came up with where the metal was bended and decreased the 
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amount of welding needed. But he says that you still need some of the techniques. 
Regarding if there are a lot of new players  in the market he says no he does not think 
there are a lot of new comers because it costs a lot to set up an operation like that. So 
no, he does not think there are a lot of new comers he says there might be a few coming 
around from time to time, especially in developing countries, but not in the UK.  
 
Supplier Characteristics  
Regarding the size of the supplier he says that they are very small, six people, 500 000 
GBP turnover. They do not supply SIT with huge number of parts, relative to all parts SIT 
buys. So the chances of not buying their parts any more are fairly slim. Because some of 
those parts SIT uses as spares on engines that SIT does not make any more, so it 
would not really be worth while getting the parts from any where else, because Keweld 
got the greater expertise on how to make them. Regarding if they are a multi product 
supply house he says that it would not be more diverse than the number of different 
parts they make, and those would all be out of metal. He says that they have the 
potential to be a multi product supply house, but not with diverse technologies. He says 
that they do not have any proprietary technology . Regarding bargain power he says 
that if they ever would need to get to the point of using power, leverage, then Siemens 
definitely got the power. SIT could take 40-50 percent of their work away, their turnover 
away, in a month. Regarding the amount of established suppliers  in the market he 
says there are many established and not many new comers. Regarding SIT’s 
dependence on Keweld h e says that SIT should not allow Keweld to depend on them 
for 40-50 percent of their turnover. Because, if one of their other customers failed, and 
SIT reduced what they wanted from Keweld, they could very well go under. In that case 
SIT would not have a supplier for all the material they supply SIT and then they would 
have to go elsewhere. It would be easier for SIT to replace Keweld than it would be for 
Keweld to replace SIT, but he says it is an unhealthy state if the worst of all cases 
happened. But, he says, that is what risk management is all about. He says that this 
would not necessarily stop the production; it would not hurt us that much.    
 
Regarding Keweld’s level of R&D he would say that it is almost non existent. But, he 
says, they do not have to indulge in R&D because they do not have any proprietary 
products. He continuous, the only R&D that they might need is to give alternative 
proposals to us about how we might make the products, or how they might produce 
some jigs and fixtures to make something for us with more persistent quality. Regarding 
the switching cost for Keweld and if it would cost them a lot to switch to another 
supplier he says that it depends on how far, physically and location wise, they are 
prepared to go to attract customers. Looking around their workshop they do not have 
any revolutionary machinery and they rely a lot on work floor skill. If they lost SIT and 
would be able to find another customer like SIT to do the same for, then absolutely fine. 
But to recover the position of losing 40 percent of their turnover they would probably 
have to find ten customers, and that would be quite difficult. There would be a cost to 
Keweld in marketing to be able to find new customers, and loss of earnings and cash 
flow, there might be a loss of skill in people they may have to lay off if they lost SIT. 
Regarding Keweld’s recognized skills he says that he does not have a great deal of 
experience with Keweld. But from the point of view that he never hears anything about 
them, and that they continue to supply SIT with a list of parts that they have been doing 
for ages, then they are obviously doing a good job. He says that he is not sure that he 
would choose Keweld if he were looking for a new supplier, but then he would be looking 
with different eyes than the person choosing them in the first place. Regarding Keweld’s 
economic reliance on SIT he would say that it is too heavy. If SIT did not use them 
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they would have a lot to do to make up for their 40-50% of their turnover, that SIT count 
for. He would say that they are quite vulnerable in that regard. They should not allow SIT 
to take more than 25 percent of their turnover, he says.  
 
Internationalization  
When asked about SIT’s motivation to create international relations  he says that 
from a sales point of view they undoubtedly need to be as global as they possible can. 
They produce the kind of products that you can not sell too many to the home market, 
therefore you got to be global and you got to be international. From a purchasing point of 
view it is a “mixed bag” if you can find local supplier that you can bench mark and show 
that they are providing you with good sustainable pricing, and they can develop with you, 
then it is always a bonus. The reason it is a bonus is that you got better control because 
you do not have so much shipping cost to worry about. So in theory it would be better if 
all SIT’s suppliers were in Lincoln, but that is not going to happen. Similarly, as from as 
Finspång point of view it would be better if all their supplier would be in Finspång, but 
that is not going to happen either. The other side of the coin from buying everything 
locally is that you probably do not know enough about what is going on in other places. 
Therefore you can not make a judgment if the products you buy locally are competitive, 
so you have to look elsewhere. There are all sort of political, economical and cultural 
drivers that you should expand your horizons and look at developing countries from 
ecological points of view, “spreading the worth” point of view. If you should be an ethical 
purchaser shouldn’t you be buying some of your material from sources that are not as 
well of as your local ones are? They are subject to some if those drivers, like everybody 
else. His personal experience is that if you want persistent quality you keep it as near to 
home as possible.    
 
Regarding the languages  he uses he says English, it is the only language he needs to 
use. He says that he does not have a worth of knowledge in any other language. 
Regarding if he has experienced any language obstacles he say no I have not. He has 
worked in France and Germany and bought from Spain and Holland and he has always 
found that even if he wanted to practice other people language, it is always frustrated by 
the far better knowledge of English. When asked about if other peoples skills in English 
creates difficulties and misunderstandings he says he thinks it is more about intelligence 
and understanding of the subject. Regarding his experience of international trade  he 
says that he has worked with China, Tawain, Japan, Holland, France, Italy, Germany 
and America. 
 
The Social System 
Regarding doing business  within England he says that England has a remarkable 
range of abilities, technologies and businesses for a variety of reasons. He thinks that 
England should be as globally focused as possible, because it is such a small world 
these days. No home market can rely on itself, even America needs to be a global 
market he says. Regarding his opinion of doing business abroad that is absolutely no 
problem. He says that he is extremely fortunate of being an Englishman, speaking 
English. The overall business language is English and therefore it is relatively simple for 
him to do business abroad. Regarding his attitude  to English products he says that 
some of what they make is the best in the world and some of it is complete rubbish, it 
depends. Regarding his attitude to products from abroad he says that for most of the 
European Union the general product quality is quite high, for most of North America and 
Canada he would say the same. For a lot of Asia it is the same, but, it is much greater 
range of quality within in the Asian pacific region. He says that if you want to look for 
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global sources you have to be really careful. Regarding if he has experienced any 
obstacles working with England he says that he has experienced a lot of obstacles 
some English companies will not extend credit, some only want to provide you what they 
have made for centuries and see no need to change and have no intention of growing or 
being innovative, very stubborn mentality. Those companies do not tend to last very long. 
He says that apart from that most of the English companies are very easy to buy from. 
They are very willing to do what SIT wants them to do, willing to extend some sort of 
credit, and willing to accept that they do not necessarily know everything about what 
they make, and are prepared to listen if somebody else got an idea.  
 
Regarding if he has experienced any obstacles working with countries abroad he says 
that he personally has come across more stubbornness abroad. Particularly with respect 
to delivery dates, over here the culture generally is “well this is our normal lead time for 
making it, but if you really want it faster, we might be able to do something, and we will 
try very hard”. In a lot of mainland Europe it is the case of “Well this is the delivery date, 
take it or leave it, we can not do anything better.”, and that extends to America as well. 
Regarding which currency  SIT uses he says GBP, Euro, Dollars, there is not much call 
for anything else. In England they use GBP, in mainland Europe they use Euro, the 
currency used is usually the currency of the seller. Regarding if he has experienced any 
obstacles with regard to exchange rates or trade regulations he says the tariffs-codes 
is kind of nightmare. If you ask two companies that makes the same thing, what their 
tariff-code for the product should be, then you will probably get two different answers, 
because it is so hard to choose which one that suits your product.  
 
Regarding his experience of Keweld’s industry language he says that buyers are in 
the interpretation business. It is his job to translate Siemens language into a language of 
the supplier, and it is also his job to translate the supplier’s language into the Siemens 
language, so they can understand each other. At least when both of them [Keweld + SIT] 
are making that effort we usually end up with a common understanding. He finds this the 
same no matter what company he is dealing with, and where in the world it is located. 
He says that with regard to Keweld both parties have more knowledge in there own 
business, but it is about mutual trust.     
 
Information Sharing Mechanism  
Keweld is a pretty straight forward “what you see is what you get type of company”, and 
for him start talking to them in some kind of corporate language, that they have not been 
exposed to, would be completely counter productive.    
 
Regarding the people and departments involved  he says that besides him, the 
expeditor is in contact with Keweld, there engineers, and buyers from other parts of SIT 
Lincoln. He say that other departments that might have a need to contact Keweld are 
spares purchase, detail engineering and mechanics.  
 
Regarding if the information he receives is important  and he can take action from it 
he says yes, it would be useless to get information that he could not use. It is important 
that the information they give him is accurate, and timely. Regarding the detail and 
richness of information  he says that the information he gets is sufficient. He does not 
think that the information they give him needs to be particularly detailed, for instance if 
they give him a quotation for something, they do not need to show him every individual 
piece of the process, unless he thinks the price is far too high and want to know how 
they got to that price. But generally speaking, if Keweld says we recognize this part 
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number, that issue number and that price, here is the lead time then he thinks it is 
enough information for him. Regarding the frequency of information exchange  he 
says that it depends on what it is, but it is probably on weekly bases but that is just 
electronic information. He says that other than electronic he says that he is in contact 
with Keweld on average a couple [2] of time a month, now when he knows them better, 
which includes e-mail and telephone. Regarding the amount of information 
exchanged he says that it is not very much. Regarding the amount of information 
exchanged during contract negotiation he talks about handling quotations and say 
that it definitely would be more information than otherwise. Regarding the 
continuousness of information exchange and when asked if it is regular he says no, it 
is very irregular. Regarding the frequency of buyer and supplier  visits he says that it is 
very infrequent. There is no need for him to go and visit Keweld, because they perform 
so well and SIT has not got any problems with them. Regarding the regularity of buyer 
and supplier  visits he says that it is “good irregularity” [Bad regularity]. Regarding if 
buyer and supplier uses guest engineers he says no, the only way you might say that 
would be the case is if from time to time SIT should do a quality audit on them, just to 
make sure they are doing what they say they are doing and that they still got their ISO 
9000. This would be done by the quality department, but he does not know if they do or 
if they do not.           
 
Boundary Spanners’ Task Characteristics  
Regarding his task structure he says that it is very clear. He has a routine, which 
involves regular daily looks at the orders that he needs to place, the inquiries that he 
needs to make and quotations. He also says that there is an expeditor who expedites 
Keweld and would tell him if anything goes wrong. Regarding his task complexity he 
says that he tries to make it as simple as possible, because he thinks that makes it as 
bulletproof as possible. He says that if he manages to make it as easy as possible, then 
it is not very complex. He says that it gets complex when something goes wrong. Then 
he says he to have the ability to understand that complexity. When asked about if 
something often goes wrong he says that “Murphy’s law is always lurking in the 
background” and explains “what can go wrong will go wrong”. Regarding task 
predictability and if his knows for each week, each day, what he is supposed to do he 
says yes pretty much. They have a system called work flow, which tells him the thing he 
needs to inquire for, to get quotes for new parts. He says they have another system 
called work to which is the list of parts that he has to order on daily bases. After that, 
come all the complexities with for example suppliers that can not deliver. But over all he 
says it is pretty predictable. Regarding task routine he says that he has one personal 
routine that is not written down, and then there is a process by which they produce 
purchase orders and the process by which they schedule the material, is meticulously 
written down. But the process by which he contact suppliers and give and receive 
information is less formalized and he could do it in different ways. Regarding the 
interdependence of the contact person at Keweld he says that he needs his contact 
person at Keweld to solve his own problems, so that his problems are less. He says that 
he needs the contact person in order to solve his working tasks, like with any other 
supplier. When asked about if who the contact person is matters he says that as long as 
the person he talks to at Keweld is competent and willing to solve the problems that he 
presents for him, it does not matter who it is.           
 
Climate and Processes Characteristics  
With regard to the social climate  he says that he can be himself, as with any other of 
his suppliers. He says that he will always seek an informal relationship between the 
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parties, but when the problems get more difficult it gets more formal, because then he 
needs to document and record everything. When asked if it is more paperless when you 
have a good relation he says no, every informal request is followed up by something 
they both can rely on [formal]. When asked if he has trust  in Keweld he says yes. 
Regarding his commitment  to the relationship and if he wants to keep it he says yes, 
they are good suppliers and nice guys, he would not want them to think that Siemens is 
a bad customer. He says - so yes, there needs to be a commitment on my part to make 
sure that SIT are well represented to them, and that I represent them properly within 
Siemens. Regarding the degree of cooperation he thinks they [Keweld] are very 
cooperative and when asked if he and SIT is cooperating back, so to speak he thinks so, 
but this does not mean that he would do everything that anybody asks him at any time 
they ask, because that is not necessarily the best use of his time for Siemens. He says 
that there might be a greater frequency of cooperation with larger suppliers, because SIT 
might do more with them or what they make for SIT might be more complex and need a 
greater amount of his time. When asked if he would call them only when he has an 
errand or if he would call them to socialize he says no he would not really call to only 
socialize, as he does not see that as particularly necessary.  
 
Regarding his effort to create cooperation  he says that he tries to have a good 
cooperation with any supplier. If he thought something was going wrong with a 
relationship with a supplier he would work on it, to put it right. But generally speaking he 
thinks it is in his nature to make sure that suppliers are happy with him. Regarding early 
supplier involvement in design and if Keweld is involved early he says that it depends 
on the complexity of the part that they might be asked to make. If it is something that is 
likely to be difficult for them to make, then they should be involved early. Regarding 
Keweld’s reputation he says it is very good at Siemens. Regarding if he thinks SIT 
acts fair to Keweld he says yes he thinks so in general. He would define fairness as 
transparency and honesty. Regarding responsibility allocation between SIT and 
Keweld he says that Keweld is having the greater part. He says that it is his job to ask 
them for what he wants, and that is the easy part. It is their job to supply it, and that may 
be more difficult depending on how organized they are, so they probably carry the 
greater burden.    
 
RQ2  
Relation Termination Costs (buyer) 
Regarding the switching cost for SIT to change to another supplier and if it would be 
hard, he says no quite small. Regarding if they have many alternative suppliers he 
says yes, he can think of at least one pipe work supplier which can do what Keweld does 
quite easily and for the other fabrications they have 3-4 suppliers locally, certainly in 
England.  
 
Relationship Benefits 
When asked about if Keweld adds value  to SIT through product, process or technology, 
he says no. Regarding if Keweld provides superior benefits  compared to other in this 
industry he says no, he do not think so. He also says they do what they are asked to do 
and they do it quite well, but so do a lot of other suppliers. There is nothing that they do 
that is extra, compared to any other supplier, which provides us with any particular 
benefits. When asked if supplier selection is a critical element  in SIT competitive 
strategy, he says yes, it could not be anything else really. Regarding if Keweld performs 
surveys  to see if SIT is happy with them he says that they probably would if SIT asked 
them. But he has not seen one.  
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Shared Values 
When asked if he believes that SIT and Keweld have common beliefs about behavior 
and goals  and if policies are appropriate and important he says yes. Regarding 
norms  he also says yes but he also says that Siemens is a huge organization, and it is 
going to approach everything it does in an enormously complicated fashion, because it 
has to. If SIT wrote a policy concerning some aspect of their business life and Keweld 
wrote a policy of the same aspect of their business life, then SIT’s would be really thick 
and Keweld’s would be about two pages. This is because SIT and Keweld differ in size, 
but their norms, ethics, goals, and methods of dealing with each other, are probably 
going be exactly the same if they are honest people.  
 
Opportunistic Behavior 
When asked about if he would call Keweld if he received a price that is unnaturally low  
he says yes, he would probably call them, checking if everything is fine. If he had a 
guide to show him that it was meticulously low, like if it was made out of gold and came 
in a penny a piece, he would smell a rat and yes he would call them. Regarding if he 
believes that Keweld acts to their own advantage to the cost of SIT he says no, he do 
not think so. He adds that Keweld would no take advantage of SIT if they saw that 
something was wrong. He does not think that Keweld would take advantage of SIT 
because they have dealt with SIT for 20 years, so why would they do that? Because if 
something like that happened and SIT found out, that would be the end of the 
relationship, so why would they do that? Killing the goose that lays the golden eggs we 
say [metaphor for any short-sighted action that may bring an immediate reward, but will 
ultimately prove disastrous].  
 
Communication 
The purchaser communicates mostly by e-mail with Keweld. He thinks e-mail is brilliant. 
He has spoken on the phone and e-mailing them but the meeting for this interview [ours] 
was the first meeting.  
 
Regarding the start date  for the communication he says that he has been in his position 
since July 2011, but has not really had the need to contact Keweld until January 2012. 
But he has ordered according to the schedule in place. SIT has been in contact with 
Keweld for 20 years as he understands it. Regarding the time spent sharing 
information he thinks he spends in total one day a month. Regarding if the information 
he gets is meaningful and if it improves his knowledge he says surely. Keweld has a lot 
of information that could improve his knowledge.  
 
When asked about if he often has disputes/discussions  with Kewled he says that they 
have not had any issues but he is sure that they would resolve  them if they did. 
 
Power Balance 
Regarding if SIT has invested much in Keweld  he says no. They have not invested in 
any equipment or in any tools. He would say that they should not, because if the supplier 
wants to supply to SIT they need to set themselves up as a capable supplier, and that is 
what they should do and not rely on somebody else to pay for it.  
 
Regarding the amount of suppliers in the market he thinks that there are thousands of 
suppliers for small fabrications. Regarding the switching cost for SIT to change to 
another supplier and if it would be hard, he says no quite small. Regarding if the product 
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is a commodity , he says no, not at all. Concerning standardization he would say that 
the products are not at all standardized. With regard to if it is expensive to find a good 
supplier  for this product he says no, not really. When it comes to if he believes that 
Keweld has more useful/relevant information than they share  he says they might 
have, but he does not think they not sharing it are deliberate subterfuge. 
 

Interview – Keweld 
 
Product Characteristics 
Keweld do mostly part work and machining parts for turbines and they use a variation of 
different materials. They also perform walk-in-works, small jobs, on-shore, and do not 
really turn away any type of business. They do mainly stainless steal part work for 
Siemens and flexible type pipe work. They use a phosphate-system which stops rust 
and this makes them unique for Lincoln, because they are the only ones who use it.  
  
Regarding complexity they say that it is a specialized product rather than a complex 
product. It is a grain of stainless steel, but it is the welding that they do with it that is the 
specialized part. When asked if there are many parts that are assembled in a non-easy 
way they say that there are some which are jigged items. The products are not 
standardized because they are made from SIT’s drawings, and they are not sold to 
anybody else. So thereby they are also customized . Regarding the developed 
technology they say that it is mature, they use TIG-welding which makes it possible to 
weld really thin materials. Regarding the innovation of the product and if it becomes 
more efficient over time, they say definitely. Keweld has worked with SIT for 25 years, 
and say that prices are less than when they started, so obviously there is innovation in 
jigging up and so. It is technology with regard to how you actually put something 
together that has changed. You can incorporate people’s time into products, and if you 
make it easier for the person to actually weld the product it reduces the time. So the 
product is kind of the same as 25 years ago, but the method is getting more efficient. 
Regarding design changes they say that there are modifications to the product, but it is 
rather the materials that change. When asked who initiates the change they say that 
Keweld is normally asked. They say the changes are not made with regard to the looks 
of the product.   
  
Regarding mutual process adjustment Keweld say that they would have to change 
there processes more. There are parts when Keweld needs concessions [permission 
from SIT] for products, mainly for material availability. There are part that used to be 
done in one material that might no longer be available and there needs to be a 
concession.  Regarding if the product require engineering expertise  they say not 
particularly engineering, but Keweld needs coded welders with a particular skill set. It 
costs them thousands every year just to get codes. SIT provides Keweld with drawings 
and specifications. They believe that SIT needs engineering expertise .   
 
Market Characteristics 
Their market for Siemens products is for Siemens and nobody else. But Keweld does 
small fabrications for everybody. They say that it is no product that they make that they 
will put on the market; you have to make enough of that product to be able to sell it to 
make profit of it.  When asked if the market for small fabrications is a large market, they 
say no. [Demand ] When asked about the stability of the market they say it is up and 
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down, definitely. They had a big struggle two years and had to lay off four people, when 
it was a down turn globally. But things seem to be going up again. But it is always up 
and down, never stable and straight forward. Regarding the growth in the market they 
say it is up and down and has been for the last 25 years.   
When asked about the concentration in the market, and if there are few buyers and few 
suppliers they say that anybody who survived the recession has obviously improved 
their techniques to be able to sell their products. There are many companies that have 
closed due to the recession and due to the market. They say they are quite fortunate 
that they have survived it because many companies in Lincoln have not. When asked if 
there are many companies that want to sell to SIT they say maybe not in the Lincoln-
area but they can think of a few straight away in the London-area. Also there are others 
players globally, like in Sweden and America.  When asked if there are many companies 
that are asking for this type of products besides Siemens, they say no, no really, the type 
of product Keweld does [Probably only considers the products made after SIT-
specifications]. Regarding the competition among the suppliers they say there are 
probably 1-2 specialist machinists in Lincoln that compete with them, and Keweld can 
produce the same products as they do. But obviously it is a price and an expertise. 
When asked about if there are any advantages by being located in Lincoln they say that 
they would have a different customer base if they were located in another city, like 
Birmingham. Sometimes Keweld works with their competitors, they help each other out. 
If Keweld can not produce some part they recommend another company and the other 
way around. They say it is not always down to price and they also exchange ideas and 
expertise. Regarding the amount of capable suppliers to SIT there is nobody in 
Lincoln that can do the welding that Keweld do, but there are others that can do the 
machining. When asked if they think there are many companies doing small machining 
globally they say it is probably in the millions. Regarding possible substitutes they say 
suggestions have been made over the years but nothing has really come of it. They 
mention various kinds of welding, friction welding etc. They say that they think welding 
will be around forever. With regard to new players they can not think of any new comers.    
 
 
Supplier Characteristics 
Regarding the size of Keweld they say that they are 6 employees, before the recession 
they were 10 and before that even 20. But they try to standardize it around 10, because 
it is good for their situation. But they say that they do the same turnover with 6 people as 
with 10, so something was starting to go wrong back then that they did not know about. 
They say that they never have a turnover of more than 0.5 Million, mostly it is a quarter 
of a Million.  When asked if they consider Keweld to be a multi product supply house 
they say no, they are specialized. Regarding if they have any proprietary technology  
for the products they produce for SIT they say no. Regarding who has the bargain 
power and who has the authority in this relationship and if Keweld or SIT has the 
advantage, they say Siemens. They add that they will negotiate, and it is not “big bad 
boss”. They have worked together for many years and that one time they had an issue 
regarding payments, but that was many years ago. They say that Siemens has been 
very good. They also add that there have been an awful lot of changes in buyers 
[purchasers at SIT]. Regarding the amount of established suppliers  they say that 
many of the established suppliers are gone, still the ones who are established have a 
better chance to survive. The 1-2 companies they mention in Lincoln they say are 
probably well known within Lincoln, but not nationally or globally.   
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When asked about SIT’s dependence on Keweld and if it would affect or stop the 
production if SIT had to change from Keweld to another supplier they say, that it would 
not take long for SIT to change supplier. They say that it would give people at SIT a 
headache. They say that SIT would have a slight problem because another supplier 
would need to have the same qualifications as Keweld, have the codings, and be 
specialized in TIG-welding. They say that it is a lot of MIG-welders in the Lincoln-area, 
and no TIG-welders.     
 
Regarding their level of R&D they say that they do not have R&D, they learn as they go 
along. When asked about their switching costs they say that it would not cost a lot of 
extra money if they were to switch to a customer similar to SIT. Regarding their 
recognized skills they say that they are a specialized welding company, with a good 
delivery record. They say quality, cost and delivery are their skills. Regarding Keweld’s 
economic reliance on SIT they say that 40 percent of their income comes from SIT. 
They say that it is not an ideal situation but it has always been 40-50-60 percent, they 
always try to keep it down but if people offer you work you can not say no, so it is a 
difficult situation.  
 
Internationalization 
Regarding their motivation to create international relationships they say no it is too 
complicated. They could not see the benefits, they have to get bigger to supply abroad 
and supplying export wise is a lot more difficult than supplying to the local area. You 
have to really guarantee that you can afford, that you are able to do it, and he does not 
think that Keweld would. Regarding what language  they use in their daily work they say 
English. They have not experienced any language obstacles . Regarding if they have 
any experience of international trade one of them says that he has and has worked 
with Japan.  
 
The Social System 
Regarding their general perception of doing business within England they see no 
problem really, it is very good. Their perception of doing business abroad, even though 
Keweld has not, is that they do not see any problem with that. [Obstacles ] If they were 
to do a lot of work abroad they would have to hire somebody to handle that kind of work, 
so you have to be able to afford it. If Keweld would be doing work with Sweden it would 
probably start with a language barrier, as Keweld speak English and they speak 
Swedish. Once you have gotten over the language barrier you have to develop what you 
have got in common. When asked about if there will be any cultural differences they say 
that there are cultural changes all over the world, but culture it is not a part of business. 
They say that they are not narrowed minded; they always look ahead business wise. 
Regarding their attitude  towards English products they say “best in the world”. 
Regarding their attitude towards foreign products they say it depends on where you go 
abroad, Chinese is garbage, it is poor quality, and Japanese is excellent.  
 
Regarding currency they say that they use English Pounds. Because they are working 
within England they have not experienced any obstacles with exchange rates and trade 
regulations. Regarding Kewelds experience of SIT’s industry language they say that 
they have worked with them for so long that they have learned by experience over the 
years. When asked if they believe it would be hard for a new player they say yes.   
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Information Sharing Mechanism 
Regarding people and departments involved in the information exchange they say 
that they got probably 12 contact person at SIT and it could be any department at SIT 
and says 4. They have contact with probably three different buyers. Regarding if the 
information they get is important they say yes, if Keweld have any inquires they have 
a contact they can talk to, so they have never had a problem with it. Regarding if there is 
a lot of details and richness in the information  they get from SIT they say yes, most of 
the time. There are obviously a few things they need to query on if there is a new 
product, drawing or material specification, but they can deal with they buyer directly and 
talk it through.       
 
Regarding the frequency of information exchange they say that on average they have 
contact with SIT 3-4 times a week. With the buyers it can be as much as 10 times a 
week, if they have quotes to do, on an average week they are in contact 2 times a week. 
When asked if they have contact with the strategic buyers at SIT they say that they can 
not say that, they do not know what one is.  
 
Regarding the amount of information exchanged they say that it varies, if it is a 
product that Keweld has got before there is very little information. If it is a new product, 
that they need to quote on, they may need a lot of information before they can work on it. 
When asked if they get new products often they say no, they would not say that often, 
but it is quite involved when they do, because they got of bits to sort out. Regarding the 
amount of information exchanged during contract neg otiations, they say that when 
they do the vender schedule that is the time when it gets quite busy, price changes in 
material and labor costs for example, it is quite involved when they do that. They do that 
ones a year.   
 
Regarding the continuousness of information exchange the contact person says that 
he would not say that he regularly speaks to SIT, SIT regularly speaks to him. There are 
expeditors calling him quite regularly to check up on products they have ordered. He is 
not calling very often, only when he needs to sort something out. Regarding the 
frequency of Keweld’s visits to SIT to look at their products and processes, they say 
not very often, it was four years since they last visited. Regarding SIT’s frequency of 
visits to Keweld they say yes the quality side visits, maybe once every couple years. 
They think if you are having a problem that is when you see Siemens. So they would say 
the neither SIT nor Keweld visits regularly . When asked if Keweld uses guest 
engineers , they say no. Keweld say that they recently did a new pipe that was very 
urgent, and then SIT sent somebody over to take a look at it. They have had quite a lot 
of visits, and quite a lot of conversation about that part, because it was absolutely brand 
new and needed to be right.  
 
Boundary Spanners’ Task Characteristics 
Regarding task structure the contact person says that he deals with everything that 
comes through the door, there is nobody else that does that or that he can delegate it to. 
He says that he has routine  in everything he does, so that is what he tries to do. 
Everything in the business is written down, so if the contact person is off ill the other 
interviewee would come in and they have a how-to-do-manual that is computerized as 
well, so if he has to do purchasing the manual explains exactly how to do it. They say 
that to get a quality approval you have to have a process that is the same all the time, 
otherwise you can not get through. They are ISO approved and have been for a lot of 
years. Regarding task complexity the contact person says that he tries to develop the 
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way he does things so it makes it simpler for him to do the job, then it is done and he 
can move on to the next. He would say the task is fairly complex, but he says that it is 
the way you actually go about them that makes them easier. He says that he has a 
process that he knows and he does it every day for every job. Regarding his task 
predictability he says that he knows what he should do when coming in, but it is the 
rest of the day that “falls in on top of him”. There are certain things you have to do, 
routine, and other things that comes up. Regarding the interdependence between the 
contact person and the purchaser he says yes, there has to be. In a working relationship 
you depend on each other for, for information. He says he deals more with the 
expeditors than with the purchasers.  
 
Climate and Process Characteristics 
Regarding the social climate he says that it can be both formal and informal depending 
on who you talk to. They say that they are always themselves when speaking to SIT. If 
SIT does an annual audit it would be very formal. They say that they trust  SIT, they say 
it is good and bad in every environment but overall they would say yes, they never had 
any problems. Regarding their commitment  to the relationship they say that they 
definitely care and want to keep it. They say that they put a lot of effort into creating 
cooperation . They say they want to have a good relationship and they have worked 
together for 20 years, so it is a good relationship. Regarding the degree of cooperation 
they say that it is cooperation from both sides, and they cooperate as much as they 
possible can. You have to - if you got issues you have to resolve them. Besides that, one 
of them says that, certain people at SIT he has formed a friendship with over the years, 
and if you have not seen them for a long time he says he can call and say “how are you 
doing?”. They think that they are lucky to have the situation that they have with Siemens. 
The other one says that, from a social point of view there are a lot of people you can call 
and talk to, from a business point of view it is a different ball game – business is 
business, social is social, and the two do very rarely meet. So when asked if they do not 
have any social connections to SIT then, he says no.      
 
Regarding if SIT uses early supplier involvement in design and involves Keweld and 
ask for their expertise early, they say that they are doing that, certainly asking. It has 
happened a few times, but it does not happen on regular bases. Regarding their own 
perception of Keweld’s reputation , they say that they send out questionnaires on 
reasonably regular bases to see what people do think of them. They think that they have 
established themselves as having good quality, and they do not get any rejects [return of 
products]. They say quality, cost and delivery. Regarding SIT’s fairness to Keweld, they 
say that Siemens is a fair company. Their perception of fairness is that SIT understands 
if Keweld has a problem, with any of the products they manufacture SIT understands if 
they have a problem with delivery, and they are also willing to negotiate prices. 
Regarding the responsibility allocation between SIT and Keweld they say that Keweld 
puts in the working hours, but SIT has the responsibility because it is in the end of the 
day their product which Keweld only makes for them. When asked if you look at the 
relation and who has the most interest in it, they say that they can only look at their side, 
and they want to go on working for SIT.  
 
RQ2 
Relationship Termination Costs 
When asked about their switching costs they say that it would not cost a lot of extra 
money if they were to switch to a customer similar to SIT. Regarding alternative 
customers  when it comes to this product they say no, not any other companies.  
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Relationship Benefits 
Regarding if SIT adds value  to Keweld through their product, process or technology 
they say no because they could do these welding processes, and that is how they got 
SIT as a customer in the first place. Keweld has learned to perform phosphating 
because SIT wanted a lot of products to be phosphated. Before, Keweld sent the 
products away for phosphating but the other company was not very reliable, so they 
decided to learn it themselves. When asked if SIT has any superior benefits they say 
that working with a company like Siemens is good advert, on their website and in their 
brochures Keweld has Siemens down as one of their major clients. Working as an A-
class supplier for a larger company, they think it helps. It is a big advantage that SIT is 
close to Keweld. With regard to if customer selection is a critical element  in their 
competitive strategy and if choosing the right customer is important they say that it is 
fairly important, it is more from a paying point of view, they need to know that they will 
get payed, then they make products for anyone who wants them. When asked if what 
they mean is that they want serious companies as customers they say yes, there are 
companies that they will not supply because they know that they will not pay. When 
asked if SIT performs any surveys  to see if Keweld is happy with how SIT act they say 
no, the only questionnaires they get are basically around the computer system.  
 
Shared Values 
Regarding if they believe that SIT and Keweld have beliefs in common about behavior 
and goals  they say yes they think so, certainly. And give an example of use of local 
suppliers, which they think is very important for the Lincolnshire economy. When asked 
about if they have common believes about policies  they think they do, they have a 
common belief that what you is doing is right, health and safety is right, quality is right, 
everything is got to be right, which is a policy. They think it is appropriate  and very 
important  and believes that SIT thinks so as well. When asked if they think that SIT and 
Keweld has the same norms  they say that they do not know about Siemens globally but 
if you talk about Siemens Lincoln, they think that they have the same norms and strive 
towards the same goals.  
 
Opportunistic Behavior 
When asked if they would call SIT if they received an order which was unnaturally large 
they say that they would call them, definitely. Keweld do not think that SIT would take 
advantage of them; they look after each other. 
 
Communication 
Regarding the communication they say that it is mostly e-mail but they think that the 
biggest communication is through “work for business”. Regarding the start date of 
communication they say that Keweld have been in contact with SIT for 20 years, the 
current contact person at Keweld has been in contact with SIT for 10 years. 
Regarding the amount of time sharing information the contact person say that he 
probably 60 percent of his time is spent on SIT. Very little of this involves sharing 
information. He says that a lot of it is doing paper work internally for orders received.    
Regarding if the information they get is meaningful  they say it has to be.  
 
When asked if they have disputes  with SIT they say not often, not disputes where they 
argue but they have discussion. Dispute is quite a strong world. Regarding if they have a 
lot of discussions they would not say often, but they do discuss things, but not in a 
heated way. They say like this interview, calm discussions. If any disputes would come 
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up they would resolve  them, they say you have to, one way or another, as well as with 
discussions. 
 
Power Balance  
Regarding if Keweld has invested much in SIT they would not say much, but jigging 
and things like that. Not a great amount but they have invested. Keweld has invested in 
codes that they never use for any other customer. But if they did not have the codes they 
would not be specialists, they add. 
 
Regarding how large share of the market  for this product that SIT Lincoln constitutes, 
amount of customers on the market  and amount of alternative buyers  compared to 
Lincoln they say that they do not know [they do not seem to understand the concept of 
“market” so the questions above could not be answered]. 
 
Regarding Keweld’s economic reliance on SIT they say that 40 percent of their income 
comes from SIT. They say that it is not an ideal situation but it has always been 40-50-
60 percent, they always try to keep it down but if people offer you work you can not say 
no, so it is a difficult situation. When asked about their switching costs they say that it 
would not cost a lot of extra money if they were to switch to a customer similar to SIT. 
Concerning if the SIT account is attractive  they say yes, Siemens is a reputable 
company so if you are working for a company like that you have got a reputation to build 
on. When asked if the product is a commodity  they say that you need to know more 
about the product than just the price. The products are not standardized because they 
are made from SIT’s drawings, and it is not sold to anybody else. Regarding if they 
believe that SIT has more useful information  than they share  they say no, they would 
not say so.  
 
RQ3 

 
F: Have you been in contact with Finspång anything?  
K: No 
F: Because we were told in Finspång that there was a couple of suppliers that had 
agreed on starting to send things to Finspång as well.. 
K: Yes 
F: You were on that list.. 
K: Yes 
F: For parts for the 300 and 400 turbines for the package 
K: Yes 
J: And we just want to ask you some questions about Sweden, and.. 
K: It is a nice country 

 
Relationship Termination Costs 
When asked about if they believe that their switching costs  would increase or decrease 
if they would start doing business with Sweden, they say that it would obviously increase; 
you have import and export costs, that got to be incorporated into the product. 
 
Relationship Benefits 
When asked if working with Finspång and if their product, process or technology 
would add  any value to Keweld, they say maybe it would, they do not know, that 
depends how things translate from English to Swedish. It depends on how the 
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qualifications translate, Keweld has a British standard, do you have a Swedish standard? 
They say that you always have to incorporate that.  
 
They ask if SIT in Finspång makes the same products as SIT in Lincoln and are 
answered that they are similar but larger in Finspång. If there was a difference between 
the products made in Lincoln and in Finspång they might be an advantage to Keweld 
because they might learn something from that difference. When asked if Finspång would 
provide any superior benefits  they say possibly. 
 
Shared Values 
When asked if they believe that Keweld and SIT in Finspång would have common 
beliefs about behavior and goals they say that they would hope so, that is how you 
build up a business relationship. They also say that regarding if policies  are 
appropriate  and important  they say yes. When asked about norms  they believe that 
they would have the same norms, they do not see any problems. 
Opportunistic Behavior 
No, they think that they would like to trust people. If you are working for Siemens you are 
working for a reputable company, they have got to keep that reputation and if you are 
going to take advantage of people then that reputation is gone out the window. 
 
Communication 
Regarding how they would communicate with SIT Finspång they say through e-mail, 
telephone and meetings. There would not be as many meetings. If it was the same 
amount of turnover [as with Lincoln] they think that it would be very similar. If it is similar 
products then there is not a lot of communication to help because we already make 
those products. They also say that e-mail would be as easy as with SIT Lincoln but it 
would be more expensive to call. 
 
Regarding if they believe that they would spend a lot of time sharing information  with 
SIT Finspång they say yes, both ways. Regarding if they believe the information would 
be meaningful  they say yes. When asked if they have communicated  anything with 
SIT Finspång they say no. 
 
When asked about if they think that they would have disputes  with SIT Finspång they 
say not disputes but discussion but it would not go as far as disputes. And they believe 
that they would resolve  them, they say you got to. 
 
Power Balance 
Regarding if they believe that they would invest  much in SIT Finspång if they would start 
doing business with them they say yes, they would definitely invest. When asked if there 
would be any differences compared to Lincoln they say that it depends on what the 
product is, they might have to invest in more people and more equipment. They say that 
you definitely would have to take more staff up. When asked if it would be attractive  to 
have SIT in Finspång as a customer they say yes, financially definitely. Regarding if they 
believe that SIT Finspång would have more useful information than they would share , 
they say that they can not say, really. 


